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PARTS LIST 

ThiS parts list contains all of the parts used in experiments 
which you will perform with this course. The key number In the 
parts list corresponds to the numbers In the parts pictorial. 
Some parts are packaged in envelopes. Except for this initial 
parts check, keep these parts In their envelopes until they are 
called for in the experiment. A container Is provided so that you 
can keep the small parts together in one place. 

KEY PART QTY. DESCRIPTION 
No. No. 

RESISTORS (5%) 

X"Al 6-102 2 1000 n 1/2 waH (brown-black-red) 

X'Al 6-472 4 4700 n 1/2 watt (yellow-vlolet-red) 

)('Al 6-103 2 10 kfi 1/2 waH (brown-black-orange) 

X Al 6-473 2 47 kn 1/2 watt (yellow-violet-orange) 

,. Al 6-224 220 kn 1/2 waH (red-red-yellow) 

;C Al 6-151 150 n 1/2 watt (brown-green-brown) 

.... Al 6-561 560 n 1/2 watt (green-blue-brown) 

CAPACITORS 

Disc 

y A2 21-47 2 .01 "F 

X' A2 21-140 2 _001 "F 

Electrolytic 

)(' A3 25-111 2 1000 "F 
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1N4149 silicon diode 

7 segmenl LED display 

MPSA20 tranSistor 

IMPORTANT : THE BANDED END OF DIODIS CAN 
BI MARKED IN A NUMBIR OF WAYS . 
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v 

BANDED END 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

NOTE: Transislors and in1egrated circu its are marked for iden

tilication In one of the following ways: 

1. Part number. 
2. Type number. 
3. Part number and type number. 
4. Part number with a type number other than the one 

listed. 

~ A7 443-1 2 SN7400N 

A7 443-2 SN420N \,"l<J) 
~ A7 443-629 SN7490AN 

xA7 443·1 3 SN7475N 
)tA7 443-16 2 SN7476N 
'fA7 443-18 SN7404N 
):A7 443-25 SN74151N 
, A7 443-46 SN7402N 

" A7 443-53 SN7442N 
xA7 443-54 SN7403N 
, A7 443-90 SN74123N 
. A7 443-612 SN74193N 
x A7 443-680 SN7495AN 
)' A7 443-694 UA9368 
X A7 443-695 CD4001 
, A7 443-698 SN7486N 

MISCELLANEOUS 

266·962 Small parts container 
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COURSE OBJECTIVES AND OUTLINE 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

When you complete this program, you will have the following skills and 
knowledge. You will be able to: 

1. Discuss the advantages and benefits of using digital techniques in 
electronic equipment. 

2. Name the major applications of digital techniques in electronics. 

3. Convert between the binary and decimal number systems and recog
nize the most commonly used binary codes. 

4. Name the major components used in implementing digital circuits 
and explain how they operate. 

5 . Explain the operation of digital logic gates. 

6. Identify the more commonly used integrated circuit families used in 
digital equipment and discuss their operation, characteristics, and 
features. 

7. Use Boolean Algebra to express logic operations and minimize logic 
circuits in design. 

8. Explain the operation of flip-flops. 

9. Discuss the operation and application of binary and BCD counters, 
shift registers and other sequential logic circuits. 

10. Name the most frequently used combinational logic circuits and 
explain their operation. 

11. Design both combinational and sequential logic circuits for a given 
application from definition and concept to the selection of the integ
rated circuits. 

12. Discuss the operation and application of digital counters in time and 
frequency measurements. 

13. Explain how a digital computer is organized and how it operates. 



14. Discuss microprocessors , explain their operation and give examples 
of their applications. 

COURSE OUTLINE 

UNIT 1 Introduction to Digital Techniques 

Introduction 
Unit Objectives 
Unit Activity Guide 
Digital Techniques 

Contrasting Analog and Digital Devices and Techniques 
Where are Digital Techniques Used? 

Communications 
Telemetry Systems 
Test Instruments 
lnd ustrial Controls 
Consumer Electronic Equipment 

Why Use Digital Techniques? 
Greater Accuracy 
Greater Dynamic Range 
Greater Stability 
Convenience 
Automation 
Design Simplicity 
New Approaches 

The Binary Number System 
Positional Number Systesm 
Fractional Numbers 
Converting Between the Binary and Decimal 
Number Systems 

Binary to Decimal 
Decimal to Binary 

Binary Number Sizes 
Number Identification 

Binary Codes 
Binary Coded Decimal 
Special Binary Codes 

Excess 3 Code 
Gray Code 
ASCII Code 

Data Representation 
Electromechanical Devices 
Transistors 
Magnetic Cores 
Logic Levels 
Positive and Negative Logic 
Parallel vs Serial Data Representation 
Logic Circuits 

Unit Summary 
Examination 
Answers 

2 



UNIT 2 Semiconductor Devices for Digital Circuits 
3 

Introduction 
Unit Objectives 
Unit Activity Guide 
A Programmed Review of Transistor Operation 
The Bipolar Transistor Switch 

Modes of Operation 
Cut-off 
Linear 
Saturation 

Saturated Switching Circuits 
Switching Speed 
Non-Saturating Switching Circuits 

Designing a Saturated Switch Logic Inverter 
Procedure 
Example Application 1 
Example Application 2 

Experiment 1 Bipolar Transistor Switch 
MOS Field Effect Transistors 

The N-ChanneI MOSFET 
The P-Channel MOSFET 
Bipolars vs MOSFET's 
MOSFET Circuits 

( Unit Summary 
Examination 
Answers 

UNIT 3 Digital Logic Circuits 

Introduction 
Unit Objectives 
Unit Activity Guide 
Types of Logic Circuits 
The Inverter 
Experiment Z LogiC Inverter 
Decision-Making Logic Elements 

The AND Gate 
The OR Gate 
The Dual Nature of Logic Gates 

Experiment 3 Diode Logic Gates 
NAND/NOR Gates 

NAND Gate 
NOR Gate 
How NAND/NOR Gates Are Used 

Practical Logic Circuits 
Relays and Switches 
Discrete Component Logic Circuits 
Integrated Circuits 

Experiment 4 Transistor Logic Gate 
Examination 
Answers 



UNIT 4 Digital Integrated Circuits 

Introduction 
Unit Objectives 
Unit Activity Guide 
Logic Circuit Characteristics 

Logic Levels 
Propagation Delay 
Power Dissipation 
The Speed-Power Trade-Off 
Noise Immunity 
Fan Out 

Current Source Logic 
Current Sink Logic 

Integrated Circuits 
Manufacturing Methods 

Monolithic 
Thin and Thick Film Techniques 
Hybrid Circuits 

Application 
Function 
Integrated Circuit Packaging 

T05 
Flat-Pack 
DIP 

Temperature Ranges 
Transistor Transistor Logic 

Circuit Operation 
TTL Characteristics 
Special TTL Variations 

Low Power TTL 
High Power TTL 
Schottky TTL 
Three State TTL 

Experiment 5 TTL Logic Gates 
Emitter Coupled Logic 

Circuit Operation 
ECL Characteristics 

Metal Oxide Semiconductor Integrated Circuits 
PMOS and NMOS Circuits 
Complementary MOS 
CMOS Characteristics 

Experiment 6 CMOS Logic Gate 
Selecting a Digital Integrated Circuit for a Specific Application 

Trends 
Complex Functions 
Trade-Offs 

Examination 
Answers 
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UNIT 5 Boolean Algebra 

Introduction 
Unit Objectives 
Unit Activity Guide 
Relating Digital Logic Circuits and Boolean Equations 
Truth Tables 
Boolean Rules 
Minimizing Logic Expressions 
Using NAND/NOR Gates 
Experiment 7 Applying NAND and NOR Gates 
Experiment 8 The Wired OR Connection 
Examination 
Answers 

UNIT 6 Flip-Flops and Registers 

Introduction 
Unit Objectives 
Unit Activity Guide 
Flip-Flops 
Experiment 9 Set-Reset Flip-Flops 
D Type Flip-Flops and Registers 
Experiment 10 D Type Flip-Flops and Registers 
JK Flip-Flops 
Experiment 11 JK Flip-Flops 
Examination 
Answers 
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UNIT 7 Sequential Logic Circuits: Counters, Shift Registers, and 
Clocks 

Introduction 
Unit Objectives 
Unit Activity Guide 
Counters 

Binary Counters 
Frequency Dividers 
Maximum Count 
Down Counters 
Up-Down Counter 
Synchronous Counters 
Counter Control Functions 

Typical Integrated Circuit Counters 
Experiment 12 Binary Counters 

BCD Counters 
Cascading BCD Counters 
The BCD Counter as a Frequency Divider 
Typical Integrated Circuit BCD Counter 

Experiment 13 The BCD Counter 
Special Counters 

Modulo 3 Counter 
Modulo 5 Counter 

Experiment 14 Counter Applications 
Shift Registers 

Shift Register Operation 
Bipolar Logic Shift Registers 

Experiment 15 Shift Registers 
Shift Register Applications 

Scaling Operations 
Shift Register Memory 
Sequencer/Ring Counter 
Counters 

Experiment 16 Shift Register Applications 
MOS Shift Registers 

Dynamic MOS Shift Registers 
Static MOS Shift Registers 

Clocks and One Shots 
Clock Oscillator Circuits 

Discrete Component Circuits 
IC Clock Circuits 

One Shot Multivibrators 
One Shot Applications 

Experiment 17 Clocks and One Shots 
Examination 
Answers 
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UNIT 8 Combinational Logic Circuits 

Introduction 
Unit Objectives 
Unit Activity Guide 
Decoders 

BCD to Decimal Decoder 
Octal and Hex Decoders 
BCD to 7-Segment Decoder 

Experiment 1 B Decoders 
Encoders 
Experiment 19 7 -Segment Decoder-Driver and Display 
Multiplexers 

Multiplexer Operation 
Multiplexer Applications 

Parallel to Serial Conversion 
Serial Binary Word Generator 
Boolean Function Generator 

Experiment 20 Multiplexers 
Demultiplexers 
Exclusive OR 

Exclusive NOR 
Applications of the Exclusive OR 

Binary Adder 
Parity Generator/Checker 
Binary Comparators 

Experiment 21 Exclusive OR 
Code Converters 
Experiment 22 Exclusive OR Applications 
Read Only Memories 

ROM Operation 
ROM Construction 

Bipolar ROM 
MOS ROM's 
Access Time 

ROM Applications 
Random Logic 
Code Conversion 
Arithmetic Operations 

Microprogramming 
Programmable Logic Arrays 
Examination 
Answers 
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UNIT 9 Digital Design 

Introduction 
Unit Objectives 
Unit Activity Guide 
Design Criteria 

Maximum Performance 
Lowest Cost 
Trade-Offs 

Combinational Logic Circuit Design 
Problem Definition 

Example Problem 
Truth Table Development 
Develop the Logic Equations 
Circuit Minimization 
Karnaugh Maps 

Summary of Karnaugh Map Usage 
"Don't Care" States 

Implementing the Logic Equations 
SSI Implementation 
MSI Implementation 
ROM Implementation 
PLA Implementation 

Multiple Output Combinational Circuits 
Design Examples 

Design Example #1 
Solution to Design Example #1 
Design Example #2 
Solution to Design Example #2 

Experiment Z 3 Designing Combinational Circuits 
Sequential Logic Circuit Design 

Design Procedure 
Defining the Problem 
Developing a State or Flow Table 
Developing a Karnaugh Map for the Counter 
Drawing the Logic Diagram 

Design Examples 
Two-Bit Gray Code Counter 
XS3 Code BCD Counter 

Design Variations 
Experiment 24 Designing Sequential Logic Circuits 
Examination 
Answers 
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UNIT 10 Digital Applications 

Introduction 
Unit Objectives 
Unit Activity Guide 
Digital Test Equipment: The Frequency Counter 

Input Circuit 
Gate and Control Circuits 
Time Base 
Decimal Counter and Display 
Modes of Operation 

Totalize Mode 
Frequency Measurement 
Period Measurement 
Time Interval Measurements 
Frequency Ratio Measurement 

Counter SpeCifications 
Input Sensitivity 
Input Impedance 
Frequency Range 
Display Digits 
Time Base 
Modes 

A Typical Digital Counter 
General Circuit Description 
Input Circuit and Schmitt Trigger 
10 MHz Clock and Scaler 
Decade Counter and Display 
Control Circuitry 
Over-Range Detection 
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UNIT 10 Digital Applications (continued) 

Digital Computers 
What is a Digital Computer? 
How Computers AIe Classified 

Minicomputers 
Microcomputers 
Programmable Calculators 
Microprocessors 

Digital Computer Organization 
Memory 
Control Unit 
Arithmetic-Logic Unit 
Input-Output Unit 

Digital Computer Operation 
Programming 

Programming Procedure 
Writing Programs 

Computer Instructions 
A Hypothetical Instruction Set 
Example Programs 

Software 
Subroutines 
Utility Pro grams 
Assembler 
Compiler 
Cross Assemblers and Compilers 

Microprocessors 
Types of Microprocessors 
Applications of Microprocessors 
Where Are Microprocessors Used? 
Designing With Microprocessors 

Examination 
Answers 

FINAL EXAMINATION (optional) 
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UNIT 1 

INTRODUCTION TO 
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this first unit on digital techniques is to give you an 
overview of the subject and to introduce you to the basic concepts. You 
will learn what digital techniques are. how they are used and why they 
are used. You will learn about binary numbers and codes which are the 
basic language of all digital systems. And finally . you will see how digital 
techniques are implemented with hardware. 

This unit provides you with the background and base upon which you 
will build your knowledge of digital techniques. This foundation will put 
the concept of digital techniques into perspective so that you can fully 
relate them to the field of electronics. With the information presented 
here you will clearly understand the need for and uses of digital 
techniques. 

Digital techniques are so widely used today that it is almost impossible to 
think of electronic equipment without them. Digital techniques are used 
in virtually every area of electronics. They have greatly improved elec
tronic methods and have given us practical electronic equipment with 
amazing capability. And. there is potential for further improvements and 
advances. As an electronic engineer. technician. or hobbyist you can 
benefit by knowing digital techniques. This program will provide you 
with a solid understanding of digital methods and a guide to their 
application. 

Examine the Unit Objectives listed in the next section to see what you 
will learn in this unit. Then follow the instruction in the Unit Activity 
Guide to be sure you perform all of the steps necessary to complete this 
lesson successfully. Check off each step as you complete it. and in the 
spaces prOVided. keep track of the time you spend on each activity. 

- --- -.. _-
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When you complete this Unit you will have the following knowledge and 
capabilities: 

1. Given a list of physical variables, components, devices, and other 
items, you will be able to classify them as being either analog or 
digital in nature. 

2. You will be able to list at least five advantages of digital techniques 
over analog methods. 

3. You will be able to list at least five examples of electronic equipment 
using digital techniques. 

4. You will be able to state the factors that have most influenced the 
growth of digital techniques. 

5. Given any decimal number, you will be able to convert it into its 
binary equivalent. 

6. Given any binary number, you will be able to convert it into its 
decimal equivalent. 

7. Given any decimal number, you will be able to convert it into its 
binary coded decimal (BCD) equivalent. 

8. Given a BCD number you will be able to convert it into its decimal 
equivalent. 

9. Given a list of popular digital codes, you will be able to read and 
identify them including pure binary, BCD, Gray, excess 3, and ASCII. 

10. You will be able to list the two key ways binary data is represented 
with digital hardware. 

11. You will be able to list the advantages and disadvantages of both 
serial and parallel methods of binary data transmission. 
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UNIT ACTIVITY GUIDE 

0 Play audio record: Side 1. Introduction to 
Digital Techniques. Unit 1. 

0 Read section Digital Techniques: 
Pages 1-6 to 1-16. 

0 Answer Self Test Review Questions 1-6. 

0 Read section The Binary Number System: 
Pages 1-19 to 1-26. 

0 Answer Self Test Review Questions 7-1 3. 

0 Read section Binary Codes: Pages 1-29 to 1-35. 

0 Answer Self Test Review Questions 14-21. 

0 Read section Data Representation: 
Pages 1-38 to 1-43. 

0 Answer Self Test Review Questions 22-27. 

0 Complete the Unit Summary. 

0 Complete the Unit Examination. 

0 Construct Heathkit ET-3200 Digital 
Design Experimenter. 

Introduction to Digital Techniques 1- 5 

Completion 
Time 
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There are two basic types of electronic signals and techniques. analog 
and digital. Analog signals are the most familiar type. An analog signal is 
an ac or dc voltage or current that varies smoothly or continuously. It is 
one that does not change abruptly or in steps. An analog signa! can exist 
in a wide variety of forms. Several types of analog signals are shown in 
Figure 1-1. 

SINEWAVE 

A 

POS ITI VE OC VOLTAGE 

. : ~I------------------------------
+ 

c 

o 

VARY I NG NEGATI VE DC VOLTAGE 

RANDOM AC VO LT AGE 

Figure 1-1 
Types of Analog signals 
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Figure l -lA shows the most common type of analog signal. a sine wave. A 
significant number of electronic signals are sinusoidal. Radio signals and 
audio tones are examples. A fixed dc voltage is also an analog signal. 
Figure I-lB shows a constant positive dc voltage. Another type of analog 
signal is varying dc voltage or current. A chang ing negative dc voltage is 
illustrated in Figure l-lC. Any random but continuously varying voltage 
waveform is considered to be analog. The signal shown in Figure 1-10 is 
only one of an-infinite variety of such signals. Electronic circuits that 
process these analog signals are called linear circuits. 

Digital signals are essentially a series of pulses or rapidly changing 
voltage levels that vary in discrete steps or increments. Digital signals are 
pulses of voltage that usually switch between two fixed levels. Figure 1-2 
shows several types of digital signals. Notice how these signals switch 
between two distinct voltage levels . In Figure 1-2A, the two levels are 0 
(ground) and +5 volts. In Figure 1-2B, the levels are 0 (ground) and - 6 
volts. In Figure 1-2C the signal alternates between the +3 and - 3 volt 
levels. This two-level. off-on or up-down fast switching characteris tic is 
fundamental of all digital signals. Electronic circuits that process these 
digital signals are called digital, logic, or pulse circuits . 
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Figure 1-2 
Types 01 Digital signals 
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Contrasting Analog and Digital Devices and Techniques 

Now let's further define analog and digital methods in terms of devices 
and ideas that are already quite familiar to you. For example, a light bulb 
can be either an analog or digital device depending upon how it is used. 
The amount of current through a light bulb can be set to any level less 
than its maximum rated value. We can vary the current through it con
tinuously and its brightness will vary. Used in this way the light bulb is 
an analog device. The brilliance of the lam p is proportional to the current 
through it. There are virtually an infinite number of brightness levels . 

The lamp can also be used as a digital device where the current through it 
and its brightness varies in discrete steps. The most common way of 
using the light bulb as a digital device is to give it two brilliance levels, 
usually off and on. The important point is that the lamp has two states. 
Because of this off-on characteristic, we say that the lamp is binary in 
nature. The term binary designates any two-state device or signal. 

Let's take some other examples to illustrate the concept of analog and 
digital techniques. The VHF chaonel selector switch on your television 
set is digital in nature because it can assume only discrete positions. It 
can be set to anyone of thirteen unique states, channels 2 through 13 and 
UHF. Any type of switch is a digital device because it has two or more 
discrete positions. 

The volume control on your television set is an analog device. You can 
vary the volume of the sound continuously over a wide range from 
completely off to extremely loud. 

The speedometer on your car is an analog device. It tells you the speed of 
your car in miles per hour on a smooth and continuously varying basis. 
You read the speed from a dial that is usually calibrated in no smaller 
increments than 5 miles per hour. To determine the speeds between the 
markings you must interpolate, or guess at, the exact speed. 

The odometer portion of your speedometer, the part that indicates the 
number of miles traveled, is a digital device. Since the odometer records 
mileage in increments of one mile (or in some cases one-tenth mile). it is 
digital in nature. 
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Another example of an analog device is a typical clock or watch. It 
indicates the time continuously by the positions of the hands on a cali
brated dial. The second hand sweeps smoothly and continuously around 
in an analog fashion as do both hour and minute hands. To determine the 
exact time, you must estimate the positions of the hands. Your ability to 
read the time accurately is limited by the precis ion of the dial calibration 
increments. Digital clocks overcome this problem. On a digital clock, you 
read the time directly from decimal number display readouts in discrete 
increments of hours, minutes and second s. The accuracy is greatly im
proved and you gain the added convenience of a direct number display. 

A standard voltmeter is also an analog device. It reads or measures 
voltage and indicates its value by the position of a pointer on a meter 
scale. The pointer moves smoothly or continuously as the amplitude of 
the analog voltage being measured varies. Of course, digital voltmeters 
are also available. These instruments measure the voltage and display it 
as discrete digits on a decimal readout. 

An anaJoF! multimeter for meA~urin Ft 
vo)tilsze, current lind re~iR tance 

A typical digita l multimeter 
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Here are a few other analog quantities and devices. 
temperature - thermometer 
direction - compass 
light intensity - light meter 

HEATHKIT 
CONnNUIMG 
EDUCATION 

Keep in mind that all of these variables could be monitored and displayed 
as a digital readout. 

Further examples of digital variables are: 
money 
heart pulse ra te 

Where Are Digital Techniques Used? 

Perhaps the greatest use of digital techniques today is in computers. 
Digital computers are used in virtually all areas of business and industry. 
They are extremely useful machines that can save man a tremendous 
amount of effort and greatly extend his capabilities. 

Over the years digital computers have grown in capability. but have 
become smaller. cheaper and easier to use. As a result. their use has 
increased tremendously. The small. low-cost but very powerful 
minicomputer has put digital and computer techniques within the reach 

A typica l minicomputer. (Photo cour
te,y Hewlett-Packard) 
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of nearly everyone. A minicomputer can be quickly and easily designed 
into a system to replace more conventional equipment and circuitry for 
control, computation and automation. 

Advanced semiconductor technology has recently given us a computer 
that is really a component. Known as microprocessors, these devices are 
complete digital computers in a single miniature integrated circuit pack
age. Microprocessors can replace minicomputers in many applications 
and can often be used to replace conventional digital circuits. Like all 
digital computers, the microprocessor must be programmed to carry out 
its specified function. 

But computers aren't the only application for digital techniques. Digital 
methods are being employed in almost every imaginable area of elec
tro nics. Here are just a few examples. 

Communications. Instead of transmitting information over wire lines or 
by radio by analog methods , much data is now being transmitted in 
digital form. It has been found that pulse type signals are eas ier to work 
with and are less susceptible to noise and other problems common in 
communications systems. Digital computers can readily communicate 
with one another by transmitting information over the telephone lines by 

( using digital techniques . 

Telemetry systems. Those systems used for transmitting measurement 
data from a remote location, use digital techniques extensively. In an 
unmanned satellite, for example, sensors are used to monitor various 
environmental conditions such as temperature, light, and radiation. The 
analog voltages produced by these sensors, in response to the quantity 
being measured, can be transmitted back to the earth via radio by 
modulating a carrier using conventional analog methods. However, it has 
been found that by converting the analog variables into digital signals, an 
improvement in transmission reliability and accuracy can be achieved. 
Today, telemetry systems in satellites and missiles make extensive use of 
digital techni ques. 

Test Instruments. The trend in test and measurement equipment is 
clearly toward the use of digital techniques. Besides the convenience of a 
direct decimal display and the increased precision of measurement 
brought about by the use of digital techniques, it is possible to interface 
many digital instruments with a computer. This permits au tomatic 
monitoring, controlling, measuring and recording of data . 
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The most common electronic test instrument, the analog voltmeter, is 
gradually being replaced by the more sophisticated digital voltmeter 
(DVM) . The DVM does the same joh as its analog counterpart. The DVM 
measures voltage but instead of presenting the reading to the observer in 
the form of a pointer on a meter face , the voltage is a direct readout 
display of decimal numbers. Such an instrument, while generally higher 
in cost than an analog voltmeter, is extremely convenient to use and read. 
More important, it gives more accurate measurements of voltages. The 
digital multimeter (DMMJ, a DVM with refinements, is capable of 
measuring voltages as well as resistance and current like an analog VOM. 

Another widely used digital test instrument is the electronic counter. 
This unit is widely used for measuring frequency and time intervals . 
Again the digital techniques provide a convenient decimal read-out of 
the exact quantity being measured, thereby eliminating man's need to 
interpolate continuous or analog meter scales to provide a reading. This 
result is greater accuracy and less error in measurement. 

A digital counter used for measuring 
frequ ency. (Heath Co.) 

Industrial Controls. Digital techniques are becoming more widely used 
in manufacturing plants and refineries where complex operations must 
be accurately controlled. These systems use sensors to monitor various 
phases of the operation, and the outputs of these sensors are then used to 
produce signals that will control the various operations that affect the 
process. 
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Industrial feedback control systems have traditionally used analog 
techniques. Today. many of these control systems are digital in nature. 
Most involve both analog and digital methods. Analog quantities like 
temperature. pressure, liquid level and flow rate are monitored by sen
sors to produce an analog signal. These are converted into digital values 
by analog-to-digital converters. Other system inputs are already digital in 
nature such as limit switches or sensors of an off-on or go no-go nature. 

All of this digital information is fed into a digital computer which 
monitors the input variables and according to a predetermined program 
generates output signals to control the process. 

Another popular industrial application for digital techniques is machine 
tool control. Here a digital computer controls the drilling. cutting , 
punching and stamping of materials to produce specific metal parts 
accurately and automatically. 

Consumer Electronic Equipment. Perhaps the biggest holdout against 
the use of digital techniques has been common consumer items such as 
radio. TV, hi-fidelity and other products. The higher cost of some digital 
methods has been the major reason for the delay in adopting lhese 
techniques. However, as prices of digital circuits have dropped, even 
these products have given way to the use of digital techniques. An 
example is the circuitry for digital channel selection used in some of the 
newer color television sets. Some hi-fi receivers use digital frequency 
synthesizers for tuning. 

An FM tuner using digital techniques 
for frequ ency selection and display 
(Heath Co.) 
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Other popular consumer devices using digital methods are the popular 
digital clocks and electronic calculators. Even a home digital thermome
ter is available. 

Handheld eleG/ronic calculator using 
digital circuits (Heath Co.) 

Digital clock and thermometer. (Heath 
Co.) 
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While consumer electronic devices will continue to use analog 
techniques. more digital controls and circuits will gradually be added to 
increase versatility and improve performance. 

Where are digital techniques used ? The answer is almost everywhere in 
electronics. And their use will increase. Why are digital techniques used? 
Digital methods are used basically to obtain greater reso lution of mea
surement. control or calculation . and for convenience. 

Why Use Digital Techniques? 

The primary impetus for the widespread use of digital techniques has 
been the availability of low cost. digital in tegrated circuits (ICs). Ad
vances in integrated circuit technology have produced many excellent 
low cost digital circuits. Such circuits are small. inexpensive and very 
reliable. The more recent medium scale and large scale (MSI and LSI) 
integrated devices can replace entire circuits and instruments. Electronic 
equipment designers recognize the availability of such devices and have 
begun to take advantage of them. While digital techniques have been 
known for years. it took integrated circuits to make them practical. 

A large scale integrated circuit. (Photo 
courtesy M OSTEK). 
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By using digital IC's many equipment improvements have been made. 
Reductions in size, weight, cost and power consumption usually result 
when analog techniques are replaced by digital methods, thanks to digi
tal IC's. Here are a few more reasons why digital techniques have become 
so popular. 

Greater accuracy. Digital techniques permit greater precision and resol
ution in representing quantities or in making measurements than with 
analog methods . 

Greater Dynamic Range. Dynamic range is the difference between the 
upper and lower data values that a system or instrument can handle. 
Analog systems are limited because of component capabilities and noise 
to a range of something less than 100,000 to 1. With digital techniques 
practically any desired dynamic range can be obtained. 

Greater Stability. Analog or linear circuits are subject to the effects of 
drift and component tolerance problems. Temperature and other en
vironmental factors affect resistor , capacitor and inductance values. 
Transistor biases vary causing non-linear operation and distortion to 
occur. Component imperfections and ageing cause drift and resultant 
problems. Digital methods greatly minimize or completely eliminate 
such problems. 

Convenience. Digital techniques make instruments and equipment more 
convenient to use. The direct decimal display of data is not only more 
convenient, but the error of reading or interpolating analog meters or in 
setting analog dials is eliminated. 

Automation. Many electronic processes can be fully automated if digital 
techniques are used. Special control circuits or a digital computer whiCh 
are programmed can automatically, set up, control and monitor many 
operations . Data is readily recorded, stored and displayed. 

Design Simplicity. Digital equipment is relatively easy to design. The 
available digital ICs make digital design a pleasure. Little or no bread
boarding is required. In analog or linear circuits breadboarding is man
datory to ensure a workable circuit. Digital equipment can go from paper 
design to finished product in a very short time. 

New Approaches. Digital methods permit new approaches to the solu
tion of electronic equipment design. In addition, design solutions impos
sible with analog techniques are readily implemented with digital cir
cuits . Digital circuits make it possible to do some things that have no 
analog equivalent. 
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1. Analog Signals vary ______ while digital signals vary 

2. Identify the following items as being either analog or digital in 
nature. 
a. height of a human _____ _ 

b. dice _____ _ 

c. pages of a book _____ _ 

d. typewriter _____ _ 

e. barometric pressure _____ _ 

f. slide rule _ ____ _ 

3. How many discrete voltage levels do most digital signals have? 

4. The most widespread use of digital techniques is in _____ _ 

5. List 3 advantages of digital methods over analog techniques. 

a. 

b. 

c. 
6. The single factor most influential in the increased use of digital 

techniques was the 

a. recognition of the deficiencies in analog methods. 

b. development of integrated circuits. 

c. discovery of digital methods. 

d. developments resulting from the space program. 
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Answers 

1. continuously (or smoothly). in steps (in discrete incre
ments, etc.) 

2. a. analog 

b. digital 

c. digital 

d. digital 

~. matog 

f. analog 
3. Two (2) 
4. computers 
5. greater accuracy 

greater dynamic range 

convenience of direct decimal display 

and many others. 
6. (b) development of integrated circuits 
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Introd uction to Digital Techniques 

All digital circuits, instruments and systems work with numbers that 
represent specific quantities. For example, the analog voltage measured 
by a digital voltmeter is converted into digital form and displayed as a 
specific decimal number. The number that you enter into an electronic 
calculator is stored and used in the calculation you specify. The digital 
computer that prints your payroll check works with numbers, specifi
cally your salary, the number of hours you work and the various deduc
tions . As you can see, numbers or quantities are the basic source for an 
end product of most digital equipment. Figure 1-3 shows how most 
digital equipment accepts input numbers, processes them and generates 
number outputs. The actual form of the input and output numbers de
pends on the appl ication. They may be in binary or decimal form. In some 
applications the input and/or output may be in analog form despite the 
digital processing. 

I N PU T 
I NUMB ERS I 

DIGITA L 
CI RC UIT. 

I NS TRUM ENl 
OR SY STEM 

PROCE S I NG 

Figure 1-3 A general 
block diagram of any digitai system 

OU TP UT 
I NU MBER S I 

The type of numbers we are most familiar with are decimal numbers. In 
the decimal number system we combine the ten digits 0 through 9 in a 
certain way so that they indicate a specific quantity. In the binary number 
system. we use only two digits. 0 and 1. These binary digits. or bits. when 
appropriately arranged can also represent any decimal number. For 
example. the binary number 110101 represents the decimal quantity 53. 
All modern digital techniques are based on the binary number system. 

The basic distinguishing feature of a number system is its base or radix. 
The base indicates the number of characters or digits used to represent 
quantities in that number system. The decimal number system has a base 
or radix of 10 because we use the ten digits 0 through 9 to represent 
quantities. The binary number system has a base of 2 since only the digits 
or bits 0 and 1 are used in forming numbers . 

1-19 
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The decimal number system came about basically as a result of man 
having ten fingers. Man 's earliest attempts to represent numbers, count 
and keep track of quantities involved the use of his fingers . Of course, the 
decimal number system is universally used and understood because it is 
our way of communicating information about quantities. 

The binary number system, while simple, is inconveni ent to use because 
we are not familiar with it. But once you learn it, you will find it easy to 
work with. It has special benefits when it comes to constructing the 
hardware used in digital equipment. 

Digital systems can be implemented with either the decimal or binary 
number systems. However, the advantages ofthe binary number systems 
over the decimal number system in terms of hardware implementation 
are many. If we use the decimal number system, our hardware must have 
ten discrete steps or states each representing one of the digits 0 through 9. 
Various types of electri cal, electromechanical. or electronic components 
and circuits are available to do this . A ten position rotary switch or a 
stepping relay are examples. However, when the binary number system is 
used, we only need to represent two states . An electronic component or 
circuit that has only two states is significantly simpler, less expensive, 
faster and more reliable than one with ten. Each bit can be implemented 
with components of a simple off/on nature such as switch or relay con
tacts or a transistor that conducts or does not conduct. 

Positional Number Systems 

The decimal and binary number systems are positional or weighted 
number systems. This means that each digit or bit position in a number 
carries a particular weight in determining the magnitude of that number. 
For example, you know th.at a decimal number has positional weights of 
units , tens , hundreds , thousands, etc. Each position has a weight that is 
some power of the number system base, in this case ten. The positional 
weights are 10· = 1 (units)', 10' (tens), 102 (hundreds). etc. We evaluate 
the total quantity represented by conSidering the specific digits and the 
weights of their positions. Consider the decimal number 7438 in which 
there are 8 ones , 3 tens, 4 hundreds , and 7 thousands . The number can be 
written as indicated below. 

(7 x 103) + (4 X 102) + (3 X 10' ) + (8 x 100) = 
7000 + 400 + 30 + 8 = 7438 

To determine the value of the number, you multiply each digit by the 
weight of its position and add your results. 
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Binary numbers work the same way. Each bit position carries a specific 
weight. As in the decimal number system, the position weights are some 
power of the base of the number system. These weights from right to left 
are 2° = 1 *,2' = 2,22 = 4, 23 = 8, etc. The weight of each position is twice 
that of the weight of the number to the right. Consider the binary number 
110101. This can be written as indicated below. 

(1 x 25) + (1 X 24) + (0 X 23) + (1 X 22) + (0 X 21) + (1 x 20) = 

32 + 16 + 0 + 4 + 0 + 1 = 53 

The quantity represented by the number is determined by multiplying 
each bit by its position weight and obtaining the sum. 

Fractional Numbers 

So far we have only discussed whole numbers or integer quantities. But 
as you know it is often necessary to express quantities in terms of frac
tional parts of a whole. 

Decimal fractions are numbers whose positions have weights that are 
negative powers often such as 10- 1 = 1/10 = ,1 , 10- ' = 1/100 = .01 ,10- 3 = 
1/1000 = .001, etc. A decimal point separates the whole and fractional 
parts ofa number, The integer or whole number portion is to the left of the 
decimal point and has weights of units, tens, hundreds, etc. The frac
tional part of the number is to the right of the decimal point and the 
positions have weights of tenths , hundredths, thousandths, etc. To illus
trate this, the number 278.94 can be written as shown below. 

(2 X 10') + (7 x 10' ) + (8 x 100) + (9 x 10 - 1) + (4 x 10 - ' ) = 
200 + 70 + 8 + .9 + .04 = 278.94 

In a fractional binary number, the weights of the fractional positions are 
negative powers of 2 or 2- 1 = 1/z = .5,2- ' = ' /4 = .25,2-' = 'IB = .125,2- ' 
= 'h6 = .0625, etc. The position weight is one half of the weight of the 
position directly to the left. A binary point separates the whole and 
fractional parts of the number. 

The binary number 1101 .101 is evaluated as shown below. 

(1 X 23) + (1 X 22) + (0 X 2') + (l X 20) + (1 x 2- 1) + (0 x 2- ' ) + (1 X Z-3) = 

8 + 4 + 0 + 1 + .5 + 0 + .125 = 13.625 

.. Any number with a.n exponent of zero is equal to one. 
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Converting Between The Binary and Decimal Number 
Systems 

In working with digital equipment, you will often need to determine the 
decimal value of binary numbers. In addition, you will also find it 
necessary to convert a specific decimal number into its binary equivalent. 
Let's see how such conversions are accomplished. 

Binary to Decimal. To convert a binary number into its decimal equiva
lent you simply add together the weights of the positions in the number 
where binary l's occur. The weights of the integer and fractional posi
tions are indicated below . 

INTEGER FRACTIONAL 
2' 26 2' 24 23 2' 2' 2°1 2-' 2 2 2-' 

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 

Binary Point 

1 I 

/ 
.5 .25 .125 f 

As an example, let's convert the binary number 1010 into its decimal 
equivalent. Since no binary point is shown, the number is assumed to be a 
whole number where the binary point is to the right of the number. The 
right-most bit, called the least significant bit or LSB , has the lowest 
integer weight of2° = 1. The left-most bit is the most significant bit (MSB) 
because it carries the greatest weight in determining the value of the 
number. In this example, it has a weight of23 = 8. To evaluate the number 
we add together the weights of the positions where binary l's appear. In 
this example, l's occur in the 2' and 2' positions. The decimal equivalent 
is ten. 

Binary Number 
Position Weights 

1 
(8) 

o 
(4) 

1 
(2) 

Decimal Equivalent 8 + 0 + 2 + 

o 
(1) 

o = 10 

As a further illustration of this process, let's convert the binary number 
101101.11 into its decimal equivalent. 

1 

1321 
32+ 

o 
1161 
0+ 

1 
181 
8+ 

1 
141 
4+ 

o 
121 
0+ 

1 

111 
1+ 

.1 
1.51 
.5+ 

1 

1.251 
.25 45.75 

Note that you can disregard the position weights where binary Os occur since they add nothing to the number value. 
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After you solve a few practice problems. you will quickly catch on to this 
procedure. 

Decimal to Binary. Converting a known decimal number into its binary 
equivalent can be accomplished by a simple trial and error method once 
you are familiar with the weighting sequence of binary numbers. Sup
pose that you wish to convert the decimal number 175 into its binary 
equivalent. To do this you first determine the highest positional weight 
that is equal to or less than the number being converted. This is 128. 
Subtract 128 from 175 and note the remainder. 

175 
- 128 

47 

Again determine the highest positional weight that does not exceed the 
remainder. This is 32. Next determine their difference and continue to 
repeat the process until no further subtractions are possible. 

47 

- 32 
15 

The highest positional weight less than 15 is 8. 

15 
- 8 

7 

The highest positional weight less than 7 is 4. 

7 

-4 
3 

The highest positional weight less than 3 is 2. 

3 
- 2 

1 
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And finally , the highest positional weight less than or equal to 1 of course 
is 1. 

Now using this information you construct the equivalent binary number. 
You write a binary 1 for the weight positions you subtracted from the 
original number and the remainders. In this exmple, these were 128,32, 
8,4, 2 and 1. Note that you did not use the 64 and 16 weights , so these 
positions will be binary O. The number then is 10101111 = 175. You can 
check it by ~onverting the binary version back into decimal form using 
the procedure discussed earlier. 

Another method for converting decimal numbers into binary is to re
peatedly divide the number by 2 and note the remainder. When dividing 
by 2, the remainder will always be either lor O. The remainder forms the 
equivalent binary number. 

As an example, convert the number 175 into its binary equivalent. 

175 .,. 2 = 87 
87 '" 2 = 43 
43 .,. 2 = 21 
21 .,. 2 = 10 
10 .,. 2 = 5 
5 .,. 2 = 2 
2 .,. 2 = 1 
1 .,. 2 = 0 

REMAINDER 
1-L8B 
1 

1 
1 

o 
1 
o 
1-M8B 

Binary Number Sizes 

Binary numbers are also referred to as binary words. An 8 bit binary 
number is also an 8 bit word. You will also see the term byte used to refer 
to binary words. Most digital circuits and equipment use a fixed word 
size. The size of this word determines the maximum magnitude and 
resolution with which numbers can be represented. The number of bits in 
a word determine the number of discrete states that can exist and the 
maximum decimal number value that can be represented. 

The formula below indicates the number of states that can be represented 
with a given number of bits . 

N= 2" N = total number of states. 
n = number of bits in the word. 
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For example, with a 4-bit word, we can represent a maximum of 

N = 2" = 24 = 2 X 2 x 2 x 2 = 16 

Introduction to Dig ital Techniques 1-2 5 

This means that by using 4-bit positions, we can create a total of 16 
different binary bit patterns or number combinations. These are shown in 
Table I along with their decimal equivalents. 

TABLE I 

DECIMAL BINARY 

0 0000 
1 0001 
2 0010 
3 0011 
4 0100 
5 0101 
6 0110 
7 0111 
8 1000 
9 1001 

10 1010 
11 1011 
12 1100 
13 1101 
14 1110 
15 1111 

Binary and decimal number equivalents for a 4-bit word. 

As Table I indicates we represent the numbers 0 through 15 using the 
binary number weighting system. The maximum decimal number that 
can be represented is one less than the total number of states. The largest 
decimal number value (N) that can be represented for a given number of 
bits (n) is expressed with the formula below. 

N = 2" - 1 

For example, with a 6-bit number we can represent a maximum value of 

N = 26 - 1 = 64 - 1 = 63 
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If you know the maximum decimal quantity (N) that you wish to repre
sent with a binary number. you can determine the required number of bits 
(B) with the expression given below. 

B = 3.32 log '0 N 

The common logarithm can be obtained from aset of tables. a slide rule or 
an electronic calculator with log capability. For example. if the maximum 
decimal number that you need to represent is 500. the number of bits 
required is: 

B = 3.32 10glo 500 

B = 3.32 (2.69897) 

B = 8.96 

Of course you cannot implement fractional bits so the total number of bits 
required is the next highest whole number. Therefore. to represent the 
number 500. you would need a total of nine bits. Using the previously 
given expression. you can determine that. with a total of nine bits. the 
maximum number you can represent is 

N = 2" - 1 = 2' - 1 = 512 - 1 = 511 

The Appendix at the end of this unit contains a table of numbers that are 
powers of 2. It will help you to quickly determine the relationship 
between decimal number size and binary word bit length. 

Number Identification 

When working with both binary and decimal numbers. it is often neces
sary to have some way of identifying whether a number is a decimal or a 
binary number. This is particularly true of numbers involving only ones 
and zeros. For example. the number 101 could represent a quantity of one 
hundred and one if it is a decimal number. However. if this number is in 
binary form it would represent a quantity of five. 

To distinguish binary from decimal numbers a small subscript number is 
generally written after the number. The identifying subscript number is 
the base or radix of the number system being used. Several examples of 
this notation are indicated below. 

101, = 510 

101 '0 =1100101, 
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Self Test Review 

7. The radix of the binary number system is _____ _ 
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8. Binary hardware is preferred over decimal hardware in digital 
equipment because binary components are 

a. 

b. 

c. 
9. Convert the following binary numbers to decimal. 

a. 100101101 

b. 11100.1001 

c. 111111 

d. 100000.0111 
10. Convert the following decimal numbers to binary. 

a. 127 

b. 38 

c. 22.5 

d. 764.375 
11. What is the largest decimal number that can be represented with 8 

bits? 
12. How many discrete states can be represented with 6 bits? 
13. How many bits does it take to represent the number 3875 in binary? 
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7. 2 

8. a. faster 

b. simpler 

c. more reliable 
9. a. 1001011012 = 301 10 

b. 11100.10012 = 28.5625 10 

c. 111111, = 6310 

d. 100000.0111, = 32.437510 

10. a. 12710 = 1-111111, 

b. 3810 = 1001102 

C. 22.5 10 = 10110 .1 

d. 764.375 10 = 1011111100.011 

11. M = 2' - 1 = 256 - 1 = 255 

12. N = 26 = 64 

13. B = 3.32 loglo 3875 = 3.32 (3.58827) = 11 .91 12 bits 
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The general term given to the process of converting a decimal number 
into its binary equivalent is coding. We express a decimal number as a 
binary code or binary number. The binary number system, as discussed, 
is known as the pure binary code. We give it this name to distinguish it 
from other types of binary codes. In this section you will see some of the 
other types of binary codes used in digital systems. 

Binary Coded Decimal 

Because the decimal number system is so familiar, it is easy to use. The 
binary number system is less convenient to use because we are not as 
intimately familiar with it. It is difficult to quickly glance at a binary 
number and recognize its decimal equivalent. For example, the binary 
number 1010011 represents the decimal number 83. You certainly cannot 
tell immediately by looking at the number what its decimal value is. 
However, you know that within a few minutes, using the procedures 
described earlier, that you could readily calculate its decimal value. The 
amount of time that it takes you to convert or recognize a binary number 
quantity is a distinct disadvantage in working with this code despite the 
numerous hardware advantages. Digital engineers recognized this prob
lem early and developed a special form of binary code that was more 
compatable with the decimal system. Because so many digital devices, 
instruments and equipment use decimal input and output, this special 
code has become very widely used and accepted. This special com
promise code is known as binary coded decimal (BCD). The BCD code 
combines some of the characteristics of both the binary and decimal 
number systems. 

The BCD code is a system that represents the decimal digits 0 through 9 
with a four-bit binary code. This BCD code uses the standard 8421 
position weighting system of the pure binary code. The standard 8421 
BCD code and the decimal equivalents are shown in Table II. As with the 
pure binary code, you can convert the BCD numbers into their decimal 
equivalents by simply adding together the weights of the bit positions 
whereby the binary l 's occur. Note, however, that there are only ten 
possible valid four bit code arrangements. The 4-bit binary numbers 
representing the decimal numbers 10 through 15 are invalid in the BCD 
system. 
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8421 ' BCD CODE 

DECIMAL 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 

BCD 

0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 
1000' 
1001 . 
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To represent a decimal number in BCD notation you simply substitute the 
appropriate four bit code for each decimal digit. For example, the number 
834 in BCD would be 1000 0011 0100. Each decimal digit is represented 
by its equivalent 8421 four bit code. A space is left between each four bit 
group in order to avoid confusing the BCD format with the pure binary 
code 

The beauty of the BCD code is that the ten BCD code combinations are 
very easily remembered. Once you begin to work with binary numbers on 
a regular basis you will find that the BCD numbers will come to you as 
quickly and automatically as decimal numbers . For that reason by simply 
glancing at the BCD representation of a decimal number you can make the 
conversion almost as quickly as if it were already in decimal form. 
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While the BCD code does help to simplify the man-machine interface it is 
less efficient than the pure binary code. It takes more bits to represent a 
given decimal number in BCD than it does with pure binary notation. For 
example, the decimal number 83 in pure binary form is 1010011. In BCD 
code the decimal number 83 is written as 1000 0011. In the pure binary 
code it takes only a 7 bit word to represent the number 83 . ln BCD form it 
takes 8 bits. The inefficiency arises out of the fact that for each bit in a data 
word there is usually a certain amount of digital circuitry associated with 
it. The extra circuitry associated with the BCD code costs more, increases 
equipment complexity, and consumes more power. Arithmetic opera
tions with BCD numbers are also more time consuming and complex than 
those with pure binary numbers. As you recall, with four bits of binary 
information we can represent a total of 24 = 16 different states or the 
decimal number equivalents 0 through 15. In the BCD system we waste 
six of these states (10-15), thus the inefficiency. When we use the BCD 
number system we trade off some efficiency for the improved communi
cations between the digital equipment and the human operator. 

Special Binary Codes 

Besides the standard pure binary coded form, the BCD numbering system 
( is by far the most widely used digital code. You will find one or the other 

in most ofthe applications that you encounter. However, there are several 
other codes that are used for special applications. Let's consider some of 
these. 

N A ·-Excess.-3 Gode. The excess 3 code (sometimes abbreviated XS3) is not a 
weighted code. Here each four bit number is three greater than the 
standard 8421 code number. To obtain the excess 3 code of a specific 
decimal number, you simply add 3 to it then use the corresponding 8421 
binary code (Table n. For example, the excess 3 code for the number 7 is 
the binary equivalent of 7 + 3 = 10. The four bit excess 3 code for the 
number 7 then is 1010. To convert fromXS3 to decimal, you simply write 
the decimal eqUivalent of each four bit group then subtract three from 
each digit. The excess 3 code was developed primarily because of its 
ability to greatly simplify the arithmetic computations with BCD num
bers. 

1-31 
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N ):j ~Gray-Gode" Tbe Gray Code is a widely used non-weighted code system. 
Also known as the cyclic, unit distance or reflective code, the Gray code 
can exist in either the pure binary or BCD formats. Tbe Gray code is 
shown in Table III. As with the pure binary code, the first ten codes are 
used in BCD operations. Notice that there is a change in only one bit from 
ODe code number to the next in sequence. You can get a better idea about 
the Gray code sequence by comparing it to the standard four bit 8421 pure 
binary code also shown in Table III. For example, consider the change 
from 7 (0111) to 8 (1000) in the pure binary code. When this change takes 
place all bits change. Bits that were l's are changed to D's and D's are 
changed to l's . Now, notice the code change from 7 to 8 in the Gray code. 
Here 7 (0100) changes to 8 (1100). Only the first bit changes. 

DECIMAL 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

TABLEm 

THE GRAY CODE 

GRAY 

0000 
0001 
0011 
0010 
0110 
0111 
0101 
0100 
1100 
1101 
1111 
1110 
1010 
1011 
1001 
1000 

PURE BINARY 

0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 
1000 
1001 
1010 
1011 
1100 
1101 
1110 
t'111 
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The Gray code is generally known as an error-minimizing code because it 
greatly reduces the possibility of ambiguity in the electronic circuitry 
when changing from one state to the next. When binary codes are im
plemented with electronic circuitry, it takes a finite period of time for bits 
to change from 0 to 1 or 1 to O. These state changes can create timing and 
speed problems. This is particularly true in the standard 8421 codes 
where many bits cbange from one combination to the next. When the 
Gray code is used, however, the timing and speed errors are greatly 
minimized because only one bit changes at a time. This permits code 
circuitry to operate at higher speeds with fewer errors. 

The biggest disadvantage of the Gray code is that it is difficult to use in 
arithmetic computations. Where numbers must be added, subtracted or 
used in other computations, the Gray code is not applicable. In order to 
perform arithmetic operations the Gray code number must generally be 
converted into pure binary form. 

ASCII Code. The ASCII code is a special form of BCD code that is widely 
used in digital computers and data communications equipment. This 
code is known as the American Standard Code for Information Inter
change (ASCII). It is a 7 bit binary code that is used in transferring data 
between computers and their external peripheral devices and in com
municating data by radio and telephone lines. With 7 bits we can repre
sent a total of 2' = 128 different states or characters. The ASCII code is 
used to represent the decimal numbers 0 through 9, the letters of the 
alphabet (both upper and lower case) plus other special characters used 
for controlling various computer peripheral devices and communica
tions circuits. The standard ASCII code is shown in Table IV. 
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AMERICAN STANDARD CODE FOR INFORMATION INTERCHANGE 

I COLUMN I 0 2 

ROW BITS 765 C> 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 
-.~-

0 0000 /,\UL DLE SP 0 @ p , 
P 

1 000 1 501-1 DC I ! I A Q " q 

2 0010 5TX DC2 " 2 B R b r 

3 0011 ETX DC3 # 3 C 5 c s 

4 0100 EDT DC4 S 4 D T d t 

5 0101 ENQ NAK % 5 E U C II 

6 011 0 ACK SVN & G F V r v 

7 011 1 BEL ETB 7 G IV g w 

8 1000 BS CAN ( 8 H X h , 
9 1001 I-IT E~ l ) 9 I Y i )' 

10 1010 LF SUB • J z J " 
11 101 1 VT ESC + , K I k I 
12 11 00 FF I'S < I. \ I , , , 
13 1101 CR GS - = ~ I I tl1 I 
14 1110 SO RS > /'\ ,-., 11 -
15 1111 51 US / ? 0 - [) DEI. 

Explanation of special control functions in columns 0, 1, 2 and 7. 

NUL Nu ll OLE Data Link Escape 
SOH Start of I-leading OCT Device Co ntrol 1 
STX Starl of Text DC2 Device Control 2 
ETX End of Text DC3 Device Control 3 
EDT End of Transmission DC4 Device Control 4 
ENQ EnquirY NAK Negative Acknowledge 
ACK Acknowledge SYN Synchronous Idle 
BEL Bell (audible signal) ETB End of 

Transmissi on Block 
BS Backspace CAN Cancel 
HT Horizontal Tabu lation (punched cord skip) EM End of Medium 
LF Line Feed SUB Substitute 
VT Vertica l Tabulation ESC Escape 
FF Form Feed FS File Separator 
CR Ca rriage Return GS Group Separator 
SO Shift Out RS Record Separator 
ST Shift In US Unit Separator 
SP Space (blank) DEL Delete 
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The 7-bit ASCII code for each number, letter or control function is made 
up of a 4 bit group and a 3 bit group. Figure 1-7 shows the arrangement of 
tbese two groups and the numbering sequence. Tbe 4-bit group is on the 
right and bit 1 is theLSB. Note how these groups are arranged in rows and 
columns in Table IV. 

To determine the ASCII code for a given number letter or control opera
tion, you locate that item in the table. Then you use the three and four bit 
codes associated with the row and column in which the item is located. 
For example, the ASCII code for .the letter L is 1001100. It is located in 
column 4, row 12. The most significant 3 bit group is 100 while the leas t 
significant four bit group is 1100. 

There are both 6 and 8 bit special versions of the ASCII code. In addition, 
the International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) uses another 8 bit 
coding system called Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code 
(EBCDIC) instead of ASCII, for its peripheral and data communications 
operations. 

~BITGROUP 

'\i I 7 I 6 I 5 I ~ I J I 2 I I 
~ 
lB IT GROUP 

/ 

Figure 1-7 
ASCI! Code Word Format 
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Self Test Review 

14, The BCD code is better than the binary code because 

a, it uses less bits, 

b, it is more compatible with the decimal number system. 

c. it is more adaptable to arithmetic computations. 

d. there are more different coding schemes available. 

15. Convert the following decimal numbers to 6421 BCD code. 

a. 1049 

b, 267 

c. 635 

16. Convert the following 6421 BCD code number to decimal. 

a. 1001 0110 0010 

b. 0111 0001 0100 0011 

c. 1010 1001 1000 

d. 1000 0000 0101 

17, Which code is best for minimum hardware errors? 

a. Excess 3 

b , 6421 BCD 

c. pure binary 

d. Gray 

16 , Which BCD code is best for arithmetic operations? 

a. Gray 

b, 6421 

c. Excess 3 

d, ASCII 

19. Convert the following Excess 3 BCD code to decimal. 
1100 01110100 0110 

20. The ASCII code is used primarily in 

21. What is the ASCII code for the letter "f"? _____ _ 

and 
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14. b. more compatible with the decimal system. 

15. a. 0001 0000 0100 1001 

b. 0010 0110 0111 

c. 1000 0011 0101 

16. a. 962 

b. 7143 

c. invalid (1010) 

d. 805 

17. d. Gray 

18. c. Excess 3 

19. 9413'0 
20. computers . data communications. 

21. 1100110 

Introduction to Digital Techniques 1-3 7 
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Now that you understand the reason for using the binary number system 
and are familiar with some of the binary coding schemes used in digital 
equipment. you are ready to consider the actual hardware means of 
implementing these binary numbers. By hardware we mean the elec
tronic components and circuits that are used to represent and manipulate 
the binary numbers used in the digital system. It is relatively easy to 
represent a binary number with electronic components. The component 
to represent a specific bit in a binary word must be capable of assuming 
two distinct states. One of the states will represent a binary 0 and the 
other a binary 1. 

Electromechanical Devices 

Switches and relays are ideal for representing binary data. A closed 
switch or relay contact can represent a binary 1 while the open switch or 
contact can represent a binary o. Of course these logic representations can 
also be reversed. Switches and relays are still widely used to implement · 
digital systems or parts of digital equipment. They are used in places 
where static binary conditions are required or very low speed operation 
can be tolerated. 

Early digital equipment such as computers and test instruments used 
relays to represent binary numbers . But the relays were soon replaced by 
vacuum tubes in many applications. Each bit was represented by a vac
uum tube that was either conducting or cut-off. When the tube was 
conducting it represented one binary state and when it was cut-off it 
represented the other binary state. Vacuum tubes worked well in digital 
applications. They achieved operating speeds Significantly higber than 
that ofrelays. However. because oftheir large size. high power consump
tion and speed limitations they have been replaced by solid state devices. 

Transistors 

Today the most common way of representing binary data in digital 
equipment is with a transistor. A transistor can readily assume two 
distinct states. conducting and cut-off. When a transistor is cut-off it is 
essentially an open circui t. When a transistor is conducting heavily. it 
acts as a very low resistance and accurately simulates a closed switch. 
Most digital circuitry in use today uses saturated bipolar switching 
transistors for data representation. Non-saturated bipolar transistor 
switches are also used in many applications where high speed operation 
is desirable. Keep in mind that both discrete component and integrated 
circuit transistors are used in digital applications. 
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The enhancement mode MOS field effect transistor (MOS FET) is also 
widely used as a two state switch to represent binary data . This type of 
transistor is the key element in MOS and CMOS integrated circuits. 

Magnetic Cores 

Another common means of representing binary data is by the use of a 
magnetic core. This is a small donut shaped piece of magnetic material 
approximately one tenth inch in diameter or smaller. A wire passing 
through the center of the core carries a current that magnetizes the core in 
either of two directions depending upon the direction of current flow in 
the wire. One direction of magnetization represents a binary 0 and the 
other a binary 1. The permeability of the magnetic material is such that 
the core retBins the magnetization once the current through the wire is 
removed. This means that the core can store one bit of binary data. It 
remembers in which direction it was magnetized so that the state of the 
core can be determined later. Such cores are the primary data storage 
medium for many digital computers. 

Logic Levels 

The basic element for representing a single bit of data is a switch: 
mechanical, electromechanical, electronic or magnetic . The on-off na
ture of a switch makes it perfect for binary data representation. The exact 
relationship between the state of the switch and the bit represented by 
this switch is arbitrary. In actual digital hardware we are not so much 
concerned with whether the transistor is off or on. Instead the bit assign
ments are generally represented by voltage levels. The switching element 
controls these voltage levels. for example, a binary 0 may be represented 
by 0 volts or ground. A binary 1 may be represented by + 5 volts. Depend
ing upon the equipment power supplies available, the exact circuitry 
used, and the application; almost any voltage level assignments can be 
used. 

Figure 1-4 shows two ways in which a bipolar transistor can be used to 
produce two distinct voltage levels. In figure 1-4A, the transistor is 
connected as a shunt switch. This means that the transistor is in parallel 
with the output. When the transistor is not conducting, the output vol
tage is + 5 volts as seen through collector resistor Rc . When the transistor 
is conducting it acts as a very low resistance or near short circuit. At this 
time the output is some low positive voltage level near ground or zero 
volts. The switching of the transistor of course is controlled by the 
application of the appropriate base signal. Switching times in the 
nanosecond (10- 0 seconds) region are possible with modern transistors. 

, 
?O~ \~ ; '/I' J ' . ~ ~ ! 

" " , , . " 'I' e. I '. ~, v , 
I,' •• , . .. ... ~ \ t' • t .. " , t • ., 

c/o - f. v 
I 

-' " Jv 
.J 
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Figure 1-4 
Bipolar transistor logic switches, (A) 

shunt switch (8) series switch. 
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In Figure 1-4B the transistor is connected as a series switch. When the 
transistor is cut off the output is zero volts or ground as seen through 
resistor R E. When the transistor conducts, it acts as a very low impe
dance and connects the + 5 volts supply line to the output. Again the 
operation of the transistor is controlled by applying the appropriate 
signal to the base. You will find both series and shunt transistor switches 
used in digital circuits. 

Positive and Negative Logic 

There are two basic types of logic level representation, positive logic and 
negative logic. When the most positive of two voltage levels is assigned 
the binary 1 state, we say that positive logic is being used. When the 
negative or least positive of two voltage levels is assigned to the binary 1 
state, we say that negative logic is being used. Indicated below are several 
examples of both positive and negative logic level assignments. Keep in 
mind that the assignments are strictly arbitrary and are selected by the 
designer when the circuit or equipment is designed. 

Positive Logic Negative Logic 

binary 0 = +.2V. binary 0 = +3.4V. 
binary 1 = +3.4V. binary 1 = +.2V. 

binary 0 = - 6V. binary 0 = 0 V. 
binary 1 = av. binary 1 = - 6V. 

binary 0 = +lV. binary a = + 15V. 
binary 1 = +15V. binary 1 = +lV. 
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Parallel vs. Serial Data Representation 

Introduction 10 Digital Techniques 

There are two basic ways in which digital numbers are transmitted. 
processed or otherwise manipulated. These methods are designated as 
serial and parallel. In the serial methods of data handling, each bit of 
binary word or number is processed serially one at a time. In a parallel 
system all bits of a word or a number are processed Simultaneously. 

Serial Data. Figure 1-5 shows a binary number represented in a serial 
data format. The binary number exists as a series of voltage levels repre
senting the binary 1s and Os. These voltage level changes occur at a single 
point in a circuit or on a single line. Each bit of the word exists for a 
specifiC interval of time. The time interval allotted to each bit is in this 
example, one millisecond. The most significant bit (MSB) is the one at the 
far left. It occurs first since time is considered to be increasing from left to 
right. Because this is an 8 bit binary word, it takes 8 milliseconds for the 
entire word to occur or he transmitted. Positive logic level assignments 
are used. By observing the voltage levels at the specifiC point or on the 
transmission line, the number can be determined. The number is 
10110010. This is the binary equivalent of the decimal number 178. 

M5 B L5B 
+5V 

I 0 I 1 0 0 1 0 

o -=.j 1m, f- -
T IME ----i~_ 

Figure 1-5 
The serial binary word 10110010 

The primary advantage of the serial binary data representation is that it 
requires only a single line or channel for transmitting it from one place to 
another. In addition, since each bit on the single line occurs separately 
from the others then only one set of digital circuitry is generally needed to 
process this data. For these reasons , serial data representation is the 
Simplest and most economical of the two types. Its primary disadvantage 
is that the transmission and processing time required for a serial word is 
Significant since the bits occur one after the other. Despite this time 
penalty, serial data representation is widely used because of its economy 
and simplicity. 

1-41 
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Figure 1-6 
The parallel binary 

word 10110010 
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Parallel Data. The other method of representing, transmitting and pro
cessing binary data is designated as parallel. The reason for this is that all 
bits of a binary word or number are transmitted or processed simultane
ously. For this reason a separate line or channel is required for each bit of 
the word in transmitting that word from one point to another. Refer to 
Figure 1-6. Here the 8-bit digital word 10110010 is available as voltage 
level s on eight separate output lines. Since all of the bits of the word are 
available at the same time, digital circuitry must be provided to process or 
otherwise manipulate each of the bits in the word simultaneously. The 
transmission and processing of parallel data, therefore, is more complex 
and expensive than that required for serial data. However, the clear 
advantage of parallel data transmission is its speed. All bits are processed 
at the same time and , therefore, the time required for handling ofthe data 
is very short. For high speed applica tions requiring rapid processing. 
parallel digital techniques are preferred. 

Logic Circuits 

The transistor is by far the most common way of representing binary data 
in modern digital equipment. These transistors are combined with other 
electronic components to form digital circuits . Digital . or logic, circuits 
are used to process or manipulate the binary information in some way. 
The primary emphasis in this program is on digital logic circuits and how 
th~y are designed and used. 

There are two basic types of logic circuits. decision-making and memory. 
Our ability to think logically requires both a capability for making deci
sions based on given information and the ability to remember facts . This 
holds true for digital circuits and equipment as well. Logic circuits accept 
input binary data and based upon that information generate output bi
nary signals that represent the results of a built in decision making 
capability or they store the input data for later use. 

Decision making logic circuits are called gates. Such circuits have two or 
more inputs and a single output. Both the inputs and outputs are binary 
signals. These gates are combined in a variety of ways to form combina
tionallogic circuits that can perform a wide range of sophisticated deci
sion making functions. 

The memory circuits store binary data. Commonly called flip flops. these 
circuits remember a single bit of data. Flip flops are combined to form a 
class of logiC circuits called sequential circuits . Such circuits store. 
count. and shift binary data and otherwise manipulate it. 
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All digital equipment is made up of both gates and flip flops that form 
functional combinational and sequential circuits. Such functional cir
cuits perform the specific operations called for by the application. The 
remaining lessons in this program are concerned with the detailed design 
and application of such circuits. 

The key components used in digital circuits are semiconductors such as 
diodes and transistors . These are combined with resistors, capacitors and 
other electronic components to form the circuits that produce the various 
logic functions. Early digital circuits were made up of discrete compo
nents , individual components interconnected to form the circuit. Today, 
most digital logic is in integrated circuit form. These are microminiature 
semiconductor devices that are complete logic circuits constructed in a 
single package. 

Since semiconductors are the basis for aU modern digital circuits, you 
will find a knowledge of their operation helpful in designing, using or 
troubleshooting digital equipment. The next Unit in this program covers 
this important subject. 

Self Test Review 

22. The basic component used to represent a billary digit is a 

23. The two types of transistors used to implement digital circuits are 
______ and _____ _ 

24. Designate the following logic level assignments as being either posi
tive or negative. 

a. binary 0 = +3 

binary 1 = -3 

b. binary 0 = +0.8 

binary 1 = +1.8 

25. Serial data transmission is faster than parallel data transfers. 

a. True 

b. False 
26. The following voltage levels appear on six parallel data lines desig

nated A through F. 
A = +5 V, B = +5 V, C = 0 V, D = +5 V, E = 0 V, F = +5 V 

Using positive logic and assuming bit A is the LSB, what is the 
decimal number equivalent? 

27. Gates and flip-flops are combined to form and 
_ _ ____ logic circuits. 
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22. switch (mechanical , electro-mechanical or electronic) 
23. bipolar, MOS FET 
24. a. negative 

b. positive 
25 . b. False 

26. A = +SV= 1 (LSB},B = +5V= 1,C= OV= 0,0= +5V = 
1, E = 0 V = 0, F = _ 5 V = 1 (MSB) 

Number = FEDCBA = 101011, 

Decimal equivalent = 43,. 

27 . combinational, . sequential 
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1. The two basic types of electronic circuits and signals are analog 
and digital. 

2. Analog signals are either ac or dc and vary smoothly or continu
ously. 

3. Analog signals are processed by analog or linear circuits. 

4. Digital signals are voltages or currents that vary in discrete steps 
or increments. 

5. Most digital signals are binary in nature, that is having two states, 
steps or levels. 

6. Digital signals are processed by digital logic circuits. 

7. Digital techniques are used in virtually all areas of electronics. 

8. The impetus for the increased use of digital circuits has been the 
recognition of their advantages and the development and availa
bility of low cost digital integrated circuits. 

9. Digital techniques were perfected by the computer industry. 

10. Digital techniques offer several advantages over analog methods 
including greater accuracy, greater dynamic range, greater stabil
ity, convenience, automation and for many applications lower 
cost and less power consumption. 

11. The decimal number system has a base or radix of ten because it 
uses the ten digits 0 through 9 to represent quantities. 

12. The binary number system has a base of 2 since it uses only two 
bits, 0 and 1, to represent quantities. 
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13. The decimal and binary number systems are weighted positional 
systems in that the position of a digit in a number indicates the 
weight it has in determining the value of that number. 

14. Binary numbers have a 1 . 2. 4. 6. 16. 32. 64. etc. weighting system. 

15. To determine the decimal value of a binary number you add 
together the weights of the positions containing a binary 1. 

16. The number of bits (n) in a binary number or word determines the 
maximum quantity (N) that can be represented. N = 2" - 1 

17. The number of bits (B) needed to represent a quantity (N) is 
determined with the expression B = 3.32 log IoN. 

18. The binary number system is a system for coding quantities or 
other information. 

19. The binary coded decimal (BCD) system of quantity representa
tion is a compromise system that enhances the fl exibility of 
communication between man and machine. It is based on both the 
binary and decimal systems. 

20. With BCD coding each decimal digit is represented by a four bit 
binary code. 

21. A variety of BCD codes are used. each having a specific advantage 
or function. These included the weighted 6421 code and the 
unweighted excess 3 code. 

22. The Gray code is used where minimum error is required. Only one 
bit changes from one code group to the next in sequence. 

23. The ASCII code is a special 7-bit BCD code used in data communi
cations and computer peripheral s. It is used to represent quan
titi es as well as letters and special functions. 
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24. The transistor is the most common way of representing binary 
data. Both bipolar and MOS FET types are used. 

25. Any switch, electronic, electromechanical or mechanical can be 
used to represent binary numbers. 

26. Binary numbers appear as voltage levels in digital equipment. 
One voltage level is assigned to represent a binary 1 and another 
level is assigned to represent a binary O. 

27. Positive logic level assignment is where the binary 1 is the most 
positive of the two levels. Negative logic is where the most nega
tive of the two levels is designated as a binary 1. 

28. Serial data transmission requires only a single line and circuitry 
to handle one bit of data at a time. Each bit ina word is transmitted 
sequentially. Serial processing is the simplest, least expensive, 
and least complex of methods but is slow because of its sequential 
nature. 

29. In parallel transmission or processing all bits of a word are hand
led at once. This makes for very high speed operation, but cir
cuitry is required for each bit. This increases cost and complexity. 

30. The two basic types of logic circuits are gates and flip flops which 
are used for decision making and memory functions respectively. 
These basic elements are combined to form combinational and 
sequential circuits that are the functional parts of any digital 
equipment. 
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EXAMINATION 

UNIT 1 

INTRODUCI10N TO 
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES 

This exam will test your knowledge of the important facts in this unit. It 
will tell you what you have learned and what you need to review. Answer 
all questions first then check your work against the correct answers given 
later. 

1. A constant dc voltage is 
A. an analog signal 
B. a digital signal 
C. either a. or b. depending upon how it is defined. 

2. The waveform in Figure 1-8 is 
A. analog 
B. digital 

Figure 1-8 
W 8veform for Exam Question 2 

3. For each item below designate whether it is analog or digital. 
A. auto headlights _____ _ 
B. bathroom scale _____ _ 
C. weather vane _____ _ 
D. gasoline gauge _____ _ 
E. camera shutter _____ _ 

4. What factor has influenced the growth and increased use of digital 
techniques more than any other? 
A. The need for greater accuracy. 
B. Computers 
C. Recognition of the benefits of digital methods. 

_ D. Availahility and perfection of integrated circuits. 
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5, Which of the following is not an advantage of digital over analog 
techniques? 
A. greater accuracy 

.... B, simplicity 
C. greater dynamic range 
D. better stability 

6. Convert the following binary numbers to decimal. 
A. 1001011 
B. 1110110010. 0101 

7. Convert the following decimal numbers to binary. 
A. 1000 
B, 95 

8, Convert the following 8421 BCD numbers into their decimal equiva
lents. 
A , 1000 0110 0010 0101 
B, 0001 1001 0111 0100 

9. Convert the following decimal numbers to 8421 BCD, 
A . 30.97 
B. 2486 

10, A. The highest number you can represent with ten bits is 

( B. It takes bits to represent the number 121. 

, 
l 

11. Select the unweighted codes. 
A. Gray 
B. 8421 
C, ASCII 
D. Excess 3 

12. The ASCII code is used primarily in 
A. digital test instruments 
B, computer arithmetic 
C. data communications 
D. electronic calculators 

13. Digital signal levels of binary 0 = - ,7 and binary 1 = -1.7 represent 
which type of logic? 
A. positive 
B. negative 

14. Five wires A through E carry the voltage levels representing a binary 
number, These levels are A = OV, B = OV, C = +5V, D = OV, E = +5V, 
Assuming E is the MSB and the use of positive logie, what decimal 
number is represented? 
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15. The primary advantage of serial data transmission is 
A. highest speed method for digital processing 
B. minimum hardware and complexity 
C. convenience 
D. ease of code recognition 

16. Name six electronic devices that use digital techniques. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
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17. The most common way of electronically representing binary data is 
with a 
A. transformer 
B. magnetic core 

__ C. transistor 
D. toggle switch 

18. The two basic types of logic circuits are and 

19. Using only your knowledge of binary codes, identify the Gray code 
and the excess 3 code. 

Decimal a b c d 
a 0000 0000 0000 0011 
1 0001 0001 0001 0100 
2 0011 0010 0010 0101 
3 0010 0011 0011 0110 
4 0110 0100 0100 0111 
5 0111 0101 1011 1000 
6 0101 0110 1100 1001 
7 0100 0111 1101 1010 
8 1100 1000 1110 1011 
9 1101 1001 1111 1100 

20. Sketch the binary waveform of a serial data word for the number 18 
where the LSB is transmitted first. Assume negative logic assign
ments of the binary levels OV and + 10V. 
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1. C - A constant dc voltage could be an analog signal or one of two 
levels in a binary digital system depending upon the circuits 
and techniques used or the definitions given. 

2. B - Since the waveform varies in discrete steps it is considered to 
be digital. However, since most digital signals are binary in 
nature the waveform in Figure 1-8 is not typical. We could call 
this signal a digital approximation to a varying analog signal. 

3. A - auto headlights - digital 
B - bathroom scale - analog 
C - weather vane - analog 
D - gasoline gauge - analog 
E - camera shutter - digital 

4. D - The availability of versatile, low cost integrated circuits has 
( been the most significant factor in the increased use of digital 

techniques. 
5. B - Simplicity. Digital techniques have many advantages (i.e . 

greater accuracy, etc.) but simplicity is not necessarily one of 
them. In fact. it is often necessary to increase the complexity 
of a device in order to gain the advantage of digital methods. 

6. A - 1001011, = 75 '0 
B - 1110110010.0101, = 946 .3125 10 

7. A- 1000'0 = 1111101000, 
B - 9510 = 10111112 

8. A - 8625 
B - 1974 

9. A - 0011 0000 . 1001 0111 
B - 0010 0100 1000 0110 

10. A - M = 2" - 1 = 2'0 - 1 = 1024 - 1 = 1023 
B - B = 3.32 Iog,o 121 = 3.32 (2.08279) = 6.915 7 bits. 

11 . A,C,D- The Gray,ASCII and excess 3 codes are unweighted. 
12. C - Data Communications and computer peripherals are the 

primary applications of the ASCII code. 
13. B - Negative logiC is where the most negative (least positive) of 

two levels is deSignated a binary 1. 
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14. The binary word is EDCBA = 10100, or 2010, 

15. B - The primary advantage of serial data transmission is 
minimum hardware and complexity, hence lowest cost. The 
sacrifice is lower data transmission rates. Hoy;ever, parallel 
transmission is faster at the expense of more hardware and 
complexity. 

16. A - electronic calculators 
B - computers 
C - TV sets 
D - hi fi stereo receivers 
E - industrial controls 
F - data communication equipment 

17. C - A transistor switch, bipolar or MOS FET, is the most common 
means of implementing binary data. 

18. Gates and flip flops or deCision-making and memory. 
19. (a) Gray code', (d) excess 3. 
20. See Figure 1-9. 

+ 10 v --::l , r::--:l , r 
OV ___ ~ _L.2..J 0 0 L.2..J 

TIME 

Figure 1-9 
Solution to Exam Question 20. 

Serial representation of 
the number 18 using negative logic. 
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APPENDIX 

TABLE OF POWERS OF 2 

2" n 

1 , 0 1.0 
2 . 1 0.5 
4 '/ 2 0.25 
8 " 3 0.125 

16 , 4 0.062 5 
32 1, 5 0.031 25 
64 - 6 0.015 625 

128 ', 7 0.007 812 5 
256 ' 8 0.003 906 25 
512 ' 9 0.001 953 125 

1024 j/ 10 0.000 976 562 5 
2048 .: 11 0.000 488 281 25 
4096 ., 12 0.000 244 140 625 
8192 .: 13 0.000 122 070 312 5 

16384 )'. 14 0.000 061 035 156 25 
32766 " 15 0.000 030 517578 125 
65536 '-1 16 0.000 015 258 789 062 5 

n = number of bits 

Introduction to Digital Techniques 1- 53 
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2. 5 . HEXADECIMAL NUMBER SYSTEM 

The hexadecimal nlSmber system has a base of 16. Sixteen different symbols 'Ire 
used to represent numbers which are 0, 1,2 , :),4,5,6,7 , 8,9, A, B, C, D, E, and F . 
Table 2-4 shows tr..:~ first few hexadecimal numbers and their decimal equivalents . 

Table 2 -4. Hexadecimal Counting 

Hexadecimal Oeclmal Hexadecimal Decimal 

0 0 A 10 
1 1 B 11 
2 2 C 12 
3 3 D 13 .. 
4 4 E 14 
5 5 F 15 
6 6 10 16 
7 7 11 17 
8 8 12 18 
9 9 13 19 

The use of the hexadecimal number system as another binary shorthand, became 
of use as digital computers began to use ·8 binary bits to represent units of 
information . 

2.5.1 Hexadecimal to Decimal Conversion 

From Table 2-4 we see that hexadecimal 11 equals a decimal 17. The numbering 
system formula proves this is true: 

1 0 
N '" a2r + aIr 

'" lx161 + lx160 

'" 16 + 1 

'" 17 

;rile powers of sixteen are shown in the following table . 

164 . 163 ? 
161 16° etc 16- Powers of s ixtE'e n 

etc 65:'136 -1096 2:i6 16 1 Decimal va lu c 
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Decimal to Hexadec imal. Conversion 

The conversion from decimal to hexadecimal foHC'NS the same procedure as decimal 
to binary and decimal to octal except the base is now 16 instead of 2 or 8. 

2.5.3 

Quotie nt 

6 

16/108 

16/1743 

16/27890 

Example: 

Remainder 

6 = 
12 

15 = 

2 = 

-' ,, -----'--- ---,---

- -., .. _ . __ ._--

Hex ~ d~cimal Remainder 

6 MSD 

c 

F 

2 LSD 
._-,---- -,- ,,- - ----,---

Therefore ; 2789010 = 6CF216 _.: ... . 

Binary to Hexadecimal Conversion 

The simplest way to convert a binary number to a hexadecimal numbe r i s to group 
the binary digits in groups of four s be~"inning at the r adix point and read each set 
of four binary digit s according to Table 2 -5. . .- -

Table 2-5 . Binary to Hexadecimal Equiva lent 

Four Binary Digits Hexadecimal Digit Four Binary Digits Hexadecimal Digit 
-

0000 0 1000 8 
0001 1 1001 9 
0010 2 1010 A 
0011 3 1011 B 
0100 4 1100 C 
0101 5 llOl D 
OUO 6 1110 E 
0111 L _, --- . ... __ .- . 1111 .--- -- ____ ._ ._F __ -

.. ----.... -_ .. _. ... ---- _ .... _-- -_. __ .. - . 

,>_,>n 

C' 
.: . 
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Example: 

0110 1011 1110 1101 

6 BED 

Therefore ; 1101011111011012 = 6BED16 

Hexadecimal to Binary Convers ion 

Hexadecimal numbers are converted to binary merely by takin g the hexadecimal 
digit and r epresenting it by its four binary equivale nt digits shown in Table 2-5. 

Example: 

6 B E D 

0110 1011 1110 1101 

Therefore ; 6BED16 = 1101011111011012 

2.5.5 Octal to Hexadeci.mal and Hexadecimal to Octal Conversion 

Although it is possible to convert octal ·to hexadecimal and vice-versa by dividing 
one by the base of .the other , as ex plained in the .preceding number system con- ':' 
vel~ s ion s , it i s much easier to convert the number to binary " the n ·regroup the 
binary digits and convert to the system desired ; 

Converted to binary 

Examples: 
(',~r A 

, \') 
1.-\~':> ' 725S ' =N16 

Regrouped 
'" I III 010 101 = N16 
~OOOI 1101 0101 = N16 

COl1vcl'tc'd to hc xr, dec imal ' 1 D 5 - N16 

Therefor e; 72~S = lO516 

2-21 
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Converted to hinary 
Regrouped 
Converted to 0ctal 

Therefore ; 

. ' 

, .~ 
;, ~.':l 

L"'T 001 
1 

" . 

-_.- .--- ---, 

-- ...:. 

' . 

= 

-,<' 

c" 
"J < , 

3DB16 = NS 
0011 HOI 1011 = NS 

111 011 011 = NS 
7 3 3 = NS 

. - " , 

, '," - .. 
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\, ," 
OCTAL NUMBER SYSTEM 

The octal number system has a base of S. Eight differ e nt symbols are used to 
r epresent nu mber s . T hese ar e 0,1 , 2, 3, 4, 5 , 6 a nd 7. T able 2- 2, us ing posit iona l 
rotation , shown the fir st few oc tal num ber s and their decima l equiva le nts . 

T able 2 - 2. Oc ta l Counting 

Octa l Decimal Octal Decimal 

0 0 11 9 
1 1 12 10 
2 2 13 11 
3 3 14 12 
4 4 15 13 
5 5 16 14 
.6 .6 17 15 
7 7 20 16 
10 8 21 17 

· 2. 4.1 Octa l to Decimal Conver sion 

F r om Table 2-2 we see that octa l 21 eq!Ja:ls a decimal 17 . The numbering sys tem 
formula prove s thi s i s true: 

N = a2r1 + al rO 

N = 2xSl + 1x SO 

N = 2xS ;- lxl 

N = 16 + 1 

N = 17 

"I 1 'J , 
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he following power table lists the PQwers of eight •. 

etc 8:) 

etc 32768 

34 83 82 81 80 Power of eight 

4096 512 64 8 1 Decimal Value 

Example: 

21748 = (2x5 12) + (lx64 ) + (7xS) + (4xl) 
- 1024 + 64 + 56 + 4 
= 114810 

<To c'onvert an octal fraction to a decimal fraction we once again set up a negative 
power table for the octa l system by dividing 1 by the base 8 some number of times. 

Power of e ight 2-1 2-2 2-3 etc 

Decimal value .125 .015625 .001953125 etc 

Example: 

0.638 = .(6x . 125) + (3x . 015625) 
. . =.750 + .04687510 

= . 79687510 

2.4.2 Dec imal to Octal Conversion 

The conversion from decimal to octal follows the same prodedure u sed in decimal 
to binary , except the base is now S instead of 2. The integer portion and the 
fraction al portion are considered separately. 

EXamples: 

17610 = N8 

Quotient 

o 
8/2 ' 

8(22 

8/176 

Ther efore , 17610 = 2608 

2-14 

Remainder 

2 
6 

MSD 

t 
0 .· LSD 
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253.1510 = N8 

.15x8 = 1.2 1 MSD .2 
0 3 .2x8=1.6 1 

1 

.6 
.6xe = 4.8 4 .8 

8/3 7 .8x8=6.4 6 .4 
.4 X S = 3.2 ,3 .2 

8(31 5 .2 X 8 = 1.6 1 LSD .6 

8/253 

Therefore; 253.1510 = 375.1146318 

iBlOary to Octal Conversion 

The primary use of the octal number system is in conveniently recording the 
cumbersome numbers of ONEs and ZEROs in the binary system. 

The most s imple trick for converting a binary number to an octal number 'is to 
simply group the binary digits into groups of threes beginning at the octal point, 
and read each set of three binary digits according to Table 2-3. 

Table 2-3. Binary to Oct~ Equivalent 

Three Binary Digits Octal Digits 

000 0 
001 1 
OlO 2 
Oll 3 
100 4 , 
101 5 
110 6 
HI 7 

. Examples : 

lOll 110 1012 = .NS 

001 Oll 110 101 

1 3 6 58 

Therefore ; 101l1l01O1? . - = 13658 

2-15 
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101110100.11 1012 = N8 

101 110 100 • 111 010 

5 6 4 7 28 

Therefore ; 101110100 .111012 = 564 .7 28 

Octal to Binary Conversion 

As you have seen, binary numbers are directly convertible to octal . Octal 
nu mbers are also direttly convertible to binary . Merely take each octal digit 
and represent it by its three binary equivalent digits shown in Table 2 -3. 

Example: 

173. 4068 = N2 

1 7 3 4 o 6 

001 011 100 000 110 

Therefore; 173. 4063 = 1111011.100000112 

2- 16 
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UNIT 2 

Semiconductor Devices for DigItal Circuits 

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES 
AND CIRCUITS FOR 
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES 

INTRODUCTION 

At the heart of all modern digital circuits are semiconductor devices like 
diodes and transistors. Your ability to understand digital circuits and 
apply them to practical situations depends directly on a knowledge of 
semiconductors. The purpose of this Unit is to provide you with a solid 
background in semiconductor fundamentals as they apply to digital 
circuits, both discrete components as well as integrated circuits. For 
many of you, this Unit will be primarily a review. It will help you to 
remember the key points about semiconductor devices. For some of you 
the information may be mostly new. We have developed it to give you 
exactly what you need to understand digital circuits. 

Since most engineers, technicians, and experimenters are users of 
semiconductor devices rather than designers, our discussion here will 
focus on practical operation and application rather than detailed cover
age of internal device physics. 

The Unit Objectives below will tell you exactly what you will learn in this 
Unit. Follow the Unit Activity Guide checking off each learning activity 
as you complete it. Keep track of your time and progress in the spaces 
provided. 

UNIT OBJECTIVES 

When you complete Unit 2 on semiconductor devices you will have the 
knowledge and skills indicated below. You will be able to: 

1. Name the two types of semiconductor elements used in digital circuits 
and list two advantages and disadvantages of each. 

2. Identify from a list of symbols used to represent PNP and NPN bipolar 
transistors and P- and N-channel enhancement mode MOSFETs. 

3. Explain the operation of both bipolar transistors and MOSFETs. 

2-3 
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4. Draw a diagram indicating the proper bias on a bipolar transistor for 
linear and saturated operations. 

5. Name and explain the three operating modes of a bipolar transistor. 
6. Explain the operation of a logic inverter circuit. 
7. Design a saturated bipolar transistor switching circuit. 

UNIT ACTIVITY GUIDE 

o Play Audio Record 3, Side 2 "Semiconductor 
Devices for Digital Circuits." 

o Read Section Programmed Review of 
Transistor Operation Pages 2-5 to 2-17. 

o Answer Self Test Review Questions 1-10. 

o Read section "The Bipolar Transistor 
Switch:" Pages 2-20 to 2-26. 

o Answer Self Test Review Questions 11-20. 

o Read Section "Designing a Saturated 
Switch Logic Inverter." Pages 2-29 to 2-35. 

o Work Self Test Review problem 21 . 

o Perform Experiment 1. 

o Read Section "MOS Field Effect 
Transistors:" Pages 2-41 to 2-44. 

o Answer Self Test Review Questions 22-26. 

o Read the Unit Summary. 

o Complete the Unit Examination. 

o Review Examination Answers. 

Completion 
Time 
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A PROGRAMMED REVIEW 
OF TRANSISTOR OPERATION 

Semiconductor Devices for Digital Circu its 

Your understanding of logic circuits is dependent upon a knowledge of 
bipolar transistor operation. A knowledge of transistor action is a pre
requisite to this program, but the following review is included to refresh 
your understanding of this important subject. 

To use this program simply read the information in each numbered frame 
and answer the accompanying question by filling in the blank(s) or 
choosing the correct answer. Cover the frames below the one you are 
reading with a piece of paper so that you will not be tempted to look at the 
answers. As you complete each frame, slide the paper down to reveal the 
next frame in sequence. The correct answer to the question in the previ
ous frame appears in parenthesis at the beginning. The lesson material 
then continues. For best results complete this entire section at one time 
rather than breaking it into several study periods. 

1. A transistor is a three element semiconductor device used in 
electronic equipment for controlling a large current with a smaller 
current. Transistors are used primarily as amplifiers with gain but 

( are also used as switches in digital logic circuits. 

Transistors are made of semiconductor materials such as silicon 
and germanium. These are materials whose resistance is some
where between that of conductors and insulators. 

The resistance of silicon is 
a. greater than 
b. less than 
c. the same as 

the resistance of a good conductor such as copper. 

2-5 
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Figure 2-1 
A PN junction diode 

(A) and its schematic symbol (B) 
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2. (a. greater than) Since the conductivity is between that of good 
conductors and insulators, the resistance of a semiconductor like 
silicon is greater than that of copper but considerably less than the 
resistance of an insulator s.uch as glass or ceramic. 

3. 

There are two types of semiconductor material, P-type and 
N-type. A semiconductor such as silicon is combined with other 
materials to form these two different types. For example, certain 
impurities are added to pure silicon to form P-type and other 
impurities are added to form the N-type. The resulting N-type 
material is one which has an excess of free electrons. In other 
words, the majority current carriers are electrons. In P-type mate
rial, the majority current carriers are holes. A hole is the absence of 
an electron in the atomic structure of P-type silicon material, and 
it acts like a positive charge. P-type semiconductor material has 
an excess of holes to support current flow. 

Current flow is by in N-type material and by 
_____ in P-type material. 

(electrons, holes) Transistors and other semiconductor devices 
such as diodes and integrated circuits are made by combining 
P-type and N-type materials. For example, a diode is formed by 
joining P-type and N-type sections as shown in Figure 2-lA. The 
P-type section is designated as the anode, and the N-type section 
is designated as the cathode. 

The PN junction thus formed has unilaterial characteristics. That 
is, current will flow through it in only one direction. It blocks 
current (electron) flow in the opposite direction. Figure 2-lB 
shows the symbol used to represent a PN junction diode in 
schematic diagrams. 

A junction diode is sensitive to the _____ of current flow . 
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4. (direction) If we apply a dc voltage to the junction diode, current 
mayor may not flow through it depending upon the polarity of the 
voltage. This applied voltage is called bias. Figure 2-2 illustrates 
one way in which a junction diode can be biased. The series 
resistor R limits the current to a safe level. 

In Figure 2-2 . electrons flow out of the negative terminal of the 
battery into the N-type material. If the battery voltage is high 
enough to overcome an inherent potential barrier associated with 
the junction, the electrons will cross the junction and fill the 
holes. As the holes in the P-type material are filled. new holes are 
formed as electrons are pulled from the P-type material by the 
positive terminal of the battery. The result is a continuous current 
flow through the device. This arrangement is known as forward 
bias. 

To bias a junction diode into conduction. the P-type element is 
connected to the terminal of the battery and the 
N-type element is connected to the terminal of the 
battery. 

5. (positive. negative) To forward bias a PN junction diode. the 
. positive (P) battery terminal is connected to the P-type element 
and the negative (N) terminal of the battery is attached to the 
N-type element. The result is a continuous flow of current through 
the device that is effectively limited by the external circuit resis
tance. A voltage drop of approximately. 7 volts occurs across a 
silicon diode. This drop is essentially constant regardless of the 
current value. The drop across a conducting germanium diode is 
about .3 volt. 

How much current flows in the circuit of Figure 2-3? 

I= __ ma 

R 

+ 
SA HERY 

R c.. ~ 
+ -

Figure 2-2 
Forward biasing n PN junction 

diode so that it condu cts 

R- 4. l K S ILI CON DIODE 

c·? ) 
L---l il f------' 

+ 
E· S VOLT S 

Figure 2-3 
A forward biased diode. 
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6. (1 milliampere) In this circuit the diode is forward biased because 
the polarity of the applied voltage is correct. Therefore, current 
does flow. This current is limited by the resistance, but of course, 
is also a function ofthe battery voltage and the diode voltage drop. 
In this circuit, the diode drop is about. 7 volts because the device is 
silicon. This means that the voltage drop across the resistor is (5 -
.7) = 4.3 volts. The current (I) is then found by Ohm's law. 

E 4.3 4.3 
I = _ = = = .001 amp = 1 rna 

R 4.3K 4300 

Current flows in a PN junction diode when it is _ ___ _ 

7. (forward biased) A forward biased diode conducts and acts as a 
very low resistance, permitting current to flow through it freely. If 
the polarity of the applied voltage is reversed as shown in Figure 
2-4, the diode is said to be reverse biased. 

With this arrangement, the electrons from the negative terminal of 
the battery fill the holes in the P-type material. The excess elec
trons in the N-type material are drawn away by the positive termi
nal of the battery. The effect is to draw the current carriers away 
from the junction so that no current flows. The diode acts as an 
effective open circuit. In a practical diode some leakage current 
does flow across the junction. But in a good silicon device this 
current is very low, in the microampere or nanoampere range, and 
for most applications can be considered to be negligible or zero. 

To reverse bias a diode so that no current flows through it, the 
cathode (N) must be with respect to the anode (P). 

8. (positive) If the cathode is positive with respect to the anode, the 
diode is reverse biased and no current flows . To achieve this, the 
positive terminal of the battery is connected to the N-type cathode, 
and the negative terminal is connected to the P-type anode. 

If the anode is made positive with respect to the cathode then 
current will flow. True or False1 ___ _ 
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9. (True) With the anode (P) positive with respect to the cathode (NJ, 
the diode is forward biased so current does flow. As you can see, 
the diode is polarity sensitive and that current does indeed flow 
through the device in only one direction, from cathode to anode. 

Transistors are simply an extension of the junction diode concept. 
Transistors are formed by combining the P- and N-type material to 
form two junctions. This is done with three semiconductor ele
ments. Figure 2-5 shows the two types of transistors . 

The device in Figure 2-5A is an NPN transistor and the device in 
Figure 2-5B is a PNP transistor. Note the two arrangements of 
alternate P and N type materials. 

The symbols used to represent these two types of transistors are 
shown in Figure 2-6 below. 

Figure 2-6 
Transistor Symbols 

The direction of the arrow is the distinguishing feature . 

A transistor has (how many?) _____ PN junctions. 

A NPN B PN P 

Figure 2-5 
Types of junction transistors 
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Figure 2-8 

10. (two) Both types of transistors have two PN junctions . Each junc
tion behaves exactly like the PN junction diode discussed earlier. 

11. 

The three elements of each transistor are given specific names as 
indicated in Figure 2-7. 

EM I 

Figure 2-7 
Idenlifying Ihe 

CUL.LtcTOR IC I 

throe elements of 0 Lransistor 

In a transistor, current flows through the device from the emitter 
through the base to the collector (holes in a PNP transistor and 
electrons in an NPN transistor) . The presence or magnitude ofthis 
emitter-collector current is dependent upon the existence or mag
nitude of the base current. 

The control element in a transistor is the _ ____ _ 
, 

(base) Yes , the base is the control element. It effectively deter
mines the magnitude (or presence) of any emitter-collector cur
rent. 

[n order for a transistor to function properly, the emitter-base (E-B) 
and base-collector (B-C) junctions must be properly biased. 
Proper bias to cause a transistor to conduct occurs when the E-B 
junction is forward biased and the B-C junction is reverse biased. 

Is the PNP transistor shown in Figure 2-8 properly biased for 
conduction? Yes or No? __ 
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12. (No) The B-C junction is OK since it is reverse biased (+ to Nand -
to P), but the E-B junction is reverse, not forward, biased. The 
polarity of battery E, must be reversed. 

Using the circuit configuration shown in the previous frame, draw 
the proper biasing for an NPN transistor. 

.------'£"1 N N I"c'-_--, 

13. (Refer to Figure 2-9). The E-B junction is forward biased (+ to P Figure 2-9 
and - to N) and the B-C junction is reverse biased (+ to Nand _ to '" properly biased NPN trans istor 

Pl · 

In a practical transistor circuit you can measure the voltages at 
each transistor element and noting the magnitudes and polarities, 
you can determine if the transistor is condUCting or cut off. 

Using the knowledge you've obtained to this point, determine the 
condition of the transistor in Figure. 2-10. 

This a. PNP transistor 
b. NPN 

c. is conducting. 
d. is not conducting. 

14. (b. NPN, c. is) The transistor is conducting. The base is more 
positive than the emitter so the E-B junction is forward biased. 
Note the difference of potential across the conducting E-B junc
lion is .7 volts, the forward voltage drop of a silicon diode. Most 
modern transistors (diodes and integrated circuits) are silicon 
devices. 

The base is less positive or more negative than the collector by (3 .5 
- 2) = 1.5 volts so this junction is reverse biased. Therefore the 
transistor is conducting. 

Is the PNP transistor in Figure 2-11 conducting or non-
conducting? ___ _ _ 

+3. 5V 

+ZV 
4-{ 

+ t. 3V 

Figure 2-10 

- 4 V 

-2V 

- 3 v 

Figure 2-11 
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15. (non-conducting) Both the E-B and B-C junctions are reverse 
biased so current does not flow from emitter to collector. 

The actual path for current (electron) flow in a properly biased 
NPN transistor is shown in Figure 2-12 . 

A large current (IE) flows into and through the emitter, through the 
base to the collector . Note that a small amount of emitter current 
divides off and flows out of tbe base. This is the E-B junction 
forward bias current or the base current lB. Its magnitude is usu
ally considerably less tban that of the emitter current. The remain
ing current (Ic) flows out of the collector. 

Considering the current relationship in Figure 2-12, how do you 
think the current flowing out of tbe collector compares to the 
current entering the emitter? The collector current is 

a. equal to 

b. less than 

c. greater than 

the emitter current. 

16. (b. less tban) The collector current (Ic) in reality is very nearly 
equal to the emitter current (Ie) but is less than the emitter current 
by an amount equal to the base current (IB). The exact relationship 
is as expressed below. 

Ic= Ie- I• 

You would expect current to flow in tbe E-B circuit because this 
junction is forward biased. But you would not normally expect 
current to flow in the collector because the B-C junction is reverse 
biased. The electrons flowing in the emitter enter the base. Here 
some of the electrons combine with holes in the P-type base and 
create the current flow out of the base. However, most of the 
electrons pass on through the base and into the collector. Tbe 
reason for this is that the base is extremely thin and has only a 
minimum of available carriers to support current flow. The elec
trons passing through the base are then attracted by tbe positive 
charge on the collector. The collector current is 

a. much higher than 

b. much lower than 

c. about the same as 

the emitter current. 
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17. (c. about the same as) Most of the electrons in the emitter pass 
through the thin base into the collector and become collector 
current. A few electrons do combine with holes to produce a small 
base current. 

The current flow in a properly biased PNP transistor is as shown in 
Figure 2-13. It is similar, but not exactly like that in an NPN 
transistor. 

HOLE S 
E Bel 
P I N I P ELEC TR ONS 

Figure 2-13 
Electron and hole fl ow in 

a properly biased PNP transistor 

The current carriers in a PNP transistor are holes rather than 
electrons. Internally the holes flow from positive to negative, 
External to the transistor the current is electron flow as indicated 
by the dashed lines. The internal hole currents have the same 
relationship as electron flow in the NPN device, 

Ie = I. - In 

The electron flow external to the transistor is perhaps more clearly 
expressed as 

Of course these two expressions are mathematically identical 
since one can be derived from the other by simple algebraic 
manipulation. 

If the emitter current is 4 rna and the collector current is 3,85 rna , 
what is the base current? In = ______ _ 
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18. (.15 ma or 150!-,A) The base current is the difference between the 
emitter and collector currents or 

19. 

+ 
El 

18 = IE - Ie 
IB = 4 - 3.85 = .15 ma 

The collector current is less than the emitter current by the 
amount of the base current. 

The ratio of the collector to emitter current is approximately one 
because in most cases the collector current is very nearly equal to 
the emitter current. This ratio is called the forward current gain (a 
or alpha). 

a= = 1 since Ie = IE 

(=means approximately equal to) 

Practical values of alpha run in the .95 to .99 range. The higher the 
gain the better the transistor. 

Using the values in the previous example (IE = 4 ma, Ie = 3.85 mal 
what is the current gain alpha? _____ __ 

Ie 
(a = ----==-- = lb· 

3.85 
4 

= .9625) 

While alpha is always less than one, we still refer to this current 
ratio as a gain. 

Figure 2-14 below shows another way of connecting the bias to a 
transistor. 

I 
-h. 

I 

E 

+ 
E2 

Figure 2-14 
Biasing an NPN tran sistor 

with a common emitter connection 

Note here that the emitter is the common element for the supply 
voltages rather than the base in the previous examples. 

Will this transistor conduct? _____ _ 
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20. (Yes) The transistor will conduct. Figure 2·15 shows the current 
paths. 

The transistor conducts because the E·B junction is forward 
biased and the B·C junction is reverse biased. This reverse bias 
condition can be more readily seen if you consider the voltage on 
the base. With the E·B junction forward biased the base is .7 volts 
more positive than the emitter. The collector is more positive than 
the base with respect to the emitter because E, is usually much 
greater than .7 volts. For this reason the base is less positive or 
more negative than the collector, thus the reverse bias. 

In Figure 2·15 what is the relationship between the various cur. 
rents flowing? 

a. IE = Ie + I. 
b. Ie = IE + I. 
c. Ie = I. + IE 

21 . (a. I .. = Ie + In) The base and collector currents combine at the 
emitter to form the emitter current. The relationship expressed 
below 

IE = Ie + In 

holds true for any transistor in any bias circuit configuration. 

Since both bias voltages E, and E, are positive with respect to the 
emitter as shown in Figure 2·15 then they can be replaced by a 
single supply battery as shown in Figure 2·16. The result is proper 
bias for conduction at a considerable savings in the power supply. 

The values of R. and Re are adjusted to provide the desired current 
levels. The bias voltage is labeled V ee and is called the collector 
supply. 

In Figure 2·16 
a. I. > Ie 

b. In = Ie 

c. In < Ie 

Note: > means greater than 
< means less than 

Figure 2·15 
Current flow in 

a common emitter biasing circuit 

Re 

+ 
Vee 

+ -=-_ Vee 

W 
Figure 2·]6 Simple voltage 

biasing of an NPN transistor 
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22. (c. I. < Icl The base current is always less than the collector 
current. But they are related as you learned earlier. 

23. 

IE=I.+Ie 

The ratio of the collector current to base current is another way of 
defining the gain of a transistor. 

This is known as the dc forward current gain designated as f3 (beta) 
or hFE • 

The higher this ratio, the higher the gain. 

If Ie = 3.85 rna and I. = .15 rna the gain is ______ • 

Ie 3.85 
= = 25.67) 

.15 

This current gain figure actually tells us how much control the 
base current has over the collector current. Remember that if no 
base current flows due to a lack of forward bias on the E-B junc
tion, then no collector or emitter current flows. It is also true that 
the amount of collector current flowing depends upon the amount 
of base current. The collector current is directly proportional to 
the base current. The Ie/I. ratio is essentially constant for a given 
transistor so increasing In increases Ie by a factor equal to hFE . 

If Ie is 4 rna, hFE = 20 I. =- ____ rna. 

24. (.2 maor200 MA) Since h,'e = IellDthenIn = Ie/hpEso I. = 4120 = .2 

If we decrease IB by .05 rna the new Ie will be rna. 
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25. (3 rna) Ie = In hFs = (.2 - .05) 20 = 3 rna. 

26. 

Note that we decreased I. by .05 rna while Ie decreased by 1.0 rna, a 
20 to 1 ratio (hFE) . Therefore you can see that the smaller base 
current can control the larger collector current. 

As you change the base current to control the collector current the 
transistor acts essentially as a variable resistor. A high collector 
current means a low emitter to collector resistance and a low 
collector current represents a high emitter to collector resistance. 

An increase in base current causes the emitter-collector resistance 
to (Incroa,e/decreaso) 

( decrease) Increasing Is increases Ie so that the transistor conducts 
more and appears as a lower resistance. 

In amplifier applications a small signal such as a sine wave varies 
the base current to produce a larger collector current variation of 
the same shape. 

The transistor can also be used as an on-off switch. If no base 
current is applied. no collector current flows so the transistor is 
cut off. It acts as an open switch. If a high base current is applied, 
the transistor conducts and acts like a very low resistance. The 
transistor appears as a closed switch. In this program on digital 
techniques, the transistor will be considered a switch. 
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Self Test Review 

1. Current flow in N-type semiconductor material is by 
a. holes 
b. electrons 
c. positive ions 
d. negative ions 

2. Current (electron) flow in a PN junction diode is from 
a. P to N 
b. N to P 
c. either a. or b. 

3. To cause a current to flow in a PN junction it must be 
a. forward biased 
b. reverse biased 
c. connected to a source of ac 
d. subjected to an electric. field 

4. Current will flow in a PN junction diode if 

a. P is -, N is + 
b. the cathode is positive with respect to the anode. 

c. the cathode is negative with respect to the anode. 

d. Pis +, N is -

HEAiHKIT 
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5. Majority carrier flow through a transistor is from _____ _ 
through the to the ___ _ _ _ 

6. A conducting NPN transistor has which of the following bias condi
tions? 

a. base positive with respect to emitter and collector negative with 
respect to base. 

b. base negative with respect to emitter and collector negative with 
respect to collector. 

c. base negative with respect to emitter and collector positive with 
respect to collector. 

d. base positive with respect to emitter and collector positive with 
respect to base. 
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7. The gain of the common emitter transistor circuit is 

a. IEIl. 

b. Ie/Ie 

c. Ie/In 

d. Ie/Ie 

Semiconductor Devices lor Digital Circuits 2-19 

8. Which expression below accurately describes the relationship be
tween the various transistor currents? 

a . Ie = IE + In 

b. Ie = Is - In 

c. I •. = Ie - In 

d. In = Ie + IE 
9. The collector current is controlled by varying the _ ____ _ 

current. 
10. The emitter-collector resistance 

a. increases 

b. decreases 
when the collector current decreases . 

Answers 

1. (b) electrons 
2. (b) N to P or cathode to anode 
3. (a) forward biased 

4. (c) cathode is negative with respect to the anode and (d) P is 
+ and N is -

5. emitter. base. collector 
6. (d) base positive with respect to emitter and collector posi-

tive with respect to base 

7. (c) Ie/In = hFE 

8. (b) Ie = Is - In 
9. base 

10. (a) increases 
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THE BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR SWITCH 

The basic component used in implementing any digital logic circuit is a 
switch. Modern digital integrated circuits use a high speed transistor 
switch as the primary component. There are two basic types of transistor 
switches used in implementing digital integrated circuits, the bipolar 
transistor and the metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOS 
FET). An understanding of these two devices is pertinent to the opera
tion, capabilities and limitations of the various types of digital integrated 
circuits. 

The primary function of a transistor switch in a digital logic circuit is to 
alternately connect and disconnect a load to and from the circuit power 
supply. In doing this the transistor switch produces two distinct voltage 
levels across the load which represent the binary 0 and binary 1 states. 
The transistor switch should make and break these connections as 
quickly and efficiently as possible. 

The most commonly used digital switch is the bipolar transistor. In 
digital applications, the bipolar transistor operates as an off/on or two 
state device. In one state the transistor is non-conducting or cut-off and 
acts as essentially an open circuit. In the other state, the transistor is 
conducting heavily and acts as a very low resistance approaching a short 
circuit. A two state logic input signal is applied to the transistor to 
produce this on/off operation. 

Modes of Operation 

A bipolar transistor has three basic regions or modes of operation: cut-off, 
linear or active and saturation. All three of these modes are used in digital 
circuits, the cut-off and linear mode in non-saturated bipolar circuits and 
the cut-off and saturation modes in saturated bipolar circuits. 

Cut-Off. In the cut-off mode the transistor is nonconducting. Both the 
emitter-base (E-B) and collector base (C-B) junctions are reverse biased or 
not biased at all to produce the cut-off state. In theory, no emitter or 
collector current flows, and the transistor acts as an open circuit between 
emitter and collector. In most practical transistors, however, the cut-offis 
not perfect. Because of imperfections in the semiconductor material out 
of which the device is made, some leakage current flows. In most modern 
transistors this leakage current is extremely low and for most practical 
applications can be neglected. However, where very high temperature 
operation is expected the leakage current becomes a more important 
consideration. In silicon transistors, the leakage current nearly doubles 
for each lO' C rise in temperature. 
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Linear. The linear or active mode of operation is characterized by a 
forward biased emitter-base junction and a reverse biased collector-base 
junction. In this mode, the transistor does conduct. Emitter and collectqr 
current flows . Tbe emitter and collector currents are directly propor
tional to the base current variations. The emitter and collector currents 
are simply amplified versions of the base current variation. In this mode 
of operation, the transistor functions as a variable resistance and is used 
to amplify or otherwise process analog signals. This region is of concern 
in non-saturating digital integrated circuits. 

Saturation. The third mode of bipolar transistor operation is saturation. 
In this mode, both the emitter-base and collector-base junctions are 
forward biased. The transistor conducts heavily and acts as a very low 
resistance. The resistance between the emitter and collector is very low, 
approaching that of a short circuit. 

In digital applications, the bipolar transistor is usually switched between 
the cut-off and saturation states. As it switches, the transistor passes 
quickly through the linear region. The primary responsibility of the 
designer of a digital circuit is to see that the bipolar transistor switches as 
quickly as possible between cut-off and saturation and that these two 
states are as stable as possible. In non-saturating digital circuits, the 
transistors switch between cut-off and the linear region. Again, high 
speed is the primary requirement. 

Saturated Switching Circuits 

Figure 2-17 shows the most common form of saturated bipolar transistor 
logic switch . Here,the transistor is connected as a shunt switch since it is 
in parallel with the output load RL • This circuit is also known as a 
transistor logic inverter. 

RB 

I B.- , ,-, 

+ vcc~--lJ " vBE 
o~ - - - -

Figure 2-17 Basic 
transistor switching circuit 
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With an input voltage Vi of zero volts or ground. the transistor is cut-off. 
The emitter-base junction is not forward biased. therefore the transistor 
does not conduct. The only collector current flowing at this time is a 
minute leakage current. The output voltage v" with no load. is equal to 
the supply voltage Vee as seen through collector resistor Re. If a finite 
resistive load R/. is connected between the output and ground V, will be 
some value less than Vee and dependent upon the division ratio between 
Re and RL• 

When an input voltage Vi of sufficient amplitude is applied to base 
resistor RB• the emitter-base junction will become forward biased and the 
transistor will conduct. The transistor will be in the linear or saturation 
regions depending upon the size of V" the value ofR. and the gain (Beta 
or hFE) of the transistor. 

Figure 2-18 shows the typical input and output waveforms of a transistor 
switching circuit. The input switches between zero volts (LOW) and Vi 
(HIGH). When the input is LOW. the transistor is cut-off so you see an 
output voltage Vo that is equal to Vee or some value slightly less (HIGH) . 
When the input is HIGH. the transistor saturates and acts as a low 
resistance. The output voltage Vo is the collector-emitter saturation vol
tage V eE (sat) which is only a few tenths of a volt (LOW). As you can see. 
the output is HIGH when the input is LOW. and the output is LOW when 
the input is HIGH. The input and output signals are always opposite one 
another. This is the reason for the name inverter. 

IH IGH) +V I -----,....---, 

IN PUT VOLTAGE I 
ILOW ) OV ---'. 

Figure 2-18 Input and 
output waveforms of a shu_nt 
transistor switching circuit 
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In a digital circuit the magnitude of V, and RB are such that sufficient base 
current flows in order to cause the transistor to saturate. This condition 
occurs when the actual base current IB is greater than the ratio of the 
collector current Ie to the dc forward current transfer ratio hpE (also 
known as the dc current gain or Beta). 

IB> 
Ie 

(for saturation) 

The base current is a direct function of the applied input voltage V, and 
the value of the base resistor RD' This relationship is 

In = 
V, - V.b• 

RB 

where V 8E is the voltage across the forward biased emitter-base junction. 

As you can recall. the ratio of the collector current (Iel to the base current 
(18) in a common emitter circuit is known as the dc forward current 
transfer ratio or h,·s. This ratio 

expresses the effective gain of the device or the ability of the base current 
to control the larger collector current. The greater this ratio. the higher 
the gain. 

By algebraically rearranging this expression. we can calculate the base 
current for a given collector current and gain. 

If we design the circuit so that the base current is greater than this ratio. 
the transistor will saturate. That is. both emitter-base and collector-base 
junctions will become forward biased. In this state the transistor is con
ducting heavily and the resistance between the emitter and collector is 
very low. For typical switching transistors this value of resistance is in 
the 5 to 30 ohms range. The voltage drop between the collector and 
emitter during saturation VeE (sat) is only several tenths of a volt. This is 
very low compared to the supply voltage V ee and therefore for most 
practical purposes is considered to be nearly zero volts. 
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During saturation the amount of emitter and collector current flowing 
becomes basically a function of the value of the supply voltage V ee and 
the collector resistance Re. Because the voltage drop across the transistor 
is essentially zero, the collector current can be found from the expression 

Ie = 
V ee - V eE (satJ 

Re 
V ee 

Re 

This relationship holds true only if sufficient base current flows to satu
rate the transistor. If the value of the base current is less than the ratio of 
Ie1hFE' the transistor will be operating in the linear region. The emitter
base junction will be forward biased but the collector base junction will 
be reverse biased. The collector-emitter voltage V eE will be correspond
ingly higher. 

There are two ways you can determine whether a transistor is saturated or 
operating in the linear region. The first method is to measure the junction 
potentials on the transistor. When measuring these voltages it is impor
tant to note the polarity of each transistor element with respect to the 
other. By knowing the magnitudes of the' junction voltages and their 
relative polarities you can establish the state of the transistor. 

+ 

VSE· .~ 

+ } VCE • I V 

A 

Vce 

+ 
+-+-! 

Figure 2-19 Polarity and 
voltage relationships in a 

conducting transistor (A) linear 
operation and (B) saturation 

B 
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Figure 2-19 shows typical junction voltages for an NPN transistor both in 
the saturated and unsaturated states. The transistor in Figure 2-19A is 
operating in the linear or active region. The emitter-base junction is 
forward biased because junction voltage V nE is of the proper polarity. A 
conducting junction in a silicon transistor typically has a voltage drop of 
approximately .7 volt. Observing the collector-base junction we see that 
the voltage across it (V cn) is 1.3 volts with the collector being more 
positive than the base. This indicates a reverse biased condition on the 
collector-base junction. The voltage drop between the emitter and collec
tor V CE is two volts . Note the relationship between V CEo V BE and V Cil' 

In Figure 2-19B. the transistor is saturated. Again V BE is approximately.7 
volt with the polarity indicated. The big difference however is the polar
ity change in V CD' Here the base is more positive than the collector 
indicating a forward biased condition on this junction. The junction 
voltage drop is approximately .6 volt. Again note that the collector
emitter voltage V CE is the algebraic sum of (or difference between) V CB 

and V BE and in this case is only. 7 - .6 = .1 vo lt. Because of this low 
voltage drop the effective resistance of the transi.tor is extremely low. 
Another beneficial characteristic of saturated operation is that the low 
collector-emitter voltage greatly minimizes the power dissipation in the 
conducting transistor. The power dissipation is 

P = V CE • Ic 

With V CE so low during saturation. the power dissipation is also very low 
even though the collector current may be large. 

The other method of determining whether or not a transistor is in satura
tion is to find both the base and collector current through actual circuit 
measurements and then determine if the base current is less than or 
greater than the ratio of the collector current and the de current gain hps" 

As indicated before. if 18 > IcfhFE then the transistor is saturated. If In 
<IcfhFE. the transistor is operating in its active region. The actual value of 
hpE depends upon the type of transistor being used. the current level in 
the transistor. its temperature and other factors. The current gain value 
varies even among transistors of the same type. To ensure saturation in a 
switching transistor. designers generally make the base resistor small 
enough to produce a base current with a given minimum logic input 
voltage that is greater than the IcfhFE ratio. This safety factor is necessary 
in order to ensure saturation under all conditions. When the base current 
is greater than the IcfhFE ratio. we say that we are overdriving the base. 
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11. The voltage drop across a conducting PN junction in a silicon transis-
tor is approximately volts. 

12. The collector and base currents in a transistor inverter are measured 
and found to be Ie = 10 rna, In = .5 rna. The transistor h"E is 15. Is the 
transistor saturated? ______ _ 

13. A PNP transistor has the following junction voltages VBE = .7 volts, 
base negative with respect to emitter. V CB = .5 volts, collector posi-
tive with respect to base. Is the transistor saturated? _ _____ _ 

14. When a transistor is saturated it acts as a (nl 

a. very low resistance 

h. very high resistance 

c. open circuit 

d. variable resistance 
15. To act as an open circuit, a transistor must be operating in which 

mode? 

a. linear 

b. saturation 

c. cut-off 
16. Another name for a saturated shunt transistor switch is ___ _ 

Answers 

11 .. 7 

12 . No. The transistor is not saturated since 

IB <IcfhF" 

I. = Ie/h,." = 10/15 = .666 rna 

Actual In = .5 rna. 

IB must be greater than Iclh/"E for saturation. 
13. Yes, the transistor is saturated. Both junctions are forward 

biased. 
14. (a) Very low resistance 
15. (c) Cut off 
16. inverter 
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Switching Speed 

Semiconductor Devices for Digital Circuits 2 -27 

One of the most important characteristics of a logic circuit is its ability to 
switch rapidly between the binary logic levels. This switching speed is 
affected by the transistor characteristics, the circuit component values, 
stray capacitance and inductance, the current and voltage levels in the 
circuit and the specific circuit configuration. When the input signal to a 
digital circuit changes from one logic level to the other, the output of the 
circuit does not change instantaneously in response. Instead there is a 
delay time existing between the change in the input signal and the 
corresponding change in the output. This time lag is generally referred to 
as propagation delay. 

The turn on time of a transistor is primarily a function of the transistor 
characteristics and the amount of base drive applied to the circuit. A 
heavy base current helps to ensure a rapid turn on. 

The turn off time delay is affected mainly by the transistor characteristics. 
The turn off of the transistor is delayed because of storage time. When a 
transistor is saturated, an excess of minority carriers (holes in an NPN and 
electrons in a PNP transistor) build up in the collector-base junction 
region. This charge storage keeps the transistor conducting even with the 
base drive removed. It takes a finite period of time for this charge to be 
removed so that the transistor begins to come out of saturation. This 
storage time is a function of the transistor characteristics and the amount 
of base drive. 

By using the proper transistors, circuit configuration and component 
values, the switching delay times can be significantly reduced. Despite 
all of the factors that limit the switching speeq. modern high speed' 
switching transistors can change from one state to the next i\l only a 
matter of nanoseconds (10- 9 seconds). 
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The most serious limitation to the switching speed of a bipolar transistor 
is the storage time associated with the condition of saturation. The charge 
storage build up in the collector-base region during saturation takes a 
finite time to be cleared away in order to turn the transistor off. This 
storage time is the most Significant part of the turn off time and therefore 
any means of minimizing it will greatly increase the switching speed of 
the transistor. Special bipolar switching transistors have been designed 
to help minimize this storage time effect and external circuitry can be 
adjusted to minimize it to some degree. The obvious way to increase 
switching speeds, therefore, is to avoid saturation. By keeping the trans
istor from going into saturation no charge storage occurs therefore very 
high switching speeds can be achieved. A number of logic circuits have 
been designed using non-saturating bipolar transistor switches. The 
transistors switch between the cut-off and linear regions. Such circuits 
are capable of switching at frequencies as high as 1 GHz . 

Self Test Review 

17. The finite time that it takes transistor logic switches to turn on and off 
is called ______ _____ _ 

18. The turn on delay is a function of transistor characteristics and 

19. The turn off delay is caused primarily by 

20. Non-saturating logic circuits have a faster switching speed than 
saturated circuits. 

a. True 

b. False 

Answers 

17. propagation delay 
18. base drive 
19. charge storage 
20. a. True 
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While most modern digital equipment is implemented with integrated 
circuits it is sometimes necessary or desirable to supplement lbe IC with a 
descrete component circuit to perform a speCial function. This includes 
things such as logic level conversion. driving an indicator light such as 
an incandescent lamp or light emitting diode (LED) or operating a relay. 
All of these circuits use a saturated bipolar transistor switch. Several 
examples are given in Figure 2-20. 

The circuit in Figure 2-20A is simply an inverter where the input and 
output logic levels mayor may not be equal. Such a circuit is useful in 
interfacing different types oflogic circuits. In Figure 2-20B. the LED will 
light when an input voltage V, is applied. The transistor acts as an onloff 
switch controlled by V" This is also true in lbe relay driver circuit of 
Figure 2-20C. Contacts A and B of relay Kl are normally open (N.O.) 
when V, is zero. When V, becomes sufficiently positive, the transistor 
saturates and K, is energized. The magnetic field produced by lbe relay 
coil closes contacts A and B. Diode 0, is used to protect lbe transistor 
when lbe input voltage is removed. When the transistor cuts off the 
magnetic field lbe coil collapses thereby inducing a high negative vol
tage spike that can damage the transistor. The voltage spike causes 0, to 
conduct and clamp lbe collector voltage to a safe level. 

Such circuits are so common that it is desirable to know how to design 
them. The procedure is simple as you will see here. 

+Vee 

A 

+ vee 

RS 

lEO 

B 
Figure 2-20 

Bipolar transistor switch 
used as 8 logic inverter (A) 
an LED indicator driver (B) . 

and a re lay driver (C) 

.. 

c 

A , 
'0 
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Procedure 

1. Define the load . 
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For a lamp or relay driver, the characteristics of the lamp or relay are 
given. These usually include a rated voltage (VL ),current and/or 
resistance. If the circuit is an inverter used to supply a signal to an 
external load, the load voltage and current or load resistance must be 
given. 

2. Specify a supply voltage. 

The supply voltage (V eel will usually be equal to or higher than the 
desired load voltage. Normally, the circuit will operate from an exist
ing supply of some standard value such as +5 volts , +12 volts , etc. 

3. Select a suitahle transistor. 

A wide variety of types are available. The exact application will guide 
you in its selection. A trans istor designed for switching rather than 
linear applications is usually preferred . The voltage and current 
ratings will be determined by the load and supply characteristics. The 
collector current and voltage breakdown ratings should be at least 
twice the operating characteristics . Gain (hp .) and operating speed 
requirements will be dictated by the application. The exact transistor 
characteristics can be determined from the manufacturer's data 
sheets. 

4. Determine the value of any series dropping resistor. 

If the supply voltage is larger than the load (lamp, relay, etc.) voltage, 
then some series dropping resistor (Rs) will he needed. See Figure 
2-20B. The voltage across th is resistance will be the supply voltage 
(Vee) less the load vo ltage (V d and the transistor saturation voltage 
V CE (sat). The resistance can then be found with the expression 

Rs = 
V ec - V" - V eE (sat) 

Ie 

where Ie is the load curren t and the collector current V ct: (sat) is very 
low so can be considered zero. Use the closest standard resistor value. 
This step does not apply to an inverter with only a collector resistor. 
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5. Specify an output voltage. 

If the circuit being designed is an inverter with a shunt load. the 
desired output voltage (Vol should be specified. It will be some value 
less than V ee depending upon the values ofReand RL . See Figure 2·21. 

V o = Vee 

If there is no shunt load. Vo = Vee. 

6. Determine the value of the collector resistor. 

If the circuit being designed is an inverter with a shunt load to ground. 
the collector resistor Re value can be calculated if the supply voltage 
(V eel . load resistance (Rd and desired output voltage (Vol are known. 
Since 

The collector resistance can be found by rearranging this expression. 

Re = 

Use the closest standard value of resistance. 
7. Determine the collector current. 

This is the load current specified earlier for lamp or relay drivers. For 
the inverter arrangement described in Step 6. the current is 

Ie = 
V ee - V eE (satl 

Re 
= 

Vee 
Re 

Since V eR (sat) is usually only several tenths of a volt it can be consi· 
dered negligible or zero in the above expression. 

RC 

+----,Vo 

Figure 2·21 
Logic inverter with shunt load 

2-31 
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Knowing the gain (h p E ) from the manufacturer's data sheet and the 
collector current (Ie), the base current (18) can be found. 

Ie 
hn =--=-

In 
therefore I. = I elhn 

Use the minimum value of hFE quoted in the data sheet. To provide 
some overdrive and ensure saturation it is desirable to provide some 
safety factor by derating the hpE by a factor of 2 (or more if desired). 
Therefore 

I. = 
2 Ie 

or Is = -~---=---
h,.E (min) 

9. Calculate the base resistor. 

The base resistor (R.J is found with the expression below. 

V, - V BE RB = -----'--~---=-:'----
1. 

Here V, is the lowest expected value of base drive voltage. It is the 
binary 1 voltage level for positive logic. V DE of course is the emitter
base voltage drop which is typically .7 volts for a silicon transistor. 

If the circuit being designed is to be driven by another inverter as in 
Figure 2-22 its supply voltage and collector resistance should be 
considered. 

r--------~--.+ V C C 

Figure 2-22 

CIRC UIT BE ING 
- DE SIGNED 

°2 
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When QJ cuts off, the driver circuit will be activated by In flowing 
through R. and the collector resistor ReI of the driving circuit. In this 
case, 

Rn = 

Use the closest lower standard resistance value. 

The following examples will illustrate the procedure for two practical 
applications. 

Example Application 1 

Design a driver for an LED indicator. The steps below correspond to those 
in the procedure. See Figure 2-20B. 

1. The load is a light emitting diode indicator whose normal brilliance is 
obtained with 20 rna of current. Its normal operating voltage, the load 
voltage drop (V L), is 1. 7 volts at this current value. 

2. The supply voltage V ee is +5 volts. 
3. A type MPSA20 silicon transistor will be used. hFB (min) = 100. 
4. Since the LED voltage drop is less than the supply voltage a series 

dropping resistor is needed. The load (collector) current is 20 mao 

Rs = 
Vee - VL - VeE (sat) 

Ie 

If we consider VeE (sat) negligible then 

5 - 1.7 3.3 
R.s = - ----::c::--- = --::-::--

.02 .02 
165 ohms 

A standard 150 or 180 obm 10 percent resistor or 160 ohm 5 percent 
resistor could be used. 

5. Not applicable. 
6. Not applicable. 
7. Ie = 20 rna or .02 amp. 

8. 18 
__ 2 Ie __ 2 (.02) __ .04 

hFE 100 100 
= .4 rna = 400 JJ,A 
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Vee - +5 V 

RS - 1600 5" 

RS - 6. 8KO 

MPS A10 

Figure 2-23 LED driver 
circuit: Example Application 1 
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9. Assume the input voltage v, = + 3.5 volts. V BE = .7 volts for a 
silicon transistor. 

RB = = 
3.5 - .7 

.0004 
= 7000 ohms 

A standard 6.8K 10 percent value can be used. 

See Figure 2-23. 

Example Application 2 

Design an inverter circuit to apply +6 volts across a 600 ohm load. The 
supply voltage is +15 volts. The driving signal (V,) is supplied by the + 15 
volt supply through a 1000 ohm collector resistor. See Figure 2-22. 

1. RL = 600 ohms V L = 6 volts. 
2. V ee = +15 volts. 
3. Use an MPSA20. 
4. Not applicable. 
5. Vo = 6 volts. 
6. 

Re = 

600 (15 - 6) 
Reo = = 

6 

600 (9) 
= 900 ohms 

6 

A standard 910 ohm resistor could be used. 

7. V ee 15 
= .0165 or 16.5 rna = 

910 
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8. 2 Ie 
I. = --= 

h"" 

g. 

Semiconductor Devices for Digital Circuits 

2 (.0165) 
-'---'- = .00033 amp = .33 rna = 330 !-LA 

100 

R. = 15 - (.00033) (1000) - .7 

.00033 

13.97 
-- = 42 ,333 ohms 
.00033 

A standard 39K ohm resistor could be used. See Figure 2-24. 

VCC o + 15V 

RC 0 9100 

10000 
+---..., Vo 0 6V 

RS 0 39KQ 

Figure 2-24 Inverter 
circuit : Example Appli ca tion 2 
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RB • 22KQ 

Vee · +15 

RS · 100Q 

Rl • 4000 

I e · 30 MA 

Vi · +- J SV MPSA20 

Figure 2-25 Solutlon to 
Self Test Review problem 21 

Self Test Review 
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21 . Design a transistor switch circuit that will energize a relay whose coil 
resistance is 400 ohms and current requirement is 30 rna. Use a 
supply voltage of + 15 volts. The input voltage is + 15 volts. Use an 
MPSA20 transistor. Draw the completed circuit and label all values. 

Answers 

21. The steps below correspond to those in the procedure. 

1. RL = 400 ohms, IL = Ie = 30 rna, V L = RLIe = 400 (.03) = 12 
volts 

2. V ee = + 15 volts 
3. MPSA20 transistor. hFt (min) = 100 

15 - 12 4. R _ V ee - VL - V eE = 
S - Ie .03 

5. Not applicable. 
6. Not applicable. 

7. Ie = IL = 30 rna 

= ----=-3::__ = 100 ohms 
.03 

8. 2Ie 2 (.03) .06 
Is = -;---;-=--:-""7" = = -- = .0006 ma = 600 uA 

hFS (min) 100 100 

9. R _ 
n -

V, - Vss 

In 

15 - .7 
= = 

.0006 

Use a standard 22 K ohm resistor. 

See Figure 2·25 . 

14.3 

.0006 
= 23 ,833 
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OBJECTIVES: To demonstrate the operation, characteristics and de
sign of a saturated bipolar transistor switch. 

Materials Needed: 

1 - NPN transistor MPSA20 [417-801) 
1 - 560 il. l/2-watt resistor 
2 - 1 kil. 1/2-watt resistors 
2 - 4.7 kil. l/2-watt resistors 
1 - 47 kil. 1/2-watt resistor 
1 - 220 kil. l/2-watt resistor 

Voltmeter [vom. VTVM. etc.) 
Heathkit Digital Design Experimenter (Refer to the ET-3200 manual for 
operational details and breadboarding procedures.) 

Procedure: 

1. Construct the circuit shown in Figure 2-26. The circuit receives its 
input from data switch SW1. You will monitor the output at the 
collector with a voltmeter. See Figure 2-27 for transistor base details. 

+SV 

R C - I K 

c 
SWI 

INPUT Vi 

417 - 801 

OUTPUT 

Figure 2-26 
Inverter circuit for Step 1 

Figure 2-27 
Lead connections 

for 417-801 transistor 
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2. Set SWl to the down (LO) position and measure the dc output 
voltage (Vo) with respect to ground . Record below. 
Vo = 1;'.0 volts 

2. The input voltage (V,) at this time is 
VI = ¢ volts 

3. Set SWl to the up (HI) position and measure the circuit dc input 
voltage (V,) with respect to ground. Record below. 
Vi = .) V, volts. 
Next, measure the following transistor junction voltages: base-to
emitter (V oel, base-to-collector (V cO), and collector-to-emitter (V cel. 
Record your values in Table I. Be sure to note the polarity of each 
voltage so that you can determine whether the junctions are foward 
or reverse biased. Study your results then answer the following 
question. V ~ I~ I. (. v 
Is the transistor saturated? _-'--1''-'10=--__ 

V ~ c; - • q. 

TABLE I 

R. V.E Ve• Vce = Vo 

220 K I:, (, v - • '7~ ?, ' (" 

4.7 K .7 S '-. ?v . (' 50. 

4. Measure the voltage drop across the 220 K base resistor (V nB) and tbe 
voltage across the collector resistor (V RC) and record in Table II. V" • ' I 

\ o ' '" 
Using these voltages and associated resistor values, calculate the v 

~ (. 5v 
base current (I.) and collector current (Iel using Ohm's law. 

VR. VRC I. = -~=--- Ic = --0;:--

RIJ Rc 
Record your values in Table II. Also calculate the ratio Ic/I. and 
record in Table II. 

TABLE II 

RB = 220K R. = 4.7K 

VR• 1-1.0 v >, '6" v 

Vac '3. 3\) 4i~o/ 

I. I .,.;l, '--l i'l ;,'0·9 ...... , 11 
Ie 3.3 ,,,,',: I). ' "" () 

Ie/I. J V"J· -i. 5 ~ . 3 
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5, Using the criterion that states a transistor is saturated if the Ie/I. < hFE 

and the data in Table n. determine the condition of the transistor 
assuming h"E = 100. 

Is the transistor saturated? 
No 

6. Replace the 220K ohm base resistor R. with a 4,7K ohm resistor, 
7. Repeat Step 3. Measure V 8£'. Veo and VeE and record in Table I. Study 

your results, 
Is the transistor saturated? __ -,-Y_,·_, __ _ 

8. Repeat Step 4 recording your data in Table II. 
9. Repeat Step 5. Is the transistor saturated? _..L"-"(_~ __ _ 

Discussion of Steps 1 Through 9. 

In Step 1 you constructed a bipolar transistor switch. In Step 2 with the 
input from SWl (LO or ground). the E-B junction is not forward biased. 
therefore the transistor is cut off and the output voltage you measured 
was Vee = + 5 volts as seen through the lK collector resistor. 

In Step 3 you applied forward bias to the emitter-base junction of the 
transistor from the + 5 volt logic level output of SWl through the 220K 
base resistor. The transistor conducts. This is indicated by the junction 
voltages, You should have measured a V.E in the ,6 to .8 volts range with 
the base positive with respect to the emitter, Ve• should have been one 
volt or so with the collector positive with respect to the base. The collec
tor to emitter voltage V eE should have been 1 to 4 volts with the collector 
the most positive element. The emitter-base junction is forward biased 
and the base-collector junction is reverse biased. See Figure 2-28 for a 
summary of the transistor junction voltage polarities for a properly biased 
transistor, With this arrangement. the transistor conducts but is not 
saturated, The transistor is operating somewhere in its linear region. 

Because we do not know the exact value of hFE' your voltages for Ve• and 
V eE may not be exactly equal to those given above but they should be 
close. 

In Steps 4 and 5 you determined the collector and base currents by 
measuring the voltage drops across the base and collector resistors then 
dividing by the respective resistor values , Then you determined if the 
ratio Iell. was equal to. less then, or greater than the assumed hFE value of 
100, If IeII. < hFE then the transistor is saturated, In this step you should 
have found Ie/Is to be higher than h"E' Obviously. the transistor is not 
saturated, What you calculated when you divided Ie by I. was the true 
gain or h FE of the transistor, It should have been greater than 100, 

Figure 2-28 NPN Transistor 
Junction bias polarities 
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In Step 6. you replaced the 220 kn base resistor with a 4.7 knresistor. This 
provides more base drive current. In Step 7 with +5 volts applied to the 
input. the transistor conducts. but this time much harder, The junction 
voltages should be approximately as follows: V Be = .7 volt. V e8 = .6 volt. 
V CE = .1 volt. The polarities of V HE and V CE are as before. But with the 4.7 
kn base resistor. V CB is such that the base is more positive than the 
collector. This indicates that the base-collector junction is forward hiased 
whereas. with the 220 kn base resistor. it was reverse biased, With both 
the emitter-base and base-collector junctions forward biased. the transis
tor is saturated. The output voltage Vo or V CE is the difference between 
V BE and V C8 ' See Figure 2-28B. 

In Steps 8 and 9. you again determined Ie. IB and Ie/I • . In this case. you 
should have found lell. to be less than a nominal hn of 100. Therefore. 
the transistor is saturated. 

10. Using the procedure outlined earlier. design a transistor switch to 
produce +4 volts across a 560 ohm shunt load. Use a +12-volt supply 
voltage and a MPSA20 (417-801) transistor (h pE min = 100). The 
input logic signal will corne from logic switch SW1 and is +5 volts as 
seen through a 470 n resistor. (See schematic of ET 3200 Digital 
Design Experimenter.) Calculate all values. Draw the completed 
circuit. Then breadboard the circu it using the closest available resis
tor values and check its operation. Use one of the procedures de
scribed earlier to establish that the transistor does saturate. 

+5 

Vee 0 +l2V 

Re2 0 lKO 

Re! o 4)00 

Vi R B" 1),4460 

MPSA20 

Figure 2-29 Solution 
to design problem in Step 10 

RL 0 560n 
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Your caJculations should appear like those shown below. See Figure 
2-29. 

Re2 = = 

Re2 = 1120 ohms 

Use a lK ohm resistor 

Vee 12 
= Ie = 

RC2 1000 

I. = 

R. = 

2Ic 2 (.012) 
= 

hFE 100 

Vee - I.Rel -V.E 

I. 

= 

= 

560 (12 - 4) 

4 

560 (8) 
= ----:-..:....:....-

4 

.012 amp = 12 rna 

.024 
= .00024 amp = 240 uA 

100 

5 - (.00024) (470) -.7 

.00024 

4.1872 
R. = ---::-::c=-:-- = 17.446 ohms 

.00024 

A standard 15 K or 16 KG resistor could be used. A 10 KG resistor in series 
with a4.7 KG resistor (14.7 KG total) could be used in breadboarding this 
circuit on your ET-3200. 

In the calculation for R •• V ee is 5 volts since the 5 volt supply in your 
ET-3200 provides the basic source of base drive through the 470 ohm 
resistor associated with logic switch SW1. This resistor is designated Re I 

in Figure 2-29. 
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~--------------------------------------------------------------------~~~ 

S ILICON DIOXID E 
SIOI 

GA IE IG I 
SO UR CE lSI \ DR AINID I 

~ ~/,....--,....--
~- N 

CHANNElP -1YPE S ILI CON I 

BASE OR 
SU BS1RAIE 

I B I 

Figure 2-30 N-channel 
enhancemenl mode MOSFET 

MOS FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS 

Another transistor widely used in digital integrated circuits is the n
haneement made etal mdde semiconductor field effect transistor 
[MOSFET)_ Also known as an insulated gate field effect transistor (IG
r,·i';'T). thi. device offers numerous advantages over the bipolar transistor 
particularly for digital work and integrated circuits. Because the MOS
FET is basically a simple device, it is more easily constructed than a 
bipolar transistor. Since it can be made smaller LlJ.an bipolar devices it 
permits more circuitry to be produced on a given area of semiconductor 
material. The cost of an integrated circuit is directly proportional to the 
area of the semiconductor material used to construct the circuit and the 
complexity of the devices used. Simple, low cost, high density circuits 
are readily constructed with MOSFET components. 

The N-channel MOSFET -, r t. '.' ",. 1 . ..:; 

Figure 2-30 shows the basic construction of an N-channel enhancement 
mode MOSFET. It is constructed of a P-type silicon base or substrate into 
which is diffused two N-type semiconductor material areas. These form 
the source and drain elements ofthe transistor. On top of this is diffused a 
thin layer of silicon dioxide , a glass insulator which isolates the source 
and drain regions from the remainder of the device. On top of the silicon 
dioxide insulator is formed a third element called the gate. The silicon 
dioxide insulates the gate terminal from the P-type silicon material. The 
gate is simply a metallized diffusion such as aluminum or a silicon 
conductive material that forms a capacitor with the P-type silicon base, 
the silicon dioxide layer acting as the dielectric. The area beneath the gate 
dielectric and between the source and drain is known as the channel. I 
thEFdraill"'is-made pesitiv.e with respeGt to the source, current will flow 
between the source and"lhe drain. It is the level and polarity of the voltage 
between the source and the gate that determines the conductivity of the 
channel. 

With the gate source voltage equal to zero, no current flows between the 
source and the drain. The alternate N-type and P-type materials between 
source and drain effectively form two back-to-back diodes both of which 
are cut off. However, when the voltage applied between the gate and 
source exceeds a certain threshold level with the gate positive with 
respect to the source, an electric field will be established in the channel 
region. This causes the transistor to conduct and electrons will flow 
between the source and the drain. 

The gate-source arrangement in the MOSFET acts as a capacitor. Apply
ing a gate-source voltage charges this capacitor. The gate becomes posi
tive and th~ area below !.he gate in the substrate becomes negative. The 
majority carriers in the P-type substrate (holes) will be depleted by the 
negative charge and the electron density will be enhanced. This negative 
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charge in the P-type base establishes a channel for curren t flow between 
the two N-type regions. Removing the gate-source voltage or decreasing 
it below the threshold level will cause the conduction to cease. 

The enhancement mode MOSFET is an excellent switch. When the gate 
voltage is below the threshold val ue, the resistance between the source 
and the drain is extremely high and very closely approximates an open 
circuit. When the gate voltage is above the threshold level, the transistor 
conducts and the resistance between the source and the drain is very low, 
approximating a short circuit. Such characteristics make the enhance
ment mode MOSFET ideal for digital circuits. 

One of the primary benefits of the MOSFET over the standard bipolar 
transistor is that the input impedance between source and gate is ex
tremely high. The input impedance between the source and gate is many 
thousands of megohms and; in effect, is more capacitive than resistive. 
This high input impedance minimizes the loading of one logic circuit on 
the next. Figure 2-31 shows the schematic symbol normally used to 
represent an N-channel enhancement mode MOSFET. 

The P-Channel MOSFET _ ) cc: . ... ;-I ... ,·-L 

Figure 2-32 shows the construction of a P-channel enhancement mode 
MOSFET.lt is s.imilar in construction to the N-channel device. However, 
the substrate is N-type material, while the source and drain diffusions are 
P-type material. The symbol used to represent thi s device is shown in 
Figure 2-33 . The operation of the P-channel MOSFET is similar to that for 
the N-channel device with the exception of the operating voltage 
polarities. Like the N-channel device, the P-channel MOSFET is nor
mally off if the gate-to-source voltage is below a speCific threshold value. 
WJ1en the gate is made negative with respect to the source and is of an 
amplitude beyond that of the threshold level , the transistor will conduct 
and current will flow between the source and the drain. In the P-channel 
device. the current carriers are holes instead of electrons. 

One of the most important characteristics of the enhancement mode 
MOSFET is its threshold voltage, that value of gate-source voltage re
quired to cause the transistor to conduct. There are two basic types of 
threshold in common use; low threshold and high threshold. The high 
threshold devices are easier to make and , therefore, are more common. 
This high threshold value is approximately three to four volts. There is 
circuitry available with a low threshold in the one to two volt region. 
Typically, P-channel devices have high thresholds, while N-channel 
devices have low thresholds. 

Figure 2-34 shows a simplified schematic symbol often used to represent 
an enhancement mode MOSFET. Because of the complexity of the stan
dard symbols, they are rarely used. The letter Par N is written adjacent to 
the symbol to designate whether it is a P-channel or an N-cbannel device. 
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The primary benefits of the MOSFET over the bipolar transistor are; small 
size, simplicity of construction, high input impedance and low power 
consumption. However, these advantages are somewhat offset by the 
major disadvantage; slow switching speeds. Because of the high impe
dance nature of the device and its capacitive characteristics, switching 
speeds are significantly lower than those for bipolar transistors. Recent 
advances have improved the switching speed of MOSFETs, and switch· 
ing speeds in the region below 100 nanoseconds are now possible. 
Nevertheless, the advantages of the MOSFET over the bipolar for many 
applications offset this switcbing speed disadvantage. Bipolar transistors 
are still faster and offer the further advantage of being able to handle high 
power applications. 

MOSFET Circuits 

Logic circuits are readily constructed with enhancement mode MOS
FETs. Figure 2·35 shows an inverter circuit constructed with a P-channel 
MOSFET. With the gate input voltage (V,) at zero, the transistor does not 
conduct and the output voltage (V 0) is the drain supply voltage (V DD) as 
seen through the drain resistor (RD)' When the input voltage is made 
sufficiently negative beyond the threshold value, the transistor conducts 
and acts virtually as a short circuit. The output voltage at this time is near 
zero volts. An inverter using an N-channel device would be simi lar, but 
with positive logic levels and supply voltage. 

In practical MOS circuits, the drain resistor (RD ) is not used. Because it 
occupies a substantial amount of space in an integrated circuit, it is 
generally eliminated and replaced by another MOSFET, biased on to act 
as a resistance. The transistor itself is smaller than a diffused resistor. A 
very popular type of MOS digital circuit combines both P·channel and 
N-channel devices to form what is known as a complementary MOS 
(CMOS) logic circuit. 
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22. The MOSFET is also known as a I (.. r E r 

Semiconductor Devices for Digital Circuits 

23. To cause an N-channel enhancement mode MOSFET to conduct the 
gate-source voltage must be 

a. zero 

b. negative 

c. positive 

d. above the threshold level 
24. The gate-source appears to external circuits primarily as a 

a. short circuit 

b. low impedance 

c. capacitor 

d. high impedance 

25. The switching time of a MOSFET compared to that of a bipolar 
transistor is 

a. less 

b. more 

( c. about the same 
26. To cause a P-channel MOSFET to conduct, the gate-source voltage 

must be higher than the and the drain must be 
______ with respect to the source. 

Answers 

22. IGFET 
23. (c) positive, gate positive with respect to the source and 

(d) above the threshold value 
24. (c) capacitor (d) high impedance 
25. (b) more 
26. threshold, negative 

2-45 
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1. The basic element used to implement binary logic circuits is a 
switch. 

2. The most commonly used switches in digital circuits are bipolar and 
MOS field effect transistors although conventional mechanical 
switches and relays are still used in some applications. 

3. Bipolar transistors and MOSFETs are semiconductor devices. 
4 . The most common material used in making semiconductor devices 

is silicon. Another semiconductor, germanium, is also widely used. 

5 . A semiconductor is a material that has characteristics between those 
of conductors and insulators. 

6. The basic semiconductor material. like silicon is modified to form 
two types of semiconductors, P-type and N-type. 

7. N-type material contains an excess of electrons. Therefore, the major
ity current carrier is electrons. 

8. P-type material contains an excess of holes. The majority current 
carrier is holes. 

9. A hole is the absence of an electron in the crystal lattice structure of a 
semiconductor. Holes act like positively charged particles. 

10. P-type and N-type semiconductor materials are combined to form PN 
junctions. 

11. The simplest semiconductor device is a PN junction diode. This 
diode passes current free ly in one direction but blocks current flow 
in the other direction. 

12. To cause a junction diode to conduct or pass current , it must be 
forward biased. This is accomplished by connecting an external dc 
voltage to the diode with the positive terminal to the P-type material 
and the negative terminal to the N-type material. 

13. If the negative terminal of the dc source is connected to the P-type 
material and the positive terminal to the N-type material, the diode 
will be reverse biased and no current will flow through it. 

14. When a diode conducts it acts as a very low resistance or a short. 
When a diode does not conduct, it acts as a very high resistance or 
open circuit. 
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15. When a diode conducts it has a small-voltage drop across it, approx
imately .7 volts for a silicon diode and .3 volts for a germanium 
diode. 

16. Transistors are formed by combining alternate layers of P-type and 
N-type materials. The result is a 3-layer, 2-junction device. 

17. The two types of transistors are PNP and NPN. 
lB. The three transistor layers or parts are called the emitter, base and 

collector. 
19. The basic function of a transistor is to control current flow either on a 

continuous or onloff basis . 
20. The most common applications for transistors are amplification and 

switching. 
21. Current flow in a transistor is from the emitter through the base to the 

collector. 
22. To cause current to flow through a transistor the emitter-base (E-B) 

junction must be forward biased and the base collector (B-C) junction 
must be reverse biased. 

23. Most of the current flowing into the emitter passes through the base 
into the collector. However, a very small current flows out of the 
base. 

24. The following mathematical formulas express the current relation
ships in a transistor. 

Ie = IE 

25. The collector current in a transistor is controlled by the much smaller 
base current. 

26. A bipolar transistor has three basic modes of operation: cut-off, linear 
or active and saturation . 

27. When the transistor is cut-off it does not conduct and therefore acts as 
an open circuit. 

2B. In linear or active operation the transistor operates as a variable 
resistance. The collector current is proportional to the base curren t. 
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29. When the transistor is saturated, it conducts and acts as a very low 
resistance or short circuit. 

30. Both the E-B and B-C junctions must be forward biased to achieve 
saturation. 

31. The most commonly used transistor switch is a shunt saturated 
bipolar transistor. 

32. The shunt transistor switch is a logic inverter. When the input is 
LOW (binary 0) the output is HIGH (binary 1). When the input is 
HIGH, the output is LOW. 

, m The two ways of determining if a transistor is saturated is to measure 
the junction voltages and polarities to see that both are forward 
biased or to measure Ie and I. and determine if 18> Ie/hFE' 

34. The turn-on time of a bipolar transistor switch is a function of thd 
transistor characteristics and the amount of base drive applied. 

35. The turn-off time of a saturated bipolar transistor switch is a function 
of the charge storage effect brought about by saturation as well as the 
output load capacitance and collector resistor value. 

36. Non-saturated switching circuits can achieve switching speeds sig
nificantly faster than that of saturated switching circuits. 

37. MOSFET means metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor. 
38. The enhancement mode MOSFET is an excellent switching compo

nent. It is smaller, easier to make and more economical than a bipolar 
transistor. It is widely used in large scale digital integrated circuits. 

39. The switching speed of a MOSFET is significantly slower than that of 
a bipolar transistor. 

40. Another name for the MOSFET is insulated gate field effect transistor 
(IGFET). 

41. Both P and N-channel MOSFETs are used in digital integrated cir
cuits. 

42. P and N-channel MOSFETs are often combined to form complemen
tary MOS logic circuits. 
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EXAMINATION 

UNIT 2 

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES 
FOR DIGITAL CIRCUITS 

The following questions will test your retention and understanding of the 
key points in this Unit. Answer all questions first before checking your 
answers against the correct ones that follow the exam. 

1. In Figure 2-36 identify each transistor type by filling in the blanks. 

A-- 8-- c-- 0---

N 

Figure 2-36 Exam question 1 

2. The output of a shunt transistor logic inverter is equal to the supply 
voltage (binary 1) when the input is 
A. binary 1 
B. binary 0 
C. open 

3. A bipolar transistor switch has an hpE of 80. Ie = 18ma, I. = .3ma. The 
transistor is 
A. cut-off 
B. conducting but not saturated 
C. saturated 

4. Whicilof the following factors does not influence the base current in 
a saturated bipolar transistor switch? 
A. collector current 
B. logic input voltage 
C. base resistor 
D. V.E 

E. hpE 

E--
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Figure 2-37 Exam question 11 

5. Which of the following logic switches is the fastest? . 
A. MOSFET 
B. saturated bipolar 
C. non-saturated bipolar 
D. relay contacts. 

6. If the gate-to-source voltage on a N-channel enhancement mode 
MOSFET is zero, the source-drain current is 
A. zero 
B. maximum 
C. not determinable with the given information 

7. What factor does not affect the speed of the turn on of a bipolar 
switch? 
A. base current 
B. type of transistor 
C. shunt output capacitance 
D. base resistor value 

8. What factor does not affect the turn off speed of a bipolar switch? 
A. transistor type 
B. base current 
C. storage time 
D. collector current 

9. To cause a P-channel enhancement mode MOSFET to conduct 
A. the gate must be made positive with respect to the source. 
B. the gate-source voltage must be more negative than the 

threshold value. 
C. the gate-source voltage must be zero. 
D. the gate-source junction must be forward biased. 

10. A silicon bipolar switching transistor with a minimum hpE = 50 will 
be used as a saturated logic inverter. The supply voltage is + 5 volts. 
A collector resistor of 1500 ohms is speCified to obtain the desired 
output impedance. The logic input signal is + 10 volts. What value of 
base resistor is needed ? 

11. The transistor in Figure 2-37 is 
A. cut-off 
B. conducting in the linear region 
C. saturated 

12. Which of the following expressions most correctly descri.bes the 
current relationships in a bipolar transistor? 
A. Ie= Ie+In 
B. In = Ie + Ie 
C. IE = Ie + In 
D. Ie = I. - IE 
E. IE = Ie - I. 
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1. A. NPN bipolar 
B. N-channel MOSFET 
C. N-channel MOSFET 
D. PNP bipolar 
E. P-channel MOSFET 

2. Band C - binary 0 or open. If the input to a logic inverter is 
binary 0, usually ground or some very low voltage or if the 
input is open no base current flows. Therefore, the transistor 
does not conduct. Since it is cut off, the output is the supply 
voltage as seen through the collector resistor. 

3. C - saturated. With Ie = 18 rna and 18 = .3 rna, IelIn = 18/. 3 = 60. If 
hpE > IeII. then the transistor is saturated. hps =80 > IeII. = 
60. 

4. A - collector current. The collector current does not influence or 
control the base current in a saturated switch. 

5. C - non-saturated bipolar. This is the fastest transistor logic 
switch. 

6. A - zero. If the gate-source voltage in a MOSFET is zero, the 
transistor will be cut off so its source to drain current will be 
zero. 

7. C - shunt output capacitance. The capacitance from the collector 
output to ground does not affect the turn on speed of a transis
tor. 

8. D - collector current. The actual value of the collector current 
does not effect the turn off time of a transistor. 
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9. B - The gate-source voltage must be more negative than the 
threshold value. This is the main condition for conduction of a 
P-channel enhancement 'mode MOSFET. 

10. 
Ie = 

V ee 5 
= =.00333 amps = 3.33 rna 

Re 1500 

I. = 
2Ie 2 (3.33) 6.66 

= = = .1332 rna 
hFE (m fn) 50 50 

R. = 
V, - VOE 10 - .7 

K ohms = = 69.B2 
I. .1332 

A standard 6BK ohm resistor could be used. 
11. B - Conducting in the linear region. The PNP transistor in Figure 

2-37 is conducting since its emitter-base junction is forward 
biased and base-collector junction is reverse biased. 

12 . C - IE = Ie + I. 
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UNIT 3 
DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS 

INTRODUCTION 

All digital equipment. simple or complex. is constructed from just a few 
basic circuits. These circuits are called logic elements. A logic element 
performs some speCific logic function on binary data. 

There are two basic types of digital logic circuits: decision-making and 
memory. Decision making logic elements monitor binary inputs and 
produce outputs based on the input states and the operational charac
teristics of the logic element. Memory elements are used to store binary 
data. 

Whether the digital equipment is a simple piece of test equipment or a 
large scale digital computer. this equipment is made up entirely of such 
logic circuits. Once you learn the basic logic elements and the most 
commonly used forms, you will be able to understand and determine the 
operation of any piece of digital equipment. By understanding how to 
apply these basic logic elements you will be capable of designing digital 
equipment. 

In this unit you are going to study the basic types of digital logic circuits. 
You will learn the operation of decision making and memory circuits. 
You will also discover several special classes of logic circuits. We will 
also discuss the practical implementation of these logic circuits using 
switches and relays. discrete electronic components and integrated cir
cuits. This unit provides the base upon which all of the remaining units 
in this program are built. The study of digital techniques is . in effect, a 
study of digital logic circuits and how they are applied. As a result. this is 
an extremely important background lesson. 

Digital Logi c Circuits 3- 3 
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When you complete Unit 3 you will have the following knowledge and 
capabilities. 

1. You will be able to list the three basic types of logic elements . 
2. You will be able to write a definition for combinational logic circuits . 
3. You will be able to write a definition for sequential logic circuits. 
4. You will be able to draw the schematic and explain the operation of 

both diode and switch contact AND gates. 
5. You will be able to draw the schematic and explain the operation of 

both diode and switch contact OR gates. 
6. You will be able to draw the schematic and explain the operation of a 

transistor and switch contact inverter. 
7. Given a list of symbols, you will be able to identify the industry 

standard symbols for inverters, AND, OR, NAND and NOR gates. 
8. From a list of truth tables, you will be able to identify the logic 

functions being performed. 
9. You will be able to write a truth table for any of the basic logic 

functions: AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR. 
10. Given a list of logic equations you will be able to identify the logic 

function expressed by each. 
11. You will be able to write the logic equation for any ofthe basic logic 

functions AND, OR, NAND, NOR, NOT. 
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UNIT ACTIVITY GUIDE 

D Play Audio Record 4, Side 1: Digital Logic Gates 

D Read Section: Types of Logic Circuits 

D Answer Self Test Review Questions 1-6, 

D Read Section: The Inverter 

D Answer Self Test Review Questions: 7-11. 

D Perform Experiment 2 

D Read section: Decision-Making Logic Elements 

D Answer Self Test Review Questions 12-23. 

D Perform Experiment 3. 

D Read Section: NAND/NOR Gates 

D Answer Self Test Review Questions 24-33. 

D Read Section: Practical Logic Circuits 

D Answer Self Test Review Questions 34-39 

D Perform Experiment 4 

D Complete Unit Examination 

Completion 
Time 

Digital Log ic Circuits 3- 5 
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The two basic types of logic circuits are decision-making and lIlemory. 
Both types accept binary inputs and produce binary outputs. The nature 
of the output is a function of the state of the inputs and the characteristics 
of the particular logic circuit . 

Decision-making logic circuits do exactly what their name implies; make 
decisions. [ he basic decision-making logic element is called a gate. A 
gate has two or more binary inputs and a single output. Figure 3-1 shows 
the generalized symbol used for representing a logic gate. More specific 
symbols are used to represent practical types of gates. There are several 
different types of logic gates, each performing a specific decision-making 
operation . The gate looks at its binary inputs , and based upon their states 
and its operation, it generates an appropriate output signal that reflects 
the decision it has made. 

While many simple logic functions can be implemented with a gate, 
generally gates are combined to form more sophisticated and complex 
decision making logic networks called combinational circuits. A combi
national circuit is made up of two or more gates and has two or more 
inputs and one or more outputs. Combinational circuits still perform a 
decision-making function but of a more sophisticated nature. Most com
binational circuits perform some unique logic function such as decoding, 
encoding , multiplexing, comparison or an arithmetic operation with 
binary numbers . A generalized block diagram of a combinational logic 
circuit is shown in Figure 3-2. 

MULTI PLE 
BI NARY 
I NPUTS 

COMB I NATI ONAL 
CI RC UI T 

ONE OR MO RE 
BIN ARY 

OUTPU TS 

Figure 3-2 
General block diagram of a 
combinational logic circuit. 
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The other type of logic element is a memory circuit. The basic memory 
element is a i table storage device known as a flip-flop. This circuit has 
two stable states which can represent the two binary numbers 0 and 1. 
The circuit can be placed into either state so that it retains that state or 
remembers the bit stored there. Most memory circuits store a single 
binary bit. Many of these elements can be combined to store complete 
binary numbers or words. 

Most memory elements are interconnected with combinational circuits 
to form another more sophisticated form of memory element known as a 
sequential circuit. A general block diagram of a sequential circuit is 
shown in Figure 3-3. The inputs to the sequential circuit consists of 
external binary data and feedback signals developed within the sequen
tial circuit itself. The outputs of a sequential circuit are binary signals that 
are used to operate or control external circuits. The output of the sequen
tial circuit is a function of the binary inputs, the binary data stored in the 
sequential circuit itself and the specific characteristics of this circuit. 

Sequential circuits are used for a variety of operations in digital equip
ment. Typical sequential circuits consist of counters, shift registers, 
timers, sequencers and other circuits where binary data is stored and 
manipulated as a function of time. You will study these circuits in later 
units . 

The three basic deCision-making logic elements are the AND gate, the OR 
gate and the inverter. All other digital logic elements and circuits are 
variations or combinations of just these three basic elements. Each of 
these elements receive one or more binary inputs and generates a single 
binary output. 

In order to distinguish one binary input signal from another and in order 
to identify both binary inputs and outputs, each signal is generally 
assigned a name or label. In its simplest form the label consists of a letter, 
a small word or mnemonic (pronounced ne-mon-ik). This label or desig
nation indicates a specific logic signal which can assume either of the 
two binary states 0 or 1. In the discussions of the logic circuits presented 
here all inputs and outputs will be given such names and lahels. In most 
cases a simple letter deSignation will be used. However, keep in mind 
that these designations may he words or letter and number combinations. 
Some typical examples are A, X, D3, CLR, JMPZ, etc. 

Digital Logic Circuits 

SE QUENTIAL 
CIR CU IT 

BINARY 
FEE DBA CK 

BI NA RY 
OU TPUTS 

Figure 3-3 
General block diagram 

of a sequential logic circuit. 

3-7 
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1. The two basic classifications of logic circuits are _____ _ 
and _____ _ 

2. When multiple gates are interconnected to perform a specific func-
tion, the resulting circuit is called a circuit. 

3. The basic logic memory element is called a and is 
capable of storing one of data. 

4. Combining memory elements with a combinational logic circuit 
produces a logic circuit. 

5. The three basic logic elements are the 
____ , and _____ _ 

6. A point in a logic circuit labelled STB3 can assume which of the 
following states: 

a. binaryO. 

b. binary 1. 

c. either binary 1 and o. 

Answers 

1. decision-making, memory 
2. combinational 
3. flip. flop , bit 
4. sequential 
5. AND, OR, inverter 

6. (cl either binary 0 and 1. 
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THE INVERTER 
The simplest form of digital logic circuit is the inverter or NOT circuit. 
The inverter is a logic element whose output state is always opposite ofits 
input state. If the input is a binary 0 the output is a binary 1. If the input is 
a binary 1, the output is a binary O. We say that the inverter has an output 
that is the complement of the input. The binary states 1 and 0 are 
considered to be complementary. 

The operation of the inverter is clearly summarized by a simple chart 
known as a truth table. The truth table shows all possible input states and 
the resulting outputs. Figure 3-4 is the truth table for an inverter. The 
input to the inverter is designated A while the output is labeled A 
(pronounced A NOT or NOT A) . The bar over the letter A indicates the 
complement of A. Note that the truth table shows all possible input 
combinations and the corresponding output for each. Since the inverter 
has a single input, there are only two possible input combinations: 0 and 
1. The output in each case is the complement or opposite of the input. 

The symbols used to represent a logic inverter are shown in Figure 3-5. 
The triangle portion of the symbol represents the circuit itself while the 
circle designates the inversion or complementary nature of the circuit. 
Either of the two symbols may be used. Note the input and output 
labeling. Such simplified symbols are used instead of the actual elec
tronic schematic in order to simplify the drawing and application of a 
logic circuit. It is the logic function and not the circuit that is the most 
important. 

The simplest and most widely used form oflogic inverter is the transistor 
switching circuit shown in Figure 3-6. This inverter circuit operates with 
a binary input signal whose logic levels are 0 volts (or ground) and some 
positive vo ltage approximately equal to the supply voltage + Vcc. When 
the input B to the transistor is 0 vo lts or ground, the emitter-base junction 
of the transistor is not forward biased. Therefore, the transistor does not 
conduct. With the transistor cut-off, the output 13 with respect to ground 
is the supply voltage + Vcc as seen through collector resistor Re. As you 
can see, with positive logic level assignments, the binary 0 input pro
duces a binary 1 output. 

B 

Digital Log ic Circuits 3 -9 

I N PUT OUTPUT 
A 7 6 
0 I 
1 0 

Figure 3-4 
Truth Table for logic inverter. 

A 

5TB --{) >---5TB 

Figure 3-5 
Symbols for a logic inverter. 

RC 

+---~B 

RB 

Figure 3-6 
A transistor logic inverter. 
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Whenever a binary 1 or positive voltage level approximately equal to + 
Vcc is applied to the input, the emitter-base junction of the transistor 
becomes forward biased. Sufficient base current flows through the circuit 
to cause the transistor to saturate. When the transistor is saturated , both 
the emitter-base and base-collector junctions of the transistor are forward 
biased and it acts as a very low impedance. At this time, the complement 
output 13 is approximately equal to zero volts or ground as seen through 
the conducting transistor. The actual voltage will be equal to the satura
tion voltage of the transistor Vce (sat). For most good high speed switch
ing transistors this voltage is several tenths of a volt or less and for most 
practical purposes can be considered to be zero. With a positive voltage 
binary 1 input the output is a binary O. This circuit obviously performs 
logic inversion. The input and output voltage waveforms representing 
the operation of this circuit are shown in Figure 3-7. Most modern 
switching transistors are capable of turning off and on at nanosecond 
speeds, therefore very high frequency operation with this circuit is possi
ble. 

B 
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Self Test Review 

Figure 3-7 
Input and output waveforms 
of a transistor logic inverter. 

7. If the input to a logic inverter is labeled PLS, the output will be 

a. PLS 

b. SLP 

c. P'l:'"s 
d. binary 0 

8. The inverter input PLS is a voltage level that represen ts 

a. binary 0 

b. binary 1 

c. either binary 0 or binary 1 

d. Cannot be determined with information given. 
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9. If the input to the inverter in Figure 3-6 is simply left open and not 
connected to either a binary 0 or binary 1 level, what will the output 
be if negative logic level assignments are assumed? 

a. binary 0 

b. binary 1 

c. Cannot be determined with information given. 
10. Saluration means 

a. both emitter-base and base-collector junctions reverse biased. 

b. both emitter-base and base-collector junctions forward biased. 

c. emitter-base junction forward biased, base-collector junction 
reverse biased. 

d. emitter-base junction reverse biased, base-collector junction 
forward biased. 

11. The output of the inverter 2 in Figure 3-8 with a binary 1 input will be 

a. binary 0 

b. binary 1 

c. Cannot be determined with information given. 

Answers 

7. (c) PLS The output of an inverter is indicated by the input 
designation with a NOT bar over it to indicate the comple
ment. 

8. (c) eitber binary 0 or binary 1. The input designation PLS 
represents a logic variable that can assume either state. 

9. (a) binary O. If the input to the transistor logic inverter is 
left open, the transistor will not conduct. Therefore, the 
output will be + V". With negative logic level assignments 
+ V <c = binary 0 and zero volts or ground = binary 1. 

10. (b) both emitter-base and base-collector junctions forward 
biased. Saturation means that the transistor conducts hard 
and represents a very low impedance. Both transistor junc
tions are forward biased. 

11. (b) Binary 1. If the input ADX is binary 1 the output of 
inverter 1 ADX will be binary O. With a binary 0 input to 
inverter 2, its output will be the complement or binary 1. 
The input ADX and output are the same. The output could 
also be called ADX. In this circuit, one inverter cancels the 
effect of the other. The output will be equal to the input for 
any even number of cascaded inverters. 

Digital Logic Circuits 3-11 
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OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate the operation and characteristics of typ
ical discrete component and integrated circuit logic in
verters. 

Materials Needed 

2 - MPSA20 transistor (417-801) 
2 - 1 kfi 1/2-watt resistor 
2 - 4.7 kfi 1/2-watt resistor 
1 - SN7404N TTL hex inverter integrated circuit (443-18) 
Heathkit ET-3200 Digital Design Experimenter 
DC Voltmeter 

LE 0 

va 

C 
L1 

MP$Al0 
417·801 

Procedure 

1. Wire the circuit shown in Figure 3-9. The input is derived from logic 
switch SWl. You will measure the output state with your voltmeter 
and oliserve it on LED indicator L1. 

2. Measure the inverter input and output voltages V, and Vo with respect 
to ground for both positions of data switch SWI. Record your data in 
Table I. 

NOTE: 
The schematic diagram used to represent the logic indicators on the 
ET-3200 Digital Design Experimenter is shown below. 

I NTE RNAL 
LED DRIVER 

': N.',"' "" ~'" 
I NPUT V' 

The inputs are labelled L1, L2, L3, and L4. The inverter symbol represents 
the internal LED driver circuit and not an external inverter. When the 
input is open or grounded, the LED is off. When the input is positive, the 
LED is on. 
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12. Set SW1 to binary 0 then binary 1 noting the output state for each 
input. 

13. Modify your circuit to connect the L2 input of the LED indicator to pin 
8 of the Ie. 

How many inverters are cascaded? __ '-1+, ' ___ _ 

14. Apply binary 0 and binary 1 to the circuit with SW1 again noting the 
corresponding output state. 

When an odd number of inverters are cascaded the output is 

a. the same as 

(b':l opposite 

the input. When an even number of inverters are cascaded. the output 
is 

(il) the same as 

b. opposite 

the input. 

Discussion of Steps 7 Through 14 

In Steps 7. 8 and 9 you connected an integrated circuit inverter and 
evaluated its operation. With zero volts (binary 0) in you should have-' 
measured about +3.5 volts output (binary 1). With +5 volts input (binary 
1) you should have measured about +.2 volts output (binary 0). Even with 
unequal input and output voltages. the circuit still performs logic inver
sion. 

In Step 10 you determined the effect of an open input. With no input 
connection. the output is +.2 volts or binary O. Since the input and output 
of a logic inverter are always complementary. the open input must be 
acting like a binary 1. 

In Step 11 you cascaded 5 inverters. You should have found in Step 12 that 
the output was the complement of the input. Next in Step 13. you moni
tored the output of the fourth inverter in the chain. In Step 14 you de
monstrated that the input and output were the same. From this data. you 
can conclude that in a chain of inverters an odd number produces a 
complementary input and output while with an even number of inverters 
the input and output will be the same. 

Digital Logic Circuits 3 -1 7 
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INPUTS OUT PUT 

A B C 

0 0 0 
0 I 0 
I 0 0 
I I 1 

Figure 3-17 
Truth Table for an AND gate. 

Figure 3-18 
Logic symbol for AND gate. 

DECISION-MAKING LOGIC ELEMENTS 

:he two basic types of decision-making logic elements are the AND gate 
and the OR gate. These are logic circuits with two or more inputs and a 
single output. The output state is a function of the input states and how 
the particular gate operates. The gate makes its decision based upon the 
input states and its particular function, then generates the appropriate 
binary output. Let's consider each of these basic gates in detail. 

The AND Gate 

The AND gate is a logic circuit that has two or more inputs and a single 
output. The operation of the gate is such that the output of the gate is a 
binary 1 if and only if all inputs are binary 1. If anyone or more inputs are 
a binary 0 the output will be binary O. The AND gate is a control circuit 
whose output is a binary 1 only when all inputs to the gate are in the 
binary 1 state at the same time. 

The operation of a two input AND gate is indicated by the truth table in 
Figure 3-17 . The inputs are designated A and B. The output is designated 
C. The outpulfor all possible input combinations is indicated in the truth 
table. The tolal number of input combinations is determined by raising 2 
to a power equal to the number of inputs. With two inputs , each capable 
of assuming either of the two binary states, the total possible number of 
combination inputs is 22 = 4. Note that the output is binary 0 for any set of 
inputs where either, or both, of the inputs are binary O. The output is 
binary 1 only when both inputs are binary 1. 

The basic symbol used to represent an AND gate is shown in Figure 3-18. 
Note that the inputs and outputs are labeled to correspond to the truth 
table in Figure 3-17. Keep in mind that the AND gate may have any 
number of logical inputs. 

An important point to note about the AND symbol in Figure 3-18 is the 
equation at the output, C = A • B or C= AB. This equation is a form of 
algebraic expression that is used to designate the logical function being 
performed. The equation expres'ses the output C in terms of the input 
variables A and B and is read "e equals A AND B". Here the AND function 
is designated by the dot between the two input variables A and B. The 
AND function is designated by an expression similar to the product of 
algebraic variables. 
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TABLE I 

SW1 V, 
POSITION 

DOWN if 'I 
UP 5--

V. 

s,y 

,C>5V 

3. From the data in Table I, answer the following questions. 

a. Does the circuit perform logic inversion? __ Y,-e:=...:;,> _ _ _ 

b. What are the two output logic voltage levels assuming positive 
logic? 

binary 0 . 65 V 

binary 1 "i II 

c. Make a truth table from the data in Table I. Use positive logic and 
assume the circuit input is A. 

4. Disconnect the 4.7 kfl base resistor from input SW1 and let it hang 
free . Measure the output voltage Vo. Vo = " • . With an 
open input, the output is binary 1 . An open input has 
the same effect as a binary 0 input. [Use positive 
logic.] 

5. Connect the free end ofthe 4.7 kfl base resistor to tbe CLK output and 
set the clock frequency to 1 Hz. Connect LED indicators to the circuit 
inputs and outputs as shown in Figure 3-10. Observe tbe operation of 
the circui t by watching the LED indicator states and their relation
ship to one another. The circuit output is always the 11, Y ~ 'r 5 .. '" 

of the input. 

lE O 

1HZ 
elK 

L2 

+5V 

LI 

l E 0 

41) -80 1 

Figure 3-10 
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6. Modify your circuit as shown in Figure 3-11. Here you are cascading 
two inverter circuits. You will monitor the input on LED indicator L2 
and the output of the second inverter on LED Ll. Observe the input 
and output states as the 1 Hz clock operates the circuit. 

If the input to the circuit in Figure 3-11 is binary 1, the output will be 
binary 0 . If the output is binary 0, the input must be binary 

I 

e LK 
(I Hzl 4.7 K 

L2 
-

IK 

4. 7K 

MP SA20 
417 -80 1 

Figure 3-11 

Discussion of Steps 1 Through 6 

In Steps 2 and 3 you demonstrated inverter action. With input Vo equal to 
zero volts , (SWl down) , the emitter-base function is not forward biased so 
the transistor does not conduct. The output voltage Vo is +5 volts as seen 
through the lK collector resistor. With +5 volts input (SWl up) , the 
transistor is saturated and the output voltage is about .1 volts. Inversion is' 
performed. The positive logic levels are binary 0 = .1 V and binary 1 = + 5 
volts. The logic truth table you constructed for this circuit should appear as 
shown in Table II below. 

TABLE II 

INPUT OUTPUT 

A A 

0 1 

1 0 
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The input and output are complementary. 

In Step 4 you disconnected the inverter input and left it open. With this 
condition. no forward bias is applied to the transistor so it does not 
conduct. The output voltage at the collector is + 5 volts or binary 1. 

Therefore an open input produces the same effect as a binary 0 input. 

In Step 5 you further demonstrated logic inverter action. The 1 Hz clock 
was used to drive the inverter. You observed the input and output states on 
the LED indicators. You should have found that the input and output states 
were always the opposite of one another or complementary as indicated by 
Ll and L2 which alternately switch on and off at a 1 Hz rate. 

In Step 6 you cascaded two inverter circuits and observed their operation. 
You should have found that the output of the second inverter is the same as 
the input. One inverter cancels the effect of the other. The output state is 
the same as the input state when an even number of inverters is cascaded. 

Integrated Circuit Hex Inverter 

In the steps to follow. you will be using a typical TTL (transistor transistor 
logic) integrated circuit (IC) to demonstrate inverter action. This IC and all 
others supplied in this program are housed in a plastic dual in-line pac
kage (DIP) as shown in Figure 3-12. Both 14 and 16 pin versions are 
available. Note the way in which the pins are numbered. A notch or dot 
(indentations. etc.) is used to designate the location of pin 1. 

Figure 3-13 shows the logic diagram and physical pin connections (pin 
out) on the SN7404N (or simply 7404) hex inverter Ie. This IC contains six 
identical and independent logic inverters. The inputs and outputs are 
identified by pin number. In the diagrams used in these experiments the 
package outline will not be shown. Instead. only the inverter symbol with 
pin number labeling will be given. See the example in Figure 3-14. In an 
experiment. if no pin numbers are given you can use any inverter you 
want. Not all of the inverters in the Ie will be used in every experiment. 
Simply ignore those not used. 

Refer to the instruction manual of your ET-3Z00 Digital Design Experi
menter for details on installing the Ie on the breadboarding socket. The Ie 
should straddle the center notch and all pins should be seated firmly. The 
pins are delicate so be careful when installing and removing the Ie. 

Digital Logic Circu its 3 -1 5 

Figure 3-12 
Typical 14 and 16 pin DIP 

les showing pin numbering schemes. 

Vee 

GND 

Figure 3-13 
Top view of 7404 hex inverter 
Ie showing pin assignments. 

6 

Figure 3-14 
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After the IC is installed, connect the power (V eel and ground leads. The 
supply voltage for the 7404 TTL IC is + 5 volts and is applied at pin 14. 
Ground (GND) is connected to pin 7. Check the power and ground pin 
assignments for each IC you use as they vary from one type to another. 

Procedure (continued) 

7. Mount a 7404 hex inverter IC (part number 443-16) on the bread
boarding socket and connect pin 14 to + 5 volts and pin 7 to ground 
(GND). 

6. Connect one of the inverters as shown in Figure 3-15. The input will 
come from logic switch SWl and the output will be displayed on 
indicator Ll. 

116 -7404 r------, 

SWI : [?: [>~ • I : • 

A :! Ii : II l E D 
I I L _____ ..J 

Figure 3-15 9. Apply the logic voltages to the input as shown in Table III and 
measure the corresponding output voltages. Record in Table III. 

Does the circuit invert? _.L~",e..s",-__ _ 

What are the output logic levels for positive logic? 

TABLE ill binary 0 • I volts 

A A 

OV -~.G, v 

+5V . J y 

binary 1 3 (., volts 

10. Remove the connection between pin 1 of the IC and SWl so that the 
inverter input is open. Measure the output voltage. With the input 
open, the output voltage is , I volts, or for positive logic, 
a binary C> . This means that an open input has the same effect 
as a binary ! input. 

11. Wire the circuit shown in Figure 3-16. How many inverters are cas-
caded? _--=:..5=-__ _ 

I 

SW! 11 

II 

lE D 

Figure 3-16 
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As you will see, the operation of all logic elements and gates can be 
expressed in the form of an algebraic equation. These expressions permit 
circuits to be analyzed , designed and optimized by using standard alge
braic operations and special algebraic manipulations designated by rules 
of Boolean algebra. Boolean algebra is a special form of two state algebra 
that is useful m working with binary variables. You will learn more about 
this in a later unit. 

' SV 

R 

A ---f'III-~-__ 
c 

B ---l4I~ 

D2 

Figure 3-19 
Two input diode AND gate. 

The circuit in Figure 3-19 shows one electrical implementation of a 
logical AND gate. Here two diodes and a resistor form an electronic 
circuit that produces the AND function using binary signals. To analyze 
this circuit, assume the use of binary input signals using positive logic 
designations of zero volts (ground) and +5 volts. Let's also assume that 
perfect diodes are used. Keep in mind that in a practical circuit real 
diodes have a threshold voltage level before they conduct and a finite 
voltage drop across them during conduction. 

Now let's analyze the operation of the AND circuit shown in Figure 3-19. 
Ifboth inputs are a binary 0 (zero volts or ground) both diodes 01 and 02 
will conduct. Assuming no forward voltage drop across the diode, the 
output will be zero volts. If either one of the inputs is a binary 0, while the 
other is at the binary 1 level (+5 volts). the diode associated with the 
input whose state is binary 0 will be forward biased and will conduct 
thereby clamping the output at the binary 0 level. (The diode associated 
with the input at the binary 1 level will be reverse biased, therefore it will 
be cut-off) . 

If both inputs are at the binary 1 l&vel, neither diode 01 nor 02 will 
conduct and the output will be + 5 volts. As you can see, the only time the 
output is at the binary 1 level is when both inputs are binary 1. 

Digital Logic Circuits 3-19 
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The operation of the AND gate shown in Figure 3-19 is fully illustrated by 
the voltage truth table in Figure 3-20 and the waveform timing diagram in 
Figure 3-21. Note that if positive logic is assumed. the voltage truth table 
corresponds to the logic truth table given in Figure 3-17. In the waveform 
diagram. both inputs A and B are shown switching at various times 
between the binary 0 and binary 1 levels of ground and + 5 volts. The 
output C corresponding to this particular combination of inputs is also 
illustrated. Note that the only time that the output is binary 1 is when the 
inputs are both in the binary 1 state. The output is a binary 1 for a period of 
time during which the two inputs are coincidentally at the binary 1 level. 
The AND gate is sometimes referred to as a coincident gate. 

I NPUTS OUTPUT 

A B C 

OV OV OV 
OV +IV OV 
+IV ov OV 
'IV ',V "V 

Figure 3-20 
Voltage truth 

table for diode AND gate. 

A 
~ 

; 0 ~,----' 
~ , 
~ s:------ n, ,m n 

-----, , "-_--', LI ---

- I I I I 

~ C :uu--u--uuu-n n
L 

__ _ 

TI ME 

Figure 3-21 
Input and output 

waveforms of the diode AND gate. 

Figure 3-22 shows one of the most common applications of the AND gate 
in digital circuits. Here one input of the AND gate is used to control the 
passage of the other input signal to the output. The input control signal 
CTL enables or inhibits the passage of the other logic signal which is a 
train of square waves designated SQW. The output is identical to SQW 
during the time the CTL input is binary 1. Note the input and output 
waveforms as well as the logical expression for this function indicated in 
Figure 3-22. 

SQW~W'CTl 

CTl~ 

1 

SQW 
o 

INP UTS 1 

ClL O __ ..J 

Figure 3-22 OUT "'"o---...J 
Typical AND gate application. 

, , , , , , 
: I ,"------
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Remember that an AND gate may have more than two inputs, the exact 
number being dictated by the application. In addition, there are many 
other ways of implementing the logical AND function with hardware. 
Later in this unit and in the program you will learn about some of these 
circuits. 

Self Test Review 

12. Draw the logic symbol for an AND gate with inputs )7, K6, L4, and 
output F3. 

13. Write the logic equation for an AND gate with inputs XLT, ZMO, 
KMD, A3 and output TF. ____ _ _ 

14. The logic gate in Figure 3-23 will have how many different input 
combinations? 

a. 4 

b. 8 

c. 16 

d. 32 
15. Write the truth table for a three-input AND gate with inputs A, B, and 

C and output D. 

16. What is the algebraic output equation for the circuit in Figure 3-24? 

a. P = MN 

b. P = MN 

c. P = MN 

d. P = MN 

Answers 

12. See Figure 3-25. 

13. TF = XLT' ZMO' KMD ' A3 The AND function is desig
nated by the dot between each variable. 

14. (c) 16 The four input gate in Figure 3-23 can have a total of 
2' = 16 different input combinations. 
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Figure 3-23 
Circuit for 

Self Test Review Question 14. 

N 

M 

Figure 3-24 
Circuit for 

p. ? 

Self Test Review Question 16. 

~ 
L4 K6~r--"F-J.-J-7' K6'L4 

Figure 3-25 
Answer to 

Self Test Review Question 12. 
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I N PUT S OUTPUT 

0 E F 

0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
I 1 I 

Figure 3-27 
Truth Table for OR gate. 

15. I N PUT S OUT PUT 
A B C 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 I 0 0 
0 I I 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 

Figure 3-26 
Truth Table for 3-inpul AND gate. 
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All possible input combinations are indicated. Note that 
the input states correspond to the 3-bit binary numbers 
representing the decimal numbers 0 through 7. This is a 
convenient way of listing all input state variations for a 
given number of input bits. 

16. (b) P = MN The output of the inverter in Figure 3-24 is N. 
This is one input to the AND gate along with input M. The 
output expression is constructed by writing the input vari
ables adjacent to one another. 

ifhe OR Gate 

The other basic logic element is called an OR gate. Like lhe AND gate it 
can have two or more inputs and a single output. It's operation is such 
that the output is a binary 1 if anyone or all inputs are a binary 1. The 
output is binary 0 only when both inputs are binary o. 

The logical operation of a two input OR gate is expressed by the truth 
table in Figure 3-27. With two inputs there are 2' = 4 possible input 
combinations as explained earlier. The truth table designates all four 
possible input combinations and the corresponding output. Note that the 
output is a binary 1 when either or both of the inputs are binary 1. The 
output is binary 1 if input D OR input E OR both are present. 
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The logical symbol for an OR gate is shown in Figure 3-28. The inputs are 
labeled according to the truth table in Figure 3-27. Make note particularly 
of the output algebraic expression for the OR gate F = D + E. The plus 
sign is used to designate the logical OR function. The output F is ex
pressed in terms of the input logic variables D and E. 

The circuit in Figure 3-29 illustrates the implementation of the logical OR 
function using semiconductor diodes. This gate is similar to the AND 
circuit considered earlier except that the supply voltage and diode 
polarities are reversed. This circuit operates with logical input levels of 
zero and + 5 volts as did the AND gate cons idered previously. Using 
positive logic designations. let's evaluate the operation of this circuit. 

Wilen 50 hinputs D and E are arb'iffiIT 0 (zero inputs or-ground) both 
diodes );)1 and..fJ2 conduc . Assuming perfect diodes. with no forward 
voltage drop. the output will be binary O. If either one of the logical inputs 
is a binary O. while the other is a binary 1 (+ 5 volts). the diode associated 
with the input at the binary 1 state will conduct causing the output to be 
+ 5 volts or a binary 1. The diode associated with the input at the binary 0 
state will be reversed biased and will not affect the circuit. When both 
inputs are at the binary 1 or + 5 volt level. both diodes Dl and D2 conduct 
and the output is a + 5 volt or binary 1 level. The voltage truth table for 
this circuit is shown in Figure 3-30. Using positive logic. it corresponds 
to the table in Figure 3-27. 

The operation of the OR gate is illustrated more fully by the waveforms 
shown in Figure 3-31. These diagrams show the output state for various 
combinations of the input voltage D and E as a function of time. Note that 
if one of the inputs switches to the binary 1 level the output switches to 
binary 1 correspondingly. The output is binary 1 when either or both 
inputs are binary 1. Study the waveforms in Figure 3-31 carefu lly at each 
point to be sure that you understand the circuit function. 

1-----
'" 0 0 '---_-1 I- I .-
=> I I 

~ l-- --tf-
- E I I o I I 

I I 
~ I I 
~ 1----- I 
~ 

~f 
g 0---' 

T I ME 

Figure 3-31 
Input and output waveforms 

of the diode OR gate, 
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Figure 3-28 
Logic symbol for OR gate. 

' IIV 

INPU TS OU TPUT 

0 E f 

OV OV OV 
ov '5V ' 5V 
'5V OV ' 5V 
'5V '5V '5V 

Figure 3-30 
Vallage Truth 

Table for the diode OR gate, 
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Figure 3-32 illustrates a typ ical application for the OR gate in a digital 
circuit . There are two inputs to the OR gate in this application: a push 
button switch SW2 and a train of pulses des ignated PLS. The output OPR 

N. c .... l-1S::!.Wl..2_--\---" will be a binary 1 when either SW2 or PLS is at the hinary 1 (+5 volts) 
'--_ >-O-P-R- level. Switch SW2 is a normally closed pushbutton. The SW2 input to the 

OPR ' SW/+ PlS 

PlS ~ JLJLJLJLJL 

OPR:~ 
Figure 3-32 

Typical OR gate applicatio n. 

y--{) 
R 

z 

Figure 3-33 
Circuit for 

FX ' ? 

Self Test Review Question 18. 

OR gate is normally ground or binary O. When the switch is depressed, 
the contacts open and the SW2 input becomes + 5 volts or binary 1 level 
as seen through the resistor. The other input PLS is a series of pulse trains 
that switch momentarily between the binary 0 and binary 1 levels. Note 
the algebraic expression for the output, OPR = SW2 + PLS. The accom-
panying waveforms in Figure 3-32 illustrate the operation of the circuit. 
The OR gate permits either of the two inputs to control the output. 

When considering the operation and application of an OR gate you 
should remember that this logic element can have two or mote imputs as 
called for by the application. At the same time we have only illustrated 
one method of implementing the OR gate with electronic hardware. 
Many other circuit variations are used and these will be discussed later in 
the program. 

Self Test Review 

17. Draw the logic symbol for an OR gate with inputs GB, PH, CD, SH, 
and output FF. 

lB. Write the output equation of the gate in Figure 3-33. 

19. Write the truth table for a 4-input OR gate with inputs W, X, Y, Z, and 
output ]. 

20. The output of an OR gate is binary 0 when: 

a. all inputs are binary O. 

b. anyone or more inputs are binary O. 

c. all inputs are binary 1. 

d . anyone or all inputs are binary 1. 

21. The logical OR function when expressed in algebraic terms is 
analogous to the: 

a. product 
b. sum 
c. d ifference 
d. quotient 
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Answers 

17. See Figure 3-34. Note that the + signs between the two 
letter input variables designate the OR operation. 

18. FX = R + Y + Z. The inverter complements the Y input 
before it is ORed with the other variables. 

19. INPUTS OUTPUT 
W X ~ Z J 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I I 
0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 1 1 
1 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 1 
1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 

Figure 3-35 
Truth Table for 4·input OR gate. 

For four input variables there are 2' = 16 possible input 
combinations. These can be determined by simply writing 
the four bit numbers 0 through 15 as indicated. Note that 
the output is a binary 1, if anyone or more inputs is binary 
1. 

20. (a) All outputs are binary O. The only time the output of an 
OR gate is binary 0 is when all inputs are binary zero. At all 
other times at least one or more inputs is binary 1, thereby 
producing a binary 1 output. 

21. [b) sum. The ORing of logic inputs is analogous to the 
summing algebraic variables . The AND function is analo
gous to the product of input variables. 

PH 

SH 

Digital Logic Circuits 3 -2 5 

GBD-
CD FF 

FF - GB+ PH +C O+SH 

Figure 3-34 
Answer to 

Self Test Review Question 17. 
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When we explained the operation of the diode gate circuit in Figure 3-19, 
we indicated that it performs the logical AND function. We proved this by 
considering the output voltage level for each of the four possible combi
nations of input voltage levels. The voltage truth table for this gate is 
repeated here in Figure 3-36A. In cODsidering the operation of this cir
cuit, we assumed the use of positive logic level assignments. By doing 
this we were able to translate the voltage levels given in the truth table 
into the table shown in Figure 3-36B. Naturally this table clearly indi
cates that the AND fun ction is being performed. The output is a binary 1 
only when both inputs are binary 1. 
Figure 3-29 is also effect of 

INPUTS OUTPU T 

A B C 

OV OV OV 
OV +5 V OV 
+5V ov OV 
+5V +5V +5 V 

A 

I N PUT S OU TPUT 

A 

0 
0 
1 
1 

B C 

0 0 
I 0 
0 0 
I 1 

:::D
B 

Figure 3-36 
Truth Table for 

diode gate in Figure 3·11 . 

INPU TS OU TPUT 

A B C 

1 1 1 
1 0 1 
0 1 I 
0 0 0 

Now let's consider the function of this circuit when we assume negative 
logic level assignments. In this case the 0 volt level would represent a 
binary 1 and a +5 volt level would represent a binaryO. Using the original 
data as developed in Figure 3-36A and translating it into a truth table 
using binary l's and O's with negative logic level assignments, we obtain 
the truth table shown in Figure 3-36C. By studying this truth table, you 
will see that the circuit no longer appears to be performing the AND 
function. Close inspection of the truth table will reveal that the circuit is 
now performing the OR function since the output is a binary 1 when 
either one or both ofthe inputs is a binary 1. (The order or sequence of the 
inputs is not the same as thatforthe AND gate, but this is not important. It 
is the function that counts.) Our only conclusion can be that witb positive 
logic the circuit in Figure 3-19 performs AND function liut with negative 
logic the circuit performs the OR function. Tliis clearly indicates that the 
diode gate circuit is capable of performing either of the two basic logical 
functions, and that function is strictly dependent upon the logic level 
assignm~nts given to the input and output variables. 



This dual nature of logic gates applies to any logic circuit. The diode gate 
that you considered in Figure 3·29 is also dual in nature. With positive 
logic level assignments it performs the OR function as indicated previ. 
ously. However, if you analyze the circuit by using negative logic level 
assignments you will find that the circuit performs the AND function. 
Keep this important fact in mind as it will help you in analyzing, troub· 
leshooting and designing digital circuits . You must not only know how 
the circuit operates electrically, but also what logic level assignments are 
being used. 

Figure 3·37 shows the logic symbols normally used to represent gates 
t at perform the logical AND and OR functions with negative logic level 
assignments. The circles at the inputs and outputs represent the effect of 
reversing the logic level assignments from positive to negative. 

=0- =D-
A 

NEGATI VE AND 

B 
NEGATIVE OR 

Figure 3·37 
Negative logic gates 

Self Test Review 

22. Any logic gate can perform both AND and OR operations. 

a. True 

b. False 
23. A given logic circuit performs the AND function when binary 0 = 0 

volts and binary 1 = -6 volts. Reversing the logic level assignments 
makes the gate perform as a gate. 

Answers 

22. (a) True 
23. positive OR 

Digital Logic Circuits 3- 27 
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I NPU TS I N ~ I ~ 9 
56· 56 DIO DES 

SW I 

A 

SW2 

B 

+5V 

IK 

Figure 3-38 

OUTPUT 

C 

A 

OV 

+5V 

OV 

+5V 

EXPERIMENT 3 

DIODE LOGIC GATES 

Objectives: To demonstrate the operation and characteristics of 
diode AND and OR gates. 

Materials Needed 

2 - lN4149 silicon diodes (#56-56) 
1 - 1 K ohm resistor - ' /2 watt 
1 - 10 K ohm ' /2 watt resistor 
1 - DC Voltmeter 
1 - ET-3200 Heathldt Digital Design Experimenter 

Procedure 

1. Wire the circuit shown in Figure 3-38. The inputs A and B come from 
data switches SW1 and SW2. You will measure the output voltage C 
with respect to ground. 

2. Using data switches SW1 and SW2 , apply the input voltages indicated 
in Table I to the logic gate. For each setof ioputs , monitor the output 
voltage and record in Table 1. 

3. Using positive logic assignments, convert the voltage levels io Table I 
into binary 1s and Os and transfer to Table [I. 

\ ,. 

TABLE I TABLE II 

B C A B 

OV . (,',i 0 " 
OV • 1 I 0 

+5V .1 0 I 
+5V 5\1 \ \ 

C A 

0 I 

0 -, 
0 \ 

I 0 

TABLEll 

B 

\ 

\ 

0 

0 

_61 '."--('L 

C 

• 

I 

I 

0 

4. Study Table II and determine the logic function beiog performed. 
Logic Function _'4.:\.Ilb.2dL-__ _ 

5. Convert the voltage levels in Table I into 1s and Os using negative 
logic assignments and transfer to Table Ill. 
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6. Study Table III and determine the logic fUJ;lction being performed. 
Logic Function 11 e'J ""'" d " I.. a ,. 

7. Modify your experiment circuit so that it appears as shown in Figure 
3-39. One logic input will come from SWl. The other logiC input will 
be a 1 Hz clock (CLK) signal. You will monitor the gate output with 
LED indicator Ll and the clock output on L2. 

'IV 

I K 

C 
S IV 1-+--loiiII--...... - ..... -1 

Ll 

C LK .... -~I---' 
II Hzl 

Figure 3-39 L2 

LED I NO I CAT OR';\ 

8. Set SWl to binary 0 (down). Note the output on LED Ll. Then set 
SWl to binary 1 (up) . Again note the output on LED Ll. Explain your 
results. 
SWl = 0 Output C = o +t ( \..'''' ) 
SWl = 1 Output C = IS! \ ~ !{ , 

L ' • C,,-
INPU TS 

What logic function is the gate performing ? d ' SW I a. Y\ ~ __ ("'0 0' 

9, Construct the logic gate shown in Figure 3-40, Again, data swfiches 
o 

Digital Logic Circuits 3 -2 9 

I ~LV 

I 
I 

'>- ' 12V 

10K 

OUTPU T 

SWl and SW2 will supply the logic inputs D and E, and you will S,-"W,..2__o>--___ oI---' 

measure the output voltage at F with a DC voltmeter, 
10, Apply the logic voltage levels indicated in Table IV to the circuit. 

Measure the output voltage for each set of inputs and record in Table 
IV. .[ )-__ 

TABLE IV TABLE V TABLE VI 

D E F D E F D E 

oV OV -, 6 '1 0 Cl ') \ \ 
oV +5V 4 '3.~ Cl ! I I a 

+5V OV + 3·'" 1 C) ! 0 ! 

+5V +5V ~ ..,.(., \ ) \ 0 C1 

11 . Using positive logic assignments convert the voltage levels in Table 
IV into binary ls and Os and transfer to Table V. 

12. Study Table V and determine the logic function being performed. 
Logic Function _",O~R,---_ _ _ 

Figure 3-40 

F 

I 
0 

C> 

0 
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13 . Using negative logic assignments, convert the data in Table IV into 
binary Os and is and transfer to Table VI. 

14. Study Table VI and determine what logic function is being per
formed. 

Logic Function \0\ e::J 0 '" 

15. Modify your experimental circuit so that it appears as shown in 
Figure 3-41. One input is from logic switch A. The other input is a 1 
Hz clock signal you will monitor with LED indicator L1. You will 
observe the clock output on LED indicator L2 . 

- IIV 

10K 

LpG I C SWITCH 

A __ +-__ -* __ ~---.--~ 
II 

CLK -1-___ ~-' 
II Hz I 

LE O INDICATOR S 

Ll 

Figure 3-41 

16. With logic switch A not depressed, the logic input to the gate is 
binary 0 (positive logic) . Observe the gate output (Ll) 
and clock (L2) signals. The gate output is 13 \' . ." i-.: ';, 

17. Depress logic switch A while observing the gate output. With A 
" ,\ depressed the output is Q Yl , • 

What logic function is the gate performing? ~ ~<. 

Discussion 

In this experiment you evaluated two basic types of diode logic gates. You 
determined their electrical performance by applying logic voltage inputs 
and measuring the corresponding outputs. Then using both positive and 
negative logic level assignments you determined the logic functions 
being performed. You also demonstrated several practical applications of 
these basic logic gates. 

In Steps 1 through 6, you experimented with the gate in Figure 3-38. Your 
data in Tables 1, II and III should appear as shown in Tables VII, VIII, and 
IX. 
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TABLE VII TABLE VIII TABLE IX 

A B C A B C A B 

OV OV +.7V 0 0 0 1 1 

+5V OV +.7V b: I )1(0 0 1( 0 '(l'1 

OV +5V +.7V ";(. 0 'ft I 0 0: \ )t o 

+5V +5V +5V 1 1 1 0 0 

From Table VII, you can see how the gate functions electrically. With 
ei ther or both inputs at ground or zero volts, either one or both diod es 
conduct. The output, therefore, is the forward diode voltage drop of about 
.7 volts. When both inputs are +5 volts, neither diode conducts. The 
output is + 5 volts as seen through the 1 kn resistor. 

With positive logic assignments of the voltage levels in Table I (+5 volts 
=binary 1, OV or + . 7V = binary 0), the gate performs the AND function as 
you should have deduced from Table II. The output is a binary 1 only if all 
(both) inputs are binary 1. For all other input conditions, the output is 
binary O. This is the AND function. 

Next, you evaluated the gate using negative logic assignments (+5 V = 
binary 0, OV or +.7 V = binary 1). From Table III , you should see that the 
OR function is being performed. The output is binary 1 (OV) if either one 
or both inputs are binary 1 (OV). 

The logic gate in Figure 3-38 can perform both AND and OR operations, 
depending upon the logic level aSSignments. It is a positive AND/nega
tive OR gate. The logic symbol s representing these functions are indi
cated in Figure 3-42. 

n Steps 7 and 8, you demonstrated a common application of a logic gate. 
Here, the gate acts as control elements to pass or inhibit the clock input. 
This control is handled by the SWl input. With this input binary 0, the 
gate output is binary O. The clock is inhibited and does not appear at the 
output. LED indicator L1 should have been off, indicating this condition. 
LED indicator L2 monitors the clock, so it should follow the 1 Hz pulsa
tions. 

With SW1 set to binary 1, the gate is enabled and the clock input is 
allowed to pass through to the output. LED indicators L1 and L2 should 
follow one another. Clearly, the AND logic function is being performed. 
This type of control gating is very widely used in digital circuits. 

C 

1 

1 

1 

0 

:=C)-c 
POSITIV E AND 

:==L)r-c 
NEG ATI VE OR 

Figure 3-42 
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OV 

OV 

+5V 

+5V 

PO SITIVE OR 

NEGA TI VE AND 

Figure 3·43 
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In Steps 9 through 14 you demonstrated the logic gate in Figure 3·40. You 
applied OV and + 5 V input levels and measured the output for each 
combination to determine its electrical characteristics. Your results in 
Tables IV. V and VI should be as shown in Tables X. XI. and XII below. 

TABLE X TABLE XI TABLE XII 

E F D E F D E F 

OV -.7V 0 0 0 1 1 1 

+5V +4.3V 0 1 1 1 0 0 

OV +4.3V 1 0 1 0 1 0 

+5V +4.3V 1 1 1 0 0 0 

With both inputs at zero volts. both diodes conduct and the output is the 
forward diode voltage drop of - .7 volts . If either one or both diodes 
conduct the output is the input logic level [+5 volts) less the forward 
drop of the conducting diode or approximately +4.3 volts . 

Transferring this electrical data into hinary 1s and Os. you completed 
Tables V and VI. Studying Tables XI and XII you can see that with positive 
logic assignments (+4.3 v or + 5 V = binary 1. OVor -.7 V = binary 0). the 
circuit performs the OR logic function since the output is binary 1 if 
either or both inputs is binary 1. With negative logic assignments (+4.3 V 
or + 5 V = binary O. OV or - .7 V = binary 1). the gate performs the AND 
function. This gate is a positive OR/negative AND. The logic symbols 
representing these gate functions are shown in Figure 3·43. 

Again you demonstrated the dual nature of a logic gate. Any logic gate 
can perform either the AND or OR function depending upon the logic 
level assignments . 

Finally. you demonstrated a useful application of an OR logic gate. In 
Figure 3·41 . two logic inputs. A and the 1 Hz clock, drive the gate. With 
logic switch A not depressed. its output is binary O. The gate output 
follows the clock input. With A depressed. its output is binary . This 
turns on the output indicator and keeps it on as long as A is held down. 
When the clock input is binary 1 the output is binary 1. When A is binary 
1) the output is binary 1. The gate is performing the OR function. 
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NAND/NOR GATES 

While many digital circuits can be constructed with just the three basic 
digital logic elements - AND. OR. and NOT - most digital equipment is 
implemented with special versions of these circuits known as NAND and 
NOR gates. Such circuits are basically AND and OR gates combined with 
an inverter. NAND/NOR gates are the most widely used types of digital A--r-" 
lagic elements because they offer numerous advantages over the simple B 

diode gates considered earlier. In large compl ex digital logic networks. it 
is difficult to cascade more than just a few of the simple diode logic gates. 
Because there is no buffering between the gates. loading problems occur 
and the speed of operation suffers. For that reason. it is generally desira
ble to combine a simple diode logic gate with some type of transistor 
buffer to permit more fl exible interconnection of circuits. This transistor 
buffer is most often an inverter. 

NAND Gate 

The term NAND is a contraction of the expression NOT-AND. A NAND 
gate. therefore. is an AND gate followed by an inverter. Figure 3-44A 
shows the basic diagram of a NAND gate. Note the algebraic output 
expression for the AND gate and the inverter. The entire AND output 
expression is inverted and indicated by the bar over it. 

Figure 3-44B shows the standard symbol used for a NAND gate. It is 
similar to the AND symbol but a circle has been added at the output to 
represent the inversion that takes place. 

The logical operation of the NAND gate is easy to infer from the circuit in 
Figure 3-44. This operation is indicated by the truth table in Figure 3-45. 
The NAND output is simply the complement of the AND output. 

NOR Gate 

A 

B 

Figure 3-44 
NAND gate. 

I N PUTS OUTPU T 

A B AND NAND 
A· B ii7ii -c 

0 0 0 I 

0 I Q I 

I 0 Q I 

I I I 0 

Figure 3-45 
Truth Table of NAND gate. 

r~ . !:;. f 

Like the NAND gate. the NOR gate is an improved logic element used for 0 F- 0+£ 

implementing deCision-making logic functions. The term NOR is a con- E---' 

traction for the expression NOT-OR. Therefore. the NOR gate is essen- L-._/ A 

tially a circuit combining the logic functions of an OR gate and an 
inverter . ~~£ 
Figure 3-46A is a logical representation of a NOR gate. Figure 3-46B B 

shows the standard symbol used to represent a NOR gate. Note that the 
output expression is the inverted OR function. Figure 3-46 

NOR gate. 
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INPUTS OUTPUT 

D E OR NO R 
D'E I5Tr · f 

0 D D 1 

D 1 1 D 

I 0 I 0 

I I 1 0 

Figure 3·47 
Truth Table of NOR gate. 

-O-f r:-' f 

: I~ 
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The logical operation of a NOR gate is illustrated by the truth table in 
Figure 3-47. The NOR output is simply the complement of the OR func
tion. Like any other logiC gate, NAND and NOR gates may have two or 
more inputs as required by the application. 

NAND and NOR gates can be used to implement any of three basic logical 
functions. For example, by tying all inputs together, either the NAND or 
NOR gate performs inversion. By combining the NAND or NOR gates 
with external inverters, the AND and OR operations can be performed. 

Self Test Review 

24. NAND/NOR gates are more widely used than simple AND/OR cir
cuits because: 

a. NANDINORs can also perform ANDIOR operations. 

b. NANDINORs are less expensive and smaller. 

c. NANDINORs are self-buffering - this permits higher speeds 
and reasonable loading. 

d . ANDIORs can't perform the NOT function . 

25. A 3-input NAND gate has inputs of 0, 1 and 1. The output is: 

a. binary 0 

b. binary 1 
26. A 4-input NOR gate has inputs of 1, 0, 0 and O. The output is: 

a. binary 0 

b. binary 1 
27. The output equation of a NAND is: 

a. C = A· B 

b. C = A + B 

c. C=~ 

d. C = A + B r 
'.' 

28. The output equation for a NOR is: \1"- J 

a. F = D + E " .. 
b. F = D· E 

c. F = D· E 

d. F = D + E 



Answers 

24. (c) NANDINORs are self-buffering - this permits higher 
speeds and reasonable loading. They are more versatile 
than the simple ANDIOR circuits and therefore are more 
widely used. 

25 . (b) binary 1 The output of a NAND is binary 0 if and only if 
all inputs are binary 1. With a binary 0 on any or all inputs. 
the output is binary 1. 

26. (a) binary 0 The output of a NOR is binary 0 if anyone or 
more in puts is binary 1. 

27. (c) C = A' B is the output expression for a NAND. 
28. (d) F = D+ E is the output expression for a NOR. 

Digital Logic Circuits 3-35 
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I NVERTED NAN 0 OU TPUT 
I NPUT S I NPUTS 

X V A B C 

I I 0 0 I 

I 0 0 I I 

0 1 1 0 1 

0 0 1 1 0 

Figure 3-49 
Trulh Table for NAND gale. 
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How NAND/NOR Gates Are Used 

The AND and OR logic functions can be performed by connecting inver
ters on the outputs of NAND and NOR gates respectively. Since the 
NAND and NOR functions are simply complementary logic functions of 
basic AND and OR operations, then it is logical to assume that the AND 
and OR operations can be obtained from NAND and NOR gates simply by 
adding an additional inversion. As stated in the previous section on 
inverters, the effect of one inversion is cancelled by adding a second. 
Cascading an even number of inverters removes the inversion function. 

Figure 3-48 shows how the AND and OR operations are performed with 
NAND and NOR gates. But now, how is the OR function performed with a 
NAND gate and the AND function performed with a NOR gate? 

0---, 

E 

C' AS _ 

F ' O +E =~~E 

Figure 3-48 
Performing AND and OR 

operations with NAND and NOR gates . 

As mentioned earlier, any of the three basic logic functions - AND, OR, 
NOT - can be performed by ei ther a NAND gate or a NOR gate. You have 
already seen how the AND and OR functions can be obtained with NAND 
and NOR gates by simply inverting the output. To obtain the other logic 
functions with each type of gate , inverters are used on the inputs. 

Figure 3-49 shows the truth table for a NAND gate. The inputs are A and B 
and the output is C. Now consider the effect of adding an inverter to each 
input as shown in Figure 3-50. These inverters simply complement the 
input signals. The effect is illustrated in the truth table of Figure 3-49. The 
input signals to the inverters are labeled X and Y. Note that they are the 
complements of the signals A and B respectively . Considering the two 
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inverters and the NAND gate as forming a single composite circuit, our 
inputs become X and Y instead of A and B. Outpute remains the same. By 
observing the truth table·in Figure 3-49 with this change in mind, you can 
now evaluate the logical function of the circuit. Disregarding the sequ
ence of the X and Y input combinations and the A and B inputs , note the 
output state for each of the input states. You can see that the circuit 
produces a binary 1 output any time a binary 1 is applied to either one or 
both of the inputs. By definition this is the logical OR function. As you 
can see then the OR function can be performed with a NAND gate by 
simply placing inverters ahead of each input. 

A 

B 
c 

Figure 3-50 
Perfonning the 

OR function with a NAND gate. 

By using inverters at the input of a NOR the AND function can be 
performed. Figure 3-51 shows the truth table for a NOR gate. The inputs 
are D and E and the output is F. Now assume that inverters are connected 
ahead of the NOR gate and the new inputs are labeled Land M as shown 
in Figure 3-52. The inverter or comp lementary input states would be as 
indicated in the truth table of Figure 3-51. If we interpret the logical 
function of the composite circuit where the inputs are Land M and the 
output is F then you can see by studying the truth table that the AND 
function is being performed.l'!ote that the only time that the output F is a 
binary 1 is when both inputs Land M are at the binary 1 level. By 
definition this is the AND logical function. As Figure 3-52 indicates, a 
NOR gate with inverters at its input performs the AND function. 

Digital Logic Circuits 

I NVERTE D NO R OUTP UT I NPUTS I N PUTS 

L M D E F 

I I 0 0 1 

1 0 0 1 0 

0 1 1 0 0 

0 0 1 1 0 

Figure 3-51 
Truth Taole for NOR gate. 

-=--<l'>-~D ~-, 
( :x:r-:.... 

As you can see any of the three basic logic functions can be performed 7:"M- d/>--;E:--L_;" 

with either a NAND gate or a NOR gate. For that reason entire digital 
circuits can be constructed with just one type of gate. The choice is 
arbitrary and strictly up to the designer. There are some cases where both 
NANOs and NORs are mixed within a circuit. As you will see later, some 

I h d b d H Figure 3-52 Using a NOR 
circuit economies resu t w en NAND an NORs are com ine. owever, gate to perfonn the AND function. 
just remember that any logic function can be implemented with NAND 
gates or NOR gates alone. 

3-37 
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29. A NAND or NOR gate can perform any of the three basic logic 
functions AND, OR and NOT. 

a. True 

b. False 

30. When inverters are used at the inputs to a NOR gate, the resulting 
circuit performs what logic function? 

a. AND 

b. OR 

c. NAND 

d. NOR 

e. NOT 

31. When inverters are used at the input to a NAND gate, the circuit 
performs what logic function? 

a. AND 

b. OR 

c. NAND 

d. NOR 

e. NOT 

32. A NOR or NAND can be used as a NOT circuit by 

a. inverting the output 

b. inverting the inputs 

c. connecting aU inputs together 

d. cascading an even number of circuits. 

33. Which circuit is preferred in implementing an entire circuit with one 
type of gate? 

a. NAND 

b. NOR 

c. Either 
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Answers 

29. (a) True 
30. (a) AND 
31. (b) OR 
32. (c) connecting all inputs together. By applying the same 

signal to all inputs of either a NAND or a NOR circuit it will 
perform the NOT or complement function. 

33. (c) Either. NANOs or NORs can be used to implement a 
complete logic circuit. One type works as well as the other. 

Digital Logic Circuits I 3-3 9 
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Now that you have completed this overview of the types of logic circuits 
in cornmon use in digital equipment, let's take a look at several typical 
ways these logic elements are implemented. There are many different 
ways of electrically or mechanically obtaining the particular characteris
tics specified by the various types of logic elements. Here we will con
sider several popular ways of realizing digital logic elements with 
hardware. 

Relays and Switches 

The three basic logic functions - AND, OR and NOT - can be readily 
implemented with relay contacts and switches. For example, Figure 3-53 
shows an AND gate made with relays. Here the normally open (N. 0.) 
contacts of two relays labeled A and B are connected in series with a 
battery and a lamp. In this circuit, a closed relay contact and an ON lamp 
represent a binary 1. An open contact and an OFF lamp represent a binary 
O. A zero voltage level represents binary 0 and a positive voltage level 
represents a binary 1 on the relay coil. You can see, for any of the four 
possible input combinations there is only one where the lamp will light. 
If either one or both of the relays are de-energized, their contacts will be 
open and current will not be supplied to the lamp. However, if voltage is 
applied to both relay coils, both contacts will be closed and a binary 1 (ON 
lamp) output will occur. Contacts A and B must be closed to light the 
lamp. Series connected switches usually perform the AND function. 

..l 
..l 

A IN. 0 .1 BI N. O. I 

.~ .. ---.... -"""I C 

i ! i "A'S 
II II ~ 

A S 

Figure 3-53 Relay AND gate. 

Figure 3-54 shows an OR gate made with relays. The normally open relay 
contacts are connected in parallel. Here you can see that when a binary 1 
voltage level is applied to either or both relay coils the D or E contacts 
will close, thereby supplying voltage to the lamp. An input to either relay 
D or E will close the circuit and turn on the lamp, representing a binary 1. 
Parallel connected contacts usually perform the OR operation. 
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F· C + E 

o E 

Figure 3-54 Relay OR gate. 

A relay logic inverter circuit is shown in Figure 3-55. Here a relay with 
normally closed (N. C.) contacts is used. With a binary 0 (zero volts) 
applied to the relay coil. the relay is de-energized and the contact is 
closed representing a binary 1. This connects the battery to the lamp 
causing it to light. Therefore. with a binary 0 input the outputis binary 1. 
Applying a binary 1 voltage level to the relay coil will energize the relay 
and open the contacts, This will cause the lamp to go off indicating a 
binary O. 

IN . C, J 

10: • I • 

~ I -- I A 
l 

II -

A 

Figure 3-55 Relay inverter. 

These relay switching circuits can be combined in many ways to form any 
logic function. In addition. manually operated switches can also be 
substituted for the relay contacts in some applications. Such relay or 
switch logic circuits are not often used today. Such circuits are large. 
slow in operation. and consume a significant amount of power. For most 
applications they are not practical. The very earliest of digital equipment 
including some computers were implemented with relays. However. 
many other different types of logic circuits are available now and these 
have many significant advantages over relays. There are still a few practi
cal uses for relay and switch logic circuits. In some heavy industrial 
control systems where speed and power consumption is of little impor
tance. relay logic circuits can handle high power applications and are 
very reliable. There are some app lications where a mechanical means of 
operating the switches is available thereby making mechanical or manual 
switching logic necessa~y or desirable. 

Digital Logic Circuits 3 -41 
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Discrete Component Logic Circuits 

A discrete component logic circuit is a logic element made up of indi
vidual electronic components such as transistors , diodes. resistors, 
capacitors and other devices. These are assembled to form a complete 
circuit like the diode gates and inverter described earlier. For many years 
digital logiC circuits were implemented with discrete components. They 
offered small sized. high performance and reasonable power consump
tion. However, today such discrete component circuits are rarely used. 
Like relay and mechanical switching logic circuits they have essentially 
heen replaced by logic elements with greater performance. lower cost and 
improved features . You may still encounter discrete component logic 
circuits in some high power applications or in older digital equipment. 
Today however most digital logiC functions are implemented with inte
grated circuits. 

Integrated Circuits 

An integrated circuit (IC) is a semiconductor device which combines 
transistors. diodes. resistors. and capacitors in ultra. miniature form on a 
single silicon chip. The advances in semiconductor technology have 
permitted the semiconductor manufacturers to design, develop and pro
duce entire electronic circuits on a single silicon wafer that is generally 
less than one tenth of an inch square. These circuits are not only signifi
cantly smaller in size than discrete component logic circuits but also offer 
many other benefits as well. Because they can be mass produced, their 
cost is suhstantially less than discrete component circuits. Many offer 
significant savings in power consumption. Perhaps even more important 
is the elimination of the need for circuit wiring. When discrete compo
nents are used the components must be interconnected physically on a 
printed circuit board and then tested. With an integrated circuit the entire 
circuitry, all components included, are manufactured simultaneously. 
Manufacturing costs are reduced and reliability is improved. 

Integrated circuits have been in existence for approximately 15 years. 
During this short time significant advances have been made. The com
plexity and sophistication of the circuits has increased significantly 
while the prices have continued to decline. Today with integrated circuit 
techniques it is not only possible to implement the basic logiC elements, 
but also it is possible to fully integrate complete combinational and 
sequential circuits. Integrated circuits implementing the basic logic 
functions such as NAND, NOR, and flip-flops are known as small scale 
integrated circuits (SSI). Complete functional circuits of either the com
hinational or sequential type are generally deSignated as medium·scale 
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integrated circuits (MSI). However, today technology permits even great
er flexibility. Complete circuits and systems can be constructed on a 
single chip. For example an entire digital computer is available as a 
single integrated circuit.. Such circuits are known as large-scale inte
grated circuits (LSI). Today most digital equipment is implemented with 
integrated circuits. There are few applications where other forms of 
circuitry are necessary or desirable. This course emphasizes digital inte
grated circuits, their operation and application. 

w 

r 
l 

IN . O.I 

X 
• po, 

y ..... 

z-

Self Test Review Figure 3-56 Circuit for 
Self Test Review Question 34. 

34. Write the logic equation of the relay logic circuit shown in Figure 
3-56. 

35. Write the logic equation of the relay logic circuit shown in Figure 
3-57. 

36 . Draw a relay logic diagram for the function J ~ LK. 
37. Draw a relay logic circuit for the function D ~ A· B + C 
38. Some relay and discrete component logic circuits are still used in 

some applications requiring 

a. high speed 

b. low cost 

c. small size 

J IN. O. I 

KIN. O. I 

liN . C. I 

M" 

Figure 3-57 Circuit for 
Self Test Review Question 35. 

39. 
d. high power lIN . O. 1 

The basic logic functions NAND, NOR, etc.,in IC form are known as ; I-"'" 
a. SSI 1 

KIN . C. I 

b. MSI _ 

c. LSI 

d. discrete 

Answers 

34. Z ~ W· X· Y 

35. M ~ ) + K + I 
36. See Figure 3-58. 
37. See Figure 3-59. 
38. (d) high power 
39. (a) SSI small scale integration 

I 
Figure 3-58 
Answer to Question 
36. 

A IN .O.I BIN. 0 . 1 rr=:;. .~ 

_ CIN.C . I 

Figure 3-59 Answer to 
Self Test Review Question. 
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EXPERIMENT 4 
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TRANSISTOR LOGIC GATE 

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate the operation and characteristics of a 
typical discrete component transistor logic gate. 

Materials Needed 

1 - MPSA20 transistor (417-801) 
1 - 1K ohm '/2-watt resistor 
2 - 4.7K ohm ' /l·watt resistors 
DC Voltmeter 
Heathkit ET -3200 Digital Design Experimenter 

Procedure 

1. Construct the circuit shown in Figure 3·60 . The inputs A and B will 
come from data switches SW1 and SW2. You will monitor the output 
on LED logic indicator L1. 

SW J A 4.7 K 

SWZ8 4.7K 

+5V 

l K 

Figure 3·60 

c 
L1 

MPSAZO 
41 7-801 
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2. Apply the four input combinations given in Table 1 and measure the 
output voltage at C for each. Record your results in the C column in 
Table I. 

TABLE I 

A B C 
OV OV r" \ 
OV +5V o.(X 

+ 5V OV oS; 
+5V +5V 0·(' 

3. Using positive logic level assignments convert the data in Table I 
into a truth table using binary Os and Is. Use Table II. 

TABLE II 

A B C 

() c , 
r,) \ 0 

\ () 0 

, I 0 

4. Study Table II and determine the logic function being performed. 
Logic function _ '_'--'""-,,. ___ _ 

5. Using negative logic level assignments convert the voltages in Table 
I into binary Is and Os and complete Table III. 

TABLE III 

A B C 

) 1 

\ f) 

...... 

0 
, 

'-' 

6. Study Table III and deterflline the logic function being performed. 
Logic functionl-.!.J/ Ie: ",,-" :..:,' ___ _ 

Digital Log ic Circuits 3-45 
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Discussion 

The logic circuit in Figure 3-60 is called a resistor-transistor logic (RTL) 
gate. It is identical to a simple transistor inverter but with two input base 
resistors. A positive voltage level applied to either or both of the inputs 
will saturate the transistor and cause the output to go low. With both 
inputs near zero volts or ground, the transistor will be cut off and the 
output will be the supply voltage as seen through the collector resistor. 
This operation is completely defined by your truth table (Table I) and 
should appear as shown in Table IV below. 

TABLE IV 

A B C 

OV OV +5V 
OV +5V +.lV 

+5V Ov +.lV 
+5V +5V +.lV 

Using positive logic, your truth table (Table II) should be as indicated in 
Table V. 

TABLE V 

A B C 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 0 

This defines the NOR function . The RTL gate acts as an OR gate followed 
by an inverter. 
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Using negative logic, your truth table (Table 1II) should appear as shown 
in Table VI. 

TABLE VI 

A B C 

1 1 0 

1 0 1 

0 1 1 

0 0 1 

This is the NAND function. The gate performs the same function as an 
AND gate followed by an inverter for negative logic. 

This circuit can be used to implement any of the basic logic functions by 
combining a number of gates. Additional base resistors can be added as 
more inputs are required. By paralleling inputs or using a single input, 
the circuit is nothing more than a simple inverter. 

This type of logiC gate was widely used in discrete component digital 
systems and a modified version of it is available in integrated circuit 
form. 

Digital Logic Circuits 3-47 
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A_-I~_--, 

B e--.f---.---eC · 

Figure 3-61 
CiIcuit for Exam Question 3. 

EXAMINATION 

UNIT 3 

HEATHKIT 
COMT1NUIMG 
EDUCATION 

DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS 

The purpose of this exam is to help you review the key facts in this unit. 
The problems are designed to test your retention and understanding by 
making you apply what you have learned. This exam is not so much a test 
as it is another learning method. Be fair to yourself and work every 
problem first before checking the answers. 

1. Logic gates are usually connected to form functional logic elements 
known as circuits . 

2. Draw the standard logic symbols for AND, OR, NAND, NOR gates 
and inverter. 

3. Assuming logic levels of OV and +5 \(, analyze the operation of the 
logic circuit shown in Figure 3-61. Develop a voltage truth table for 
the circuit. Using both positive and negative logic level assignments, 
determine the logic function it performs. Use the tables in Figure 
3·62. 

I NPUTS OUTPUT INPUTS OUTPUT 

A 8 C A B C 

OV OV 

OV +5V 

+5V OV 

+5V +5V 

VO LTAGE TABLE PO SITIVE LOGIC 

Figure 3-62 Truth Tables for 
analyzing the circuit in Figure 3·61. 

Logic function: 
Positive Logic ______ _ 
Negative Logic _____ _ 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

A B C 

NEGATIVE LOG I C 
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4. Beside each logic equation below, write the logic function it de
scribes. 
A. G = N+ M ____ _ 
B. H = L' K' , L ____ _ 
C. A = B ____ _ 
D. Q = ft7S ____ _ 
E. CLR = PB + RST ____ _ 

5. What logic function does the circuit in Figure 3-63 perform? 

A. AND 
B. OR 
C. NAND 
D. NOR 

u--a >--r----
)0---<:1 4 

1--0 ::;2-- L -----
Figure 3-63 

Logic circuit l or Exam Question 5. 

v 

6. The ignition system of a car is set up so that the engine cannot be 
started unless the driver's front door is closed, the front seat belts are 
latched and the ignition key is on. What logic function is implied? 
A. AND 
B. OR 
C. NAND 
D. NOR 
E. NOT 

7. Identify each truth table below with the logic function it represents. 
A and B are the inputs and C is the output in each case. 

(A)A B C 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 

1 1 1 

(B) ABC 
001 
010 
100 

(C) ABC 
1 1 1 
000 
100 

(D) ABC 
001 
o 1 1 
101 

Digital Logic Circuits 3 -4 9 

(E) A C 
o 1 
1 0 

0 0 0 110 __ _ 0 1 0 __ _ 110 __ _ 

8. What logic function is being performed by the circuit in Figure 3-64? 

A. AND 
B. OR 
C. NAND 
D. NOR 

5 
A--a>--~--'" 

7 B--a>-- -L _____ 
6 

Figure 3-64 
Logic circuit lor Exam Question 8. 

c 
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- 11V 

D _-I~---<~_ 

Figure 3-65 
Logic circuit for Exam Problem 9. 

9. Analyze the operation of the diode gate circuit in Figure 3-65. Assume 
logic levels of OV and - 5V. Develop a voltage truth table and deter
mine the logic function for both positive and negative logic level 
assignments. Use the tables in Figure 3-66. 

I NPUTS OUTPUT I N PUT S OU T PUT 

0 E f o 
ov ov 
ov -5V 

- 5V ov 
-sv -sv 

VOLTAGE TAB LE PO S ITIVE LOG IC 

Figure 3-66 Truth Tables 
for the circuit i.n Figure 3-65. 

Logic function : 
Postive logic _____ _ 
Negative logic _____ _ 

I N PUTS OUTPUT 

o f 

NEGAT IVE LOG I C 

10. A home intrusion alarm system is designed to sound a bell if anyone 
of the following conditions occur: front or back doors open, any 
window opens, garage door opens, What logic function is implied? 
A. AND 
B. OR 
C. NAND 
D. NOR 
E. NOT 

11 . Write the log ic equation of the relay logic circuit shown in Figure 
3-67. 

KilN , 0 .) 

r 
1-

K4 IN . 0 . ) 

KlIN.C.1 ~ ~ K5 
.~ ............... r , 

KJIN,O . I IN ,O . ) 
0-........ --, 

K6 iN . C. ) 

Figure 3-67 
Circuit for "Exam Question 11, 
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12 . For the diode gate circuit in Figure 3-68, draw the logic diagram 
using standard symbols. 

+12 

Q---1IIt-~ 

R'---~~--~------__ ~ 

v 
r----~+12 

s .... 'VV\.-H 

- 12V 

u--!41-' 

Figure 3-68 
Circuit for Exam Question 12. 

13. A logic circuit has 5 inputs. How many possible input combinations 
can it have? 
A 2 
B. 4 
C. 5 
D. 16 
E. 32 

14. Figure 3-69 shows the logic voltage levels applied to both an AND 
gate and an OR gate. Draw the output waveforms you would expect 
for each. 

A 

I NPUTS 

6 

AND 
OUTPUT 

OR 
OUTPUT 

0 

0 

Figure 3-69 Logic waveform for 
AND and OR gates Exam Question 14. 
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ANSWERS 

UNIT 3 

DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS 

1. combinational 
2 . See Figure 3-70 

AND OR NAND 

Figure 3-70 
Answer to Exam Question 2. 

NOR NOT 

3. In the logic gate of Figure 3-61, with both inputs at zero volts , both 
diodes will be cut off and the output will be zero. With one input at 
zero volts and the other at + 5 volts , the diode associated with the + 5 
volt input will conduct. The other diode will be cut off. The output 
will be + 5 volts less any diod e drop. With both inputs at +5 volts, 
both diodes conduct and the output will be + 5 volts. Your voltage 
truth table should be as shown in Figure 3-71A. The positive and 
negative logic truth tables are given in Figure 3-71 B and C. This 
circuit performs the positive OR negative AND function. 

A B C 

OV OV OV 

OV ' SV 'SV 

'S V OV 'S V 

'SV ' SV 'SV 

VOLTAGE TAB LE 
A 

A B 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 
1 1 

PO SITIV E OR 
B 

C 

0 

1 

1 

I 

Figure 3-71 
Truth Tables for circuit 

in Figure 3·61 , Exam Question 3, 

A 

1 

1 

0 

0 

B C 

1 1 

0 0 

1 0 

0 0 

NEGAT I VE AND 
C 
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4. A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

5. 0. 

6. A. 

7. A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

G=N+M NOR 
H = j'K'L AND 
A=!r NOT 
Q = R' S NAND 
CLR = PB + RST OR 
NOR NAND gate 3 and inverters 1 and 2 form an OR gate. 
Inverter 4 converts this to a NOR. 
AND. The ignition cannot start the engine unless the driver's 
door is closed AND the seat belts are fastened AND the igni-
tion key is on. 
OR 
NOR 
AND 
NAND 
NOT 

NOTE: The sequence of the inputs is irrelevant. The truth table should be 
analyzed in terms of the output it produces for the various input 
combinations. 

8. C NAND NOR gate 7 and inverters 5 and 6 for an AND gate. 
Inverter 8 changes this to a NAND. 

9. In the diode gate circuit of Figure 3-65, if both inputs are at zero 
volts, both diodes will conduct and the output will be a volts. If one 
input is a volts and the other - 5 volts, the diode associated with the 
a-volt input will conduct. The other diode will be reverse biased. 
The output will be a vol ts. If both inputs are - 5 volts, both diodes 
will conduct and the output will be -5 volts. The voltage truth table 
is shown in Figure 3-7zA. The positive and negative logic truth 
tables are shown in Figures 3-72B and C respectively. This circuit 
performs the positive OR/negative AND function. 

0 E F 

ov ov ov 
ov -sv ov 
-IV OV ov 
-sv ·IV • IV 

VOLTAGE TABLE 
A 

D E 

I I 

I 0 

0 I 

D D 

POS ITI VE OR 
B 

F 

I 

I 

I 

0 

D 

0 

0 

I 

I 

E F 

0 0 

I 0 

0 0 

I I 

NEGA TIVE AND 
C 
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Figure 3-72 
Truth Tables for gale in 

Figure 3·65. Exam Question 9. 
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10. B OR The alarm horn will sound if the front door opens OR back 
door opens OR windows open OR garage door opens. 

11 . L = Kl • 1<2 • K3 • (K4 + K5+ K 6) 
12. See Figure 3·73. 

s 

QR 

Figure 3·73 
Soluti on to Exam Questi on 12. 

V ' QR+STU 

13. E 32 With 5 inputs there can be 2' = 2 x 2 X 2 X 2 x 2 = 32 
possible input combinations . 

14. See Figure 3·74. 

A 

IN PU TS 

B 

ANa 
OUT PU T 

OR 
OU TPU T 

a 

a 

a 

() 

Figure 3·74 
Soluti on to Exam Question 11\. 
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The ,coordinate s are refened to by the a lpha coordinate fir st follow ed by the 
numeric coord inate, SUCD as C7 which call s out the shaded coordinate of the 
illus trat ion . When a drawing contains more than one sheet, the s heet number 
appears before the coordinates (2 C-7 indicates sheet 2). 

t6.2.2 Signal Level s 

Throughout Data Gene;ral Corporation docum entation, a distinction is frequ e ntly 
made between elecrrical levels and logical va lues. To minimize confusion, 
electricallevel s are a lways indicared by an "H" or "L" . and logical values by 
a "1" or "0" . As an e lectrical level, an "H" indicates that the signa l is high 
(greater tha n +2.0 volts) and an "L" indicates that it i s low (less than +0.7 volts). 
An asse rted, or true , signal i s indicated by a logical "1" and a fa lse s ignal by 
:a "0" a 

,6.2.3 'Signal Names 

The voltage level at which a s ignal is said to be ""asserted" ("true") is a matter 
of definition . To dis t ingui.sh benveen signals that ar e asserted high (O-L, l =H) 
and those that are- asserted low (O=H, l =L), a mimin g convention has been adopLed 
in Data General ' s dpcume ntation which defines the r elationship benveen the logiciil 
value and electrical level of a signal. If the s ~gnal name includes a hor izonta I 
bar ,over the na me, as "WRITE ", the n that signa l is asserted true when it is at a 
low e lectrica l leve l; c(,lnversely, a s ignal without the bar , .. WRITE .... is asserted 
true whe n high . 

£ASIC LOGIC GATES 

iBasic logic gates will be shown wit.h its standard logic symbol and a truth table . 

6,3.1 Inverters 

inverters are used to, complement or negate Ct n input signal. 

I 
• 

Input OutpUt 
A A 

H(T) ~) 
L(F) J-!(F) 

' - --

C'" "'. 

'" . 

(
'!I 

,'- " .' " ';i' 
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Now we will change the input and output to ' useful signal names to further explain 
logic conventions which you will be r equired to follGW when usin g DGC logic 
drawings . • . . .. 

1R7V-IR7 

The above signal (IR7) identifies bit pos ition 7 of the 16-bit Instruction Register. 

Logic convention is as follows, When bit 7 of the lR contains a binary 1 bit, IR 7 
is a "low" logic level and inverts to a "high" logic level ide ntified as IR7 . When 
bit 7 of the IR contains a binary 0 bit, IR7 is a "high" logic level and lR7 is a: "low" 
logic level. 

Examples: 

CPBlO contains a 1; then CPBlO is low and CPBlO is high. 

CPBu) contains a 0; then CPBlO is high and CPBlO is low • 

MEMlO = high when a 1 bit is contained on MEMlO, 
low with a 0 bit on MEMlO. 
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6.3.2 '!'\NDfNAND, Gates 
or 

The "AND" gate is 1.Jsed whe n two or more s ignals must he present to produce an 
output s ignal. "NA ND" gates are "AND", gat e::; with an inverting output. 

Input s Output 
A B X 

L L L 
L H L 
H L L 
H H H 

A~X 
B~ ' 

Input s Output 
A I:l X 

L L H 
L H H 
H L I-I 
'H H L 

"AND" Gates 

Inputs OUtput: 
A l:i C X 

L L L L 
L L H L 
L H L L 
L H I-I L 
I-I L L L 
H L H L 
I-I H L , L 
H H I-I I-I 

"NAND'" Gates 

~('" \"~,,,-

A =0-' X 
B =t)o-' 

Inputs Output 
A B 

I 
X 

L L H 
L H L 
I-I L L 
H H L 

" 

IS! 
~ 

C" 
, , 
• 
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6,3,3 OR /NOR' Gates 

The "OR" gate is used when anyone signal being present produces an output signal. 
"NOR" gates are "OR" gates with an inverting output. 

"OR" Gates 

Inputs Output Inputs Output -
A B X A B C X 

L L L L L L L 
L H H L L H H 
H L H L H L H 
H H H L H H H 

H .L L H 
H L H H 
H H L H 
H H H H 

"NOR" Gates 
V!C ~ lo~\ c-" 

A~X 
.B 

Inputs Output Inputs Output 
A B X A B X 

L L H L L H 
L H L L H H 
H L L H L H 
I-1 H L H H L 

6-5 
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"AND" "OR" Applications 
, ' 

Figure 6-1 illustrates how one type of gate can serve either as an "AND" or "OR" 
function by using two different' applications . 

. 
GATES 

AND OR A B X 
,, '" ~, 

H H H 

A=D- :=r>-X B . X 
H L L 
L H L 
L L L _ 

-
~=D-X :=U- X 
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- H H H :=Lt-X :=D--X H L H 
L H H 
L L L 

·1 ... · ·'· H H L 
H L H 
L H H 

~ 
~ 

:=O-X A~X B . 
L L H . C)'" .... - . 

" -
Figure 6-1. "A-ND" -"OR" Application Chart 

6.3.5 Exclusive-OR ("XOR")!Exc!usive-NOR("XNOR") Gate s 

An " XOR" gate i s used when only one of two inputs (one or the other but not both) 
must be present to pr oduce an output . Exclus ive-NOR gates are "XOR" gates 
with an inverting output. 

"XOR" Gate '.'XNOR" Gate 

:=0-. X 

Inpu ts OutpUt Inpms Output 
A 13 X A B X 

L L L L L H 
L H H L H L 
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Multiple Input "AND-OR -II'NERT" Gate,s 

Integra~ed circuits are available which contain' a multiple of input gates with an 
invertin g output. The fo llowing two logic symbols illustrate the two different 
applica tions us ing one type of multiple input gate . 

A 
B --:-~_./ »--x 
C 
0---..-./ 

Output "X" is low if both A and B are high, or if 
both C and D are high . 
X'" (Ao B) /(Co D) 6 "'''''4 

A-r;::--"" 
B ;,--..., 
C 
D-CL./ 

/ 0'<" 

x 

Output " X" is high if A or Band C or D is low. 
X == (AlB) • .(C/D) 
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INTRODUCTION 

All modern digital equipment is constructed with integrated circuits. A 
study of digital techniques, therefore, is a study of digital integrated 
circuits and their application. Because of integrated circuits, digital 
equipment can be analyzed and designed almost entirely at a conceptual 
logical or systems level as opposed to an electronics or circuits level. 
Digital integrated circuits are, in the true sense of the word, building 
blocks which are used to construct digital equipment. Previously, the 
designer of digital equipment had to design not only the logic involved 
but also the electronic circuits necessary to implement that logic. With 
integrated circuits , the deSigners joh is primarily that of selecting com
mercially available devices and applying them to his speCific applica
tion. No knowledge of electronic circuit design is necessary to the under
standing and use of most digital techniques. However, by understanding 
the basic components and circuits used in modern digital integrated 
circui ts your abili ty to work with and use them will be greater. 

In this unit you will study the basic components and circuits used in the 
most common types of digital integrated circuits. The information in this 
unit will help you to analyze the operation of digital circuits and will 
help you to select a type of integrated circuit for a specific application. 
Look closely at the Unit Objectives that follow to determine the specific 
knowledge and skills you will have when you complete this unit. Then 
follow the steps in the Unit Activity Guide, recording the time you spent 
on each activity. 

Digital Integrated Circuits I 4 -3 
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When you complete Unit 4 on digital integrated circuits, you will have 
the knowledge and skills indicated below. You will be able to: 

1. Name the two basic types of semiconductor switching elements used 
in digital circuits . 

2. Define the four basic logic circuit characteristics of propagation 
delay, power dissipation, noise immunity and fan out. 

3. Name and visually identify the three basic types of digital IC pack
ages. 

4. Name at least three distinct families of digital ICs and identify the 
three most popular and widely used types. 

5. Explain the difference between current source and current sink types 
of logiC circuits . 

6. Describe the detailed operation and capabilities of TTL, ECL and 
CMOS integrated circuits given a schematic diagram of the circuit. 

7. Select a type of digital IC to implement a given application for 
optimum performance and economy. 
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UNIT ACTIVITY GUIDE 

o Play Audio record 4, side 2: Digital Integrated 
Circuits 

o Read section "Logic Circuit Characteristics" 

o Answer Self Test Review Questions 1- 6 

o Read Section "Integrated Circuits" 

o Answer Self Test Review Questions 7-12 

o Read section "Transistor Transistor Logic" 

o Answer Self Test Review Questions 13- 20 

o Perform Experiment 5 

o Read section "Emitter Coupled LogiC" 

o Answer Self Test Review Questions 21-25 

o Read section "Metal Oxide Semiconductor 
Integrated Circuits" 

o Answer Self Test Review Questions 26-31 

o Perform Experiment 6 

o Read section" Selecting a Digital Integrated 
Circuit for a Specific Application" 

o Answer Self Test Review Questions 32- 34 

o Complete Unit Examination 

Complelion 
Time 

Digital Integrated Circuits 4 -5 
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LOGIC CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS 

There are many different types of digital integrated circuits available to 
implement digital equipment. B th satu[at~<LaruLWlSatlUate.d bipolar 
transistors as well as MOSFETs are used to implement a variety of logic 
circuits. Each type or amily of digital integrated circuits has its own 
special capabilities and limitations. Their characteristics vary widely 
and the optimum circuit to use in a given application depends upon 
specific needs and requirements. 

Some of the most important character 'sti$;s qLdigili!lintegtated~its 
are logic levels , propagation delay, ower dissi .!!!£.n, noise_immunity, 
and fan out. By understanding the meanings of these characteristics you 
cSnqiiickly compare, contrast and evaluate different Ie logic families. 

Logic Levels 

Logic levels are the voltage values assigned to the binary 1 and binary 0 
states for a given type of digital integrated circuit. Nominal values for the 
two levels are generally given, but in practice, the actual voltage levels 
may vary somewhat because of internal component to lerances , power 
supply variations, temperature and other factors . Generally, the manufac
turer will list maximum and minimum acceptable voltage values for the 
binary 0 and binary 1 levels. 

It is important to know the logic levels for a given type of integrated 
circuit so that when you are working with the equipment you can readily 
identify input and output logic states by measuring the logic levels with a 
voltmeter or an oscilloscope. A knowledge of the logic levels will permit 
you to analyze the operation of a circuit or determine whether it is 
functioning properly . 

Propagation Delay 

The propagation delay is a measure of the speed of operation of a logic 
circuit. Speed of operation is one of the most important characteristics of 
a digital circuit. For most digital applications high speed operation is 
beneficial. 

Pr pagation delay is the amount of..time thati! takes the output of a digital 
circuit to respond to the input level change. It is the accumulation of all of 
the rise times, delay times and storage times associated with any logiC ---. - ~ . 
circuit. When the input voltage changes from the binary 0 to binary 1 or 
from the binary 1 to binary 0 levels, the output of the logiC circuit will 
respond at some finite time later. 
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Figure 4-1 illustrates propagation delay. Shown here is the input to a 
digital circuit and the corresponding output. The circuit could be an 
inverter, a NAND gate or a NOR gate. A binary 0 to binary 1 transition 
causes a binary 1 to binary 0 transition at the output. Note that the output 
transition occurs a specific time after the input transition. This is the 
propagation delay. The propagation delay (tp ) is generally measured 
between the 50 percent amplitude points on the corresponding leading 
Bnd trailing edges of the input and output pulses. Note also that there are 
also two types of propagation delay, the propagation delay occurring 
when the output changes from high to low (t,,,,,) and the propagation delay 
that occurs on the low to high output transition (t,,~) . Because of the 
characteristics of the logiC circuit, the propagation delays for the two 
types of level changes are generally different. They are of the same order 
of magnitude and close in value but nevertheless unequal. 

LEAD I NG EDGE 
TRAI LI NG EDGE 

BINARY 1 -- 9D~ _________ ./ 
. I ./ , , 

INPUT--50~ ,1---------+-
, I , I 
, I , ' 

B I NA RY 0- l Df, i-r----------,--+-
I I i I : i 

Ir---l : -- -.:' 1+--11 I I I I I 

I ' 

----+1 ---, I, BINARY l 
, I 
I I 
I I OUTPUT ----'-50 ~ _______ __ L __ _ 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 1 I I 

BI NARY 0---1 1- I 
I I I I 

-.: I pH L:'- - IpLH :.-
I I I I 

Figure 4-1 
Propagation Delay. 

The rise and fall times of the input and output palses are another impor
tant consideration. The rise time (tr ) is the time it takes the pulse to rise 
from 10 percent to 90 percent of its maximum value. The fall time (t[) is 
the time it takes for the pulse vo ltage to fall from 90 percent to 10 percent 
of its maximum value. 

Dlgilal Integrated Circuits 4 -7 
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For most modern digital integrated circuits propagation delays are very 
short but finite. Propagation delays as low as one nanosecond are achiev
able. Some types of modern logic circuits bave propagation delays as 
high as several hundred nanoseconds. Rise and fall times are usually less 
than the propagation delays. Because of manufacturing to lerances, cir
cuit wiring and other factors, propagation delays can vary considerably 
from their nominal indicated value. In addition propagation delays are 
additive. When gates and other combinational logic circuits are cas
caded, the propagation delays accumulate. If there is more than one level 
of logic, the total propagation delay from input to output is simply the 
sum of the individual gate propagation delays. 

Power Dissipation 

Another important characteristic of digital logic circuits is power dissi
pation. This is a measure of the amount of power consumed by the 
components in a typical logic gate or other circuit. Power dissipation, in 
milliwatts per logic gate, is an average value since the power consump
tiOni s usually different for the binary 1 and binary 0 output states. 

The amount of power diSSipated by a logic circuit is a very important 
consideration in the design of any digital equipment. A high power 
dissipation will mean high electrical energy consumption. Naturally , it is 
desirable to conserve as much electrical power as possible since the cost 
of operation of the equipment is an important consideration. This is 
particularly true of large scale digital systems such as computers. 

The total power dissipation of the digital circuitry will also determine the 
size and cost of the power supply. In addition , high power dissipations 
mean high heat levels. In some instances special cooling requirements 
may be necessary to ensure proper operation of the equipment. Power 
dissipation is particularly important in portable or battery operated 
equipment. In order to reduce the cost of the battery and ensure long 
battery life, low power dissipation is desirable. 

Gate power diSSipation runs all the way from microwatts for certain types 
of MOS circuits to as high as 60 to 100 milliwatts per gate per certain 
types of high sp~ed nonsaturated logic. 
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The Speed-Power Trade"Off 

Two of the characteristics that we have considered so far, namely, speed 
and power dissipation are directly dependent upon one another in all 
types of digital logic circuits. The relationship between these two charac
teristics is such that speed is proportional to. power dissipation. The 
faster a logic circuit switches the higher its power dissipation. In order to 
get high speed operation you must accept the penalty of high power 
dissipation. This trade-off or compromise between speed and power is 
one of the most important consideratons that a digital designer must 
make in a selection of a type of logic circuit for a given application. High 
speed digital logic circuits use non saturating bipolar transistors. Because 
the transistors do not saturate, their emitter-collector voltage drops are 
higher. Combine this with the very low circuit resistance values to 
minimize charge and discharge times of stray capacitances and the result 
is high power consumption. 

MaS integrated circuits consume a very small amount of power. Their 
high impedance nature is partially responsible for this, however, this 
characteristic plus the built-in capacitances make for very slow switch
ing speeds. The result is that the frequency of operation is severely 
limited. Nevertheless, the extremely low power consumption - on the 
order of nanowatts - makes MaS circuitry extremely desirable for port
able and battery operation where high speed is not required. Other types 
of!ogic circuits fall between these two extremes. The speed-power trade 
off is an inherent compromise. 

Noise Immunity 

Noise immunity is a measure of the susceptibility of a logic circuit to 
noise pulses on the inputs and output of a logic circuit. Noise is consid
ered to be any extraneous and undesired signal generated within the 
equipment itself or externally that is added to and appears super
imposed upon the standard system logic levels. This noise can be a 
slowly varying dc level or very high frequency short duration voltage or 
current spikes. The noise may be either randomly occurring or repetitive. 
In any case the noise signals can cause the log ic circuit to switch to an 
undesirable state at an improper time. 

Digilal Integrated Circuits 4-9 
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All digital logic circuits have built-in noise immunity. Because of the 
voltage thresholds associated with the components and the circuit, most 
logic circuits are capable of rejecting noise spikes of a relatively high 
amplitude. The noise immunity of most logic circuits is from approxi
mately 10 to 50 percent of the supply voltage. This means that a noise 
spike occurring on a binary 0 or binary 1 level will be rejected if its 
amplitude is below a level that is 10 percent to 50 percent of the supply 
voltage. A circuit with a noise immunity of one volt , for example, would 
reject noise pulses that are one volt or less different from the nominal 
binary 0 or binary 1 logic levels. In some cases, noise is rejected by the 
logic circuit by virtue of its slow response. Some noise is high frequency 
in nature and noise pulses are of such short duration that the logic 
circuits cannot respond fast enough to cause a logic state change. 

Noise immunity is an important consideration of digital logic circuits 
since most digital systems generate a substantial amount of noise during 
high speed switching. In addition, much digital equipment is used in 
noisy industrial environments where transients from the power line and 
other electrical equipment can cause false triggering of the logic cir
cuitry. When selecting a particular digital integrated circuit for a logic 
application, noise immunity is an important consideration. 

Fan Out 

Fan out is a characteristic that indicates how much of a load can be 
connected to the output of a digital circuit. Fan out is generally expressed 
in terms of the number of standard size loads that a logic gate ou tput can 
accommodate and still maintain proper operation at the nominal logic 
levels , speed, temperature range and other factors . Because of the com
ponent limitations and circuit configuration naturally there is a limit to 
the number of loads that can be connected to a logic circuit. A typical 
logic gate, for example, may have a fan out of ten, indicating that ten 
separate gate inputs can be attached to the output of this logic circuit and 
still maintain proper operation according to the manufacturer's specifi
cations. 

There are two basic ways that the output of a logic circuit is connected to 
the load. Som~ loads appear essentially between the output of the l~gic 

circuit and ground while others appear between the output of th~ logic 
circuit and the supply voltage. 
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Current Source Logic. When the loads appear between the output of the 
logic circuit and ground, the driving logic circuit functions as a current 
source. This type of logic is referred to as current sourcing logic. An 
illustration of this type of circuit configuration is shown in Figure 4-2A. 
Here the output of a logic circuit Ql drives two similar logic circuits 
made up ofQ2 and Q3 . When transistor Ql is on, the voltage at point X is 
near zero volts so no base drive is applied to Q2 and Q3 , therefore they do 
not conduct. However, when Ql cuts off, the supply voltage effectively 
furni shes current through collector resistor Re to base resistors R BI and 
RB,. As you can see, each load consists of the emitter-base junction of a 
transistor and the appropriate base resistor connected between the output 
of the logiC circuit (point Xl and ground. As more of these loads are 
connected to the circuit. the total effective resistance of the load de
creases and therefore causes increased current to be drawn from the 
supply through the collector resistor. The voltage divider formed by the 
collector resistance and the external loads causes the logic output voltage 
level to decrease as the number of loads increase. In order to maintain a 
specific minimum logic level at the collector of Ql . the number of loads 
must naturally be limited. In ad dition. the size of the supply voltage and 
collector resistor effectively limits the maximum amount of current that 
the driv ing logic circuit can supply to the transistor loads and still ensure 
that they all saturate. The maximum available current is Vee -;- Re. 

+-V ee 

RC 

Q
I 

i H x 

-

r"4 
t 

RBI 

RB 2 

A 

° 2 
+ Vee 

-

-
.,. B 

Figure 4-2 Examples of 
Current so urcing (A) and current 

sinking (B) logic Ci rcuits. 
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Current Sink Logic. Another type of logic circuit. referred to as current 
sinking logic. is shown in Figure 4-2B. Here the load_s appear effectively 
..hetween the output of the logic gate (point Y) and the supply voltage. The 
logic circuit is shown driving two diode gates. When transistor Q4 is cut 
off its collector voltage is V cC: therefore. diodes D1 and D2 are not forward 
biased so they draw no current. However. when transistor Q4 conducts. a 
current path is formed through Q4. the collector resistor Rc and through 
each diode gate load R,-D, and R2-D ,. The greater the number of loads 
connected. the higher the current that will pass through the driving or 
sink transi stor Q •. As more loads are added. the collector current of Q., 
increases. and the binary 0 output level increases. In order to maintain 
saturation and a reasonably low binary 0 level. the base drive to Q4 must 
be sufficiently high to handle the current of the external load as well as 
that determined by collector resistor Rc-

Self Test Review 

1. The most important logic circu it characteristics are: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

2. Typical propagation delay range for modern digital integrated cir
cuits is 
a. 1 to 100 milliseconds 
b. 1 to 100 microseconds 
c. 1 to ] 00 nanoseconds 
d. 1 to 100 picoseconds 

3. Decreasing the propagation delay of a logic circuit generally results 
in an increase in 
a. power dissipation 
b. fan out 
c. noise immunity 
d . package size 

4. Increasing the number ofloads on the output of a current source type 
logic circuit causes the binary 1 output level to 
a. increase 
b. decrease 
c . remain the same 
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5. Increasing the load on a current source type logic circuit causes more 
current to be drawn through the 
a. collector resistor 
b. output transistor 
and in current sinking logic increasing the number of loads causes 
more current to be drawn through the 
c. collector resistor 
d. output transistor 

6. A logic circuit with a noise immunity of 40 percent is better in 
rejecting noise than one with 10 percent. 
8. True 
b. False 

Answers 

1. Logic levels, propagation delay, power dissipation, noise 
immunity and fan out. 

2. (c) 1 to 100 nanosecond (1 nanosecond = 10- 9 second) 
3. (a) power dissipation 
4. (b) decrease 
5. (a) collector resistor 

(d) output transistor 
6. (a) True 

Digital Integrated Circuits 4 -1 3 
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~------------------------------------------------------------------~~ 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

Since all modern digital equipment is made up of integrated circuits you 
should be familiar with the various types. In this section you are going to 
learn how integrated circuits are classified and something about their 
physical characteristics. You will also learn of the most popular families 
of integrated circuits used in digital equipment today. 

Integrated circuits are classified in three basic ways: by method of man-... --
ufacturing , by application and by function. Let's briefly consider each of 
these types of classifications. 

Manufacturing Methods 

There are fQllr basic ways of making integrated circuits. The most widely 
used method is called monolithic. Other types of manufacturing methods 
include ~in film, thick film, and hybrid. 

Monolithic. A monolithic integrated circuit is one that is constructed 
entirely on a single chip of silicon semiconductor material. Semiconduc
tor materials are diffused into the basic substrate or base material to form 
the various junctions making up components such as diodes, transistors 
and resistors. The semi-conductor materials to be diffused into the sub
strate are in gaseous form and are deposited on the substrate through a 
series of masking operations under very high temperature. The result is 
that the entire circuit, all components and interconnections, are on a 
single base, thus the term monolithic. Most integrated circuits are con
structed using this monolithic technique. 

There are two basic forms of monolithic integrated circuits: bipolar and 
MOS . Here the difference is primarily that of the type of transistors used 
in70nstructing the circuits. Bipolar circuits which can be either saturst
i,!g or non-saturating are by far the most widely used. But MOSFET 
circuitry is becoming more popular. The MaS circuitry is easier to make 
and takes up less space; therefore, much more circui try can be placed ona 
silicon chip of a given size. The simplicity of the components also make 
the manufacturing yield much higher. Theresult is that MaS circu its can 
be constructed with higher density and at lower costs. 
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Thin and Thick Film Techniques. Thin and thick film integrated circuits 
are manufactured by depositing certain materials on a non-conducting 
base such as ceramic. Through a series of masking procedures, various 
resistive and conducting materials are deposited on the base or substrate 
to form resistors , capacitors , and inductors. Semiconductors are not 
usually manufactured in this way. Thin and thick film techniques are 
primarily used for manufacturing passive netwOrks such as attenuators, - . 
filters, phase shift networks and the like. Because such networks can be 
made extremely small they offer the same advantages over discrete com
ponent circuits as do monolithic integrated circuits. Another advantage 
is that component tolerances can be closer than equivalent components 
made by monolithic techniques. For high quality precision circuits, thin 
and thick film techniques are preferred. 

Hybrid Circuits. A hybrid integrated circuit is one made up of a combina
tion of monolithic, thin film or thick film circuits. Any number of combi
nations are considered to be hybrid. A hybrid integrated circuit may 
consist of multiple monolithic chips interconnected in a single package. 
Another example of a hybrid is a monolithic circuit combined with a thin 
film or thick film passive network. Sometimes monolithic circuits and 
thin film or thick film circuits are also combined with individual 
semiconductor component chips to form a special high grade circuit for 
an unusual application. 

l:Iybrids off~r the advantage that a variety of different integrated circuits 
and components can be combined to offer special advantages not avail
able in individual types of integrated circuits alone. For example, be
cause of the ultra small size of a monolithic circuit, power dissipation is 
limited. In order to handle high power requirements it may be necessary 
to combine a low power monolithic circuit with a power transistor 
mounted on a separate chip but physically interconnected within the 
same package. High precision circuit requirements might be met by a 
combination of a monolithic circuit and a highly accurate thin film 
network. Because more than one type of technique is involved, and the 
complication of the interconnections that are necessary, hybrid circuits 
are more complex and expensive than other types. However they do offer 
the designer a wide range of capabilities while still maintaining the ultra 
small size and other benefits generally associated wHh integrated cir
cuits. 

Digilal Inlegrated Circuits 4 -1 5 
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~--------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~ 

A lication 

Another method of classifying integrated circuits is by their application. 
Primarily. this is a means of distinguishing between linear and digital 
circuits. Digital integrated circuits of course work with logic levels. 
pulses and binary data. Such switching circuits use either bipolar transis
tors ofMOSFETs. Linear integrated circuits usually involve amplifiers of 
some kind and work with analog signals. They are constructed with 
bipolar transistors. 

The chart in Figure 4-4 shows the basic integrated circuit hierarchy. 
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Figure 4-4 Hierarchy 
of integrated circuits. 
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Function -
There are three basic classifications that identify the function of a digital 
integrated circuit. These are small scale integrationj§§D,.medium scale 
integration (MSI), and large scale integration LSI. 

SSI circuits are the simplest and most basic form of integrated circuits. 
These are amplifier or gate circuits that perform a single basic function. 
They must be interconnected externally in order to form complete func
tional or operational circuits. A typical SSI digital integrated circuit 
might consist of several multiple input gates or a flip-flop . 

Medium scale integrated circuits are more complex. MSI circuits involve 
multi Ie gates which are interconnected to form a complete functional 
circuit. Mos! MSI circuits contain twelve or more equivalent gates or 
circuitry of sil'l'lilar complexity. An MSI circuit is usually a complete 
functional operating network such as a decoder, a counter or multiplexer. 
Such circuitry eliminates the need of having to interconnect individual 
gates in SSI packages tD form the same functiDn. MSI circuits greatly 
reduce the number of integrated circuits in a system and thereby reduce 
cost, assembly time, and in some cases, power consumption. 

LSI circuits conta in 100 or mDre equivalent gate circuits Dr networks Df a 
similar cDmplexity. LSI circuits are larger functio nal circuits Dr are the 
equivalent Dfmultiple MSI circuits. An LSI circuit often forms a complete 
system or instrument. The major applicatiDn Df LSI circuits is in 
semiconductDr memDries which store binary data. However, there are 
many different types of complex LSI circuits including electronic cal
c.ulators, computers and certain types of test instruments. 

Integrated Circuit Packaging 

A primary consideration to the integrated circuit user is the packaging 
and physical characteristics of integrated circuits. There are three basic 
methods of packaging the silicon chip. These are the T05 can, the flat 
pack, and the dual in-line package. These three basic types Df packages 
are illustrated in Figure 4-3. 
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T05, flat pack and DIP ICs. 
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TOs. The earli est form of package used for integrated circuits was the 
TOs can. This is a standard configuration for packaging transistors. This 
same package was modified by including additional leads. This type of 
package is still used with integrated circuits today but it is not the most 
popular form. Its advantage is that it can dissipate a substantial amount of 
hea t. For that reason, this package is used mostly with linea r integrated 
circuits. 

Flat Pack. The flat pack was another type of housing used in the early 
development stages of integrated circuits. It is the smallest of all available 
integrated circuit packages and is designed for high density packaging. 
The packages are flat and are designed to be soldered or spot welded to a 
circuit hoard. Circuits can be placed close together and , therefore, a 
considerable amount of ci rcuitry can be packaged in an extremely small 
area. Because of their ability to be packed so densely, these integrated 
circuits are generally made of a ceramic material that can withstand high 
tempera tures. Closely packaged circuits cause hea ting and cooling prob
lems. Therefore, the circuitry must be abl e to withstand such an envi
ronment. Flat pack circuits are used primarily in critical-size appli
cations such as avionics, high reliability military systems and special 
industrial equipment. 

DIP. Th e newest and most widely used form of integrated circuit packag
ing is the dual in-line package (DIP). It is slightly larger than the other 
types ava ilable but it offers many advantages. Such circuits are easy to 
mount and use. They are designed to be adaptable to machine insertion 
on printed circuit hoards. They are availahle in various sizes, all the way 
from an 8-pin package (mini DIP) to a 40-pin package. Most SSI circuits 
are housed in 8, 14 or 16-pin dual in-line packages. MSI circuits are found 
in 14,16 and 24-pin dual in-line packages. LSI circuits, because of their 
greater size complexity, require a greater number of input and output 
leads and, therefore, are usually housed in 24, 28 and 40-pin packages. 

Several different types of dual in-line package material s are used. The 
most commonly used and least expensive is a plastic package. In this type 
of package, the integrated circuit chip is spot welded to a metal lead 
frame. The entire circuit is then encapsulated hy an injection molded 
plastic technique. 

For some critical integrated circuits, several types of ceramic packages 
are used . These are capable of withstanding higher temperatures and are 
genera lly hermetica lly sea led to provid e an extra clean and safe envi
ronment for the circuit. 
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Temperature Ranges 

Most integrated circuits are rated according to the range of temperatures 
over which they can operate satisfactorily. Most manufacturers generally 
specify both a military grade and a commercial or industrial grade circuit. 
The military grade circuits can be packaged in T05 cans, ceramic flat 
packs, or ceramic dual in-line packages. These devices are capable of 
operating over a wide temperature range, usually from -5S' C to + 12S' C. 
Circuits that perform properly over this wide temperature range are 
generally much more expensive. Such circuits are used only in high 
quality military equipment or in industrial equipment that is to be oper
ated in severe environments. 

For most general applications the commercial or industrial grade 
integrated circuits can be used. These are generally housed in plastic 
packages and are capable of operating over th~ 10 70' C temperature 
range. Other temperature ranges are sometimes speCified for different 
types of integrated circuits. Check the manufacturers data sheet for 
specific information on temperature ranges. 

Self Test Review 

7. Most digital ICs are 
a. Thin film. 
b. Thick film. 
c. Hybrid. 
d. Monolithic. 

8. Transistors are not usually made by thin or thick film techniques. 
a. True 
b. False 

9. A functional digital IC containing SO gates is classified as 
a. SSI 
b. MSI 
c. LSI 

10. The most popular IC package is the 
a. TOS can 
b. flat pack 
c. DIP 

11. The two types of DIP packaging materials are _ _ ____ and 

12. List the two temperature ranges of most digitallCs. 
Military _____ _ 
Commercial/Industrial _____ _ 
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Answers 

7. (d) Monolithic 
8. (a) True 
9. (b) MSI 

10. (c) DIP 

11. Plastic. ceramic 
12. Military: - 55°C to +125°C 

Commercial/Industrial: DoC to + 70°C 
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TRANSISTOR TRANSISTOR LOGIC 

There are many different types of integrated circuit logic elements used 
in implementing digital equipment. All of them perform the basic logic 
functions but have different characteristics, capabilities and limitations. 
Different types of digital logic circuits have been developed to meet 
special needs. Over the years a variety of circuits have emerged. 

One of the biggest and most important design decisions made by an 
engineer designing digital equipment is in the selection of a type of 
digital logic circuit. In this section we are going to discuss the most 
popular form of bipolar integrated circuit logic elements, transistor trans
is tor logic. Non-saturating bipolar circuits and MaS digital integrated 
circuits will be considered in following sections. 

The most popular and most widely used type of digital Ie is transistor
transistor logic (TTL or T2L pronounced T square L). Its popularity is 
primarily the result of its extremely low cost and the availability of a wide 
variety of SSI logic elements and MSI functional circuits. Its ease of use, 
high performance characteristics and interfacing capability are other 
features that make it desirable. A number of special types of TTL circuits 
are available to match special needs. Even though TTL integrated circuits 
have been available for approximately ten years, this type of logic circuit 
continues to remain popular for use in new equipment designs. Its ver
satility has made it the standard logic circuitry used in modern digital 
equipment. Most of the experiments you will perform in this program use 
TTL integrated circuits. 
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Figure 4-5 shows the circuit of a typical TTL logic gate. It operates from a 
single +5-volt power supply and has typical logic levels oLA volts for 
binary 0 (low) and 2.4 volts for a binary 1 (high). The circuit consists of 
three basic sectionS: a multiple emitter input transistor (Ql), a phase 
splitter transistor (Q2), and a totem-pole output circuit consisting of 
transistors Q3 and Q4. The multiple emitter-base junctions of transistor 
Q1, along with Rl, form a diode gate. The primary advantage of this 
arrangement over individual diodes is that higher speed operation can be 
obtained. 
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Figure 4-5 
A typ ical trans istor-transistor 

logic gate . 

The phase splitter transistor (Q2) is a circuit that provides complemen
tary drive signals for the two output transistors. The output circuit con
sists of transistors Q3 and Q4. These transistors are stacked one upon the 
other. Thus, this arrangement is given the name totem-pole. Transistor 
Q3 is simply a shunt transistor switch. Q4 in this circu it essentially serves 
as an active load resistor for Q3. In some logic circuits , the collector of tbe 
output transistor is returned through a collector resistor to the supply 
voltage. This collector resistor is known as a pull-up resistor because it 
causes the output to be pull ed up to tbe supply voltage when the output 
transistor cuts off. In the TTL gate, Q4 serves as an active pul1-up resistor. 
Current to any shunt load on the output is supplied by this transistor. 
This arrangement provides a much lower output impedance in the high 
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output state and therefore higher speed operation can be obtained. In 
logic circuits using a pull-up resistor, any shunt output capacitance must 
be charged through the collector pull-up resistor. This charging time can 
be long depending on the amount of shunt capacitance and the value of 
the collector resistor. With the active pull-up arrangement in the TTL 
g~e, any output capacitance can be charged more quickly through the 
v~ry low impedance represented by Q4. 

To simplify the discussion of the TTL logic circuit it is convenient to 
show a diode equivalent of the key parts to this circuil. This diode 
equivalent arrangement is shown in Figure 4-6 . Diodes 01 and 02 in this 
circuit represent the emitter-base input junctions of transistor Q1. Diode 
0 3 represents the base-collector junction of transistor Q1. Diode 04 
represents the emitter-base junction of Q2 , and 05 is the emitter-base 
junction of Q3 . Study the diode equivalent in Figure 4-6 and relate it to 
Figure 4-5 . Keep in mind that a PN junction silicon diode requires 
approximately 0.7 volts across it before it conducts. The forward voltage 
drop across this diode is also approximately 0.7 volts. Since diodes 03, 
04 and 0 5 are connected in seri es, the voltage at point X will be the sum 
of the individual voltage drops or in this case approximately 3x O.7 = 2.1 
volts . A voltage less than 2.1 volts at point X will mean that all three 
diodes will be cut off. 

+5V 

4K 

EM ITT ER - BASE 
JUNCT I ON OF 02 

/ 

EM ITTER-BASE 
o 0 JUNC TION OF 0) 

01 X 4 5/ 
A __ --~I-~~I*--~t+--~~~_, 

B .--.,... .. ---' 

EM I TTER - BASE 
JUNCT I ONS OF 01 

JUNCT I ON OF 0 1 

Figure 4-6 Diode 
equiva lent circuit of TTL gate. 

Now consider the operation of the circuit. If either one or both of the logic 
inputs are at their binary 0 level, 0.4 volts or less, the associated input 
emitter junction will conduct. The voltage at the base of Q1, (point X in 
Figure 4-6) will be the input logiC level voltage plus the drop across the 
input emitter-base diode, in this case approximately 0.4 + 0.7 = 1.1 volts. 
Current will flow through the input diode whose input is low and 
through the 4K pull-up resistor. Since the voltage at the base of Q1 (point 
X in Figure 4-6) is less than that required to cause the three diode string to 
conduct, the base-collector junction of Q1 will not conduct. The emitter-
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I NPUT S OUT PUT 

A B C 

+ . .:tV +.4V +3 .6V 

+, 4V t 3.6V +3 . 6V 

+3.6V t . 4V +3. 6V 

+ 3. 6V +3 . 6V + . 4V 

A 

I NPUT S OUTPUT 

A B C 

0 0 1 

0 1 1 
1 0 1 

1 1 0 

B 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

A B C 

1 1 0 

1 0 0 

0 1 0 

0 0 1 

c 

Figure 4-7 Truth tables 
for typical TTL logic gate (A) 
electrical. (B) positive logic 

NAND, (C) negative logic NOR. 
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base junctipns of Q2 and Q3 will not conduct therefore these transistors 
will be cut off. With Q2 off, base current will be supplied to transistor Q4 
through resistor R2. Q4 will conduct if an output load is connected to 
ground. The output voltage at this time will be the supply voltage + Vee 
less the drop across diode D1, Q4 and the 130 ohm collector resistor. A 
typical TTL binary 1 output voltage level is approximately +2.4 to + 3.6 
volts. A binary 0 voltage level at either or both of the inputs will produce a 
binary 1 output. 

If a binary 1 logic level is applied to both inputs, the input diode junctions 
will be reverse-biased. A typical binary 1 logic level input will be + 2.4 
volts or higher. Most of the inputs will be driven from other TTL output 
circuits and therefore, the output voltage will in most practical situations 
approach +3.6 volts. With the emitter-base input diodes reverse-biased, 
the diode equivalent string D3 , D4, and D5 in Figure 4-6 will conduct 
through the 4K resistor. This means that the emitter-base junctions of Q2 
and Q3 will be forward-biased as well as the base-collector junction of 
Q1. With Q2 conducting, its collector voltage is lower than that required 
to turn Q4 on. Base current normally supplied to Q4 through R2 is 
shunted away by the conduction of Q2. With Q2 conducting Q3 will 
saturate. At this time the output voltage is the emitter-collector saturation 
voltage of Q3 which will be +0.4 volts or less. As you can see, with binary 
1 's on both inputs, the output will be binary O. From this circuit descrip
tion you can see that the circuit performs the NAND function for positive 
logic and the NOR function for negative logic. The truth tables in Figure 
4-7 sum up the operation of the basic TTL gate while the basic charac
teristics are summarized in Table I. 

Table I 

TTL Characteristics 
Type of logiC: Current sinking 
Propagation delay: 10 nanoseconds 
Power dissipation: 10 milliwatts 
Fan out: 10 
Noise immunity: high 
Logic levels: binary 0 = + .4 volts 

binary 1 = +3 .6 volts 
Basic gate form: positive NAND/negative NOR 
Supply Voltage Vee +5 volts ± 10 percent 
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TTL integrated circuits continue to be one of the most popular and widely 
used forms of logic elements. Many new equipment designs continue to 
use this type of circuit. Many manufacturers supply TTL circuits and new 
circuits are developed regularly. The wide range of SSI and MSI types 
make TTL circuitry perhaps the most versatile line of digital integrated 
circuits available. The most common type of TTL circuits are the 7400 
series originally developed by Texas Instruments. Almost all other inte
grated circuit manufacturers second source this series of TTL circuits. 
Other TTL circuits are also available. These include the 9300 series made 
by Fairchild and the 8000 series manufactured by Signetics. All of these 
types of TTL circuits are compatible with one another. In this program 
you will use and demonstrate many different types of the 7400 series of 
TTL les. 

Special TTL Variations 

All TTL integrated circuits whether 551 or M5I, combinational or sequen
tial use the basic TTL gate circuit shown in Figure 4-5. In addition there 
are several other versions of this TTL circuit made for special applica
tions. These include gates for low power operation, higher speed opera
tion or special logic functions. 

Low Power TTL. Low power TTL circuits are similar to the basic TTL 
ci~cuit described earlier. The only difference is that the resistor values in 
the circuit are approximately ten times higher meaning that the power 
consumption ofthe circuit is one tenth ofthat ofthe standard circuit. Low 
power TTL circuits are excellent for applications requiring a versatile 
high speed logic line with minimum power consumption. Increasing the 
values of the internal resistances, causes the propagation delay of the 
circuit to be increased. The propagation delay in a typical low power gate 
is approximately 30 to 40 nanoseconds. High speed is sacrificed for low 
power consumption. 

High power TTL. The high power TTL circuit is basically the same as the 
standard circuit considered earlier. In this circuit resistor values are 
decreased significantly in order to improve operating speed. Typically, 
the gate propagation delay is reduced to approximately 6 nanoseconds. 
This increase in speed is accompanied by a power dissipation approxi
mately twice that of a standard gate. This is approximately 22 milliwatts 
average power dissipation per gate. High power TTL circuits have for the 
most part been replaced by the newer Schottky TTL circuits which are not 
only faster but also consume less power. 
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Schottky TTL. The transistors in a TTL logic circuit operate in the 
saturation mode. To achieve higher speed operation than that obtainable 
with a standard or high power TTL gate, non-saturating transistors must 
be used. This is what is done to improve the speed of operation of 
Schottky TTL circuits. 

The circuit of a Schottky TTL gate is basically the same as the standard 
TTL gate circuit we discussed earlier. The primary difference is that a 
diode is connected between the base and collector of each transistor in 
order to prevent those transistors from saturating. See Figure 4-8A. 

A B 

Figure 4-8 
Hot carrier diode clamped 

transistors used in Schottky TTL 
circuits to prevont saturation 
and increase switching speed . 

When the transistor begins to turn on, its collector voltage will drop 
quickly to some low value. When it drops beyond a certain point, the 
diode will conduct and shunt current away from the collector-base junc
tion that would normally conduct during saturation. The diode effec
tively clamps the collector to a voltage sufficiently high to keep the 
base-collector junction reverse biased. This circuit permits the condition 
of saturation to be closely approached but still avoided. 

The diode used to provide the clamping that prevents saturation is a hot 
carrier or Schottky diode. This type of diode , unlike other semiconductor 
diodes , is not a PN junction type. Instead a Schottky diode is the junction 
of a metal such as gold or aluminum and N-type semiconductor material. 
These diodes are nol separate units. Instead they are part of the complex 
integrated circuit diffusion on the silicon chip. These diodes are high 
speed in operation because they do not have the normal charged storage 
normally associated with PN junction diodes. The forward voltage drop 
or voltage required for the diode to conduct is also much less than a 
standard PN junction. 
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The Schottky clamp diode as it is used on the transistors in a TTL gate is 
illustrated in Figure 4-8B. Note the special symbol used to represent the 
Schottky diode. The special symbol on the right in this figure is a 
Schottky diode clamped transistor. You will see this symbol used in 
schematic diagrams of Schottky TTL logic circuits. 

The primary advantage of the Schottky TTL gate is its higher speed of 
operation. Since the transistors do not saturate, no charge storage prob
lems occur. Gate propagation times as low as 3 nanoseconds are possible 
with this type of circuit. At the same time Schottky TTL gates achieve this 
rate of switching at a power dissipation of approximately 19 milliwatt~, 
something less than the high power TTL circuit. A s ecial-'~w power 
Schottky TTL circuit with a propagation delay of 10 nanoseconds and a 
power dissipation of 2 milliwatts is also avai lable. This form of TTL has 
one of the most favorable speed-power trade-offs of any digital integrated 
circuit. 

Three State TTL. Three state TTL integrated circuits are a special version 
of TTL circuits whose output can assume three states instead of the 
normal two. Besides the binary 0 and binary 1 logic levels normally 
associated with a TTL gate output, the three state circuit has a third open 
state. This open state represents a very high impedance and is essentially 
equivalent to disconnecting the TTL totem pole output circuit from the 
output pin on the integrated circuit. This particular type of circuit is 
useful in digital systems using multiplexed or bussed data transmission. 

A data bus is a group of wires, transmission lines or cables over which 
digital information or binary numbers are transferred in parallel from one 
point to another. There are basically two types of data busses, unidirec
tional and bi-directional. On a unidirectional bus, data is transferred in 
only one direction. On a hi-directional bus, data can move in either 
direction. Most digital busses are hi-directional in nature. 

Instead of having multiple parallel paths for the transmission of digital 
data in two directions, a common bus is used and the information is 
transferred from one place to another on a time shared basis . While data 
from one particular source is being transferred , other data waits until the 
current transfer is complete. The concept of having one .blls SerVJl8S a 
carrier for multiple .signals is known as -multiplexing. Circuits not cur
rently in use are disabled while those sending and receiving data on the 
bus are activated. 

Digital Integrated Circuits 4 -2 7 
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Figure 4-9 shows a simplified diagram of a typical bi-directional digital 
data bus. Only one of several identical bus lines is shown. This bus line is 
generally responsible for transmitting one bit of data of a multiple bit 
binary word. The bus itself may be simply a cable several feet long or a 
transmission line several hundred feet long. Gates 1 . 2. or 3 can transmit 
one bit of information down the bus line to be received by gate 8. Only one 
of the three gates will be enabled at a time to transmit the desired data. 
Note that the same bus can be used to transmit binary information from 
either gate 6 or gate 7 down the transmission line to be received by gates 4 

or 5. Just keep in mind that only a single data transmission may take place 
at any given time but that it may be in either direction from anyone of 
several sources or to several destinations. 

BUS I I NE I I Of SEV ERAL I 

Figure 4-9 
Bi-directional digital data bus. 

The digital bus is relatively easy to implement with logic circuits using 
Ccl!ector pull up resistors. The outputs of the gates from which the digital 
data comes are simply connected in parallel as illustrated in Figure 4-10. 
By connecting their outputs directly together. we effectively parallel the 
collector resistors. thereby reducing the total resistance to one half the 
value of an individual resistor. The two output transistors then share a 
common collector resistance. With this arrangement either transistor QI 
or Q. can bring the output to the binary 0 condition. If QI conducts and Q. 
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is cut-off or if Q, conducts and Q, is cut-off. the output will be binary O. 
The only time that the output will rise to + Vee is when botb Q, and Q, are 
cut-off. The_way digital data is transmitted by one gate then is to disable 
the gates not responsible for transmitting data. This is done by applying 
the appropriate input to the gate so that its output transistor is cut-off. 
This permits the other transistor to control the state of the output. 

Ie lOCIC 

+Vee CATE tv ee --lA-- ------
I I 
I I 

OUTPUT 

Figure 4-10 
Paralleling gale outputs 

to share a common output line. 

Parallel gate outputs form what is known as the wired OR connection. It 
is given this name simply because either transistor Q, OR Q, can bring the 
output to the binary 0 level. T.!!i~nnection is frequently used to imple
ment the logical OR function without the need of an additional gate. 

Because of the active pull-up circuit in the totem pole output of a TTL 
gate. TTL circuits cannot be wire ORed. Improper operation or damage 
can occur. For this reason TTL Ie s cannot be used in bussing operations. 
To overcome this problem. open collector TTL circuits can be used. In 
these circuits. the active pull-up stage is eliminated and the collector of 
the shunt output transistor is made available at an output pin. To this is 
connected an external collector pull-up resistor. The wired-OR arrange
ment can then be used. However. because the active pull-up transistor is 
removed. one of the primary advantages of a TTL gate is eliminated. The 
active pull-up produces higher speed operation and lower output impe
dance. both of which are desirable not only from a speed stand point but 
from one o f improving noise immunity. 
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The disadvantage of not being able to use TTL circuits in bus applications 
was overcome by the development of three state logic. This type of logic 
was originally introduced by National Semiconductor Corporation as 
Tri-State Logic. Three state logic is a special form of TTL that retains the 
basic TTL circuit configuration including the totem pole active pull-up 
output circuit. However, additional circuitry has been added to produce 
an optional high impedance third state that can effectively remove from 
any common bus line those circuits not transmitting data. 

A typical three state TTL circuit is shown in Figure 4-11A. The circuit 
arrangement is basically identical to the TTL gate circuit we discussed 
earlier. Q, is the multiple emitter input transistor, Q, is the phase splitter 
while Q, and Q, form the totem pole output circuit. Transistor Q3 has been 
added in order to provide better control of output transistor Q, . Together, 
Q3 and Q, form a compound or Darlington transistor with high gain. 
Components 0" Q., Q, and Q, have been added to control the third state. 

A 
B 

... Ve e 

Figure 4-11 A 
Three state TTL gate schemalic 

(A) and the logic symbol (B). 

+ Vc c 

C· A B 

B 
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Whenever the control input is low, transistor Q, saturates. When it 
saturates it causes the collector of Q. and hence the base of Q, to be nearly 
the same low input value. This means that Q, and Q, are cut-off. The TTL 
gate then functions normally. Here the standard TTL output logic levels 
for binary 0 and binary 1 are achieved according to the input states. 

When the control input is made a binary 1, Q. cuts off. The emitter-base 
junctions of Q7 and Q. become forward biased through the base-collector 
junction of Q. and the associated base resistor. With Q, saturated, the 
third input to Q, is brought to ground along with the cathode of diode D,. 
As you recall, when anyone or more of the inputs of a TTL gate are 
brought to a binary 0 level. the output is forced high. This is done by 
turning on the active pull-up transistor Q, and turning off the shunt 
output transistor Q,. But in this case, both output transistors Q, and Q, are 
cut-off. When Q. saturates, the cathode end ofD, is grounded. All the base 
current for Q. is shunted away. This causes Q, and Q, to cut off. With both 
output transistors Q, and Q, cut-off, the output is effectively an open 
circuit. Looking from the output of the gate back into the circuit, any load 
sees an extremely high impedance. Because of the high quality of the 
circuit and the low leakage, any load sees essentially an open circuit. 
With this arrangement, any number of three-state TTL outputs may be 
paralleled to form a common bus line. When data is to be transmitted, all 
of those gates not transmitting data will have their control lines at binary 
1 so that their outputs represent an open circuit. Only the gate designated 
to transmit data will be enabled. 

Figure 4-11B shows the logic symbol normally used to represent a three 
state TTL gate. 
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13. A standard TTL gate performs what logicfunction for positive logic? 
a. AND 
b. OR 
c. NAND 
d. NOR 

14. If all inputs of a TTL gate are binary 1, the output will be 
a. binary 0 
b. binary 1 
c. indeterminate 

15. The typical TTL logic levels are 
binary 0 . vol ts 
binary 1 . vol ts 

16. Two features that make the TTL gate faster than other types of gates 
are and _____ _ 

17. Schottky TTL is faster than standard TTL because 
a. smaller resistor values are used. 
b. it consumes more power. 
c. hot carrier diodes are faster than regular diodes. 
d. non-saturating transistors are used. 

lB. Three state TTL has three possible output states. These are 
_____ _____ and _ ___ _ 

19. The two types of TTL that can be wire ORed are ______ and 

20. For TTL loads , a TTL circuit acts as a 
a. current source 
b. current sink. 

Answers 

13. (c) NAND 
14. (a) binaryO. 

15. binary 0 = +0.4 volts 
binary 1 = +3 .6 volts 

16. multiple emitter input transistor, totem pole or active out-
put circuit. 

17. (d) non-saturating transistors are used. 
lB. binary 0, binary 1, open 

19. open collector, three state 
20. (b) current sink for TTL loads. 
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EXPERIMENT 5 

TTL LOGIC GATES 

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate the operation and characteristics of a 
TTL logic gate and to show how it can be used to 
perform any of the three basic logic functions. 

Materials Required 
1 - SN7400N (7400) quad-two input TTL integrated circuits (443-1) 

1 - 1N4149 silicon diode (56 - 56) 

1 - 560 ohm ' /2 watt resistor 

Heathkit ET-3200 Digital Design Experimenter 

DC Voltmeter 

( Procedure 

1. Mount the 7400 TTL integrated circuit on the breadboarding socket. 
Be sure that it is seated firmly straddling the notch in the socket and 
that none of the pins are bent. Connect pin 14 to +5 volts and pin 7 to 
GND to supply power. Figure 4-12 shows the pin connections. 

TOPVIEW 
+5V 

NOTCH --

GND 

Figure 4-12 
Pin connections for 7400 TTL Ie. 
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2. Connect one of the four gates in the IC as shown in Figure 4-13 . The 
input will come from data switch SW1. You will monitor the input 
and output states with the 11 and L2 LED indicators and your DC 
voltmeter. 

1/4-7400 
r----- l 

SWI II J : 
P-ii--o-l 

Ll 
LE D 

11 

LE D \ 

Figure 4-13 

3. Set SW1 to the down position then the up position. Measure the DC 
input (pins 1 and 2) and output (pin 3) voltage for each position. 
Record your data in Table I. Also note the LED indicator input/output 
states. 

Table I 

INPUT OUTPUT 

d 3·(r v 

I ·) v 

4. Assuming positive logic. the output logic levels are: 
binary 0 = • I V volts. 
binary 1 = .., . ~sv volts. 

5. Study Table l. What logic function is being performed? 
\ '" \J' ~),-

6. Connect the diode-resistor circuit shown in Figure 4-14 to the output 
of the TTL gate. This circuit simulates a load of about 5 TTL gate 
inputs. Again measure the input and output voltages of the circuit for 
both positions of SW1. Record yo ur data in Table II. 

11 
1 

OUTPUT 
VOL TAGE 

+5V 

IN41 49 
l 2 I 56 · 56 I 

Figure 4-14 

56011 
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Table II 

INPUT OUTPUT 

0 t-j.4 v 
I u/:5 v 

7. Compare the output data in Tables I and II and account for any 
differences . Does the loading affect the binary 0 or binary 1 output 
state most? _--'-1 _ __ _ 

8. Wire the circuit shown in Figure 4-15. Remove the1N4149 and 5600 
resistor load used in the previous steps. The inputs come from SW1 
and SW2. You will measure the output voltage C at pin 3 of the 7400 
IC. 

9. With SW1 and SW2, apply the input voltages given in Table III. 
Measure and record the output voltage for each set of inputs. 

Table III 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

A(SW1) B(SW2) c 
OV OV :!' ,?f v 

OV +5V ~ . ~ 

+5V OV :l .o v 

+5V +5V . 0 c., 

10. Using positive logic convert your electrical truth table in Table 1II 
into 1 's and O's in Table IV. 

Table IV 

A B C 

c. 0 I 

~ I I 

I 0 , 
\ \ C> 

11 . Study Table IV. What logic function is being performed? 
,,/~ '"Ie! 
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12. Using negative logic, convert the data in Table ill into 1s and Os and 
record in Table V. 

Table V 

A B C 

1 I 
,., 

I Q I 

<:.> I I 

0 cJ I 

13. Study! Table V. What logic function is being performed? 
- f:.L{) i?, . 

14. Remove the wires connecting pins 1 and 2 of the IC to SW1 and SW2. 
Let the gate inputs hang free. Note the output state. 

With open inputs, the TTL gate output is volts or 
binary for positive logic. This means that an open input 
acts like a binary ___ _ 

15. Wire the circuit shown in Figure 4-16. With SWl (A) and SW2 (BJ, 
apply the states shown in Table VI. Record the state for each set of 
inputs. Observe LED indicators L1 , L2 , and L3 to obtain your input 
and output data. Use positive logic (binary 1 = on, binary 0 = off). 

LED 

\ I 

Figure 4-16 

Table VI 

A B C 

0 0 6 
0 1 0 

1 0 \) 

1 1 \ 
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16. Study the circuit in Figure 4-16 and the data in Table VI. What logic 
function is being performed? Q", .J.. . 

17. Connect the circuit shown in Figure 4-17. Monitor the inputs and 
output on LED indicators Ll, L2 , and L3. With SWl (A) and SW2 (B), 
apply the input shown in Table VII. Record the output state corres
ponding to each set of inputs. Use positive logic. 

Tallie VII 

A B C 

0 0 0 

Digital Integrated Circuits I 4 -3 7 
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0 1 I 9 8 12 11 C 
1 0 I 10 

1 1 I 

18. Study Figure 4-17 and Table VII. What logic function is being per-
formed? _-"'D...:.R.>.-__ _ 

19. Modify your circuit in Figure 4-17 by adding the fourth gate in the 
7400 to the output as shown in Figure 4-18. Only the output change is 
shown. The rest of the circuit stays as in Figure 4-17. 

20. Using SWl (A) and SW2 (B) data switches and monitoring LED 
indicators Ll, L2 and L3 , apply the states shown in Table VIII. Record 
the output state for each set of inputs. 

Table VIII 

A B C 

0 0 I 
0 1 6 

1 0 0 
1 1 a 

21. Study Table VIII. What logic function is being performed? 
Hov< , 

3 4 
13 II 

Figure 4-18 

J Y (, t 
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In Steps 3 through 7 you demonstrated how one of the four gate circuits in 
the 7400 Ie could be used as an inverter. The two inputs are tied together 
to form a single input line. With this arrangement, the gate performs as a 
TTL logic inverter where the input and output are complementary. 

In Step 4 you measured the input and output voltages. The input from 
SWl is 0 and +5 volts. The approximate output levels should have been 
binary 0 = +0.1 volts and binary 1 = + 3.8 volts. 

In Step 6 you loaded the TTL circuit with a current sinking type load then 
observed the output under load conditions. You should have found that 
with tbe load, the binary 0 output state was higher by about.l volt than it 
was for no load. In the binary 0 output state, the shunt output transistor 
must sink the load current. The greater the sink current the higher the 
output voltage [V CE sat) . If the sink or load current is too high, the 
transistor will come out of saturation and the gate output voltage will be 
even higher. For this type of TTL gate, the maximum fan out is 10. Each 
gate input represents a sink current of 1.6 rna. Therefore each TTL gate 
output can sink 16 rna. If the load is greater, the output voltage in the 
binary 0 state may rise to more than .8 volts which is the maximum 
allowable level for a binary O. 

In Steps 9, 10 and 11 you demonstrated the basic logic function ofthe TTL 
gate. Using positive logic it performs the NAND function. In Steps 12 and 
13 you should have found that the basic TTL gate performs the NOR 
function with negative logic. 

In Step 14 you investigated the effect of open inputs. With both inputs 
open the output should have been binary 0, this indicates that open 
inputs act like binary 1 levels. 

You demonstrated how TTL gates could be connected to perform the 
basic AND function in Steps 15 and 16. In Figure 4-16, gate 1 is a NAND 
while gate 2 is connected as an inverter to complement the NAND output 
to produce the AND output. 

You connected TTL gates as an OR circuit and demonstrated its function 
in Steps 17 and 18. In Step 19 you added an inverter to the output of the 
OR to produce the positive NOR function. The AND and OR circuits are 
commonly used with the TTL gate. However, the NOR version is rarely 
used. A separate positive NOR TTL logic element is available [SN7402N) 
to eliminate the need to interconnect a 7400 as we did here . 
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EMITTER COUPLED LOGIC 

The major switching speed limitation of bipolar logic circuits is the 
charge storage that occurs in the base region when both the emitter-base 
and base-collector junctions of a hipolar transistor are forward-biased to 
achieve saturation. The time required for this charge to be eliminated 
delays the turn-off of the transistor. Switching speeds can be greatly 
increased if this delay time is minimized or eliminated. In Schottky TTL 
circuits this storage problem is eliminated by preventing the transistors 
from saturating. This Significantly increases the switching speed. Non
saturating transistor circuits offer the best potential for fast logic. 

Another major form oflogic circuits using non-saturating bipolar transis
tors is called emitter coupled logic [ECL). Also known as current mode 
logic, this circuitry is essentially a differential amplifier configuration 
which effectively prevents transistor saturation. ECL ICs are the highest 
speed logic circuits available today. 

Circuit Operation 

Figure 4-19 shows the schematic diagram of a typical ECL logiC gate. 

A -;1. . \ v 

Figure 4-19 Typical 
emitter coupled logic gate. 

EXTERNAL 

II PUL L DOW N " 

RES 1 STO RS 
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Transistors Q. and Q, along with Q. form a differentia] amplifier. The 
inputs (A and B) are applied to transistors Q. and Q, whose emitter and 
collector connections are in parallel to form one side of the differential 
amplifier circuit. If additional inputs are required, more transistors are 
paralleled. Q, is the other side of the differential amplifier. Input logic 
levels are typically -1.75 volts (binary 0) and - .9 volts (binary 1). The 
output and input voltage swing is typically the difference between these 
two voltage levels or (1.75 - .9) = .85 volts. The supply voltage Vee is 
-5.2 volts. The supply voltage VEE and R •. form a current source that 
supplies a fixed current whose level is below the point that permits 
saturation. 

In Figure 4-19, transistor Q, and the associated components form a 
temperature stabilized voltage source that biases the base ofQ, to approx
imately -1.3 volts. The emitter ofQ, will be approximately.8 volts more 
negative than its base because of its emitter base voltage drop. Therefore, 
the voltage at the emitters of Q., Q" and Q, will be approximately (- 1.3 -
.8) = -2.1 volts. 

Assume that both logic inputs A and B are at the binary 0 logic level of 
-1.75 volts. With this condition transistors, Q, and Q, will not conduct 
because the emitter-base bias is insufficient. At this time the collectors of 
Q. and Q, are high while the collector of Qa is low. These two output 
levels are buffered by output emitter followers Q, and Q6 and produce the 
proper binary 0 and binary 1 logic levels. Note that both the normal and 
complement outputs are available simultaneously. 

If anyone or both of these logic inputs rise to the binary 1 state (- .9 volts), 
the associated input transistor will conduct. The emitter of Q" Q" and Q, 
will then be one emitter-base junction drop more negative than the input 
voltage or approximately - 1.7 volts. This means that when one or more 
of the inputs rises to the binary 1 level, the common emitter point will rise 
from -2.1 volts to -1.7 volts. This voltage will cause transistor Q3 to 
cut-off. As you can see the current supplied by the emitter supply voltage 
and the common emitter resistor RE switches from Q, to the conducting 
input transistor or transistors. With this arrangement the collectors of Q. 
and Q, will be low while the collector of Q3 will be high. These logic 
output levels are buffered by the emitter followers Q, and Q •. The circuit 
performs the OR and NOR functions for positive logic level assignments. 
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One of the major advantages of most commercial ECL IC logic circuits is 
the availability of both the normal and complement outputs simultane
ously. This permits both OR and NOR functions to be obtained at the 
same time. No external inverters are required. Note that the emitter 
follower " pulldown" resistors are usually external to the integrated cir
cuit itself. This permits the resistors to be located remotely at the end of a 
transmission line or in another desirable location depending upon the 
exact circuit configuration and application. It is also possible to tie 
together the OR or NOR outputs of ECL logic circuits to permit the wired 
OR function. 

Circuit Characteristics 

ECL logic circuits are extremely versatile, easy to use and produce high 
quality results. However, these circuits are normally higher in cost and of 
course consume significantly more power than other types of logic cir
cuits. Their only real advantage is their high speed. Naturally, this high 
speed capability should be used only where absolutely necessary. Other 
types of logic are preferred for slower speed applications. The most 
widely used form of ECL is Motorola's MECL series. 

Table II 

ECL Characteristics 
Type of logic: unsaturated, current sourcing 
Propagation delay: 1- 3 nanoseconds 
Power Dissipation: 40-60 milliwatts 
Fan Out: 10-25 
Noise Immunity: High 
Logic levels: binary 0 = - 1.75 volts. 

binary 1 = - .9 volts. 
Basic gate form: ORINOR 
Supply voltage VEE: -5.2 volts 

Digital Integrated Circulls 4 -4 1 
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Self Test Review 

21. The basic EeL circuit is a(n) 
a. inverter 
b. differential amplifier 
c. saturated switch 
d. emitter follower 

22. EeL gate outputs can be wire ORed. 
a. True 
b. False 

23. For positive logic in an EeL gate 
binary 0 = volts 
binary 1 = volts 
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24. An EeL gate performs what functions in negative logic. 
a. AND 
b. OR 
c. NAND 
d. NOR 

25. With EeL loads, EeL gates are 
a. current sources . 
b . current sinks. 

Answers 

21. (b) differential amplifier 
22. (a) True 
23. binary 0 = -1.75 volts 

binary 1 = -.9 volts 
24. (a) AND 

(c) NAND 

25. (a) current sources 
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METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTOR INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS 

Metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) or insu
lated gate field effect transistors offer numerous advantages over bipolar 
transistors in digital circuits. First, these devices are simpler in @~uc

lion and therefore can be m d&.m,uch smaller. Because they occupy less 
space, higher density logic networks can be placed on a given silicon 
chip. This permits large scale digital integrated circuits to be readily 
constructed. Another advantage of the MOSFET is its high impedance 
and therefore, low power consumption. MOS digital integrated circuits 
consume only a fraction of the power of equivalent bipolar circuits. 

The big disadvantage of MOS digital integrated circuits i~ thruower 
speed. The high impedance and capacitive nature of these circuits pro
duce switching speeds that are several orders of magnitude slower than 
bipolar digital integrated circuits. Despite their low speed nature, these 
circuits have nevertheless found wide application in those areas not 
requiring high speed operation. Recent technological advances in the 
manufaCturing of MOSFET circuitry have also helped their switching 
speed approach that of some bipolar circuits. 

There are two basic types of MOSFETs used in MOS digital ICs: the 
P-channel and the N-channel. As indicated earlier, the MOSFETs used in 
digital ICs operate in the enhancement mode. In this mode of operation, 
the transistor is normally cut-off. When the appropriate voltage level is 
applied between the source and the gate, the transistor suddenly 
switches on. These devices are near perfect switches in that they have an 
extremely high impedance when not conducting and an extremely low 
impedance when conducting. 

The earliest MOS devices in use in digital circuits were PMOS circuits . 
P-type MOSFETs are the simplest and easiest to manufacture. N-channel 
MOS devices are more difficult to make, however, recent technological 
advances have simplified their construction. N-channel MOSFETs are 
smaller in size and switch at higher speeds. Their switching threshold is 
also much lower making them more compatable with bipolar digital 
integrated circuits. Another class ofMOS logic circuits combines both p
and N-channel devices in a single circuit. These digital circuits are 
known as complementary MOS or CMOS. 

Digital Integrated Circuits 4 -4 3 
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MOS digital integrated circuits are clearly the digital ICs of the future. 
Their small size , low power consumption and simplicity make them 
attractive for many medium and large scale applications. Entire test 
instruments and computers can be made on a single silicon chip with 
MOS techniques. Improvements in manufacturing techniques will 
gradually reduce the switching speeds to levels acceptable to all but the 
most demanding high speed applications. It is expected that MOS Ies 
will eventually replace many of the various types of bipolar circuits. 

PMOS and NMOS Circuits 

When a digital IC circuit is constructed only with P-channel MOSFETs, it 
is known as PMOS. If the circuitry uses only N-channel enhancement 
mode MOSFETs, the circuits are referred to as NMOS. The basic circuit 
configurations are the same for either type of transistor. 

Figure 4-20 shows the circuit for an N-channel MOS logic inverter. Q, is 
....... - .. A the standard shunt inverter switch. Transistor Q, is connected to form a 

drain or load resistance. Another MOSFET (Q,). biased into conduction, 
is substituted for a finite load resistor. A standard integrated resistance 
occupies substantially more space than the MOSFET and therefore, if 
used in any quantity, greatly reduces the amount of digital circuitry that 
can be placed on a given size silicon chip. The gate and drain of Q, are 
connected together which biases the transistor into conduction. It acts as 
a low resistance. 

Figure 4-20 
N·channol MOS logic inverter. 

- VGG - V DO 

L 0 

p 
Q1 

S 

B ~ Q2 

P-C HA NN El MO S 

lOG I C INVERTER -

Figure 4-21 
P-channel MOS logic inverter. 

B 

In operation, this circuit performs like any other inverter. When the logic 
input voltage is less than the gate-source threshold voltage, Q, is cut off. 
Since the gate and drain of Q, are connected together, Q, conducts and 
the output voltage is the supply voltage V DO less the gate-source threshold 
voltage. When the input voltage exceeds the gate-source threshold of Q2' 
Q, conducts. Its output voltage drops to a very low level. The on resis
tance of transistor Q, is made significantly less than the resistance of Q, 
by a ratio of at least 20 to 1. 

A logic inverter circuit using P-channel MOSFETs is shown in Figure 
4-21. This circu it is similar to the N-channel inverter discussed earlier, 
however, a different means is used to bias the load transistor into conduc
tion. In this ci rcuit, the ga te voltage is made more negative than the 
source voltage by the use of another power supply designated - V cc. This 
voltage causes Q1 to conduct and act as a low value resistance. Q, in this 
circuit is the shu nt inverter switch. Note the power supply polarity 
difference in this circuit due to the use of P-channel rather than 
N-channel transistors. The circuit operation is as described before. When 
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the gate-source threshold voltage is exceeded, transistor Q, will conduct 
and the output voltage will drop to a value near ground. When the 
gate-source voltage is less than the threshold value, Q, will cut off and act 
as an open circuit. At thi s time the output voltage is some negative 
voltage less than - V Dn' This particular circuit arrangement produces 
somewhat faster switching speeds than the circuit in Figure 4-20 but the 
disadvantage is that it requires the additional power supply. 

Figure 4-22 shows how the various logic functions are implemented 
using the MOSFETs. In Figure 4-22A, two N-channel devices are con
nected in parallel and share a common load fQ3J. If either one or both of 
the input devices is biased on, the output voltage wi ll drop to a low value. 
When the input voltages are both less than the threshold voltage, Q. and 
Q, will be cut off, all owing the output to rise toward + V DO' With this 
arrangement, the circuit performs a NOR function for positive logic. 

~ rl 

A 'N OR 

+Vo o 

0) 0) 

N N 

W 
N 

A ~ °2 

- B---J 

-
B 'NA N 0 

Figure 4-22 
NMOS logic circuits. 

Iii 

The circuit in Figure 4-22B performs the NAND function for positi ve 
logic. Here transistors Q. and Q, are connected in series. In order for the 
output line to be brought low, input signals must appear high at both the 
A and B inputs simultaneously. If either one or both of the inputs are low, 
the output will be high. This is the NAND function. 
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Figure 4-23 
A complemenlary 

MOS logic inverter. 
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The type of MOS logic circui ts that we have discussed here are known as 
static logic circuits in that they perform logic functions with voltage 
levels . Another type ofMOS logic is also widely used. Known as dynamic 
logic this circuitry has the same basic configuration as we have discussed 
here. However, the difference lies in that the circuits take advantage of 
the capacitive nature of the input to the MOS devices. Here the input 
capacitors are used to store charges or logic levels temporarily . During 
operation , high speed clock signals are used to transfer stored charges 
from one circuit to the next. The advantage of this type of MOS circuitry is 
still lower power consumption than the static circuits just discussed and 
higher operating speeds. 

Complementary MOS 

Complementary MOS or CMOS logiC circuits use both P-channel and 
N-channel enhancement mode MOSFETs. A logic inverter constructed 
using both types of devices is shown in Figure 4-23. Here the input signal 
drives the gates of both devices Simultaneously. When the input voltage 
is low or near ground, the gate-source threshold level for 0, is less than 
that required for conduction. Therefore 0, is cut off. However with the 
input low , the gate-source voltage threshold of 0, is exceeded. Since the 
gate is more negative than the source, this P-channel device conducts and 
connects the supply voltage V"" to the ou tput. 

If the input voltage is brought to a high logic level, normally the same as 
the supply voltage + V"", the gate-source threshold voltage of 0, will be 
exceeded . 0, will conduct and act as a very low resistance bringing the 
output to a low level, At this time with the ga te and source of 0 , approxi
mately at the same levels , the threshold is not exceeded, therefore, Q, is 
cut off. The logic inversion function is performed. It is interesting to note 
that in thi s ci rcuit both the current sink and current source modes are 
used. When Q, conducts it sinks current from externalloac;ls connected 
between the outputs and the supply voltage, When Q, conducts it 
supplies current to any load connected between the output and ground. 
Because of the very low on resistance of a conducting device and the 
extremely high input impedance of other MOS devices, the logic levels 
are very nearly equal to ground and the supply voltage + Vu/! . 
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Figure 4-24 shows a diagram of a typical CMOS logic gate. It consists of 
two P-channel devices Q, and Q, connected in series and two N-channel 
devices Q, and Q., connected in parellel. When either one or both of the 
inputs go h igh to the positive binary 1 voltage level, the associated 
N-cbannel transistor Q, or Q, will conduct. This will cause the output to 
drop to a voltage level near zero volts indicating a binary 0 output. With 
either input high, either Q, or Q, will be cut-off. Since Q, and Q, are in 
series, the path between the supply voltage +Vnn and the output is not 
completed unless both Q, and Q, cond uct. 

A--._-----i 

B--t---~-; 

P- CHANNEl 
P 

p 

r-;------t----~ A + B 

Figure 4-24 
CMOS NOR logic gate. 

N 

N- CHANNE l 

N 

When both inputs go low, Q, and Q. will become cut-off because their 
gate-source voltage is below the threshold level necessary to cause con
duction. At this time the gate-source voltages of Q, and Q. will be 
approximately equal to + V DD. Both devices conduct and form a low 
resistance path between the output and the supply voltage. 

Summarizing the operation of this CMOS logic gate, you can see that the 
NOR logic function is being performed witb positive logic. Any logic 
function including NAND, AND and OR can be performed by suitably 
arranging the P- and N-channel devices in the circuit. 
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If a digital designer were to specify the perfect logic circuit for all 
applications. this logic circuit would have characteristics very similar to 
those of CMOS. CMOS logic circuits offer a balanced combination of 
characteristics making it highly versatile and desirable. This type oflogic 
circuit features very low power dissipation . excellent noise immunity. 
wide power supply voltage variations. high fan out and moderately high 
speed of operation. 

Low power dissipation in CMOS circuits is achieved because there is 
never a continuous path through any of the devices in the circuit from the 
supply voltage to ground, A look at the inverter circuit in Figure 4-23 or 
the NOR gate in Figure 4-24 will indicate this. When the N-channel 
devices connected between the output and ground are conducting. the 
P-channel devices between the output and + V DO are cut off, Similarly. 
when the P-channel device between the supply voltage and the output is 
on. the N-channel devices from the output to ground are cut off. The 
current flow that does take place between the supply voltage and ground 
is that which flows when the output state switches. It is during this time 
that the P- and N-channel devices may be on together momentarily 
thereby causing a small current to flow . If the switching rate is high. the 
rate of occurrance of this current flow increases. The power consumption 
of a CMOS device increases with its operating frequency because of this 
effect. 

Table III 

CMOS Characteristics 
Type of logic: Current sinking and current sourcing, 
Propagation delay: 30-100 nanoseconds. 
Power Dissipation: .01 milliwatt (static) 

1 milliwatt at 1 MHz 
Fan out : 50 + 
Noise immunity: very high (45 percent V no ) 
Logic levels: binary 0 = 0 volts 

binary 1 = + V on 
Basic gate form: positive NOR/negative NAND 
Supply voltage V oo: +3 to +15 volts 

The most popular forms of CMOS logic are the 4000 series circuits made 
by RCA and the 74C series made by National Semiconductor. Both offer a 
variety of SS!. MS! and LSI circuits . 
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Self Test Review 

26. P-channel MaS is faster than N-channel MOS. 
a. True 
b. False 

27. MaS combining both P- and N-channel in series is called 

28. The primary disadvantage of MaS ICs is _____ _ 

29. The CMOS logic levels are 
binary 0 = volts 
binary 1 = valls 

30. Most MaS ICs are usually 
a. SSI 
b. MSI 
c. LSI 

31 . The input to a CMOS gate appears primarily as a 
a. low resistance 
b. high resistance 
c. capacitor 
d. inductor 

Answers 

26. (b) False 
27. CMOS 
28. low speed 
29. binary 0 = zero volts 

binary 1 = + V DO 

30. (c) LSI 
31. ( c) capacitor 
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Figure 4-26 

EXPERIMENT 6 

CMOS LOGIC GATES 
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OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate the operation and characteristics of a 
CMOS logic gate and to show how it can be used to 
perform any of the three basic logic functions. 

Materials Required 

1 - CD4001AE (4001) quad two input CMOS integrated circuit (443-
695) 

Heathkit ET-3200 Digital Design Experimenter 

DC Voltmeter 

Procedure 

1. Mount the 4001 CMOS integrated circuit on the breadboarding soc
ket. Be sure that it is seated firmly straddling the notch in the socket 
and that none of the pins are bent. Connect pin 14 to + 5 volts and pin 
7 to GND to supply power. Figure 4-25 shows the pin connections. 

+Voo TOP V I EW 

Figure 4-25 Pin 
connections for 4001 CMOS IC. 

GNO 

2. Connect one of the four gates in the IC as shown in Figure 4-26. The 
input will come from data switch SWl. You will measure the input 
and the output states with your DC voltmeter. 
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3. Set SWl first to the down position then the up position. Measure the 
DC input (pins 1 and 2) and output voltage (pin 3) for each position. 
Record your data in Table I. 

Table I 

INPUT OUTPUT 

0 1/ s( 
5 '1 r;l;1 

4. Assuming positive logic , the output logic levels are: 
binary 0 = (/2 volts. 
binary 1 = S volts. 

5. Study Table ~\ What logic function is being performed? 
}" V . (tl.:l::;l 

6. Wire the circuit shown in Figure 4-27. The inputs come from SWl 
and SW2. You will measure the output voltage C at pin 3 of the 4001 
IC. 

7. With SW1 and SW2, apply the input voltages given in Table II. 
Measure and record the output voltage for each set of inputs. 

Table 11 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

A (SW1) B (SW2) C 

OV ov 5 
OV +5V 0 

+5V OV 0 
+5V + 5V 0 

8. Using positive logic, convert your electrical truth table in Table II 
into 1s and Os in Table Ill. 

Table III 

A B C 

0 0 \ 

c I 0 

\ 0 0 

I \ 0 
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9. Study Table III. What logic function is being performed? 
I-Ul '<'" , . 

10. Using Negative logic, convert the data in Table II into l's and O's and 
record in Table IV. --1 () 

Table IV 
~'D-' -' 

A B C 

\ I 10 

\ 0 \ 

0 I I 
A') {') I 

11. Study Table IV. What logic function is being performed? 

12. Remove the wire connecting pins 1 and 2 of the IC to SWl and SW2. 

13. 

Let the gate inputs hang free. Measure the output voltage. 

With open inputs, the CMOS gate output is ¢ volts or 
binary () for positive logic. This means that an open input 
acts like a binary _-+1 __ 
Wire the circuit shown in Figure 4-28. With SWl (A) and SW2 (8) , 
apply the input states shown in Table V. Record the output state for 
each set of inputs. Observe LED indicators Ll , L2 , and L3 to obtain 
your input and output data. Use positive logic (binary 1 = on, binary 
o = oft). 

SW2 

L2 

SWI A I 

B 
2 

1I 

t 
LED I NOI CATOR S 

5 
2 

6 

Figure 4-28 

Table V 

A B C 

0 0 0 
0 1 I 
1 0 I 

1 1 I 
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14. Study the circuit in Figure 4-28 and the data in Table V. What logic 
function is being performed? (] rz . 

15. Connect the circuit shown in Figure 4-29. Monitor the inputs and 
output on LED indicators L1 , L2 , and L3 . With SW1 (A) and SW2 (B) , 
apply the inputs shown in Table VI. Record the output state (C) 
corresponding to each set of inputs. Use positive logic. 

SWI A 

SW2 B 

L2 Ll 

A 

0 

0 

1 

1 

Figure 4-29 

Table VI 

B C 

0 (} 

1 a 
0 0 
1 t 

" I '/\v(' , , 

16. Study Figure ~-2 and Table VI. What logic function is being per-
formed? )\ " . 

17. Modify your circuit in Figure 4-29 by adding the fourth gate in the 
4001 to the output as shown in Figure 4-30. Only the output change is 
shown. The rest of the circuit stays as in Figure 4-29. 

4 
c t 

4 
12 

JJ 

Figure 4-30 
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18. Using SWl (A) and SW2 (B) data switches and monitoring LED 
indicators Ll , L2 and L3 , apply the states shown in Table Vll. Record 
the output state (C) for each set of inputs. 

Table VII 

A B C 

0 0 \ 
0 1 I 
1 0 \ 

1 1 D 

19. Study Table VII. What logic function is being performed? 
~},,"'c\ 

Discussion 

In Steps 3 through 5 you demonstrated how one of the four gate circuits in 
the 4001 IC could be used as an inverter. The two inputs are tied together 
to form a single input line. With this arrangement, the gate performs as a 
logic inverter where the input and output are complementary. 

The input from SWl is 0 and + 5 volts. The approximate output levels 
should have been binary 0 = +.1 volts and binary 1 = + 5 volts. 

In Steps 7,8 and 9 you demonstrated the basic logic function ofthe CMOS 
gate. Using positive logic it performs the NOR function. In Steps 10 and 
11 you should have found that the basic CMOS gate performs the NAND 
function with negative logic. 

In Step 12 you investigated the effect of open inputs. With both inputs 
open, the output could have been any voltage between 0 and + 5 volts. 
Open inputs can result in operation in the linear region due to biasing by 
noise at the high impedance inputs. CMOS inI1uts~h9uld never be. left 
o en. 
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You demonstrated the CMOS gate can be connected to perform the basic 
OR function in Steps 13 and 14. In Figure 4-28, gate 1 is a NOR wbile gate 
2 is connected as an inverter to complement the NOR and produce an OR 
output. 

You next connected CMOS gates as an AND circuit and demonstrated its 
function in Steps 15 and 16. In Steps 17, 18 and 19 you added an inverter _ . 
to the output of the AND to produce the positive NAND function. The 
AND and OR circuits are commonly implemented with CMOS NOR 
gates. However, the NAND version shown here is rarely used. A separate 
positive CMOS NAND logic element is available (CD4011AE) to elimi
nate the need to interconnect a 4001 as we did here . 

Digital Integrated Circuits 4- 55 
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SELECTING A DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
FOR A SPECIFIC APPLICATION 

The most important decision that you will make in designing a piece of 
digital equipment is in selecting the type of integrated circuit. The 
success or failure of your design from a performance and economic 
standpoint will depend directly upon this choice. For this reason, you 
must carefully consider the requirements of your application. 

The first step in selecting a digital integrated circuit is to completely 
define the system characteristics. Performance, economy, and reliability 
are the prime requirements . These are specifically stated in the terms of 
needed system speed, noise immunity, power dissipation and other 
factors . Once all of the specifications have been detailed, these can be 
matched against the capabilities and characteristics of the various types 
of integrated circuits available. 

The three key factors in defining a digital system and selecting a type of 
integrated circuit are speed (propagation delay) , power consumption and 
noise immunity. While these are the most important characteristics in 
terms of performance and economy, there are other considerations. These 
include cost, availability, trends and the need for complex functions. The 
cost and availability factors are obvious. Lowest cost circuits are best if 
they meet all of the requirements of your application. And the circuits 
you choose must be readily available. It is desirable to select a circuit with 
several sources of supply. 

Trends 

The semiconductor industry is one of the most volatile in the field of 
electronics. New technological developments occur frequently and 
therefore some devices are quickly obsoleted while others with improved 
characteristics are added. These changes take place so quickly that it is 
difficult for any designer to select an integrated circuit with long life and 
a stable price. It is important for you to follow the trends by reading the 
manufacturer's literature and the technical publications. fly staying 
abreast of the latest technology you will be better prepared to select a 
circuit that not only meets your design requirements but also will have 
favorable life, cost and availability trends. 

Complex Functions 

A highly desirable characteristic of any integrated circuit type is the 
availability of medium scale integrated circuits (MSI) . These are func
tional circuits either of the combinational or sequential type. Since most 
digital equipment is made up of only a few basic types of circuits (decod-
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ers, counters, etc.) , a large portion of the equipment can be designed by 
simply interconnecting the functional circuits. It is much more economi
cal to use MSIfunctions than to implement these same functions with 5S! 
gate circuits. By using MSI functions the design time is reduced substan
tially. In addition the total package count and size is proportionally 
reduced. Savings in power consumption and in assembly labor can be 
significant. The more MSI functions available in a digital integrated 
circuit logic line, the more advantageous it is. 

Trade Offs 

Keep in mind that all of these factors are somewhat inter-related. Your 
choice of a type of digital Ie will be a compromise based on your applica
tion and the circuits available. The speed-power trade off is one of the 
most critical trade-offs in selecting a circuit. Noise immunity is also a 
factor that may have to be traded off with some other characteristic 
depending upon the types of circuits available. You may have to juggle 
circuit specifications with cost and availability. 

Figure 4-31 shows the primary characteristics of all of the types of digital 
logic circuits discussed in this section . It will permit you to compare the 
different types for your application. Only these types should be consi
dered for new product design. 

Comparison Of IC Logic Family Characteristics 

Characteristic TTL ECL MOS 

Fan-out 10 25 20 
Cost low medium to medium to 

high high 
Power dissipation 12 1022 40 to 60 0.2to10 
per gate (mW) 
Noise generation high low 10 medium 

medium 

Im~unily to external good good good 
nOise 
Temperature 
ranga re) - 55 to +125 - 55 to + 125 - 55 to +125 

o to 75 o to 75 
Typical SUfPty 
voltage (V + 5 - 5.2 - 27, - 13 (PMOS) 

+5 (NMOS) 

Avg, propagation 
3 to 12 300 tMOS) delay per gate (ns) 1 to 2 

50 NMOS) 

Avg. clock rate (MHz) 15to 120 200 to 1000 2 (PMOS) 
5 10 10 (NMOS) 

Figure 4-31 

CMOS 

50+ 
low to 

medium 
0.01 sialic 
1 at 1 MHz 

low 
medium 

very good 

- 55 to 125 
- 40 to 65 

+ 1.5 to16 

70 

5 to 10 
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Figure 4-32 shows a chart of speed vs. power consumption for the various 
types of integrated circuits. Here propagation delay is plotted as a func
tion of power dissipation for all of the most popular types of digital logic 
circuits. Naturally, the best circuit is the one with the shortest propaga
tion delay and the least amount of power dissipation. You can see from 
this chart the type of circuit with the most favorable speed-power rating is 
low power Schottky TTL. 

CM OS 

10 nan owatt 

lOW POW ER TTl 

l OW POW ER 
SCHOTTK Y TTL _ STANDARD TTL 

SC HOTTK Y TT L 

\-= .~~ 
I 

10 100 

AVERAGE POWER DI SS I PA TION PER GATE - Ml l ll WATT S I mW I 

Figure 4-32 
Speed (propagation delay) vs. 
Po wer dissipation for popular 

digital in tegrated c ircuits . 
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Self Test Review 

32. The digital ICs primarily recommended for new equipment design 
ue , md 

33. Name three non-technical chuacteristics that affect a designer's 
choice of a digital IC. 
a. 
b. 
c. 

34. The most important trade-off in selecting a digital IC is the one 
involving and _____ _ 

Answers 

32. TTL, CMOS, ECL, MOS 

33. Cost, availability, trends, complex functions (MSI) 
34. speed, power 

Digital Integrated Circuits 4 -5 9 
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The purpose of this exam is to help you review the key facts in this unit. 
The problems are designed to test your retention and understanding by 
making you apply what you have learned. This exam is not so much a test 
as it is another learning method. Be fair to yourself and work every 
problem first before checking the answers . 

1. The most popular and widely used logic type is 
A. TTL 
B. CMOS 
C. MOS 
D. ECL 

2. The fastest logic type is 
A. TTL 
B. CMOS 
C. MOS 
D. ECL 

3. The logic type with the lowest power consumption is 
A. TIL 
B. CMOS 
C. ECL 
D. MOS 

4. The logic type most used for LSI is 
A. TTL 
B. CMOS 
C. MOS 
D. ECL 

5. The logic type with the best noise immunity is 
A. TTL 
B. CMOS 
C. MOS 
D. ECL 
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6. The type of transistor used in MOS and CMOS circuits is the 
A. depletion mode junction FET 
B. enhancement mode junction FET 
C. enhancement mode MOSFET 
D. NPN bipolar 

7. Three CMOS logic gates with an average propagation delay of 70 
nanoseconds are cascaded. The output state will change how many 
nanoseconds after a change in input state? 
A. 23.3 
B. 70 
C. 140 
D. 210 

8. The power dissipated by a logic gate is proportional to its 
A. complexity 
B. noise immunity 
C. speed 
D. fan out 

9. Refer to Figure 4-32. Wi1ich type of logic gate has the best speed
power trade off? 
A. Standard TTL 
B. Schottky TTL (low power) 
C. CMOS 
D. ECL 

10. What type of logic circuit would you select for a battery operated unit 
in a noisy environment? 
A . TTL 
B. ECL 
C. CMOS 
D. MOS 

11. The most popular IC package is the 
A. Plastic DIP 
B. ceramic DIP 
C. T05 
D. flat pack 

12. LSI circuits are most likely to be 
A . TTL 
B. MOS 
C. CMOS 
D. ECL 
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13. A combinational logic circuit made up of 35 gates inter-connected to 
perform a specific function is referred to as 
A. SSI 
B. MSI 
C. LSI 
D. MOS 

14. The propagation delay of a typical logic gate is usually measured in 
A. nanoseconds 
B. microseconds 
C. milliseconds 
D. seconds 

15. Draw the logic symbols used to represent a standard TTL gate and a 
standard ECL gate. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 
ll. 

12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

A-TTL 
D-ECL 
B - CMOS 
C- MOS 
B- CMOS 
C - enhancement mode MOSFET 
D - 210 nanoseconds. The propagation delays are additive. 

70 + 70 + 70 = 210 ns. 
C - speed 
B - Schottky TTL (low power) Those circuits in the lower middle 

portion of this graph have the shortest propagation delay and 
the lowest power. They are the best compromise of speed and 
power dissipation. 

C- CMOS 
A - plastic DIP 
B - MOS Many LSI circuits also use CMOS. 
B - MSI 
A - nanoseconds 

See Figure 4·33. 

Figure 4·33 
Basic RTL gate. 
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UNIT 5 
BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 

INTRODUCTION 

Boolean algebra is the special language of digital logic circuits . It is a 
mathematica l method of expressing, analyzing, and designing logic cir
cuits . 1t is similar in many ways to conventional algebra, but it is simpler 
and has several pertinent differences. It is easy to learn and extremely 
useful. It is almost essential to the proper understanding and application 
of digital circuits. In this unit , yo u will learn how to use Boolean Algebra. 
You will see how truth tables help you to design and understand logic 
circuits. And you will learn how to implement practical digital circuits 
using integrated circuit logic elements. 

The speCific things you will learn in this unit are outlined in the Unit 
Objectives which follow . Follow the individual steps listed in the Unit 
Activity Guide. Check off each item as you perform it and keep track of 
your time and progress in the spaces prOVided. 

UNIT OBJECTIVES 

When you complete this Unit on Boolean algebra, you will be able to : 

1. Define Boolean Algebra. 
2. Write the Boolean expression corresponding to a given logic circuit. 
3. Draw the symbolic logic circuit implementing or corresponding to a 

given Boolean expression. 
4. Write the Boolean expression corresponding to a given truth table. 
5. Develop a truth table corresponding to a given Boolean expression. 
6. Give an example of each of the two basic types of Boolean expres

sions. 
7. Minimize a given logic expression using the various rules of Boolean 

algebra. 
8. Implement a given Boolean expression with either NAND or NOR 

gates. 

Boolean Algebra 5-3 
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9. Write the two versions of DeMorgan's theorem. 
10. Write the Boolean expression of logic circuits using the wired OR 

connection. 
11, Properly connect the inputs and outputs of TTL and CMOS logic 

gates in typical applications. 

UNIT ACTIVITY GUIDE 

o Play audio record 5, side 1 "Boolean Algebra" 

o Read section "Relating Digital Logic Circuits 
and Boolean Algebra" 

o Answer Self Test Review questions 1-5 

o Read section "Truth Tables" 

o Answer Self Test Review questions 6-7 

o Read section "Boolean Rules" 

o Answer Self Test Review questions 8-9 

o Read sect ion on "Minimizing Logic Expressions" 

o Answer Self Test Review questions 10-14. 

o Read section on "Using NAND/NOR Gates" 

o Answer Self Test Review questions 15-16 

o Perform Experiment 7. 

o Perform Experiment 8 

o Complete Unit Examination 

Complelion 
Time 
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RELATING DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS 
AND BOOLEAN EQUATIONS 

1. Boolean algebra is a simplified mathematical 'system used to deal , 
with binary or two value functions, It permits us to express all of 
the various logic fun ctions, both simple and complex, in a conve
nient mathematical format. This system gives us a method of 
understanding and designing digital logic circuits. 

In Boolean algebra, log ic functions are expressed 

2. (mathematically) The mathematical expression of logic functions 
permits a convenient means of analyzing and expressing opera
tions in digital circuits. It also aids greatly in design. The proper 
application of Boolean algebra usually resuiis in the simplest, 
least expensive and most efficient logic circuit design. 

One of the most beneficial applications of Boolean algebra is in 

3. (design) Most digital equipment in use today is made with inte
grated circuits. Boolean algebra is used in designing these de
vices. The applications of integrated circuits in the design of 
modern electronic eq uipment, also involves Boolean algebra, but 
only to a lesser extent. At one time, the engineer or technician 
designing a digital system had to design not only the logic func
tions but also the circuits to implement them. Boolean algebra was 
his primary design tool. 

The modern digital designer does not need Boolean algebra today 
as ~uch as he did in previous years because of the availability of 

4. (integrated circuits) The engineer and technician using and de
signing digital circuits, finds Boolean algebra most valuable in 
expressing and analyzing logic circuits. His design job is basically 
that of choosing and using existing integrated circuits to imple
ment the functions required by the application. Occasionally, 
Boolean algebra will be used to minimize a function and achieve 
an efficient design. 

However the greatest benefit of Boolean Algebra to the modern 
designer is in and digital logic 
operations. 
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5 _ (analyzing or expressing) A Boolean expression is an equation 
that expresses the output of a logic circuit in terms of its inputs . 
You were introduced to Boolean expressions when you studied 
basic logic gates, The binary inputs and outputs were expressed as 
letters of the alphabet , alpha-numeric combinations , abbrevia
tions or short words called mnemonics. For example, in the AND 
gate in Figure 5-1, the inputs are A and B and the output is C. 

Note that the output C is expressed in terms of the inputs , The dot 
between the A and B indicates the AND function. The output 
expression C = A- B is read C equals A AND B. Remember that the 
inputs and outputs are binary signals which may assume either 
the binary 0 or binary 1 state. 

What is the output express ion of the AND gate in Figure 5-2? 
'j( c.p- )" 

6. (X = C -D - E) [n most Boolean expressions for the AND function 
the dot between each input variable can be eliminated and the 
expression written as a standard algebraic product like X = CD E. 
The AND function is sometimes referred to as the logica l product. 

Write the output expression for the AND gate in Figure 5-3. 
J li \: L cr 1< 1\ L (",:: '" V L 

7. (VL = )RF - LEF - KMD - CME) In this expression each input is 
identified by a three letter combination called a mnemonic. The 
output is a two letter mnemonic. The dot between each input not 
only deSignates the AND function but also helps to separate or 
distinguish the inputs from one another, Occasionally you will 
see parenthesis used to separate the inputs and indicate the logi
cal product or AND function. 
VL = (JRF) (LEF) (KMD) (CME). 

If all of the inputs in the above expression are binary 1 , the output 
will be binary _..:.' ___ . 

8. (binary 1) The AND function states that the output will be binary 1 
only if all inputs Bre binary 1. If anyone or all inputs are binary 0, 
the output will be binary O. 

Sketch the AND gate implementing the function W = (F) (MX) (G.) 
Label inputs and outputs. 

-D-
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9. (See Figure 5-4) 

Other logic functions like inversion are also expressed with 
Boolean expressions. 

If the input to an inverter is B an£Uhe output is designated Z, write 
the output expression. :z:.~ 11 

10. (Z = Ii) The output of an inverter is the complement of the input. 
This is expressed by putting a bar over the input variable. The 
term B is expressed as NOT B or B NOT. The term NOT refers to 
logic inversion. See Figure 5-5. 

Draw the logic circuit corresponding to the expression 
CTL = INV. ; .- , ! 

11. (See Figure 5-6) The output CTL is the complement of the input 
INV. CTL = INV 

If the input is a binary 1, the output will be binary 
(-

12. (binary 0) And if the input is binary 0 the output will be binary 1. 

Another common logic function is the OR. In an OR gate the 
output ~i11 be binary 1 if ') 

a. only all inputs are binary 1 
_. b. anyone or more inputs are binary 1 

c. all inputs are binary o. 
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13. (b) The output of an OR gate is binary 1 if anyone or more of the 
inputs is a binary 1. A typical OR logic gate and its related output 
expression is shown in Figure 5-7. The plus sign betw een the 
input variables designates the OR function . It is sometimes re
ferred to as the logical sum. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

'I" . z.-r· \ it·\ 11 i; 

Write the output expression of the logic gate in Figure 5-8. 

(Y = ZT + K + MA) The plus sign or OR function separates the 
input variables. 

Draw the logic symbol for the expression FN = MAF + DG + BF + 
)S 'T.~! "I)- I' II 

(See Figure 5-9) 

It is important that you be able to draw the logic diagram corres
ponding to a given Boolean express ion or write the Boolean equa
tion from a given logic diagram. 

, 
The output of a logic circuit is a function of its ' " ,,".' ~ 

(inputs) The output of a logic circuit is a function of the states of 
the inputs and, of course, the special logical characteristics of the 
circuit itself. 

While there are some simple digital control operations that can be 
implemented with a single logiC gate, more often it is necessary to 
use a number of logic gates to implement the desired decision
making function. When two or more logic elements are combined, 
the result is known as a combinational logic circuit. The circuit 
usually has multiple inputs and either a single output or multiple 
outputs depending upon its exact function. 

Using AND and OR gates together to implement a special logic 
fun ction creates a type of digital circuit called a .1(...,: • ..::.,C!:"::.." ....:.....:......:...._ 

circuit. 



17. (combinational) Any combination of multiple ANDs. ORs, and 
NOTs is ca lled a combinational logic ci rcuit. Such circuits are 
used for sophisticated decision-making functions. 

There are many common combinational logic circuits used in 
digital equipment. They perform specific functions that tend to 
regularly reoccur in digital eq uipment. However. regardless of the 
type of combinational logic circuits there are two basic circuit 
forms. These are referred to as the sum-of-products alld product
of-sums circuits . Here the term.,product refers to the AND function 
while the sum 'refers to the'"dIDfunction. 

The AND function is written in the same form as the algebraic 
product or the multiplication of two variables. (A and B = AB) The 
OR function is written as the sum oftwo input variables. (0 OR E = 
o + E). The sum-of-products Or product-of-sums expressions 
combine the AND and OR functions in a variety of ways. 

Combinational logic circuits are used for 

18. (decision making) Any combination of AND and OR gates is used 
for logical decision making purposes. 

The most commonly used Boolean expression of complex deci
sion making fun ctions is the sum-or-products. The express ion X = 
A • B + C • 0 • E is an example. 

Figure 5-10 shows the logic ci rcuit implementing this sum of 
products logical function. Here AND gate 1 forms the logical 
product AB while gate 2 forms the product CDE. These products 
are summed or logica lly ORed in gate 3 to form the output expres
sion. This is w hat is meant by the sum-of-products. 

Is the expression QT = P] • W + HV • LM + GND • C' F in 
sum-of-products form? ______ _ 

'03" . I -r c.-, . , 

HtJ 
L f/l 

'.-/ 

( ",.,t , 
1,..-1 

,-

/ 

C 

' r-+--,. j -' ~ , . 
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19. (yes) This expression is in the sum-of-products form. The various 
inputs are ANDed together in several combinations which are 
then ORed together. The circuit for this function is shown in 
Figure 5-11. 

The distinguishing feature of this circuit is that the inputs feed 
AND gates and the output is derived from an OR gate. 

The other type of Boolean expression is the product-of-sums. An 
example is the expression L ,;, (M + N) (P + Q). The equivalent 
circuit is shown in Figure 5-12. Inputs M and N are ORed together 
in gate 1 while inputs P and Q are ORed in gate 2. The two logical 
sums are ANDed in gate 3 to produce the logical product. In this 
arrangement the distinguishing fea ture is the OR gate inputs and 
AND gate output. 

The AND function produces a logical ______ while th e 
OR function produces a logical _____ _ 

20. (product, sum) Your familiarity with this system should permit 
yo u to write the Boolean expression from any logic circuit and 
draw the logic circuit corresponding to a given Boolean equation. 

To write the equation of a given logic circuit, you start at the 
inputs and write the output expression for each gate in the circuit 
from left to right until the output equation is developed. The 
unique gate symbols of course will tell you the logic function 
being perform ed. The example in Figure 5-13 illustrates this pro
cedure. 

You first write the output expressions for the two input AND 
gates. These expressions become the inputs to the OR gate whose 
output equation is then written. The result is the Boolean expres
sion for the circ uit. 

F = ABC + DE 

Write the equation of the circuit given in Figure 5-14. 
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21. (F = B6 • JQ + M8 • X + T • V + Y) 

You simply write the correct output for each of the input AND 
gates and use these as the inputs to the OR gate. Working this way 
from left to right quickly produces the complete output expres-
sion. 

What form is thi s equation in? 

22. (sum-of-products) 

The input AND gates form products which are log ically summed 
in the output OR gate. 

This procedure of writing the equation for a given circuit also 
works on a product-of-sums circuit like the one in Figure 5-15 . 

:::7- l-1- l l ' Y · I-- L.) 'X - .. 

What is the output expression of this circuit ? 

23. (Z = (T + U) • (V + W) • X) 

The logical sums are formed by gates 1 and 2 and their outputs are 
combined to form the logical product in the output AND gate. See 
Figure 5-16. 

Again you work from left to right developing the output of each 
gate until the co mplete express ion is formed. 

What is the output of the circuit Figure 5-17? 

24. (aPR = (A3 + B4) (JMP + T</> + eLK)) 

To draw the diagram corres ponding to a given expression you first 
study the equation to determine whether it is a sum-of-products or 
product-of-sums. This will give you the type of output gate. 

A sum-of-products circuit uses an gate output. 

25. (OR) A product-of-sums uses an ga te output. 

Boolean Algebra 
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(AND) Then you work backward from the output developing the 
inputs and outputs from right to left. 

For example. consider the expression K = LM + CE. This is in 
sum-of-products form so the output gate is an OR. The inputs to 
this OR gate are LM and CE. Each of these is a product that is 
developed by an AND gate with the appropriate inputs . See Figure 
5-18. 

Draw the circuit for the expression SH = (CLK + T5) ENB. 

(See Figure 5-19) This expression is in product-of-sums form but 
here there is only one logical sum (CLK + T5). The output is a 
product. however. and is produced by an AND gate. The input 
sum is produced by the OR gate. 

Draw the circuit for the expression Y = ADD' CY + SUB' INV + 
MPY • ADD' SUB 

(See Figure 5-20) 

This is sum-of-products form. Note that some of the input signals 
(ADD. SUB) are applied to more than just one of the input gates. 

So far we have only worked with two levels of logic. that is the 
inputs are conditioned by two sets or levels of logic gates in 
cascade: ANDs into OR or ORs into AND. Other more complex 
logi c networks use three. four or even more levels of logic. The 
expression and circuit in Figure 5-21 is one example. 

Here both the sum-of-products and product-of-sums formats are 
combined. 

How many levels of logic are there in the circuit of Figure 5-21? 
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29. (3) The input signals must propagate through a series of three 
gates before a level change occurs at the outputs. Input C on gate 5 
only propagates through two levels. 

Draw the circuit corresponding to the expression 

F = (A + B) (A + B) + (B + C) A 

30. (See Figure 5-22) Again you can see that the sum-of-products and 
product-of-sums are combined to form a three level logic circuit. 

The same principles of converting from circuit to equation and 
equation to circuit you learned for two level logic apply to more 
complex multi level circuits. 

Self Test Review 

1. The most commonly used logic format is 
a. sum-of-products 
b. product-of-sums 
c. combination of a. and b. 
d. neither a. or b. 

2. Draw the circuit for the expression M = VW + XY + WXY. 

3. Draw the circuit for the expression F = T (U + V) (T + W). 
4. Write the Boolean expression for the circuit in Figure 5-23. 
5. Write the Boolean equation for the circuit in Figure 5-24. 

Answers 

1. a. sum-of-products 
2. See Figure 5-25 
3. See Figure 5-26 
4. T = JK + KL + M 

5. F = (A + B) (C + D + E) 
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31. One of the most useful tools for analyzing, designing or otherwise 
working with digital circuits is the truth table. A truth table is a 
chart that lists all possible input and output signal combinations 
for a given logic circuit. The truth table is a tabular listing of all 
input and output states in binary 0 and binary 1 form. The truth 
table completely defines the operation of the circuit. 

A truth table can be used to determine what input conditions 
cause a given logic circuit to produce a binary 1 output. True or 
False. 

32. (True) You can look at a truth table and quickly identify which 
specific combination of input states that will produce a binary 1 
(or binary 0) output. 

Truth tables are used in defining th e operation of simple logic 
circuits like inverters and gates as well as more complex combina
tionallogic circuits . You have already seen how truth tables are 
used in defining th e bas ic logic operations such as AND, OR and 
NOT. 

In the way of a review , the truth table below defines what type of 
logic circ uit? _____ _ 

INPUT 
A 
o 
1 

OUTPUT 
A 
1 

o 
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33. (inverter or NOT circuit) The truth table shows both the input and 
output. The output Ais always the opposite or complement of the 
input A. Therefore, the circuit is an inverter. 

The truth table for a two input AND gate is illustrated below. The 
inputs A and B define all possible input combinations. 

INPUTS OUTPUT 
A B C 
a a 0 

a 1 a 
1 a a 
1 1 1 

Column C shows the output state corresponding to each input 
combination. By studying the inputs and outputs you can deter-
mine the exact nature of an AND gate. 

The only time the output is binary 1 is when input A is 
and input B is 

34. (1 , 1) The output is binary 1 only when both inputs are binary 1. 
Trus is true of any AND gate. 

Complete the truth table below to define the operation of an OR 
gate where the output will be binary 1 if any or all inputs are 
binary 1. 

INPUTS OUTPUT 
D E F 
0 0 0 

0 1 \ 

1 0 \ 

1 1 , 

Boolean Algebra 5-15 
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35. (Binary 1 outputs occurfor input states of 01 ,10 and 11) The total 
number of possible input conditons is 2" where n is the number of 
inputs. In two input circuits there are 2' = 4 possible input 
conditions. Ifwe treat the inputs as bits in a multibit binary word, 
we can qUickly define and record all input states by using the 
binary number equivalents. For example, with four possible input 
states we use the four numbers a through 3 or 00, 01, 10 and 11 in 
binary. These are all possible combinations for a two bit word. 

A logic circuit has three inputs. How many possible logic input 
conditions are there? _____ _ 

36. (2' = 8) We represent the eight possible input conditions with the 
binary equivalent of the numbers a through 7. If the inputs are 
designated X, Y and Z, the input states are as shown below. 

INPUTS OUTPUT 
X Y Z W 

a a a a 
a a 1 1 
a 1 a 1 

a 1 1 1 

1 a a 1 
1 a 1 1 
1 1 a 1 
1 1 1 1 

This particular method of listing all possible input combinations 
by counting from zero through the upper limit is orderly and 
convenient. 

The logic function defin ed by the table above is the 
______ function. 

37, (OR) The output is binary 1 any time one or more of the inputs is a 
binary 1 so the OR function is defined. 

There are two basic ways of using truth tables in logic work. First 
we can develop a truth table from a given logic circuit , and second 
we can develop an equation or logic circuit from a given truth 
table. The circuit-to-table method is useful in circuit analysis. The 
table-to-equation or circuit is a useful design method. 

A useful circuit analysis approach is to develop a ______ ., 
______ from the _ __________ _ 
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38. (truth table. logic circuit) Developing the truth table for a given 
circuit starts with defining all of the inputs. Then the output for 
each gate in the circuit is developed until the final output is 
obtained. Consider the circuit shown in Figure 5-2 7. C J 

Figure 5-27 

The Boolean output expression for thi s circuit is 

39. (0 = AB + C) The output of gate 1 is AB and the output of inverter 
3 is C. These signals are ORed in gate 2 to produce 0 = AB + C. 

To develop the truth table for this circuit. we start with the inputs. 
Since there are three inputs there are 2' = 8 possible input condi-
tions that we define with the three bit numbers 000 through 111 as 
indicated in the table below. In the table we also create a column 
for the output of each gate or element in the circuit. 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

Gate 1 Inverter 3 Gate 2 
A B C AB C- D 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 " ) ., 
0 1 0 

,.., I 

0 1 1 '" ) ':) 

1 0 0 ,.., " , 

1 0 1 
-, r, .. 

1 1 0 I I • 

1 1 1 I n 

Observing the inputs . we can fill in the AB and C columns. The C 
column is simply the complement of the C input column . To 
complete the AB column, you consider the A and B inputs and 
their effect on the AND gate output. 

Complete the AB an d C columns above. and check your results in 
the next frame. 

5-17 
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40. 

G 

Figure 5-28 

(See Table below) 

INPUTS 

A B C 

0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 

AB 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
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OUTPUTS 

C D 

1 1 

0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 1 

Next , to find the D output, you note that the AB and C outputs are 
ORed in gate 3. You complete the D column by recording a binary 1 
each time either one or both of the AB or C columns are binary 1. 
Check this in the table above. 

Now , do the entire job yourself. Create a complete truth table for the 
circuit in Figure 5-28. Check your results in the next fram e. 
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41. (See table below) 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

D E F (D + E) (E + F) G 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 1 1 

0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

To produce this table you first note the number of inputs . There are 
three different variables D, E, and F so there are 2' = 8 possible 
input combinations. 

Next you create a column for each gate output. In this case, gate 1 

output is (D + EJ, gate 2 output is (E + F), and the final output at 
gate 3 is G = (D + E) (E + F) . 

To fill in the (D + E) column you OR together the D and E input 
columns. You record a binary 1 when either one or both column D 
or E are binary 1. You complete the (E + F) column in a similar 
manner considering all eight E and F input combinations. 

Finally, you AND toge ther the (D + E) and (E + F) columns, 
recording a binary 1 in the G column only when both (D + E) AND 
(E + F) columns are binary 1. 

The truth table like the one you developed above completely de
fines the circuit operation for all possible conditions. And your 
analysis is thorough because to obtain the final output yo u had to 
derive the outputs of all other gates in the circuit. 

The prim"tY value of the clrcuit-to-truth table ap proach is in cir-
cuit _ ____ _ 
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42 . (analysis) In designing digital circuits we use the opposite ap
proach. We develop a truth table as the result of our design. In 
designing a logic circuit we designate the number of inputs and 
w hat the output state should be for each set of input conditions. 
Then we write the Boolean equation from the truth table. From 
tbere the equation is readily translated into a logic diagram. 

Assume that the circuit we want to des ign has two inputs A and B 
and we want a binary 1 output C to occur when A is 0 and B is 1 or 
when A is 1 and B is O. Otherwise the output is binary o. 

Which truth table below defines these conditions? 

a 
INPUTS OUTPUT 

A B C 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

b 
INPUTS OUTPUT 

A B C 

0 0 1 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 

c. 
INPUTS OUTPUT 

A B C 

0 0 0 
0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 
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43. (c. ) The correct table is shown below. 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

A B C 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 

To write the output equation from this table we observe the output 
column C, noting those input states where binary 1s occur. Then 
we write a sum-of-products type Boolean expression based on 
these inputs. For each binary 1 state in the output we write one 
product term for the equation then we logically sum (OR) these 
terms. 

The product terms are written from the input states. If the input is 
binary 1 we write the input letter. If the input is binary 0 we write 
the complement of the input letter. For example, when A is 0 and B 
is 1, the product term is AB . 

What is the product term where A is 1 and B is O? L ' I 

44. (A B) The input conditions for each binary 1 output state is now 
defined. The product terms are then ORed. The result is C = 

45. (C = AB + AB) Write the output equation from the truth table 
below. 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

J K L 

0 0 1 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 

L = 

Boolean Algebra 5-21 
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46. (L = JK + JK) A binary 1 output occurs for two of tbe four possible 
input combinations. Therefore you know that the sum-of-product 
output equation will mention two product terms. The inputs are 
ANDed to form these products. The first output occurs when J = 0 
and K = O. Therefore the corresponding product isJK. The second 
output is binary 1 when J = 1 and K = 1. The product defining this 
condition is JK. To obtain the complete output expression we 
logically sum (OR) these products . L = 1 K + )K. 

From here the logic diagram can be drawn. 

Sketch the logic diagram of the equation just derived. 

In this problem there are three inputs, so each product term will 
have three factors and the number of produ ct terms is set by the 
number of times a binary 1 output appears in the D output column . 
You develop each product by looking at the input states and 
writing the variable when a binary 1 input occurs and the com
plemented variable when a binary 0 input occurs. The product 
term when A = 0, B = 0 and C = 1 is AB C. Once all the product 
terms are developed they are ORed together to obtain the output. 
The logic diagram is then drawn from the equation. Note in the 
logic diagram that inputs A, B and C are considered to be available 
and signals A, B, and C are generated with inverters. In some 
circuits the complement signals may already be available from 
other sources in which case the inverters can be omitted. 
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Self Test Review 

6. Develop a truth table for the circuit shown in Figure 5-31. 

7. What is the Boolean equation corresponding to the truth table below? 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

R S T V 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 0 

Answers 

6. INPUTS OUTPUTS 

Inverter 1 gate 2 gate 3 gate 4 
A B C B AB BC D 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
J 0 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 

7. V = RST + R S T + R ST + R S T 

A 
B 

c 

Boolean Algebra 5 -2 3 
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49. As we mentioned earlier. the primary benefit of Boolean Algebra 
to a technician or engineer today is in analyzing. understanding 
and concisely expressing digital logic functions. The availability 
of a wide variety of integrated circuits has greatly minimized the 
use of Boolean Algebra as a design tool. However. even with 
modern Ies. the designer can often benefit from the use of Boolean 
algebra in minimizing or implementing a function. 

50. 

Boolean Algebra is the algebra of two· valued functions. Many of 
the ordinary rules of algebra such as factoring or expanding a 
function. apply to Boolean expressions. However. the binary na· 
ture of the functions greatly simplifies most of the operations. 
There are also numerous special rules that apply to handling 
binary logic functions . We will explain these rules in this section 
and show how they are used. 

Most standard algebra rules work with Boolean expressions. True 
or False? _ ____ _ 

(True) Yes. most conventional algebra manipulations will work on 
binary expressions. But it is the special rules that are of the most 
value to tbe digital designer. 

The Laws of Intersection . for example. apply to AND. gates. The 
two forms of thi s law are stated below. 

A • (1) = A 
A' (0) = 0 

Remembering that A is a binary signal that can be either binary 0 or 
binary 1. we can prove the validity of these expressions if we 
remember how an AND gate works. The first expression simply 
says that if we apply a binary 1 to one input of an AND gate and the 
signal A to the other input . the output will be A. The binary 1 input 
simply enables the gate 50 that the A input state controls the 
output. !fA = 1. tbe output will be 1. If A = O. the output will be O. 

Which circuit in Figure 5·32 expresses this relationship? 
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51 . (c) The other form of the Laws of Intersection is just as easy to 
understand . 

A (0) = 0 

It says that if one input to an AND gate is 0 and the other is A, the 
output will always be D. Remember that tbe only time the output of 
an AND gate can be 1 is when all inputs are binary 1. If one input is 
fixed at 0 , the output will always be D. The clrc uit in Figure 5-33 
expresses this . 

Complete the expression : 0 • E • (0) = _____ __ 

52. (D. E· (0) = 0) If one input to an AND gate is 0, the output will be 
zero regardless of the states of the other inputs. This proves that 
the Law of Intersection works for AND gates with more than two 
inputs. For example, 0 • E· (1) = 0 • E. You can also equate this 
expression to the algebraic version that says that a function (DE) 
multiplied by 1 is the function. 

DE x 1 = DE 

Another similar set of rules exist for OR gates. These are called the 
Laws of Union . Expressed algebra ically they are 

8 + 1 = 1 
B+O=B 

Sketch the logic diagrams for each of these and label the inputs 
and outputs. 

Figure 5-33 

5-25 
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53. (See Figure 5-34) These expressions like those for the AND gate 
almost perfectly define the operation of an OR gate. In the first 
version , if we apply a binary 1 to one input of an OR gate and a 
signal B to the other, the output will always be binary 1 by 
definition of an OR gate. If one input to an OR gate is binary 0, the 
other input B will control the output. 

A quick way to prove the Laws of Union is to look at the truth table 
for an OR gate. 

B 

o 
o 
1 

1 

INPUTS 

c 

o 
1 
o 
1 

OUTPUT 

D 

o 
1 
1 

1 

To prove that B + 1 = 1 simply assume input C to be fixed at 1 and 
observe the output D for those cases. Do the same to prove B + 0 = 
B. Assume in put C is 0 and observe the output D for the two 
corresponding B input states. 

By using the truth table for an AND gate you can prove the Laws of 

54. (Intersection) The procedure is the same for proving the Laws of 
Intersection with the truth table of an AND gate. 

The Laws of Tautology apply to both AND gates and OR gates. The 
basic rules are given below. 

A' A = A 
B+B = B 

The related logic symbols are shown in Figure 5-35. 

What these expressions say is that if you apply the same signal to 
all inputs of a logic gate, the output will be the same as the input. 
Again, you can prove this to yourself by looking at the truth tables 
for AND and OR gates. 

Use the Laws of Tautology to simplify the expression QT = )MX + 
JMX + F9. _ _ __ _ 
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55. (QT = JMX + F9) The JMX term is redundant. In terms of circuitry 
you can see the simplification. The circuit in Figure 5-36A im
plements the original expression. Figure 5-36B shows the 
simplified but fully equivalent circuit. 

This same simplification procedure applies to AND gates. 

Use the Laws of Tautology to simplify the expression X = Q. Q. J. 
Draw the original and simplified logiC diagrams. 

56. (See Figure 5-37) 

The original circuit can be implemented as shown in Figure 
5-37A. The simplified but equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 
5-37B . The logical function is iden tical. Now you are beginning to 
see that the value of Boolean algebra is simplifying the design of a 
circuit. 

Another Boolean law is the Law of Complements. These are 

A' A = 0 
B+B =1 

If we apply a logic signal and its complement to a logic gate, the 
output becomes either a binary 0 or a binary 1 depending on type 
of logic gate. This is illustrated in Figure 5-38. 

In these circuits, the output is a function of the state of the inpu t. 
True or False? ____ _ _ 

57. (False) If you look closely at these circuits and analyze what 
happens, you will see that in either case the output is not affected 
by the state of the input. It can be either a 1 or a 0 and the output 
will be binary 0 for the AND gate and binary 1 for the OR gate. In 
this case the output is a function of the _____ _ 

Boolean Algebra 
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(type ofl ogic circuit) You can further verify these laws by referring 
to the AND and OR truth tables. A binary 0 on either input of an 
AND gate will always produce a binary 0 output. A binary 1 on 
either input of an OR gate will always produce a binary 1 output. 

Now consider the Law of the Double Negative. 

A = A 

It says that the complement of the complemen t of A is equal to A. 
Or a signal that is complemented twice is the same as the original 
signal. You can see this from the circuit in Figure 5-39. 

If input A is 1 , the output of inverter 1 is ______ and the 
output of inverter 2 is _____ _ 

59. (0 , 1) Inverter 1 complements the 1 input to a O. Inverter 2 com
plements the 0 back into a 1 so that the output of the circuit is 
equal to the input. Complementing a signal twice or any even 
number of times gives us the original signal. Figure 5-40 shows 
this . 

IBI To simplify this two inverter circuit you could replace it with 
x-{:>o--{>o-1>o- which of the circuits in Figure 5-41? _____ _ 

l e i 

Figure 5-41 
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60. (B) In terms of Simplification, if you encounter two inverters in 
cascade. you can simply remove them and substitute a piece of 
wire since the effe ct is the same. Three cascade inverters or any 
odd number produces the same effect as a single inverter so this is 
not equivalent. Four cascade inverters does produce an output 
that is the same state as the input, but this is certainly not simplifi
cation. 

All along we have been saying that when an even number of 
inverters ~Ie cascaded, the output is the same as the input. This is 
true of course for a static (non changing) input. But when the input 
is switching rapidly . the output is almost, but not quite the same 
as the input. 

Which characteristic of a logic gate do you think causes this 
difference when the input signal is changing rapidly? 

A. Logic level 
B. Power dissipation 
C. Noise immunity 
D. Propagation Delay. 

( 61. (D., Propagation delay) Of course. When the input signal changes 
it takes a finite time for it to propagate through each circuit in a 
chain. The output then is delayed from the input by an amount of 
time of the total circuit propagation delay. 

In a two inverter string where the propagation delay for each 
inverter is 12 nanoseconds , the output is delayed from the input 
by nanoseconds. 

Boolean Algebra 5-29 
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62, (24) The total propagation delay is the sum of the individual 
propagation delays. Figure 5-42 shows the input and output 
waveforms of a two inverter string. The total propagation 
delay is tp . 

Another Boolean rule is the Law of Commutation. This is the same 
rule from basic algebra. The two forms of it are: 

A'B=B·A 
A +B=B+ A 

All it really says is that you can arrange the inputs to AND or OR 
gates in any order and the effect is the same. You can write the 
input variables in any order and they will mean the same thing. 

W +X+Y=X+ W +Y 

True or False? _____ _ 

63, (True) Also JML = LJM = MLJ = JLM = LMJ = MJL. The order of the 
inputs is different, but the logical results is the same for each. 
IncidentaIly, don't forget that all of these Boolean rules work for 3 
or more inputs although we are illustrating them with only two 
inputs for simplicity. 

Now let's give you some practice in using these rules. What are the 
simplifications of the expressions below? 

a. A + B + A = _____ _ 
b. BCB= ____ _ 
c. C + 1 + B = _____ _ 
d. X + Y + X = ____ _ 

Work these problems using the previously discussed rules. Check 
your answers in the next frame. 
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64. a. A + B 
b 0 

65. 

c. 1 
d. 1 

In problem (A) you first rearranged it by using the Law of Commu
tation A + B + A = A + A + B. By the Law ofTautal ogy, you know 
that A + A = A. so the resu lting simplified equation is A + B. 

In problem (B) you again rearrange the term using the Law of 
Commutation. BCB = BBe. From the Law of Complements you 
know that B B = O. Substituting this in the expression gives 0 • e. 
You know from the Law of Intersection that 0 • C or C • 0 = O. 

In problem (C) you should recognize the Laws of Union. C + 1 + B 
= 1. 

In problem (D) . you first rearrange the equation by way of the Law 
of Comm utation to X + Y + X = X + X + Y. The Law of Comple
ments says that X + X = 1. Therefore. the equation becomes 1 + Y. 
Of course this reduces to 1 by way of the Law of Union. 

Go to the next frame. 

Now try a few more examples using the previous solutions as a 
guide. But this time draw the logic diagram of the original expres
sion as well as the simplified version to get a feel for the result of 
Boolean simplification in terms of circuitry . 

a. L + M + M 
b. J K K L 
c. F + T + F 
d. B + A C A + D 

The answers are given in the next frame. 
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The three input OR and inverter called for by the original expres
sion reduces to a single wire with a binary 1 on it. 

b. J K K L = J • 0 • L = 0 

The reduced expression is simply a binary 0 level. 

c. F+ T+ F = F+F+T = F+ T 

d. ~+ A C A + D = W+ AX C+ D=~ + O' C+ D=~+ O+D = 
B + D 

A I " '\ II--.r-____ 

c _ _ v_-L---,J~_ 
Figure 5-46 O-t._.-' 

By now you should be able to see the value of Boolean algebra in 
simplifying a logic expression and minimizing the amount of 
ci rcuitry required to implement it. Fewer parts means lower cost, 
smaller size and less power consumption. 

Go to the next fram e. 

67. Another Boolean law identical to the basic algebra rule is the Law 
of Association. These are 

(A • B) C = A (B • C) = A • B • C 
A+~+ C) = (A + B) + C = A+B +C 

You can see the circuitry simplification that results by applying 
these rules. See Figure 5-47. 

Note that we trade two 2-inputAND gates for a single 3-inputgate. 

Draw the OR gate circuit equivalents for the Law of Association. 
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68. (See Figure 5-48) A+ 8 A 
A~ ... C ~+B+C 
B~ C~ ~ 

C 

Figure 5-48 
Note that the logical effect is the same for either version of the 
circuit. The three input gate is usually more economical than two 
2 input gates. 

Now let's consider the Laws of Distribution. We will use some of 
the rules described earlier to prove this law. The Laws ofDistribu
tion are: 

A 8 + A C = A (8 + C] 

You should be able to infer this because all you are doing is 
factoring out one term as you would in basic algebra. 

Sketch the logic diagrams for each side of the above equation. 

69. (See Figure 5-49) B~B 
A AB+AC B~AIB+CI 

• C-t-/A~ 

C AC Figure 5-49 
Study these two fram es ca refully . Not only was there a reduction 
in the number of circuits used, but also note that the expression 
changed from a sum-of-products to a product-of-sums form . 

Using a truth table show that the logical effect of both circuits is 
identical. 

Boolean Algebra I 5-33 
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70. (See tables below) Your tables should appear as shown below. 

INPUTS GATE OUTPUTS 

A B C AB AC AB + AC A B+C A (B + C) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

• equal • 
The table shows the eight possible input combinations of the three 
variables. It also shows the outputs of the intermediate and output 
gates for both the sum-of-products and product-of-sums forms. 
And they are equal. This shows you another use of truth tables in 
analyzing and understanding logic circuits. 

Another version of the Laws of Distribution is 

(A + B) (A + C) = A + BC 

Note the format of the original and simplified versions . 

The or iginal expression is in the ------------ of 
form but is changed to the of 
form when it is simplified. 

71. (product-of-sums, sum-of-products) The logic diagrams of the two 
versions illustrated in Figure 5-50 show this difference. 

A IA+BHA+C) B~ 
C IA+C) • ~~+BC 

Figure 5-50 

You can use truth tables to prove the equality of the two expres-
sions or circuits. Do this now and check your results in the next 
frame. 
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72. (See table below) 

INPUTS 

A B C (A + B) (A+ C) 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 1 1 
1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 

GATE OUTPUTS 

(A + B) (A + C) A BC A+ BC 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 

.- equa • 
Another way to prove the equality of these expressions is to use 
some of the Boolean rules learned earlier. 

(A + B) (A + C) = A + BC 

First expand the expression on the left side of the equation as you 
would any algebraic express ion. Multiply each term by the others 
and sum the products as shown. 

(A + B) (A + C) = AA + AC + AB + BC 

Next, this can be reduced by substituting A for AA and factoring an 
A out of the first three terms. 

A + AC + AB + BC = A (1 + C + B) + BC 

Then, the Laws of Union will reduce (1 + C + B) to 1 and the 
expression becomes 

A (1) + BC 

Finally, the Laws of intersection makes this 

A+ BC 

Go to the next frame. 
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73. Next there are the Laws of Absorption . There are four versions. 

A (A + B) = A 
A (A + B) = AB 
AB + B = A + B 
AB + B = A+B 

Now use the previously explained Boolean rules to prove the first 
expression 

A (A + B) = A 

74. (See procedure below) The related Boolean rule is indicated in 
parenthesis . 

A (A + B) 
Expand by multiplying (Distribution) 

AA + AB 
Replace AA by A (Tautology) 

A + AB 
Factor out A 

A (1 + B) 
Replace (1 + B) by 1 (Union) 

A (1) 
Replace A (1) by A (Intersection) 

A 
Next prove A (A + B) = AB 
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75. (See procedure below) 

A (A + B) 
Expand by multiplying (Distribution) 

AA+ AB 
Replace Ali. by 0 (Complements) 

0 + AB 
Replace AB + 0 with AB (Union) 

AB 

The other Laws of Absorption are more difficult to prove. You can 
use truth tables as we did before. But it can be done with Boolean 
Algebra by using a trick. Let's prove that 

AB+B=A+B 

There isn't anything we can do with the expression on the right 
side ofthe equation. So let's multiply the Ii term by (A + 1). Since 
A + 1 = 1 and B (1) = Ii we will not change the original meaning of 
the expression. It is equivalent to multiplying a term by 1. 
Therefore __ 

AB + B = AB + B (A + 1) 

Now. complete the proof yourself using the previously explained 
Boolean rules. 

76, (See proof below) The related Boolean rules are indicated. 

AB + 13 (A + 1) 
Expand by multiplying (Distribution) 

AB + AB + B 
Factor out from first two terms (Distribution) 

A (B + B) + B 
Replace (B + B) with 1 (Complements) 

A (1) + B 
Replace A (1) by A (Intersection) 
A+B 

You can use the same trick to prove the expression. 

AB + B = A + B 

Do it for practice then check your solution in the next fram e. 
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77. (See proof below) 

AB + B 
Multiply B by (A + 1) (Distribution) 

AS + B (A + 1) 
Expand by multiplying (Distribution) 

AB + AB+B 
Factor A out of first two terms (Distribution) 

A (B + B) + B 
Replace (B + B) by 1 (Complements) 

A (1) + B 
Replace A (1) by A (Intersection) 

A+B 

HEATHKIT 
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The equality of the expression AS + B = A + 8 can also be proven 
by using a ___________ _ 
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78, [truth table) Don't overlook truth tables as a means of verifying the 
operation of a logic circuit or in proving the equivalence of two 
equations or circuits. 

Another important Boolean rule is DeMorgan's theorem. There 
are two forms of it as indicated below. 

AB = A+B 
A+B = AB 

The best way to prove the equality of these expressions is by a 
truth table. The first expression above is proven this way as indi
cated below. 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

A B A Ii' AB AB A+B 

0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 

.equal. 

There are two variables A and B so there are four possible input 
combinations. These are indicated in columns A and B. Columns 
are also provided for the other terms called for by the expressions 

A,B, AB and A + 13 

Using the inputs as a guide iliese other columns are completed. Go 
through each column yourself to be sure you understand how 
each state is obtained. Note the equality of the AB and A + 13 
columns. 

Now, prove the expression A + B - Ii: B yourself using the same 
procedure. Check your results in the next frame. 

Boolean Algebra 15-39 
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79. (See Table below) 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

A B A B A+B A+B AB 

0 0 1 1 a 1 1 
a 1 1 a 1 0 a 
1 a a ] 1 a a 
] 1 a a 1 a a 

• equal . 

The correct proof of the expression A+1r = AB is shown above. 

Like other Boolean rules , DeMorgan's theorem is useful in 
minimizing logic equations, particularly those that have whole 
terms or expressions negated with a complement bar over them. 
For example, the expression 

X=ABC+A+C 

cannot be simplified by using the previously given Boolean rules. 
It can only be reduced by using DeMorgan's theorem. 

If you look closely at the two forms of DeMorgan's theorems you 
will see that they essentially show how an AND express ion can be 
changed to an OR expre~sion and vi ce versa. 

- - -
AB = A + B 
A+B = AB 

Logic expressions of either form can be readily converted to 
another form more desirable in simplifying the expression. 

Like other Boolean rules, DeMorgan's theorem is used to 
______ logic expressions. 
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80, (Simplify, mmlmlze, or reduce) DeMorgan's theorem pro
vides one more tool for you to use in minimizing certain types of 
logic expressions. In addition, it can be used to change the form of 
an expression for AND to OR or OR to AND. 

The following procedure can be used in making the conversions. 

To change a Boolean expression from one form to another, use the 
folloWing procedure: 

1. Change all AND (0) expressions to OR (+) expressions. 
2. Complement the individual terms that were ANDed or ORed. 
3. Complement the entire expression. 

Let's try it out on the expression AB. 

1. Change AND to OR or vise versa. 

AB becomes A + B 

2. Complement each term. 

A + B becomes A + B 

3. Complement entire expression=== 

A + B becomes A+B=A +B 

The result AB= A + B is one of our DeMorgan's relationships. 
Now try converting the expression A B using this procedure. 
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81. (A B = A + B) (See procedure below) 

1. A Ii Change AND to OR A + B_ 
2. A + B Complement each term A + Ii = A + B 
3. A + B Complement entire expression A + B 

The procedure is easily remembered and can be applied to other 
more complex expressions. The examples below illustrate some 
typical applications. 

AB 
A + B 

A + B 

A+B 

becomes 

then 

and finally 

= A+ B = A B. 

Note that while only two terms are shown in the basic DeMorgan's 
theorems, the same rules apply to logic expressions with three or 
more terms. 

x+Y+z 

x·y·z 

XYZ 

XYZ 

becomes 

tben 

and finany 

X+Y+Z 

Use DeMorgan's rules to change the form of the expression: 

1+ K + L 
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82 _ (J K L) You use the same procedure for converting any Boolean 
expression with DeMorgan's theorem. 

The following example will show you how DeMorgan 's theorems 
can significantly reduce a Boolean expression. 

(A B) (B Q..ll; D) fA C) Original expression 
(A ii) + (B C) + (C is) + (A C) Expanded by DeMorgan's 

(A + B) + (B + C) + (C + 0) + (A + C) Each term in expression 
expanded by OeM organ's 

A + B + B + C + C + D + A + C Expression expanded by 
Law of Association 

A + A + B + B + C + C + C + D Express ion rearranged by 
Laws of Commutation. 

A + B + C + D Expression simplified by 
Laws of Union. 

A significant simplification takes place. Note that DeMorgan's 
theorems were applied twice, once to the original expression and 
again to each term in the expanded form resulting from the first 
application. In simplifying an expression like this you use De
Morgan's theorem as many times as necessary for any terms to 
achieve the greatest minimization. 

You do not need to use DeMorgan's theorem on all Boolean ex
pressions. As a rule, the only place you will use it is when a NOT 
bar appears over all or part of the logic equation. 

Now, take a close look at the first expression for DeMorgan's 
theorem. 

AB = A+B 

What log ic fun ction is indicated by the term on the left? 
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83. (NAND) This expression relates the positive NAND function (AB) 
to the negated NOR or negative NOR function (A + B), 

What about the other form of DeMorgan 's A + B = Pi. Ir? Which 
logic function is indicated by A + B? _____ _ 

84. (NOR) Yes , The positive NOR func tion (A"'+"B') is indicated, It is 
equiva lent to the negated NAND or negative NAND function A B', 
You saw earlier how NAND and NOR gates can perform NAND or 
NOR functions in positive or negative logic , These operations are 
clearly expressed by the two forms of DeMorgan 's theorem, You 
will find DeMorgan 's theorems useful in dealing with NAND and 
NOR gates , 

Self Test Review 

Reduce the following logic expressions : 

8, (ABC) + (A B C) 
9, (A + B + C) (A...:::..!....+-:<:;) 

Answers 

8, (A B C) + (A B' C) 
A+B +C+ A+B+'C 
A+A+B + B+C+C 
1 + 1 + 

9, (A + B + C) (A + C) 
(A B C) (A C) 
AABCC=ABC 

1 = 1 
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MINIMIZING LOGIC EXPRESSIONS 

85. You have already seen how the Boolean rules are used to simpli fy 
logic expression and you have had a little practice in minimizing 
some simple logic equations yourself. But now we want you to 
polish your skill with Boolean so that you can deal with any 
practical logic function that you might encounter. The problems 
presented here will give you the necessary practice. 

Let's start with the expression F = (A + B) (B + C) 

Draw the logic diagram for this expression. 

86, (See Figure 5-51) 

Now, using Boolean algebra , minimize the equation. The first step 
is to expand the expression by multiplying as you would in 
algebra. 

F = (A + B) (B + C) = A B + A C + B B + B C 

Basic Boolean rules can then be used as indicated below to reduce 
the equation. 

A B + A C + B B + Be 
Laws of Tautology 

AB+AC+B+BC 
Laws of Commutation 

AB + B + BC + A C 
Factor a B out of the first three terms 

B (A + 1 + C) + A C 
Laws of Union 

(A + 1 + C) = 1 

B (1) + A C 
Laws of Intersection 

B+AC 

Now draw the logic diagram of the minimized version of the 
original expression. 

F'I A ' B' I B '~' 

Figure 5-51 
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~~foB+A~ 
Figure 5-52 

87. 

88. 

(See Figure 5-52) 

As you can see, there is a significant simplification in that the 
minimized circuit uses one less gate. 

Just to be sure that the two circuits and expressions do indeed 
produce the same logical function, prove their equality with a 
truth table. 

Check your results in the next frame. 

(See table below) The truth table proves conclusively that 

F = (A + B) (B + C) = B + A C 

the two expressions are equivalent. 

INPUTS GATE OUTPUTS 

A B C A C (A+ B) (B + C) (A + B) (B + C) AC B+ AC 

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 

• equal • 
Now let's try the expression below. 

X=ABC+ABC+ABC+ABC 

First draw the logic diagram. 
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89_ (See Figure 5-53 ) 

Observing the equation, try to spot common factors in each of the 
terms, then regroup the terms and rearrange the factors using the 
Laws of Commutation. 

X=ABC+ABC+ABC+ABC -- - - --
X=ABC+ABC+BCA+BCA 

Next we factor out the common expressions, As in the first two 
terms and Be in the last two terms. 

x = AS (C + C) + B C (A + A) 

By the Laws of Complements this becomes: 

x = AS + B C. 

Draw the corresponding logic diagram. 

90, (See Figure 5-54) 

Comparing this circuit with the one in Figure 5-53 (Frame 89), you 
can see the result of minimization. The three gate circuit performs 
exactly the same logic function as the original five gate circ uit at a 
considerable savings. 

Next, let's minimize a logic equation with DeMorgan 's theorem. 

Reduce the equation 

G = (A B C + B C) (A B) 

Work the problem yourself keeping in mind that DeMorgan's 
theorem must be used several times to expand the equation into a 
form that will permit it to be minimized with the other Boolean 
rules . 

Check the solution in the next fram e. 

800lean Algebra 15-47 
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igv-X-AB+BC 

Figure 5-54 
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91. The correct solution is shown below. 

G = (A 1j C + B C) (A B) 
DeMorgan's 

G = (A 13 C + BC) + (A B) 
DeMorgan's 

G = A+B+C+BC+A+B 
Law of Commutation 

G = A+A+B+B+C+BC 
Law of Tautology 

G = A+B+C+BC 
Law of Distribution 

G = A + B + C (1 + B) 
Law of Union 

G = Ii: + B + C (1) 
Law of Intersection 

G=A+B+C 

Self Test Review 
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Simplify the following logic equations using Boolean Algebra. 

10. X = A BCD + A BCD + B C D + ABC D 
11. F = (A + B + C) (7i: + B + l:) 

12. X = A Ii C + A + C 

13. M = (A + B) eX + C) (B + C) 

14. D = A B C + ABC + ABe + ABC 
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Answers 

10. X = A BCD + A B CD + B C D +A B C D 

Rearrange order of terms (Law of Commutation) 

X = ABCD+BCD+ABCD+ABCD 

Factor out BCD in first two terms and BCD in second two 
terms (Law of Distribution) 

X = B CD (A + 1) + B C D (A + A) 

Reduce first term by Law of Union and the second by Law 
of Complements 

X=BCD(l)+BCD(l) 

Reduce by Law of Intersection 

X=BCD+BCD 

Factor out B (Law of Distribution) 

X = B (C D + CD) 
11. F = (A + B + C) (A + B + C) 

Expand by multiplying (Law of Distribution) 

AA+AB+AC+BA+BB+BC+CA+CB+CC 

Minimize with Laws of Tautology and Complements. 

F=AB+AC+BA+B+BC+CA+CB+C 

Rearrange terms (Law of Commutation) 

F = AC + BC + AC+C +A B+AB+B 

Factor out terms (Law of Distribution) 

F = C (A + B + A + 1) + B (A + A + 1) 

Reduce by Law of Union 

F = C (1) + B (1) 

Reduce by Law of Intersection and rearrange terms (Law of 
Commutation) 

F = B+C 

Boolean Algebra 15-49 
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Answers (Cont'd) 

12. X = AB'C + A + C 

Expand with DeMorgan 's theorem 

X=A+B+l:"+AC 

Rearrange terms (Law of Commutation) 

X =A+ AC+B+"C' 

Factor out A (Law of Distribution) 

X = A (1 + C) + B + C 

Reduce by Law of Union 

X = A (1) + B + C 

Reduce by Law of Intersection 

X=A+B+"C" 
13. M = (A + B) (A + C) (B + C) 

Expand with DeMorgan's 

M = (A + B) + (A + C) + (B + C) 

Again expand with DeMorgan 's 

M = A B + A C + Be 
Note that all you have done here is to convert a product of 
sums expression to a sum of products expression. This is 
one valuab le use of DeMorgan 's theorem. You can change 
any expression from sum-of-products to product-of-sums 
or vice versa by applying DeMorgan 's theorem. 
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Answers (Cont'd) 
14. 0 = ABC + ABC + A B"C" + ABC 

Law of Commutation 

D=ABC+ABC+ABC+ABC 

Factor out BC and BC 

o = Be (X + A) + B C (A + A) 

Law of Complements 

o = B C (1) + B C (1) 

Law of Intersection 

D=BC+BC 

Factor out B 

0= B (C + C) 

Law of Complements 

0= B(l) 

Law of Intersection 

D=B 

A and C have no effect on the output and no gates are 
needed to implement this relationship. 0 is connected 
directly to B. 
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92. Throughout this unit we have shown logic equations im
plemented with AND and OR gates. However, most modern digi
tal system's and circuits are made with NAND or NOR gates. As 
you saw in an earlier unit, any of the three basic logic operations 
can be realized with either NAND or NOR circuits. 

The three bas ic logic fun ctions are --------. __ ._, 
___________ , and __________ __ 

93. (AND , OR. and NOT) A NAND gate or a NOR gate can be used asan 
inverter by tying all ofthe inputs together as shown in Figure 5-55. 

Both circuits produce an output that is the complement of the 
input. 

When used as inverters NAND and NOR gates are represented by 
the proper symbol. Sketch this symbol. 

94. (See Figure 5-56) These are the commonly used symbols for an 
inverter. 

On schematic and logic diagrams, it is desirable to use a symbol 
that represents the logic function being performed despite the 
nature of the circuit used to implement it. 

A NAND gate can be used for AND operations by inverting its 
output as shown in Figure 5-57. 

The inversion of the NAND is removed by the added inverter 
producing the pure AND function. 

The inversion is indicated by the __________ in the inverter 
logic symbol. 
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95. (circle) The small circle associated with a logic symbol indicates 
the complement function. 

A NAND can also perform the OR function as you saw in a 
previous unit. This is accomplished by inverting the inputs as 
shown in Figure 5-58 . 

Write the output equation for this circuit. _____ _ 

96. (C = A B) Now using DeMorgan's theorems, reduce this expres
sion. 

C=AB= ____ _ 

97. (C = A + B) Correct. When you invert the inputs on a NAND the 
OR function is performed. 

DeMorgan's theorem tells us that a NAND can also perform the 
negated OR function. 

When the NAND is used for the negated OR function the symbol in 
Figure 5-59 is used. 

When this symbol is used, it is clear what function is being 
performed. 

DeMorgan's theorem tells us that a positive NAND is also a 

Boolean Algebra 15-53 
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B 

Figure 5-58 

Figure 5-59 
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98. (negative or negated OR) Putting inverters ahead of the inputs 
creates the pure OR function as indicated in Figure 5-60. 

A~._ A A+ S "A+B . D-A+8 _ B 

B B Figure 5-60 

You should realize that the symbol used for the negated NOR 
shows circles or inverters at the inputs. In a true physical sense 
there are no inverters there, but the log ic effect produced is as if 
there were. 

In writing the Boolean equation from a logic diagram simply trea t 
the symbolliteraUy and interpret each circle as an inversion and 
each gate as the designated logic function. 

Write the equation of the circuit in Figure 5-61. 

Figure 5-61 X = ___ _ _ _ 

~~ x 
JT~ 
Figure 5-62 

99. (X = F7 + K2 + JT) If you had drawn this circuit with the 
equivalent NAND symbol as indicated in Figure 5-62 , you might 
expect a different log ic operation to be performed. 

Write the equation for this circuit. X = _ ____ _ 

100. (X = F7' K2 ' )T) Use DeMorgan's theorem on th is expression 
and you will get X = 



( 
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101. (X = F7 + K2 + )T) This little exercise proves that a positive 
NAND is also a negated NOR. 

The NOR gate can also be used to perform any logic function. By 
inverting its output tbe OR operation is performed as shown in 
Figure 5-63 . 

In an earlier unit you saw how the NOR could also be used to 
express the AND function. Sketch the logic symbols illustrating 
this. 

102_ (See Figure 5-64) 

Write the output equation of this circuit. F = 

103. (F = D + E) Now reduce it with DeMorgan's theorem. 
F= 

104. [F = D + E = D • E) This is of course the AND function. 

DeMorgan's theorem tells us that the positive NOR can also 
perform as a 

105 . (negative or negated NAND) The DeMorgan's expression for this 
relationship is 

D +E= D'E 

When the negated NAND function is used the symbol in Figure 
5-65 indicates the function. 

When a negated NAND is to be used for the AND equation, a (n) 
must be connected ahead of each input. 
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~~O+E . ~D-' 0+E 

Figure 5-63 

E 

Figure 5-64 

::[)-H.! 
Figure 5-65 
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106. (inverter) The positive NOR or negated NAND connected as an 
AND is shown in Figure 5-66 below. 

DpD F. B-! E D-{-'\f.:D·E 
• D' • -t......I 

E E Figure 5-66 
E 

Interpret the negated NAND logic symbol literally for the pur
pose of writing equations, even though in reality no inverters 
are physically present at the inputs where circles are indicated. 

Figure 5-67 summarizes the functions and symbols of NAND 
and NOR gates. 

:U':UB 
liB ' A+B 

:u·D 
Figure 5-67 

D+E' OE 

The AND and OR equivalent circuits with NANDs and NORs are 
summarized in Figure 5-68. 

A~ A+8 A 
- A+B · BD-A+B 

B ~ 
Figure 5-68 

D:PD -- 0 _ E. DE 'I EOE 
E E 

Now let's show how any Boolean equation can be implemented 
with NAND or NOR gates. Such logic circuits are generally 
known as circuits. 
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107. (combinational) A combination circuit is any logic function 
implemented with gates. 

Here is a straight forward procedure for implementing any 
Boolean expression with NAND or NOR gates. 

1. Minimize the equation using Boolean algebra and 
DeMorgan's theorem. 

2. Draw the logic circuit of the reduced equation using stan
dard AND and OR symbols. 

3. Select a type of logic gate either NAND or NOR. 
4. Replace each AND or OR symbol with the circuit for the 

NAND or NOR equivalent of the specified logic function 
(see Figure 5-68). 

5. Eliminate any redundancy in the NAND/NOR circuit. 

Let's take several examples to illustrate this procedure. Go to the 
next frame. 

108. Consider the equation F = X + Y Z. Following the procedure 
given above we will arrive at an implementation for NAND or 
NOR gates. 

1. The equation is already in its minimum form. 
2. The circuit is shown in Figure 5-69. 

3. Let's use NAND gates. 
4. The NAND circuit is given in Figure 5-70. 

_____ ~!J_D ______ , , _____ Q!L ____ , Figure 5-70 

-zY :, J I Yz 2 i Vz 'r... : 
: x i ..... r.t..,p---t F. X+YZ 
L __ __________ J ~ __ ~ ________ J 

5. The redundancy in Figure 5-70 is the combination of 
inverters 2 and 3. Two cascaded inverters produces no 
logic ·inversion so they can be replaced by a direct connec
tion as indicated in Figure 5-71. 

Using the same equation and procedure, develop the circuit 
implementation with NOR gates. 
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Figure 5-69 

~~F 'X+'1Z 
Figure 5-71 
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109. (See Figure 5-72) By comparing the circuits in Figure 5-71 and 
5-72 you can concl ude that the circuit using _____ _ 
gates is the most economical. 

110. (NAND) When NAND gates are used to implement this function 
fewer logic elements are used so the circuit is more economical. 
It will be less expensive and will consume less power. There are 
fewer levels of logic (2) in the NAND circuit (4 in the NOR 
circuit) so its propagation delay will be less. Nevertheless , 
either circuit performs the same logic operation. 

Once you become familiar with DeMorgan's theorem and its 
relationship with NAND/NOR gates, the procedure described 
here will come naturally to you. A little practice and experience 
will make you competent in dealing with modern NAND and 
NOR integrated circuits to implement logic functions. Keep in 
mind that your goal is to arrive at the minimum circuit for your 
application. 
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Self Test Review 

15. Write the eq uation of circuit in Figure 5-73 and simplify with 
OeMorgan's theorem . 

16. Implement the logic expression F = C (A + B) with both NAND and 
NOR gates. Use the procedure described earlier. 

Answers 
=====-15. X = (A B) C 0 

x = (A B) C + 0 

X = (A + 'Ii) C + IT 

X = AC+BC+O 

Note that the circuit of Figure 5-73 is drawn using all 
NAND symbols. By replacing these where appropriate 
with the symbols representing the actual fu nction of each 
gate you can more qwckly get a picture of the actual logic 
function. In addition, you could more quickly determine 
the output equation without OeMorgan's theorem. See 
Figure 5-74. 

16. F = C (A + B) See Figure 5-75. 
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Figure 5-74 

A~'B ~ F·CIA·B I 
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OBJECTIVES: To show how TTL and CMOS, NAND and NOR gates 
are used to implement any logic functions and to de
monstrate the value of Boolean algebra in reducing 
logic circuits to their minimum configuration. 

Materials Required 

Heathkit Digital Design Experimenter (ET -37.00) 
1 - 7400 TTL IC (443-1) 
1 - 7420 TTL IC (443-2) 
1 - 7402 TTL Ie (443-46) 
1 - 4001 CMOS IC (443-695) 

Procedure 

1. Write the output expression of the circuit shown in Figure 5-76. 
F = YK + () P -+ 13(-\ 11:0 
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2. Figure 5-77 shows the NAND gate implementation of the circuit in 
Figure 5-76. Wire the circuit shown in Figure 5-77. The pin connec
tions for the 7400 and 7420 IC are given in Figure 5-78. Be sure to 
connect pin 14 to + 5 volts and pin 7 to GND on each IC. 

10PVIEW 

SW 4 
A 

SWI 
C 

B 
SWl 

0 
SW I 

1/ 1- 7410 
I - ----- - •• , 

6i F-
i ll , , (2 ___ __ ____ , 

Figure 5-77 

Note: 

In Figure 5-77 and 5-79 we show a dashed line around the IC 
gate symbols. This represents the IC package. The number 
(7400,7420,7402, etc.) identifies the type ofIC. Accompanying 
the Ie deSignation number you will see '/z, 3/4 or other fractions. 
This is a method of indicating how many of the gates in the IC 
are used. For example, in a 7400 IC there are 4 - 2 input NANDs. 
In Figure 5-77 we use all four of them. The 7420 IC contains two 
- 4 input gates. But in Figure 5-77 we use only one of them and 
we indicate this by the designation ' /z -7420. In Figure 5-79 we 
use three of the four NORs in the 7402 so the designation is 
3/4-7402. This terminology will be used throughout the prog
ram. 

3. Apply the inputs A, B, C and D in Table 1 to the circuit with data 
switches SW1 through SW4. Monitor the output on L1 and record the 
state for each set of inputs in the left-hand F column in Table I. 

7401 

Boolean Algebra 5-61 

7420 

Figure 5-78 
[C Pin Connections. 
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TABLE I 

INPUTS 

A (SW4) B (SW3) C (SW2) D (SW1) 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 O. 

3/4-7401 0 0 1 1 
r--------- - -- j 

S W 4:::~A t: 1::r-:: : 
SW3 B : 3 4: F-

0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 0 
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OUTPUTS 

F (LI) F (LI) 
Fig. 5-77 Fig. 5-79 

C- O 

() 0 

l? 
0 

() a 
\) 0 
I I 
I ~ 

S W 1.::::~C ±: 8:r--.: II 
SWI 0 19 

0 1 1 1 I \ 

1 0 ~ , , 
!.. ------- __ ____ I 

Figure 5-79 

0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 I \ 

1 0 1 0 I \ 
1 0 1 1 \ \ 

1 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 \ \ 
1 1 1 0 I I 
1 1 1 1 \ \ 

4. Using Boolean algebra, reduce the output equation obtained in Step 
1. The minimized expression is: 

F = (C +p)(AfB) 

5. Construct the circuit shown in Figure 5-79. 

6. Write the output equation of the circuit in Figure 5-79 . Compare it to 
the expression you derived in Step 4. 

F = f\-l I ~ -\ u) 

7. Apply the inputs shown in Table I and record the output state in the 
right-hand column. 

8. Compare the two F output columns in Table I. What conclusion can 
you reach regarding the circuHs in Figure 5-77 and 5-79? 

Discussion 

In this part of the experiment you demonstrated how TTL NAND and 
NOR gates are used to implement logic functions and how Boolean 
algebra is useful in minimizing the equation and the hardware. 
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K 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Table !II 

INPUTS OUTPUT 
L M X 

0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 

You next minimized the original expression by using Boolean algebra. 
Your reduction should appear like this. 

x = L [K (K + L) + M] 
X=L(KK+KL+M) 
X = LKK+LKL+LM 
X=LM 

The logic circuit for this is shown in Figure 5-83 . This reduced expres
sion is readily implemented with a positive NOR gate as shown in Figure 
5-84. The K input has absolutely no effect on the circuit as this reduced 
expression indicates. The reduced circuit will produce the same logic 
function as the original more complex circuit as your truth table should 
indicate. 

The important point to get from this exercise is that while the use of 
Boolean algebra accomplished a circuit minimization from 4 gates (Fig
ure 5-82) to 2 gates (Figure 5-84)' there is no real reduction in circuit size 
or power consumption. The type 4001 CMOS IC contains 4-2 input NOR 
gates. It can be used to implement the original circuit (Figure 5-82). It is 
also used to implement the reduced circuit (Figure 5-84). But only two 
gates are used. The unused gates could possibly be used elsewhere. If not 
they are wasted. Either circuit takes one IC package (the 4001) and there is 
no power reduction since even though two gates are unused they still 
consume power. This illustrates that with today's IC's , a Boolean reduc
tion is not always helpful in reducing the expense or size of the equip
ment, with older discrete component circuits some clear cut reductions 
would normally take place. 
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Procedure (continued) 
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18. Write the truth table for a 3 input AND gate and sketch the approp· 
riate logic symbol. 

19. Show how to implement a three input AND gate with a quad 2 input 
NAND (7400) . Draw the ci rcuit, implement it on your Experimenter 
and verify its operation with a truth table. 

Discussion 

The truth table for a three input AND gate is given in Table IV. The logic 
diagram is shown in Figure 5·85. 

Table IV 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

A B C D 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 

A three input AND gate implemented with a 7400 IC is shown in Figure 
5·86. Inputs Band Care NANDed in gate 1. Gate 2 is connected as an 
inverter to produce Be. BC is then NANDed with A in gate 3 to produce A 
(BC). Gate 4, connected as an inverter, gives D = A (BC) which by the Law 
of Association is the same as D = AB C. 
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First we illustrated the desired logic circuit (Figure 5-76). and you wrote 
the output equation. 

F = AC + AD + BC + BD 

Then we illustrated how this circuit could be implemented with TTL 
NAND gates (Figure 5-77J.1t took four 2 input gates from the 7400 IC and 
one 4 input gate from the 7420, or two IC packages. Next you developed a 
truth table for this circuit. 

In Step 4 you minimized the .original equation with Boolean algebra. 
Your solution should look like this. 

F = .AC + AD + BC + BD 

Factor out A, factor out B 

F = A (C + DJ + B (C + DJ 

Factor out (C + D) 

F = (C + DJ (A + B) 

Then in Step 5 you constructed a circuit (Figure 5-79) made with a 7402 
TTL NOR gate that implements the above reduced equation. Its output 
expression is F = (A + B) (C + DJ. To verify its operation, you developed a 
truth table. By comparing the output results of the circuits in Figure 5-77 
and 5-79 in Table I, you should find them identical. ObViously, the 
simpler circuit in Figure 5-79 is preferred because it will take up less 
space and will consume less power. 

Procedure (continued) 

In the following steps you will be given a Boolean equation to implement 
with CMOS NOR gates. You will implement the original expression and 
test it. Then you will minimize the expression and implement the re
duced version. Finally, you will compare the logical operation of the two 
circuits. 

9. Draw the AND and OR gate logic diagram of the expression 

x = L [K (K+L) + M] 

10. Redraw the circuit using positive NOR gates. 
11. Implement your circuit in Step 10 with a 4001 CMOS quad two input 

NOR gate Ie. The pin connections for the 4001 IC are given in Figure 
5-80. Connect + 5 volts to pin 14 and ground to pin 7. 

TOP VI EW 

GNO 

Figure 5-80 
Pin ConneelioH' for 4001 CMOS IC. 
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12. Develop a truth table for the circuit. Use SW2, SW3 and SW4 to apply 
the K, L and M inputs. Monitor your output on Ll. Record your 
output in the left hand X column of Table II. 

TABLE II 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

K [SW2) L [SW3) M [SW4) X [Step 12) X [Step 16) 

0 0 0 I 

0 0 1 I 
0 1 0 tJ 
0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 

, 
1 0 1 I 
1 1 0 () 

1 1 1 0 

13. Reduce the expression in Step 9 using Boolean algebra. The 
minimized equation is. 

i: M X= .....:: ___ _ 

14. Draw the logic diagram of this circuit using AND and OR gates. 
15. Implement the circuit developed in Step 14 with CMOS NOR gates. 
16. Wire the minimized circuit and develop a truth table. Apply inputs 

K, L, and M with data switches SW2. SW3 and SW4. Monitor the 
output on L1. Use the right-hand X column in Table II to record your 
data. 

17. Compare the two X output columns in Table II. What conclusions can 
you draw? What circuit minimization was really accomplished? 

Discussion 

Your logic diagram for the original expression in Step 9 should appear as 
in Figure 5-81. Redrawing the circuit using positive NOR gates should 
have given you the circuit in Figure 5-82. Your truth table should appear 
as in Table III. 

Figure 5-82 
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EXPERIMENT 8 

THE WIRED OR CONNECTION 

OBJECTIVE: To investigate the wired-OR connection of logic gates, to 
determine their logical function and to demonstrate 
their application. 

Introduction 

With some types of logic gates it is possible to connect their outputs 
directly together to perform certain logic operations, Figure 5-87 shows 
two NAND gates connected this way, This connection causes the gate 
outputs to be effectively ORed together, The OR and NOR functions can 
be achieved in some applications by simply tying gate outputs together 
like this, No additional circuitry is needed, 

Logic gates with shunt output transistors and either internal collector 
pull resistors or open collector outputs can be wired ORed, Typical gates 
that can be connected this way are RTL, DTL, open collector TTL and 
ECL. Logic circuits using active pull up devices such as in standard TTL 
and CMOS gates cannot be wired ORed. 

When gate outputs are connected together, the output transistors in the 
gates are connected in parallel as shown in Figure 5-88A. Any internal 
pull-up resistors are also paralleled. With open collector circuits , a single 
external pull-up resistor is used as shown in Figure 5-88B. When either 
one or both of the shunt output transistors is conducting, the output will 
be low, 

In this experiment, you are going to investigate the effect of wired OR 
connection with open collector TTL gates. 

Materials Needed 

Heathkit Digital Design Experimenter (ET-3200) 

1 - 7403 TTL IC (443-54) 

1 - 1 K ohm '/2 watt resistor 

A 

B 

c 
o 

f · 

Figure 5-87 

+ Vee +Vcc ._. -- , r ------, 

A 

OUTPUT 
+ Vee 

B 

!...=--- --
OUTPUT 

Figure 5-88 
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Figure 5-90 Pin connections 
for 7403 integrated circuit. 

11 2· 140 3 
+5 V 

r- ------., I K ! SWI A, ' 
I 

, 
SW2 B' 2 f · , 
SW) 
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Figure 5-91 

Procedure 
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1. Connect the circuit shown in Figure 5-89. Mount the 7403 IC on the 
breadboarding socket and make the indicated connections. The pin 
connections for the 7403 are shown in Figure 5-90. Connect +5 volts 
to pin 14 and the 1 K resistor. Connect pin 7 to GND. The inputs A and 
B will come from data switches SWl and SW2 while the output will 
be displayed on LED indicator L1. 

2. Apply the inputs indicated in Table I and record the corresponding 
output in column C. Use positive logic. 

Table I 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

A IS W 1) B IS W2) C 'W 

0 0 · 1 

0 1 C' 

1 a b 

1 1 0 

3. Study your results in Table L What logic function is being per-
formed? Logic function ____ _ _ 

4. Write the output expression of this circuit from the truth table using 
the procedure described in this Unit and use DeMorgan 's theorem to 
change its form. C = = _____ _ 

5. Wire the circuit shown in Figure 5-91. 
6. Apply the inputs A, B and C from data switches SW1, SW2 and SW3 

as indicated in Table II. Record the output state registered by 11 in 
column F. 

Table II 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

A (S III 1) B (SIV2) C (S W3 ) F (LIl 

0 a a I 
0 a 1 0 

a 1 0 I 
0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 I 
1 0 1 0 

1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 () 
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7. From the data in Table II, write the Boolean expression for the output 
F. F = ____ _ 

B. Using Boolean algebra including DeMorgan 's, reduce the equation to 
its simplest form. F = ___ __ _ 

9. Draw the equivalent logic diagram of the expression F you derived in 
Step 8 using AND gates , OR gates and inverters . 

10. Based on your knowledge of the wired OR circuit now, write the 
output expression for the circuit in Figure 5-92 . 
X = ____ _ 

Discussion 

In Step 1 you connected two of the gates in the 7403 as inverters with their 
outputs connected in parallel. In Step 2 you plotted a truth table for the 
circuit to see how it works. Then by studying the truth table you should 
have concluded that the circuit performs the NOR function since the 
output is 0 if either one or both of the inputs is 1. The output equation 
then is C = A + B. 

In Step 4 you wrote the output equation from the truth table. Here you 
create a product (AND) of the two input variables for each occurance of a 
binary 1 output. The input terms will be the complement if they are Os . 
The only binary 1 output occurs when A is 0 and B is O. Therefore the 
output expression is C = A B. Knowing DeMorgan's theorem you should 
see that C = 'A Ii = A + B. This checks with your results in Step 3. 

To get furth er verification of the wired OR connection, you investigated 
the circuit in Figure 5-91. You developed a truth table in Step 6. Next you 
wrote the output expression F from the truth table. 

Next in Step 8, you reduced this expression with Boolean algebra. Your 
reduction should be like this : 

F = AIi c+ ABC + ABC 

Factor out A C 

F = A C (Ii + B) + A Ii C 

Law of Complements 

F = A'C (1) + A B C 

Law of Intersection 

F = AC + ABC 

Factor out C 

--
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Figure 5-92 
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Figure 5-93 

F = C(A + A B) 

Law of Absorption 

F = -C- (A + B) 

DeMorgan's 

F = C (AB) 

DeMorgan's 

F=C+ABorAB+C 

NOTE: 

A+AB = A+B 

by the Laws of Absorption 

In Step 9 you drew the equivalent circuit. It should appear as shown in 
Figure 5-93 . Equating this equivalent circuit to the original in Figure 5-91 
you can see that gate 1 performs the AND operation while the common 
collector connection performs the OR or NOR function. 

Based on your knowledge ofthe wired OR circuit, you should have found 
the expression of the circuit in Figure 5-92 to be 

X = ABC+AB +A BC 
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UNIT 5 

BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 

The purpose of this exam is to help you review the key facts in this unit. 
The problems are designed to test your retention and understanding by 
making you apply what you have learned. This exam is not so much a test 
as it is another learning method . Be fair to yourself and work every 
problem first before checking the answers. 

1. Which of the following is not a use for Boolean algebra? 
A. Analyze logic circuits. 
B. Solve binary number problems in logic circuits. 
C. Design logic circuits. 
D. Minimize logic circuits. A 

Boolean Algebra 

2. The Boolean equation for the circuit in Figure 5-94 is B +~=~ 
A. X = (A + B) (C) (A + D) C ~-
B. X = Ali + C + A 0 
C. X=AB+~+AD 0 

D. X = A B + C + A D 

3. Using AND gates. OR gates and inverters. draw the circuit for the 
Boolean expression F = (J + K) L + N. 

4. The Boolean equation represented by the truth table below is: 
A. X=ABC+XBC+~BC+ABC+ABC 
B. X = C + A + A C 
C. X = ABC + A B 'C + A 1i C 
D. X = (A + B + C) (A + B + C) (A + B +C) 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

A B C X 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 

Figure 5-94 
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5. The output of a combinational logic circuit is an OR gate. The 
Boolean equation then is in the form of a 
A. sum-of-products. 
B. product-of-sums. 
C. logical product or sum. 
D. product-of-products . 

6. When minimized by Boolean algebra the expression 
F = A B C + A B + B C + B C becomes 
A. F = B C + A B + 13 C 
B. F = B + A 'B' 
C. F = A+ll 
D. F = B + AB 

7. Which of the following is not a form of DeMorgan 's theorem? 
A. A+B = AB 
B. A + B - A B 
C. A B = A + B 
D. ATfC = ABC 

8. Which of the following IC logic circuits cannot be wire ORed? 
A. ECL 
B. CMOS 
C. open collector TTL 
D. DTL 

9. Using Boolean algebra and DeMorgan's theorem, the expression 
X = A B + A]j can be changed to 
A. X = (A B) (A B) 
B. X = fA + B) (A + B) 
C. X = A B + AS 
D. X = A B + AS 

10. Design a logic circuit to implement the truth table below . Write the 
equation from the truth table, minimize it with Boolean Algebra , and 
sketch how the circuit would be implemented with both positive 
NOR gates and positive NAND gates. 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

A B C D 

a a a a 
a 0 1 1 

a 1 a a 
a 1 1 0 
1 a a a 
1 a 1 1 

1 1 a 1 
1 1 1 1 
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11. Using a truth table, show that A B + A B + AB = A B. 

12. The expression M = ABC + A + B 1:' when reduced by Boolean 
Algebra and DeMorgan 's theorem to its minimum form becomes: 
A. M = A + B + 1:' 
B. M = A + B + C + Be 
C. M = A (BC + BC) 
D. M = AlrC 

5-73 
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1. B - Boolean algebra is not used to solve binary number problems. 
2. D - X = AB + C + AD 
3. See Figure 5-95 
4. C - X = ABC + A B C + A 'if C 
5. A - Sum-of-products 
6. C - F = A + B 

F=ABC+AB+BC+BC 

Law of Commutation 

F = ABC+BC+AB+BC 

Factor out B C 

F = B C (A + 1) + A'B + 1j C 

Law of Union 

F = BC (1) + A B + Be 

Laws of Intersection and Commutation 

F=BC+BC+AB 

Factor out 13' 

F = B (C + C) + A B 

Law of Complements 

F = B (1) + A B 

Law of Intersection 

Laws of absorption and commutation 

F=A+B 
7. D - A'13' C does not equal A B C. 
8. B - CMOS logic gates cannot be wire ORed. 
9. C - X = A B + A B 
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DeMorgan's 

X = (AB) (A B) 

DeMorgan's 

X = (A + B) (A + B) 

Expand by multiplying 

X=AA+AB+A13+BB 

Law of Complements 

X = O+AB+AB+O 

Law of Union 

X = AB+A13 
10. The equation from the truth table is: 

Reduced by Boolean algebra it becomes: 

Boolean Algebra 5-75 

D = ABC + A13C+ABC+ABC 

Factor out 13 C and A B 

)o--<{)-D oA B+BC 

11 . 

C 
POSITIVE NOR 

(AI 
D = B C (A + A) + A B (C + C) 

Law of Complements 

o = B C (1) + A B (1) 

~~DOAB+~C 
C POS ITI VE NAND 

Laws of Intersection and Commutation 

D = AB+BC 

The circuit implemented with positive NOR gates is shown in 
Figure 5-96A. The same logic function implemented with positive 
NAND gates is shown in Figure 5-96B. 

- - -- - -
A B A B AB AB AB AB + AB + AB AB AB 

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

0 ] 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 ] 0 1 

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ] 

• equal. 

(BI 

Figure 5-86 
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12 . A- M = A + B + C 

M=ABC+A+B"C 

DeMorgan's 

M=A + B+C+A+BC 

Laws of Commutation and Tautology 

M = A+B+C+BC 

Factor out C 
M = A + B + L:' (1 + B) 

Law of Union 

M = A + B + C (1) 

Law of Intersection 
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UNIT 6 
FLIP-FLOPS 
AND REGISTERS 

INTRODUCTION 

In this unit you are going to learn about flip-flops. A flip-flop is a digital 
logic element used for storing one bit of binary data. It has two stable 
states. one representing a binary 1 and the other a binary O. 

The flip-flop is the basic logic element used in sequential logic circuits. 
The primary characteristic of a sequential circuit is memory. Such cir
cuits are used for a variety of storage. counting . sequencing and timing 
operations. 

A major use of the flip-flop is in storage registers where a multibit binary 
word is stored. A register is made up of a number of flip-flops. each 
storing one bit of the number. 

Read the Unit Objectives to see what you will learn. then follow the 
directions in the Unit Activity Guide. Be sure to record your time for each 
step. 

UNIT OBJECTIVES 

When you complete this unit you will have the following skills. know
ledge and capabilities: 

1 . You will be able to write a definition for a flip-flop. 
2. You will be able to name the three basic types of flip-flops. 
3. Given a logic diagram. you will be able to identify each of the three 

types of flip-flops from their symbols or logic gate connections. 
4. You will be able to draw the symbols and detailed logic diagrams of 

the RS . D and )K flip-flops. 
5. Given a truth table of the RS. D or JK flip-flops. showing all possible 

input conditions. you will be able to fill in the appropriate output 
states for each. 

Flip-Flops and Registers 6 -3 
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6. Given a set of input waveforms for the RS, D or JK flip-flop, you will 
be able to draw the corresponding output waveforms. 

7. You will be able to give a practical application for each of the three 
types of flip-flops . 

8. You will be able to write a definition for a register. 
g. Given a register made with any type of flip-flop, you will be able to 

measure the output states and determine the binary number stored 
there. 

UNIT ACTIVITY GUIDE 

D Play audio record 5, side 2 "Flip-Flops and Registers" 

D Read section "Flip-Flops" 

D Answer Self Test Review questions 1- 11 

D Perform Experiment 9 on "Set-Reset 
Flip-Flops" 

D Read section "D Type Flip-Flops and Registers" 

D Answer Self Test Review questions 12-16 

D Perform Experiment 10 "D Type Flip-Flops 
and Registers" 

D Read section "JK Flip-Flops" 

D Answer Self Test Review questions 17-27. 

D Perform Experiment 11 "JK Flip-Flops" 

D Take Unit Examination 

Completion 
Time 
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UNIT 6 

FLIP·FLOPS 

1. A flip-flop is a digital logic circuit whose basic function is mem
ory or storage. A flip-flop is capable of storing a single bit of binary 
data. It can assume either of two stable states, one representing a 
binary 1 and the other a binary O. If the flip-flop is put into one of 
its two stable states, it will remain there as long as power is 
applied or until it is changed. 

A flip-flop is used to __ ?::""""'bc.:.'''''C __ binary data. 

2. (remember, memorize, or store) A flip-flop remembers to which 
state it was previously set. It effectively memorizes the data we 
give it. We give it this data by applying appropriate logic inputs to 
it. To determine the value of the bit stored in the flip-flop, we look 
at its outputs. 

How many bits of binary data can a single flip -flop store? 

3. (one) The flip-flop has two states, one used to represent a binary 1, 
the other a binary O. 

There are three basic types of flip-flops : the latch, the 0 type, and 
the JK. Let's start with the simplest, the latch. The latch or set-reset 
flip-flop is the simplest form of binary storage element. The sym
bol shown in Figure 6-1 is used to represent this type of flip-flop . 

The flip-flop has two inputs, Sand R, and two outputs Q and Q. 
Applying the appropriate logic signal to either the S or R input 
will put the latch into one state or the other. The S input is used to 
set the flip-flop . When a flip-flop is set, it is said to be storing a 
binary 1. The R input is used to reset the flip-flop . A reset flip-flop 
is said to be storing a binary O. 

A latch is storing a binary 1. Therefore it is in the S d : 
state. 

Flip-flops and Regisl.rs 6· 5 
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4. (set) If a latch is set it is storing a binary 1. If it is reset it is storing a 
binary o. The latch, also called a set-reset or RS flip-flop, is put 
into one state or the other by applying a logic signal to either the S 
or R input. 

As for knowing which state the flip-flop is in , w~}ook at the 
outputs. The latch has two outputs labeled Q and Q. These are 
called the normaJ and complemen t outputs respectively. As in 
other logic circuits, any letter or alphanumeric mnemonic can be 
used to designate logic signals. See Figure 6-2. 

For example, the designation FF2 (meaning flip-flop number 2) 
could be used as shown. 

To tell what state the flip-flop is in, you look at the normal output. 
The logic level present there tells you which bit, 0 or 1, is being 
stored. 

For example, suppose that you measure the voltage at the normal 
output of a flip-flop with a voltmeter and find it to be the level 
normally associated with a binary O. You know immediately then 
that the flip-flop is storing a binary _--,,0,-__ 

5. (binary 0) Yes. If the normal output is a binary 0 level then the 
flip -flop is reset or storing a binary O. The normal output always 
tells the state of the flip-flop. At the same time, the complement 
output has the state opposite that of the normal output. 

If a flip-flop is reset, its complement output is binary 
I 
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6. (binary 1) Correct. If a flip-flop is reset, its normal output is a 
binary O. The complement is a binary 1. The complement output is 
just as useful in determining the output state of the flip-flop as 
long as you remember the above relationship. The simple table 
below sums up the whole thing. 

FLIP-FLOP STATE 

SET 
RESET 

OUTPUTS 
Q Q 

1 
o 

o 
1 

This relationship is true for the latch and all other types of flip
flops . 

A latch is readily constructed with logic gates as shown in Figure 
6-3. Here two NAND gates are wired back-to-back so that the 
output of one feeds the input to the other. 

Three methods of drawing the latch are illustrated in Figure 6-3. 
They are all electrically the same, but the version in Figure 6-3A is 
the most widely used. The other versions are used occasionally so 
it is a good idea to be familiar with the various configurations so 
that you will recognize them on a logic diagram when you see 
them. 

The latch is also sometimes drawn using the negative logic NOR 
symbols. Sketch the latch in its most popular configuration using 
thi s symbol. 

7, (See Figure 6-4) 

Either the NAND or NOR logic symbols can be used to illustrate a 
latch, but the operation of the circuit is a function of how a 
positive NAND/negative NOR gate works. 

Let's see how much you remember about this circuit. 

If both inputs to a 2 input TTL NAND gate are binary 1, the output 
will be --,6~ _ _ 

A 

5 
B 

C 

5 

Flip-Flops and Registers 6 -7 
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~ 
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R 

Figure 6-3 
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8. (binary 0 or low) In order for the output to go low, both (all) inputs 
must be binary 1 or high. Otherwise, any other combination of 
inputs will produce a binary 1 (high) output. If both inputs are 
open, the output will also go low. For that reason, an open input 
has the same effect on the gate as a input. 

9. (binary 1 or high) The operation of the NAND gate is summarized 
by the truth table below. 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

A B C 

low low high 
low high high 
high low high 
high high low 

High usually refers to the most positive logic voltage level while 
low refers to the least positive logic level. 

Observing the truth tab le above, what input state (high or low) 
seems to have the most predominant affect on the state of the 
output? SpeCifically , which input state produces the greatest 
number of common output states? _____ , 
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10, (low) Good thinking! A look at the NAND gate truth table shows 
that of the four output states, three of them are high. The high 
output state is created by one or more low inputs . For that reason, 
we say that the predominant input state is a low or binary 0 for this 
type of gate. Now,let's consider the operation of the latch. Refer to 
Figure 6-5. 

11. 

If the Sand R inputs are both binary 1 (or open). which is the 
normal condition for this type of latch. the circuit is simply stor
ing a bit put there by an earlier manipulation of the inputs. For 
example. if the flip-flop is set. the normal (Q) output from gate 1 
(the set gate) will be high (binary 1). This output is fed back 
around to the upper input on gate 2 (the reset gate) . The lower 
input to gate 2 is a binary 1 (or open) so its output Q is low. The 
output from gate 2 is fed to the lower input of gate 1. This input 
holds the Q output high. You can see now why they call this 
circuit a latch. Because of this feedback arrangement. the flip-flop 
is latched into this state. It will stay this way until you change it. 
And the way you change it is by applying a low level to either the 
set or reset inputs. 

If the latch is set and a low level is applied to the R input (S 
remains high). the Q output will become ____ _ 

(high or binary 1) Right. If we apply a low to the R input of the 
latch, it will reset. The low level on the R input will force the 
output of gate 2 high. This will cause both inputs to gate 1 to be 
high so its output will be low or binary 0 thereby indicating the 
reset state. 

Assume that the latch is set. A low input is applied to the S input. 
What will happen? 

A. The flip-flop will change states. 
B. Nothing will happen. 
C. The flip-flop will reset. 

Fl ip-Flops and Registers 6 -9 
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12. (B. Nothing will happen) If the flip-flop is set, applying a low to 
the S input will not do anything. The low level from the Q output 
fed back to the set gate keeps the Q output high. In the same way, 
applying a low level to the R input while the latch is reset will not 
produce a state cbange. 

So, summing it all up we can say that to set the latch you must 
apply a binary 0 to the S input. To reset it you must apply a binary 
o to the R input. The waveform timing diagrams in Figure 6-6 
sbows the effect of various inputs on the outputs. 

S ~ ~ Q 
INPU TS 

R I 
I l:J ~ 0 I 
I 
I I 

Q I n 
OUTP UT S 

Q 
I 
I 

Q LJ Q 

Figure 6-6 TI ME 

Go through these waveforms from left to right observing the effect 
of each input pulse on the outputs. 

Looking at the waveforms above, what state is the flip-flop in prior 
to the application of pulse 1? ____ _ 

13. (reset) Yes. Since the Q output is low and the Q output is high, 
before the occurrence of (to the left of) pulse 1, the latch is in the 
reset state storing a binary o. Now look at these waveforms again. 

When pulse 1 occurs on the S input, the latch sets with the outputs 
going to their proper levels. Pulse 2 comes along next on the R 
input so the latch resets. Pulse 3 again sets the flip-flop. Note that 
pulse 4 also occurs on the S input. Since the flip-flop is already set 
naturally nothing will happen. Pulse 5 then resets the latch. Pulse 
6, also occuring on the R input, has no affect on the state of the 
latch. Finally, pulse 7 again sets the latch. 

When the state of the latch is not being changed, the normal state 
of the inputs is binary ___ _ _ 
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14. (binary 1) Both inputs should normally be high on a NAND gate 
latch unless you are changing its state. The high inputs do not 
disturb the state of the latch so either a binary 1 or binary 0 may be 
stored there. Short duration input pulses that switch from high to 
low should be used when the latch is to be set or reset. 

Now look at the latch circuit in Figure 6-7. 

What happens if both inputs go low at the same time? 
A. The latch becomes set. 
B. The latch becomes reset. 
C. The state of the latch cannot be determined. 

15. (c. The state of the latch cannot be determined.) With both Sand R 
inputs low. the Q and Q outputs will both be high. No longer are 
the outputs complementary. therefore, we really don't know what 
state the flip-flop is in. It is in some ambiguous state and is neither 
set or reset. This condition is one of the peculiarities of a latch. 
When you are using it you have to he careful to avoid simultane
ous low inputs on the Sand R terminals. This ambiguous state is 
generally undesirahle because it can produce undesirable opera
tion of a logic circuit if it is not avoided or accounted for. The 
ambiguous condition actually represents a third state in which the 
latch can exist. This state is sometimes referred to as the "limho" 
state. 

One way to avoid this condition is to modify the latch as shown in 
Figure 6-8. 

The normal and complement outputs are both derived from gate 2. 
The inverter ensures that the outputs are always complementary 
even if hath inputs do go low simultaneously . 

What happens if both inputs are high? 

A. The flip-flop will be in the ambiguous state. 
B. Nothing, this is the normal state of the inputs. 
C. The state of the flip-flop will reverse. 

FIiJH=lops and Registers 
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16. (B. Nothing, this is the normal state of the inputs). Unless the latch 
is being set or reset, both inputs should be high (or open). 

17. 

The operation of a NAND gate latch can be summarized by the 
tru th table below. 

INPUTS OUTPUTS STATE 

S R Q Q 

a a 1 1 Limbo 

a 1 1 a Set 

1 a a 1 Reset 

1 1 X X Either 

set or 

reset 

The truth table accounts for all possible input and output states. 
Note that when both Sand R inputs are binary 1, the output state of 
the flip-flop is designated X, where X can be either a a or a 1 as 
determined by previous input conditions. 

If the flip-flop is set, you know that the last low input level was 
applied to the input. 

(S) The only way the flip-flop can become set is by the application 
of a binary a or low input to the S input. 

The latches we've discussed so far use positive logic NAND gates. 
We can also make latches out of positive logic NOR gates. Such a 
latch is shown in Figure 6-9. 

It is identical to the other latches just discussed in that the two 
gates are wired back-to-back. Even the logic symbol is the same. 
But does this latch function the same way? 

Recalling your knowledge of positive logic NOR gates, determine 
'how the latch works and select the correct answer below. 

A. The NOR latch is set or reset by binary 1 's at the inputs 
instead of binary a's. 

B. The NOR latch requires an inverter on each input to make it 
function like an NAND latch. 

C. The NOR latch functions exactly like the NAND latch. 
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18. (A. The NOR latch is set or reset by a binary 1 at the inputs instead 
of a binary 0.) 

First. refresh yo ur memory on NOR ga te operation by referring to 
the truth table below. 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

A B C 

low low high 
low high low 
high low low 
high high low 

A high or binary 1 on either or both inputs produces a low or binary 
o output. This is conSiderably different from the NAND gate so the 
effect is to make the operation of a NOR latch completely different 
from the NAND latch . 

While NOR and NAND latches have exactly the same function. 
they achieve it in a slightly different way. To set the NOR latch you 
apply a binary 1 to the S input. To rese t it yo u apply a binary 1 to the 
R input. Normally. both inputs should rest at binary O. And. if both 
inputs are made binary 1 simultaneously. the " limbo" or ambigu
ous state occurs. This is the exact oppos ite set of input conditions 
that exist in the NAND latch . Take a look at the circuit in Figure 
6-10. 

Note a subtle difference. The Rand S inputs are reversed from those 
on the NAND latch. The reason for this has to do with the charac
teristics of the NOR gate. Applying a binary 1 to th e R input forces 
the output of gate 1 low. This makes the upper and lower inputs to 
gate 2 low or binary 0 so its output is a binary 1. With this 
arrangement (Q = 0;0 = 1) the fli p- flo p is clearly reset. As you can 
see. the interpretation of the outputs is the same. In fact. it is the 
same for any flip -flop. 

When tht OR latch is in the " limbo" condition. both outputs will 
be . 

Flip-Flops and Registers 6-1 3 
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19. (low) Yes, both outputs will go to the binary 0 state if a binary 1 

level is applied to the Rand S inputs simultaneously. This is 
exactly the opposite of what happens in the NAND latch. 
Nevertheless, this ambiguous condition is generally avoided un
less there is some specific application for it. 

20. 

To sum up the operation of a NOR latch, complete the truth table 
below. Then check your answer in the next frame. 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

S R Q Q STATE 

0 0 )( ;: 
0 1 0 ; '::, 

1 0 r, 
( ) \ \r 

1 1 " 
.. , ~.: c . 

(See correct truth table below). 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

S R Q Q STATE 

0 0 X X Either set or reset 

0 1 0 1 Reset 

1 0 1 0 Set 

1 1 0 0 Ambiguous 

As before in the NAND latch . the X output indicates either set or 
reset. 

One of the most common and useful applications for a latch 
flip-flop is in switch buffering. Pushbutton switches are used in 
digital equipment to control various aspects of its operation. 
However. most pushbutton switches produce contact bounce. 
When the button is depressed or released. the switch contacts do 
not make an immediate sol id electrical or mechanical connection. 
The contacts "bounce" open and closed for a brief period of time 
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The waveform in Figure 6-11 indicates this effect. 

BUTTON 
DEPRE SSED 

OPEN ---i~ .. r HI GH 

~"BOUNCE"""M'W ___ C:~T~C:O: E S I STANCE 

CLOS ED ----- t 
BUTT ON 

REl EASED 

Figure 6-11 

This waveform could represent contact resistance. Naturally. if 
current is being switched. tbis waveform would represent the 
voltage across the switch. Instead of getting solid off-on switching. 
you get pulses. Such pulses can repeatedly trigger digital circuits. 
In pressing the button once you would expect to get a single pulse 
or level change. Instead. the contact bounce gives you several. This 
effect is usually detrimental to the performance of digital circuits. 

The circuits in Figure 6-12 show two ways of using a pushbutton 
switch to supply a logic pulse or level change. Such circuits are 
usually producing a considerable amount of contact bounce. 

Instead of the switch supplying a single logic level change when 
depressed or released. are produced because of the 
contact bounce. 

+5V 

k-o"' 
t~ 

+5 V 

1 SPOT 

PUS HBUTTON 
SW ITCHE S 

Figure 6-12 
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21. (pulses) Pushing a pushbutton will usually generate a series of 
pulses instead of a single. clean logic level change because of 
contact bounce. To overcom e this problem. the switch can be 
combined with a latch as shown in Figure 6-13. 

An SPOT break-before-make (non-shorting) momentary contact 
pushbutton switch is normally used. With the switch in position 
A (not depressed or normally closed. N.C.). the output of gate 1 is 
held high. Depressing the switch. so that the grounded arm con
tacts position B. forces the output of gate 2 high and the output of 
gate 1 low. So how is the "bounce" removed? Well. as the button is 
depressed the arm of the switch breaks contact with point A. Even 
though it may bounce several times between open and ground. it 
has no effect on the state of the latch. The effect is the same as 
trying to repeatedly set a latch that is already set. Nothing hap
pens. As the contact arm is in transit between points A and B. both 
inputs to the latch are open so the latch simply remains set. As 
point B is contacted. the latch resets. The slightest disturbance 
\\iii! trigger the state change of the latch. The feedback in the latch 
carries the state change through quickly. Even if switch bounce 

. occurs. the latch is insensitive to it. The result is a single clean 
logic level change at the output. Releasing the pushbutton causes 
the latch to change back to its original state. 

A NOR latch can also be used to buffer contact bounce. Which 
circuit in Figure 6-14 accomplishes this? 

A. Circuit A 
B. Circuit B 
C. Circuit C 
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22. (Circuit B) The NOR latch removes contact bounce just as well as 
the NAND latch, but the arm of the switch must have a plus 
voltage (the supply voltage or binary 1 logic level) on it. The 
NAND latch requires a ground or binary 0 level on the switch arm 
for proper operation. 

Another switch buffer latch circuit is shown in Figure 6-15. 

The latch is made of inverters so the outputs and inputs are 
common. The switch normally holds the output of inverter 1 low 
so that inverter 2 output is high. Pressing the switch reverses this 
state. The output is a " bounceless" level change. 

The most important requirement for a switch used with a latch 
buffer is that it must be -

A. An SPST type. 
B. Momentary contact only. 
C. An SPOT type. 

( 23. (C. A SPOT type.) The switch must have two terminals so a SPOT 
unit is required . And it is important that it be a break-before-make 
type so that the A and B contact points are not s'horted momentar
ily in switching from one position to the other. This would put the 
latch into its "limbo" state briefly and false triggering will occur. 

Another point is that the switch doesn't necessarily have to be a 
momentary contact type pushbutton. Any SPOT swi tch, slide or' 
toggle, can be used. If it supplies logic level changes to a digital 
circuit, it will probably need buffering. 

This completes the material on latch flip-flops. Answer the Self Test 
Review questions, then perform Experiment 9. 
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Self Test Review 
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1. What will the normal output level of a latch be if it is set? 
a. high 
b. low 

2. The complement output of a latch is low. What is the bit value 
stored? 
a. binary 0 
b. binary 1 

3. Normally the duration of the pulses applied to the set or reset inputs 
should only be long enough to put the latch in the proper state. 
a. True 
b. False 

4. Which of the following isnot a typical name for the circuit discussed 
in this section? 
a. latch 
b. RS flip-flop 
c. set-reset flip-flop 
d. multivibrator 

5. The ambiguous state in a latch is indicated by which of the following 
conditions? 
a. both outputs low 
b. both outputs high 
c. either a or b 
d. one output low, the other high 

6. Unless the state of a NAND gate latch is being changed, its inputs 
should both be 
B. high 
h. low 
c. open 

7. Both inputs of a NAND latch are low. The state of the latch is: 
a. set 
b. reset 
c. ambiguous 

8. Both inputs to a NAND latch are low. The S input goes high. Shortly 
thereafter, the R input goes high. The state of the latch is 
a. set 
b. reset 
c. ambiguous 
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9. Both inputs to a NOR latch are high. The R input goes low, then the S 

input goes low. What is the value of the bit stored in the latch? 
a. binary 0 
b. binary 1 

10. Besides the storage of binary data, latches are also commonly used 
for ________ _ _ 

11. The fan out (maximum allowable number of loads) of a TTL gate is 
10. What is the fan out of a latch? 
a. 1 
b. 2 
c. 9 
d. 10 

Answers 

1. a. 
2. b. 

3. a. 
4. d. 

5. c. 

high 
binary 1 

True 
multivibrator 
Either a. or b. The ambiguous state is indicated by two 
high outputs in a NAND latch and two low outputs in a 
NOR latch. 

6. a. high 
7. c. ambiguous 
8. b. reset. The lost or most recent input level determines 

the state of the latch. 
9. b. binary 1. See explanation in 8 above. 

10. switch buffering (to eliminate contact bounce). 

11. c. 9 The output of a TTL gate in a latch is connected to the 
input of the accompanying gate, therefore its fan out is 
reduced by one. If the total fan out of a gate is 10, the fan 
out or load capability of the gates in a latch is one less or 
9. 

Flip· Flops and Reglslers I 6 -1 9 
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EXPERIMENT 9 

SET-RESET FLIP-FLOPS 
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OBJECTIVES: To demonstrate the operation and characteristics of a 
set-reset (latch) flip-flop. 

Materials Needed: 

Heathkit Digital Design Experimenter 
1 - 7400 IC (443-1) 
1 - 7402 IC (443-46) 

Procedure 

1. Wire the latch circuit shown in Figure 6-16 . The set ($) and reset (R) 
inputs to the latch will corne from the A and B outputs of the two 
logic switches. The A logic switch is the set input, the B logic switch 
is the reset input. The latch outputs, C and C, will be displayed on 
LED indicators L1 and L2 respectively. Be sure to apply power to the 
IC by connecting pin 14 to +5 volts and pin 7 to GND. 

I 
A ,-- ~ 

Figure 6-16 FROM 
lOG I C 

SWITCHES ii 

r" " I 

When the logic switches are not depressed, what is the normal state 
of the $ and R inputs? fI'~L. . 

2. Apply power to the Experimenter and note the state of the latch by 
observing LED indicator L1. L1 = binary _-1-1 ___ _ 

Using the logic switches, apply the logic levels designated in Table I 
to the $ and R inputs of the latch. Observe the output conditions on 
the LED indicators for each set of input states. Record your output 
states in Table I. 
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Table I 

INPUTS 

S (A) R (B) 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

OUTPUTS 

C(Ll) L(L2) STATE 

I , -
) C. 5ef 

0 I A",.I C .j 

r' I :;.1,-,).1" ---jo"' (' 

In the column marked STATE in Table I, write a single word 

designating the state represented by each set of outputs. To get a 

feel for how the circuit operates, play with the inputs while observ

ing the outputs . By repeated ly putting the latch into the set, reset 

and ambiguous states you will understand it better. 

3. Construct the circuit shown in Figure 6-17. Use a type 7402 IC. As 

before, the set and reset input signals will come from the logic 

pushbuttons A (set) and B (reset) . 
1/2, 7402 

r------ -..., 
(!,., rl. e RI 2 I 0 : 
-'+-tr)o!~~ 

fROM 
lOGIC 

SWI TCHE S 
A 

Figure 6-17 ". 

4. Apply power to the circuit. Note the state of the latch by observing 
Ll. Ll = binary ) . Then apply the inputs given in 
Table II. Observe the outputs for each se t of inputs and complete the 
D and Ii columns. 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

S (A) R (B) D TI STATE 

Table II 
1 1 0 

~ L I r.' " .', -, 
0 1 0 I t<t"!r-.J 

1 0 I Q Sd 
0 0 0 a 

In the column labelled STATE in Table II, write a word that desig
nates the state of the latch as indicated by each of the output 
indications. 

5. Compare the data in Tables I and II and note the similarities and 
differences in operation between the NAND and NOR latches. 

Flip-Flops and Registers 6 -21 
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Discussion 
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In Steps 1 and 2 you constructed a NAND gate latch using a type 7400 IC. 
The inputs were obtained from the momentary contact logic switches A 
and B. Specifically, the A and B outputs of these logic switches were used 
to supply the set and reset inputs respectively. The A and Ii outputs are 
normally high. When the switch is depressed, the A or B output goes low. 
With both switches in their normal or non-depressed state, the S and R 
inputs to the latch are binary 1. Therefore, they have no effect on the state 
of the latch. 

When power is applied the latch can go into either state. The C output 
could be either 0 or 1 as indicated by LED indicator L1. Regardless of the 
initial state, C and C should be complementary. 

When the B logic switch is actuated, a low level is applied to the reset 
input. The C output (Ll) should go low and the C (L2) output high. When 
the B switch is released, the flip-flop will remain reset thereby storing a 
binary O. Actuating the A logic switch supplies a low to the set input. The 
C output (Ll) goes high and the C output (L2) low. When the A switch is 
released, the flip-flop remains set storing a binary 1. 

When both logic sw!!.ches are actuated to apply a low to both set and reset 
inputs, both C and C outputs go high. This is the ambiguous state. 

In Steps 3 and 4 you constructed and tested a NOR gate latch. The set and 
reset inputs are supplied by the normal outputs (A and B) of the two logic 
switches on your Experimenter. The A and B outputs are normally low 
when the switches are not actuated. A low input to a NOR latch does not 
affect its state as it does in the NAND latch. Therefore, with hoth inputs 
low, the latch can be either set or reset depending upon the arbitrary state 
it comes up in when power is applied. 

When the B logic switch is actuated, the B output goes high applying a 
high or binary 1 level to the reset input. This forces the D output low and 
the D output high thereby indicating that a binary 0 has been stored. 
Upon releasing the B switch, the latch retains the reset state. 

When you depress the A logic switch, you apply a high level to the set 
input. The D output goes high and the Ii output goes low. The flip-flop 
remains in the set state when the switch is released. 

If you apply binary l's to both set and reset inputs at the same time by 
simultaneously actuating the A and 8 logic switches, the latch goes into 
the ambiguous state. 80th outputs go low. 
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In comparing the NAND al1d NOR gate latches, we can say in summary: 

1. Either type flip-flop will store one bit of data, with the state of the 
outputs indicating the value of the bit stored. The two outputs are 
complementary. 

2. The NAND latch requires a low level on either input to set or reset it. 
The NOR latch requires a high level at the appropriate input to change 
its state. 

3. For a NAND latch, the inputs normally rest in the high state. The 
NOR latch inputs are normally both low. 

4. Both types of latches have an ambiguous state. In the NAND both 
outputs are high. In the NOR gate latch, both outputs are low. 

Flip-flops and Registers 16-23 
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~ --l0-
Figure 6-18 

D TYPE FLIP-FLOPS AND REGISTERS 
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24. Now let's consider the D type flip-flop. Its symbol is shown in 
Figure 6·18. 

Like any other flip-flop the D flip-flop has two outputs that are 
used to determine its contents. That is, the outputs indicate what 
bit is stored there. 

U we are using positive logic and the Q output is high , then the 
contents of the flip-flop is -
A. Binary 0 
B. Binary 1 
C. Can't tell, insufficient information given. 

25. (A. binary 0) The Q output is high indicating a binary 1. The Q or 
normal output therefore is the complement or a binary O. The Q 
output tells you the state of the flip-flop directly. Since it is a 
binary 0, the flip-flop is reset. The point here is that you read the 
outputs of a D flip-flop as you would a latch or any other flip-flop 
for that matter. 

Now look at the inputs. Like on the latch there are two. But they 
work differently. The D input is where you apply the data or bit to 
be stored. Of course, it can be either a binary 1 or a binary O. The T 
input line controls the flip-flop. It is used to determine whether 
the input data is recognized or ignored. If the T input line is high 
or binary 1, the data on the D line is stored in :he flip -flop. If the T 
line is low or binary 0, the D input line is not recognized. The bit 
stored in the flip-flop previously is retained. Tbe D line can 
essentially do anything and it will just be ignored if T is low. 

U both tbe D and T inputs are binary 1, the normal output will be 
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26. (binary 1) Right. The T line is high so the flip -flop stores whatever 
is on the D input line. Since a binary 1 is present, it is stored, and 
the normal output indicates this condition. As long as the T line is 
high, the normal output will simply follow or track the D input. 

You can get a better idea about how the D flip-flop works by taking 
a look at its insides. The logic diagram of one type of D flip-flop is 
shown in Figure 6-19 . 

0 J I 
S Q 

~ -{) Q 
J 2 

4 4 
H 

T 

Figure 6-19 

Gates 3 and 4 form a latch where the bit is stored. Gates 1 and 2 are 
enabling gates that pass or inhibit the input. The inverter makes 
sure that tbe Sand R inputs to the latch are always complementary 
to avoid any possibility of the ambiguous state occurring. 

With the T input low, the Sand R latch inputs are ____ _ 

Flip-Flops and Registers 6 -2 5 
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27. (high or binary 1) Yes. The low input on the T line holds the 
outputs of gates 1 and 2 high. This is the normal state for the 
inputs of a NAND latch to assume. In this state the latch is undis
turbed. 

T 

Figure 6-19 

Refer to Figure 6-19. Suppose a binary 1 is applied to the D input. 
Of course, nothing happens if the T input is still low. Now, make 
the T input go high. This enables both gates 1 and 2. The binary 1 
on the D input makes gate 1 output go low. The inverter puts a low 
on the input to gate 2 so its output stays high. The low output of 
gate 1 sets the latch causing it to store the binary 1. Returning the T 
input low disables the input, but the binary 1 is retained. 

0 
, 

IL T I , : I' ru , I A Q 
, 

8 . Q~ U 
I I 

C. Q 

Figure 6-20 

Now, look at the waveforms in Figure 6-20. These represent the D 
and T inputs to a flip-flop. Which of the three waveforms given 
represents the Q output produced by these inputs. 
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28. (AJ With the indicated input waveforms, you will get the Q output 
illustrated in Figure 6-21, It takes a bit of concentration to arri ve at 
this, but it's not difficult. All you have to remember is that the Q 
output is identical to the D input as long as the T input is high , 
And, when the T line goes low, the flip -flop stores the last state it 
sees on the D input. 

D-~--!ILJlL--_ 
" , 
I I I 

T - - --I I: :LJL 
I I 
I 

I I 

Q--_--I 

Figure 6-21 

A D flip-flop is reset. The state of the D input prior to T going low 
was binary _ ____ , 

, 29. (binary OJ The circuit in Figure 6-22 shows another method of 
implementing the D flip-flop. As in the other circuit, gates 3 and 4 
form the storage latch while gates 1 and 2 handle the input con
trol. 

Note that no separate inverter is needed. This arrangement func
tions exactly like the other circuit but is more economical of logic 
circuits, This circuit is quickly and easily made from a common 
quad 2 input NAND Ie. 

The operation of a D type flip-flop can be completely described by 
a truth table, From your present knowledge of D flip-flop opera
tion, complete the truth table below, 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

D T Q Q 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 
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30. [See truth table below) 

INPUTS 

D T 
0 0 
0 1 

1 0 
l 1 

OUTPUTS 

Q Q 
X X 
0 1 

X X-
1 0 
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Note that when T is binary 1, the Q output is the same as the D 
input. When T is binary 0, the Q output can be either binary 0 or 1 

depending upon a previous input. This is indicated by the X state 
in the table. Note that a D flip-flop does not have an ambiguous 
state. 

A D flip-flop can also be constructed with positive NOR gates as 
indicated in Figure 6-23. 

o R 
Q 

Figure 6-23 

To explain the NOR latcb better, however, it is desirable to redraw 
it so that the gates are shown as they are used. See Figure 6-24 . 

Q 

Figure 6-24 

T 

Gates 3 and 4 make up the latch that can be set or reset by the inputs 
from gates 1 and 2. Gates 1 and 2 control the input in that they 
determine whether the 0 input will be transferred to the latch. 
Functionally they perform the AND operation. 

Now, analyze the circuit shown above and determine how it oper
ates. 

The NOR latch operates exactly like the NAND latch. 
A. True 
B. False 
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31. (False) The NOR flip-flop does not perform exactly like the NAND 
flip-flop, but it is similar. Both circuits store one bit of informa
tion. The recognition of the D input is determined by the state of 
the T input. And, here lies the difference. In the NAND flip-flop, 
the T line has to be high in order for the flip-flop to store the D 
input state. In the NOR flip-flop , the T line must golow in order to 
recognize the D input. Bringing the T line high disables the D 
input. The last 0 input state prior to the T input going high is 
stored. 

The most common application of the D flip-flop is as an element in 
a storage register. A register is a group of flip-flops used to store a 
binary word. Each flip-flop stores one bit of the data word. 

How many flip-flops would be needed to store one BCD digit of 
data? ____ _ 

32, (4) Correct. A single BCD digit consists of four bits. To store this 
word, we need one 0 flip-flop for each bit. The result is a 4 bit 
storage register. 

Figure 6-25 below illustrates a 4 bit register. 

HI lO lO HI o o 
Figure 6-25 

HI l O lO HI 

o o 
Each flip-flop is labeled with its own designation, A through 0 , SD 

that it can be identified. Also shown here are the states of the 
flip-flop. 

Given this information, what number is stored in this register? 
(assume positive logic) 
A. 1010 
B. 0101 
C. Can't tell, not enough information 
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+5V 

AIL S BI 

B 

___ - c 

DIM SBI 

Figure 6-26 

33. 
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(c. Can't tell , not enough information) With the information given 
you really can't tell what the number is . True, you can look at 
normal outputs of the flip-flop and write down the corresponding 
bit values. This will give you two possible bit patterns depending 
upon whether you read from right to left or left to right. These bit 
patterns are 1010 (left to right) and 0101 (right to left) . 

HI LO LO HI HI LO LO HI 

d do o 
Repeat Figure 6-25 

There is one missing ingredient. Which bit is the most significant 
(MSB)?The answer is , it could be A or it could be D. Usually the 
LSB is designated as the earliest letter of the alphabet or the lowest 
number if the number designations are used. If A is the LSB above 
then the number stored there is 0101 or a decimal 5. IfD is the LSB 
the number is 1010 or a decimal 10. It's always necessary to 
identify the LSB and/or MSB positions on a register in a logic 
diagram. 

A five bit register with flip-flops A, B, C, D and E is storing a I 

number. The flip-flop states are: A-reset, B-set, C-set, D-reset and 
E-set. If A is tbe LSB , what is the decimal value of the binary 
number stored in the register? ____ _ 

34. (22) Good work. The binary number is written from the flip -flop 
states, 0 = reset and 1 = set. The A flip-flop is the LSB so the binary 
number is EDCBA or 10110. This converts to a decimal 22. 

Another type of register you should be familiar with is the switch 
register. This is exactly what its name implies , a register made of 
switches. The group of switches form a register for storing a single 
word or bit pattern using one switch per bit. The position of the 
switch (up/down, on/off, open/closed, etc.) determines the bit 
value. 

A four bit switch register is shown in Figure 6-26. Four single pole 
double throw (SPDT) switches store the bit value as a physical 
position. The A, E, C, and D outputs are ground (0) or +5 (1) 

depending upon their position. 

What decimal number is stored in this register? ____ _ 
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35. (11) Right . The binary number stored in the switch register is 10 11 
or decimal 11. You can determine the switch register contents by 
monitoring its electrical outputs. Or in most switch registers, the 
switches are mounted adjacent to one another horizontally with 
the LSB on the right and their position (usually up or down) is 
readily observable. Up usually means 1, down means O. Therefore, 
a visual identification of the switch register contents is possible. 

A frequent operation in digital equipment is the transfer of data 
from one register to another. Figure 6-27 illustrates how the data 
in a switch register can be transferred to a register made of D 
flip-flops. The switch outputs are fed to the D inputs. The control 
of the transfer is by the common T lines on the flip-flops. 

-5V 

lOT ot
-----1'-'-_-=.,,0/-- L 0 

~~-------+~~t

~/__ H I 

= 

LS B 

I I ° ~I 
~I--HI 

° At-

f-- T A 

LOA ° 
IB I NA RY OI 

L5B 

LO 

Figure 6-27 

Assuming the use of positive logic and NAND flip-flops. what is 
the content of the flip-flop register above? 
A. 1001 
B. 0010 
C. 0110 
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I NPUTS 

LOA D 

OU TPU TS 

A 

B 

e 

o 

Figure 6-28 

36. 
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(A. 1001) The data provided to you was the flip-flop complement 
outputs. From this you could determine the normal outputs and 
hence the contents of the register. You could also determine the 
output of the switch reg ister, 0010, by inspection. With the T 
inputs to the flip-flop at binary 0, the data input from the switch 
register is not recognized by the flip-flops. But, if the LOAD 
control line goes high momentarily, the flip-flop register contents 
will hecome the same as the switch register, 0010. 

+5V 
0 0 

,- T ii LO 

~~ 
et-
c HI 

.J~ ~LHI 
Repeat Figure 6-27 

D A-
~ L5B 

.,: 
LOA D 

IB I NA RYDI 

- T A-LO 

L5B 

There are two important points to note here. First, the LOAD input 
controls the transfer of the data from the switch register to the 
flip-flop register. This LOAD input is the parallel or simultaneous 
control of all the flip-flop T inputs. This line is also sometimes 
called the STROBE input since it is usually only enabled or 
" strobed" momentarily with a binary 1 pulse to transfer the data . 

Second, the data transfer is a parallel one. That is all bits from 
the switch register are loaded into the flip-flop register 
simultaneously . 

Instead of drawing the individual flip-flops, most registers are 
shown as only a single hox with the inputs and outputs identified 
as shown in Figure 6-28. 

This is particularly true ofMSI integrated circuit registers . Many 
Ie registers also do not have the complement outputs available. 

How is a D flip -flop register like the one in Figure 6-28 reset? 

A. Apply a binary 0 to the LOAD line. 
B. Load the input 0000 
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37. (B. Load the input 0000) Correct. To reset the register you simply 
load 0000. You apply 0000 to the inputs and momentarily bring 
the load line high. The register will then be cleared or reset since 
each flip-flop will be storing a binary O. 

Some commercially available D flip-flop IC registers have a single 
reset line which will clear all flip-flops in the register at once 
without having to load 0000. 

Now answer the Self Test Review questions and perform Experiment 10. 
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Self Test Review 

12. The T input of a D type flip-flop determines its state. 
A. True 
B. False 

13. D type flip-flops are widely used to form 

14. Complete the truth table of a NOR gate D flip-flop. 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

D T Q Q 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

HEATHKIT 
CONTINUING 
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15. What is the decimal equivalent output of the register shown in Figure 
6-29? Assume positive logic. _________ _ 

+ 5V 

'" ,. 
NA ND 

~ GA TE 
o Fli p. 

"- FLOP 
I--

~ REGI STER 

........ r--
~ LS B 

I 
LS 

L... 

B 

= LOA D- BI NARY I 

Figure 6-29 

16. Given the input waveforms shown in Figure 6-30, sketch the normal 
output waveform of a NAND gate D type flip-flop . 

D 0---' 
I 

T o------------~ 

Q 0-- ---- -

L 

Figure 6-30 
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Answers 

12. False 
13. storage registers 
14. 

INPUTS 

D 

0 

0 

1 

1 

OUTPUTS 

T Q Q 

0 0 1 

1 X X X = 0 or 1 

0 1 0 

1 X X 

The normal (Q) output will be the same as the D input when 
T is low. When T is high, the D input is ignored, and the 
flip-flop simply retains the bit X stored there previously. 

15. 11,. The output of the switch register is 1011. This is stored 
in the flip-flop register since the LOAD line is high. There
fore , the register output is 1011, = 11, •. 

16. See Figure 6-31. 

o 0_---' , 
T 01 ______ --!I ,: L-----l)! , : : iL 

. , ' , I t 

Q ~ hL' ____ ---'H1iJL 
Figure 6-31 
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OBJECTIVES: To demonstrate the operation of a D type flip-flop and a 
storage register. 

Materials Needed: 

Heathkit Digital Design Experimenter ET-3200 

1 - 7400 TTL IC (443-1) 

1 - 4001 CMOS IC (443-695) 

1 - 7475 TTL IC (443-13) 

Procedure 

1. Wire the circuit shown in Figure 6-32 . Use a type 7400 Ie. Because of 
the large number of connections required, take your time to avoid 
making a wiring mistake. Double check your connections before yo u 
perform the experiment. Don't forget to connect pin 14 to + 5 volts 
and pin 7 to GND. The D and T inputs will be supplied by data 
switches SW1 and SW2. The flip-flop outputs will be monitored on 
LED indicators L1 and L2. 

5WI 
7400 r----------------

01 35 46 "'" 

I 2 
I 

i LED I NDI CATORS 
I 
I q H 
I 13 II 
I 8 -

T L5~~-----R- !.~--~PI N 14 _ +5 VOL TS 

PI N 7 -G ND 

Figure 6-32 
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2. Set input data switches to binary 0 and record the state of the flip 
flop. 

Apply the logic levels indicated in Table I to the D and T inputs . Note 
the output states for each set of inputs and record your res ults in 
Table 1. TABLE I 

SC' I INPUTS .~w 'l. OUTPUTS 

D T L I Q ,_ 2 Q 

0 0 I Q 

0 1 0 I 
1 0 I 0 
1 1 / a 

3. For amore graphic indication of exactly what takes place, replace the 
data switch on the D input with a logic clock signal. Set the clock 
frequency to 1 Hz and connect one of the free LED logic indicators to 
monitor it. Set the T input first to binary 1 and observe the flip-flop 
outputs for a brief period. Note the relationship between the clock 
state and the Q output. Set the T input to binary 0 and again observe 
the outputs. Repeat. 

4. Construct the circuit shown in Figure 6-33. Use a4001 CMOS NORIC. 
Use data switches for the D and T inputs and LED indicators for the 
outputs. 

SWI 
4001 

r----------------' o 1 3 R 5 I 

I 2 
I 

4 I 

I Q 
I 
I LED I NDI CATORS 
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, 
-l ~ ...... ~ ,~ ~ ~ ... ~-, 

I 
I r---' 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

Figure 6-33 
I 
I II _ 

S 9 I Q 
T U.L ___ __________ J 

C PI N 14 - +5VOLTS 
SW2 

PIN 7- GND 

5. Apply the logic levels given in Table II to the D and T inputs. Note the 
output states for each set of inputs and record your data in Table II. 

TABLE II 

~, INPUTS .s 7 OUTPUTS 

D T Q Q 
0 0 0 I 
0 1 " I 
1 0 I Q 

1 1 I 0 

T= 0 
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6. Repeat Step 3 for the NOR D-type flip-flop. 

HEATHKIT 
CONTINUING 
EDUCATION 

7. Compare your results in Tables I and II and in Steps 3 and 6. 
8. Wire the circuit shown in Figure 6-34. The 7475 IC contains four TTL 

D type flip-flops similar in operation to the NAND D type flip-flops 

1415 
M SB r---------- MSB 

I 
SW I 2 I 16 II 

D Q 
I 
I T a I 
I 
I 

SWI J I 15 II 
I 

D Q 

DA TA 
1J 

Q T 
SW ITCHE S 

SWl 6 10 lJ 
0 Q 

T Q 

SW4 l4 9 
0 Q 

lSB 4 
T Q l SB 

+5V 

12 

----------.. 1 
A 

- GND 
lOG IC 

LOAD -

SW ITCH 

S 
Figure 6-34 

discussed earlier. Figure 6-35 shows the internal structure and pin 
connections for this device. Note that +5 volts is connected to pin 5 
and GND is connected to pin 12. The data switches on the Experi
menter will be used as a switch register. The switch outputs will be 
used as a source of data for a four hit register made from the flip-flops 
in the 7475 . You will monitor the register output on the LED logic 
indicator. 

Logic switch A will be used as the LOAD or strobe signal which 
transfers input data into the register. 
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TOP VIEW OF 747 5 
TTl Ie. 

IQUAO . 0 FLI p. 
FlOP SI 

GND 

+ 5V 

Figure 6-35 Top view 
of 7475 TTL IC. (quad D flip-flops) . 

9. Apply power to the circuit and record the number in the register. 
Indicator L4 monitors the LSB. _---'C ... )'---__ _ 

10. Set all of the data switches to binary O. Then momentarily depress the 
A logic switch. Record the binary number in the register. 

OOd O 

11. Set all the data switches to binary 1. Depress the A logic switch and 
note the register contents. Record. \ 

12. Load the sixteen binary numbers 0000 through 1111 into the register 
one at a time by setting the data switches then actuating the A logic 
switch. Verify that the input does load by comparing the LED 
indicator states with the data switch setting after the A button is 
depressed. 

Discussion 

In Step 1 you constructed a D type flip-flop with TTL NAND gates. When 
you applied power in Step 2, the flip-flop could have assumed either the 
set or reset state. When you set the T input to binary 1 and the D input to 
binary 0, the flip-flop will be reset as indicated by L1 being off. With both 
the D and T inputs binary 1, flip-flop will become set. L1 will be on. With 
the T input set to binary 1, you can switch the D input between binary 0 
and 1 and watch the normal output follow it. If the T inputis binary 0, the 
flip-flop state will be that determined by previous inputs. Switching the 
D input between 0 and 1 while T is binary 0 will not affect the state of the 
flip-flop. 
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In Step 3 you applied the 1 Hz clock signal to the D input and observed the 
operation of the flip-flop. With T set to binary 0, the clock signal at the D 
input is ignored. But with T set to binary 1, the flip-flop output follows 
the D input. The LED indicators on the CLK and Q lines should switch off 
and on in synchronism. 

In Step 4 you assembled a D flip-flop from CMOS NOR gates. In Steps 5 
and 6 you evaluated its operation. Basically you should have found that 
its operation was identical to that of the NAND D flip-flop with the 
exception of the state of the T input. On the NOR flip-flop, the T input 
must be low in order for the D input to be recognized. With the T input 
low, the normal output fo llows or tracks the D input. When the T input is 
high, the D input will have no effect on the state of the flip-flop. 

In Step 8 you assembled a 4 bit storage register using the four D type 
flip-flops in a type 7475 TTL MSI IC. The operation of the flip-flops in this 
device is similar to the NAND D flip-flop you studied earlier. The data 
switches on the Experimenter were used as a switch register. The A logic 
switch is used as a manual LOAD control. The A output is normally low 
thereby keeping the T inputs to all four register flip-flops low. The inputs 
from the switch register are ignored. When the A switch is actuated, the A 
output goes high causing the data from the switch register to be loaded 
into the register. 

When you first applied power, the contents of the register could have 
been anything. When power is applied to a flip-flop it can corne up in 
either the set or reset condition. Next you reset the register by loading all 
binary a 's. Then you loaded 1111. These two operations check to see that 
all four flip-flops work in both states. 

Finally, you sequentially loaded the numbers 0000 through 1111. This 
gives you an opportunity to become familiar with setting binary numbers 
on the switch registers and practice in reading binary numbers from the 
LED indicators. An important point you should have grasped is that the 
input word can be different from the register contents. With the LOAD 
input low, the D inputs to the flip -flop are ignored. When LOAD is made 
binary 1, however, the register output becomes equal to the inputs. 
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JK FLIP-FLOPS 

38, The JK flip-flop is the most versatile type of binary storage element 
in common use. It can perform all of the functions of the RS and D 
type flip-flops described earli er plus it can do several other things 
that these simple flip-flops canno t. Naturally, it is more complex 
and expensive than the other types so for that reason it isn't al ways 
used where simpler and less expensive circuits will do. 

An integrated circuit JK flip-flop is really two flip-flops in one. It 
usually consists of two latches, one feeding the other. with ap
propriate input gating on each. See Figure 6-36. 

MASTER 

J J 'P-- S Q 
~ rbJ' K 
..J »- Q R 

f-L.J I N PUTS 

T 

Figure 6-36 

SLAVE 

5 Q 

R Q 

1-- '" Q 

1----. Q 

The arrangement is called a master-slave JK flip-flop. The master 
flip-flop is the input circuit. Logic signals applied to the JK flip
flop set or reset this master latch. The slave flip-flop is the latch 
from which the outputs are taken. The slave latch gets its input 
from the master latch. Both latches are controlled by a clock pulse. 
Since there are two places to store bits in a JK flip-flop, there can 
he times when hath master and slave latches are identical or times 
they are complementary. But only one of these latches is responsi
ble for indicating the state of the JK flip-flop. 

Which latch, master or slave, determines the state of a JK flip-flop? 

Flip.f'lops and Registers 6 -4 1 
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(slave) Yes, the slave latch designates the state being stored. If it is 
set, the JK flip-flop is storing a binary 1. The slave latch is the 
output. And to determine the state of a flip-flop, look at its out
puts. Even though it 's called the slave, it tells the value of the bit 
stored. The master flip-flop controls the state that the slave latch 
assumes, You can see this better by studying the logic diagram of a 
typical JK flip-flop in Figure 6-37. 

T 

(CLOCK) 

MA S TE R 

Figure 6-37 

SLAVE -
S 

C 

The logic gates are the positive NAND type. Gates 3 and 4 make up 
the master latch while its input is controlled by gates 1 and 2. The 
.slave latch is made up of gates 7 and 8. Gates 5 and 6 control the 
transfer ofthe master latch state to the slave latch. Note that clock 
signal T controls the input gating circuits. The inverter keeps the 
clock to the master and slave input gates complementary. The 
clock pulse controls the JK flip -flop while the J and K inputs 
determine exactly how it will be controlled. (Note: You will also 
see the T input referred to as CP or CK, designating clock pulse or 
clock.) 

Refer to the logic diagram of the JK flip-flop in Figure 6-37. What 
other inputs control the JK flip-flop? -----
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40. (S and C inputs) The set (S) and clear (C) inputs also control the TK 
flip-flop. These are inputs to the slave latch that can be used to set 
or reset (clear) the flip-flop. These inputs override all other cir
cuitry in the JK flip-flop. These inputs are used to preset the state 
of the flip-flop prior to any other operation involVing the JK inputs 
and the clock. They work just like the inputs on any latch. 

To set the JK flip-flop, which of the following conditions must 
exist? 
A. S input high, C input low 
B. S input low, C input high 
C. Sand C inputs low 
D. S and C input high 

41. (B. S input low, C input high) To set the slave latch and the JK 
flip-flop, the S input should be low, the C input high. This forces 
the normal Q output high indicating that a binary 1 is being 
stored. To reset the TK flip-flop, the C input is made low while S is 
high. Normally, the Sand C inputs will be high when they are not 
being used to preset the flip-flop. This arrangement is identical to 
that for the NAND latch. 

Now let's consider how the T, K and T (clock) inputs affect the 
flip-flop. Refer to Figure 6-37. 

Consider the time when the clock input is low. Gates 1 and 2 will 
be inhibited so the T and K inputs cannot control the state of the 
master latch. The master latch can be in either state. 

What is the state of the slave latch when the clock line is low and 
assuming the Sand C inputs are open? 
A. Binary 1 
B. Binary 0 
C. The same as the master latch 

Flip'Flops and Registers 6 -4 3 
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(C. Same as the master latch) Yes, the slave latch will have the 
same state as the master latch when the clock input is low. The 
output of the inverter in the clock line is binary 1, causing the 
gates 5 and 6 to be enabl ed during this time. Therefore , the state of 
the master latch is simply transferred to the slave latch. For exam
ple, if binary 1 is stored in the master latch , the output of gate 3 
will be high and th e output of gate 4 will be low. This will make 
the output of ga te 5low and the output of gate 6 high. This Iowan 
the input to gate 7 will force its output high , thereby setting the 
slave latch and storing a binary 1. 

Now if the clock T goes high, gates 1 and 2 will be enabled. The 
output of the inverter will inhibit gates 5 and 6. The master latch 
cannot further change the slave latch. But now with gates ] and 2 
enabled, the J and K inputs can affect the state of the master latch. 

What other signals affect the master latch at this time? 

43. (Q and 0) The JK flip-flop outputs Q and Q are fed back around to 
gates] and 2 where, along with the J and K inpu ts, they will 
determine the state of tbe master latch. 

T 
(CLO CK) 

MA S TE R - S LA VE 
r-, __ ~A~_--,. 

S 

Figure 6-37 C 

If both J and K inputs are low, the outputs of gates 1 and 2 will be 
held higb, so no change takes place in the master latch. 

If the J and K inputs are both high (or open), then the state of the 
master latch will he determined by the Q and Q outputs. For 
example, if the slave latch is set, the master latch will be reset. If 
the slave is reset, the master will be se t. The reason for this is the 
way the outputs are crisscrossed back to gates 1 and 2. Remember 
that with the ). K and T inpu ts high , the state of the master latch 
will be determined by the Q and Q outputs. 

1fT, J, and K are hjgh, and the slave latch is storing a binary 0, the 
master latch will be storing a binary 
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44. (binary 1) Now let's consider the effect of the J and K inputs. These 
inputs are analogous to the set and rese t inputs on a latch. If J is 1 
and K is 0, we will set the master latch. If J is 0 and K is 1, the 
master latch will be reset. Remember, the T input line must be 
high for this to happen. 

Does the JK flip· f1op get set or reset as soon as the des ired states are 
applied to the J and K inputs when T is high? _ ___ _ 

45. (No) The state of the JK flip·f1op is the state of the slave latch. The 
state of the slave latch is determined by that of the master latch. 
The state of the master is, in turn, determined by the J and K 
inputs. And to top it off, the clock input determines when each of 
these latches will be affected. With the clock input high, only the 
master latch will be affected. The inverter on the clock line blocks 
gates 5 and 6 so the slave latch is not disturbed. The states of the JK 
inputs will ultimately determine the output state but only at a 
speCific time. When the clock line switches from high to low 
(trailing edge), the state of the master latch is transferred to the 
slave latch. 

( Which of the following conditions OCCUIS when the clock input is 
high? 
A. The state of the master latch is determined by the JK inputs. 
B. The state of the slave latch assumes the state of the master 

latch. 
C. Neither the master or slave latches are affected. 

46. (A. The state of the master latch is determined by the JK inputs). 
When the clock (T) is high gates 1 and 2 will be enabled therefore 
the master latch will be changed by either the Q and Q outputs or 
by the J and K inputs. When the clock goes low, the state of the 
master latch is transferred to the slave latch through gates 5 and 6 
which are enabled at this time. Gates 1 and 2 are inhibited so the J 
and K inputs have no effect. 

If the J and K inputs are both left open or high, the flip·flop will 
change state each time the clock input switches from high to low. 
Consider the following: Clock high, JK inputs high and slave latch 
set. The master latch then is _____ . 

Flip-Flops and Registers 16 -4 5 
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(reset) Right. The Q and Q lines fed back to gates 1 and 2 cause the 
master latch to be reset. Then when the trailing edge of the clock 
pulse occurs, (clock switches from 1 to 0), the reset state in the 
master is transferred to the slave. The JK flip-flop is now reset. 
When the clock again goes high. the slave latch then sets the 
master latch. As the clock goes low. the set state in the master is 
transferred to the slave. As you can see then. with the JK inputs 
high, the flip-flop complements itse lf each time the clock 
switches from high to low (trailing edge). We call this operation 
toggling. 

Assume the J and K inputs are open or high. Which waveform in 
Figure 6-38 represents the normal flip -flop output? 

TIC l OCK) 

A. 0 :~ 
I 

I 

8. 0 

C. Q 

Figure 6-38 

48. (A.) When the clock switches from 1 to 0, the state of the flip-flop 
will change. The output is not affected during the 0 to 1 transition 
(leading edge). 

If you will look at the clock and output waveforms in Figure 6-39. 
you will see a definite relationship. What is it? 

T 

Q 

Figure 6-39 

A. The output is the complement of the clock input. 
B. The output has a frequency twice the input. 
C. The output has a frequency one half the input. 
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49. (C. The output has a frequency that is one half the input.) The 
reason for this is simply that the flip-flop changes state on only the 
trailing edge or every other transition of the clock. Therefore, the 
JK flip-flop in its toggling mode is a two to one frequency divider. 
It halves any input frequency applied to the clock input. If an 
input of 50 KHz is applied, the output will be one half or 25 KHz. 
Cascading JK flip-flops permits frequency division by any factor 
of 2 (2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, etc.). The frequency division ratio is 2" 
where n is the number of flip-flops cascaded. 

We have now considered all of the modes of operation of the JK 
flip-flop, but let's review them each briefly. 

First, there are the Sand C inputs. The effect of these can be 
summed up by the truth table below. 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

S C Q Q 
1 1 X X 
0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 

This is exactly the same truth table we established for the NAND 
latch. 

The JK flip-flop has an ambiguous state. True or False? 

50, (True) Yes, the JK flip-flop does have an ambiguous state. If both S 
and C inputs are low, both the Q and Q outputs will be high. 
Therefore, care should be taken to see that this condition cannot 
occur. 

The set (S) and clear (C) inputs are used to preset the flip-flop to 
some desirable condition prior to another operation. The most 
common operation is to reset it. For that reason many IC JK flip
flops have only a C input line. Use of the S and C inputs is referred 
to as asynchronous operation. The state of the flip-flop changes 
immediately upon the application of the appropriate input level. 
No other conditions are necessary. This is not true of the J and K 
inputs. Their effect is dependent upon the state ofthe clock signal. 
Therefore, we call the J and K input effects synchronous because 
they cause state changes only on the occurrence of a specific clock 
transition, that is in synchronism with the clock. 

In the JK flip-flop discussed here, state changes take place on the 
to transition. 

Flip-Flops and Registers 16 -4 7 
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51. (high to low, 1 to 0) When the clock input switches from 1 to 0, 
state changes occur. It is on this transition that the contents of the 
master latch is transferred to the slave latch. For some types of rK 
flip-flops just the opposite is true. Be sure to check the manufac
turer's data sheet for details on any device you are using. 

The synchronous operation of the JK fli p-flop is summed up in the 
truth table below. Note that only the normal (Q) output condition 
is shown, but it is given twice. once prior to a clock pulse (t) and 
then after one clock pulse (t + 1). The output state X can represent 
either set (1) or reset (0) . 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

K Q (t) Q ( t + 1) 

0 0 X X 
0 1 X 0 
1 0 X 1 
1 1 X X 

Refer to the truth table. 

What happens when the rand K inputs are both low and a repeti
tive clock signal is applied? 
A. The flip-flop complements. 
B. The flip-flop state doesn't change. 
C. The flip-flop is reset. 

52. (B. The flip-flop state doesn't change) The clock can change all it 
wants to but it will not affect the state of the flip-flop when both r 
and K inputs are low. The flip-flop simply retains its previous 
condition which can be either set or reset. This is an inhibit mode. 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

J K Q (t) Q (t + 1) 

0 0 X X 
0 1 X 0 
1 0 X 1 
1 1 X X 

According to the truth table above, how does the flip-flop get reset? 
A. J input = 0, K input = 1. 
B. Apply binary 0 to the C input. 
C. Let the clock toggle it. 
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53. (A. J input = 0, K input = 1) To reset the JK flip-flop, apply a 0 to 

the J input and a 1 to the K input then apply a clock pulse. The 
flip-flop will reset. To set the JK flip-flop you apply a 1 to J and 0 to 
K and again apply a clock pulse. The flip-flop will se t on the 
trailing edge of the clock. 

What happens when both J and K inputs are high and a clock pulse 
is applied? 
A. The flip-flop is set. 
B. The flip -flop complements. 
C. The flip -flop is inhibited. 

54. (B. The flip-flop complements) With the J and K inputs at binary 1, 
the flip-flop toggles or complements each time the clock switches 
from 1 to o. The flip -flop acts as a 2 to 1 frequency divider. Modern 
integrated circuit flip-flops are available in a variety of configura
tions. Some ECL flip -flops can toggle at rates as high as 1 GHz. 

K 

T 

A. Q 

B. Q 

C. Q 

That completes the basic operation of a JK flip -flop. The symbol 
used to represent it is shown in Figure 6-40. 

As a final check of your understanding of this important device, 
consider the input waveforms shown in Figure 6-41. 

Which output waveform is produced by this set of inputs? 

I 

0 

0 LJ 

0 

0 I 
I 

I I 
I IUl 0 

I I 

0 n 
Figure 6-41 
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K C 11 

Figure 6-40 
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55. (C) Good work. You seem to have the idea. The J and K inputs affect 
the flip-flop state , but state changes occur only on the 1 to 0 
transition of the clock pulse. This is synchronous operation. 

1 

o----...J 

K 1 
o----------~ LJ 

T o 

1 

I 
I 
I 

Q 0-------' 
l...-__ -.lIlL-__ 

Figure 6-42 

In Figure 6-42 , the normal output of the flip -flop is low prior to the 
occurrence of the first clock (T) pulse. Pulses 1 and 2 occur but 
since both the J and K inputs are low, the flip-flop is inhibited and 
no state change takes place. Then, the J input goes high. On the 
trailing edge of the next clock pulse (3) , the flip-flop sets. When 
pulse 4 occurs, J is still high so the flip-flop would be set again . 
However, it is already set. The J input goes low, then clock pulse 5 
occurs. With both J and K low, the trailing edge of pulse 5 has no 

effect. The flip-flop remains set. Next, the K input goes high and J 
remains low. On the occurrence of the 1 to 0 transition of pulse 6, 
the flip-flop resets. Pulse 7 tries to reset it again. The K input goes 
low. Pulse 8 occurs and since J and K are low, the flip-flop remains 
reset. The J and K inputs go high simultaneously. Pulses 9 and 10 
then toggle or complement the flip-flop, 9 setting it and 10 reset
ting it. After this J and K go low inhibiting the flip-flop . Pulse 11 
has no effect. 

The JK flip-flop is highly versatile. They are widely used in stor
age registers , shift registers , frequency dividers and counters. 
You will learn more about each of these circuits in a later unit. 

Answer the Self Test Review questions and perform Experiment 11. 
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Self Test Review 

17. The asynchronous inputs to 8 JK flip-flop are designated: 
8. J and K 
b. Sand C 
c. Q and Q 
d. T 

18. The jK flip -flop operates as a NAND latch when which inputs are 
used? 
a. Sand C 
b. J and K 
c. T 
d. none of the above 

19. On a JK flip-flop the Sand C inputs are high, the J input is high, the K 
inpul is low. What is the state of the flip-flop when one clock pulse 
occurs on the T inpul? 
a. reset 
b. set 
c. ambiguous 
d. insufficient information given to determine the state. 

20. The state of the JK flip-flop changes when the clock signal on T 
switches from: 
a. high to low 
h. low to high 
c. either a. or b. 

21. The following conditions ex ist in a jK flip -flop: J = K = 1, S = C = 1, 
Q = 1, Q = O. Whal is the binary contents of the flip-flop afler three 
clock pulses occur? 
a. binary 0 
b. binary 1 
c. insufficient data given to determine slate. 

22. Both J and K inputs are held low. The Sand C inputs are high. The Q 
output is o. What is the state of the flip-flop after three clock pulses? 
a. binary 0 
b. binary 1 
c. insufficient information given. 

Fllp·Flops and Registers 6- 51 
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23. Which of the following conditions will reset a JK flip-fl op? (indicate 
all choices that apply) 
a. J = 1, K = 0, S = 1, C = 1, T changes 
b. J = 1, K = 1, S = 1, C = 1, T changes 
c. J = 0, K = 1, S = 1, C = 1, T changes 
d. J = 0, K = 0, S = 1, C = 0, T changes 
e. J = 1, K = 1, S = 0, C = 1, T changes 
f. J = 1, K = 0, S = 0, C = 0, T changes 

24. Disregarding the Sand C inputs, a JK flip-flop changes state when 
a. J changes 
b. K changes 
c. J and K change 
d. when T switches from 1 to O. 

25. In a JK flip·flop , J = K = 1, S = C = 1. The T inpulis a 330 KHz square 
wave. The Q outpu t is a 
a. binary 0 
b. binary 1 
c. 165 KHz square wave 
d. 330 KHz square wave. 

26. In a JK flip-flop , J = K = 1, S = C = 1. The T input is at 2 MHz with a 
duty cycle of30 percent. What is the frequency and duty cycle of th e 
Q output? 
a. 2 MHz, 30 percent 
b. 2 MHz, 15 percent 
c. 1 MHz, 15 percent 
d. 1 MHz, 30 percent 
e. 1 MHz, 50 percent. 

NOTE: The duty cycle is the ratio of the pulse on (binary 1) time to the 
period of the signal times 100 percent 

pulse on time 
percent duty cycle = x 100 (period = lit) 

period 

27. A JK flip-flop could be used for switch contact bounce buffering 
a. True 
b. False 
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Answers 

17. b. Sand C 
18 . a. Sand C 

19. b. set 
20. a. high to low (1 to 0) 
21. a. binary o. With J = K = 1 the flip-flop will toggle or 

complement. The flip-flop is initially set. The first 
clock pulse toggles the flip-flop to a binary 0, the sec-
ond to binary 1 and the third back to binary O. 

22. a, binaryO.WithJ = K = low (binary 0) the flip-flop will 
not toggle. 

23. c. J = 0, K = 1, S = 1, C = 1, T changes (synchronous) 
d. J = 0, K = 0, S = 1, C = 0, T changes (asynchronous) 

24. d. when T switches from 1 to 0 
25. c. 165 KHz square wave. A JK flip-flop divides by 2. 
26, e. 1 MHz, 50 percent. The JK flip-flop divides by 2. The 

output always has a 50 percent duty cycle (equal binary 0 
and binary 1 times) if the T input is a fixed frequency. 
Regardless of the duty cycle of the input signal, the 
flip-flop toggles on the 1 to 0 transition making the 
duration of the set and reset states equal to the 'period of 
the input. 

27, a. True. Use the Sand C inputs. 

Fllp·Flops and Registers 6 -53 
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OBJECTIVES: To demonstrate the operation and characteristics of a 
JK flip-flop. 

Materials Needed: 

Heathkit Digital Design Experimenter ET-3200 

1 - 7476 TTL IC (443-16) 

Procedure 

1. Connect the circuit shown in Figure 6-43. Use data switches for the 1. 
K, S, and C inputs. Use logic switch A for the clock T input. Connect 

" SW3 

::r 
SW I 

J 

A T , 1 

K 
SWI 16 

) 
K 1- _ __ 

111 - 7476 

1 

5 Q 
15 Ll 

II 
Q 14 

C , \ 
,- + \V 

- - - -'il GND 

SW4 
C. 

Figure 6-43 

LED indicators to each output. The pin connections for 7476 dual JK 
flip-flop are shown in Figure 6-44. There are two complete JK flip
flops in the 7476 IC, but we will use only one as they are identical. 
Connect + 5 volts to pin 5 and GND to pin 13. 
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TOP 
VI EW 

GND 

' 5V 

Figure 6-44 
Pin connections for dual TTL JK 

flip-flop 7476. 

2. First you will check the-asynchronous operation of the JK flip-flop. 
Set J = K = 1 with SWl and SW2. Apply the levels indicated in Table 
I to the S and C inputs. Note the output states and record them in 
Table 1. Repeat this step with J = K = O. Note the result. 

TABLE I 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 
.'. "' . '., 

S c Q Q 
1 1 , 0 

0 1 , 0 

1 0 0 I 
0 0 I I 

Do the JK inputs affect the asynchronous operation? 
lit) 

Fllp ·Flops and Registers 16-55 
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3. Next, verify the synchronous operation of the jK flip -flop. Set the S 
and C inputs to binary 1. Then apply the logic levels indicated in 
Table II. Note the normal output state before (Q) and after [Q (t + 1)] 
the application of a single clock pulse from the A logic switch. After 
you have completed Table II. repeat the inputs given and toggle the 
clock (T) input several times with the A logic switch for each set of 
inputs , Note the results on the LED logic indicators. 

TABLE II 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

J K Q Q (t + 1) 

0 0 rl 15 
0 1 0 I 
1 0 J () 

1 1 (; I 

NOTE:Q (t + 1) means the state of the Q output after the application of 
one clock pulse with the given inputs. 

4. Set the J and K inputs to binary 1 with the logic switches. Remove the 
A logic switch from the T input and connect a 1 Hz clock (CLK) signal 
to it. Also connect a LED logic indica tor to the CLK signal. Observe 
the CLK input and Q and Q outputs on the LED indicators. Note the 
relationship between in put and output frequencies. 

5. Construct the circuit shown in Figure 6-45. The circuit will be driven 
from the 1 Hz CLK signal. The A and B logic switches will control the 
circuit. You will observe the output states on LED indicators L1. L3 
and L4. 

Figure 6-45 
Ll L4 II 

l, 7476 
,---- - ----- ----, 

'1 I 

CLK 

I '1 
I 
I 4 r;-"";S~QiJ..!'15~--4 '";"'TQl,!.!II.j.: -J I J 5 Q ff2 

11H Z) 
---"-+-+-'-'-1 1 

I 

ii 
I 16 K C Q 
I 

-4>----' ) J 

ffl 6 
'---1 1 

I 
I 
I 

K - I 5 
C Q ~+5V 

I 
L __ _ _ _ ___ _ _______ _ 8 I GN 0 

----~ 
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6. Observe the relationship between the input (Ll) and output (L3 and 
L4) waveforms. You can do this by counting the number of input and 
output pulses. Sketch a timing diagram illustrating this relationship. 

7 . While the circuit is operating, depress the B logic switch. What effect 
does this have on the circuit? (Note the output states). Release the B 
switch. Repeat this step several times. 

8. Depress the A logic switch while the circuit is operating. Note the 
effect on the outputs. Repeat several times. 

NOTE: If you have an oscilloscope, set the eLK frequency to 1 KHz or 
100 KHz and observe eLK, FFl and FF2 noting their frequency 
relationship. 

DISCUSSION 

!\' .. ' , 

In Steps 1 and 2 you verified the operation of the JK flip-flop in the 
asynchronous mode. This refers to the use of the set (S) and clear (C) or 
reset inputs to control the state of the flip-flop. From the data you re-
corded in Table I, you should have found that the JK flip-flop functions l. .'~ 0 '. I ,. 

just like a NAND latch when the Sand e inputs are used. With both inputs 
binary 1, the flip-flop can be in either state. When e is low and S is high, 
the flip-flop is reset. With e high and S low, the flip-flop is set. If both S 
and e are low, the ambiguous state (Q = Q = 1) occurs. 

In Steps 3 and 4 you verified the synchronous operation of the JK flip
flop. Your data in Table II should be identical to that given earlier in 
Frame 51. The most important points to note afe: 

1. It is not the jK inputs that cause the state of the flip-flop to change. It 
is the T input 1 to 0 transition that causes the state change. The J and 
K inputs do determine the state to which the flip-flop goes but not 
when it changes. 

2. The flip-flop toggles or complements each time a 1 to 0 change occurs 
on the T input with J and K = 1. 

3. The flip-flop does not toggle when a clock pulse occurs if J = K = O. 
This makes the JK inputs useful as a toggle inhibit control. 

4. For every two binary 1 input pulses on T, one binary 1 pulse occurs at 
the Q output. This indicates a two to one frequency division. 

\ ... o 0 
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In Step 5 you cascaded to JK flip-flops and in Step 6 you determined the 
input-output relationships. By observing the LED indicators you should 
have found that for every four binary 1 clock input pulses there were two 
pulses from FFl and one pulse from FF2. This indicates that each flip
flop divides the input frequencies by 2. The overall circuit, both flip-flops 
together, divides by 4. The input is 1 Hz. The output of FFl is .5 Hz and 
the output of FF2 is .25 Hz. Your input-output waveforms should appear 
as shown in Figure 6-46. 

-11 SEC t-
eLK 

11H z 1 

HI 
1141 

FF 2 0 0 II 1131 

Figure 6-46 

In Step 7 you used the B logic switch to control the JK inputs to FF1. With 
the switch in its normal up position, the B output is binary 1. Therefore, 
the JK inputs are binary 1 and the flip-flop toggles with each clock pulse. 
When you depress the B logic switch, B goes low. This inhibits FF1. The 
clock pulses will not affect it with J = K = O. It will simply retain the state 
to which it was set by the last clock pulse prior to the JK in puts becoming 
low. Since FFl does not toggle , FF2 will not toggle. The input to FF2 
comes from FFl. As a result, when tbe JK inputs on FFl go low, the clock 
pulse has no effect and the flip-flop states can be anything. 

When you depress the A logic switch you reset both flip-flops. With the A 
logic switch in its normal up position, the A output is high. This puts a 
binary 1 on both C inputs . This will not affect the flip-flop states. When 
you depress the A logic switch, the A output goes low. This resets both 
flip-flops immediately. Regardless of the states of the flip-flops, when 
you depress A, both will be put into the binary 0 condition. You will note 
that this reset state overrides the clock signal. With the C inputs low, the 
clock input has no effect. In a JK flip-flop, the asynchronous inputs 
always take precedence over the synchronous inputs. 
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EXAMINATION 

UNIT 6 

FLIP-FLOPS 
AND REGISTERS 

The purpose of this exam is to help you review the key facts in this unit. 
The problems are designed to test your retention and understanding by 
making you apply what you have learned. This exam is not so much a test 
as it is another learning method. Be fair to yourself and work every 
problem first before checking the answers. 

1. The normal output of a flip-flop is high. What state is the flip -flop in ? 
A. Set 
B. Reset 

2. The complement output of a flip-flop is low. What binary state is 
stored in the flip -flop ? 
A. binary a 
B. binary 1 

3. A storage register made up of six D-type flip-flops is storing a binary 
n umber. The flip-flop states are: 
A - reset, B - set, C - reset, D - reset. E - set, F - set 
The A flip-flop is the LSB. 
The decimal equivalent of the register content is 
A. 16 
B. 19 
C. 36 
D. 50 

4, How many JK flip-flops are needed to generate a 125 KHz square 
wave from a 1 MHz square wave? 
A. 1 
B. 2 
C. 3 
D. 4 

Flip·Flops and Registers 6 -5 9 
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5. Draw the normal output of the flip -flop in Figure 6-47 given the input 
waveforms shown. 

S 
o--...J LrL 

Figure 6-47 

R u U L o 

o 1--

o 

6. Draw the normal output of the flip-flop in Figure 6-48 given the input 
waveforms shown . 

Lfl'---- --fl---u-T o __ -,nL-~nL-_-
Figure 6-48 

o I 
0---

7. Draw the normal output of the flip-flop in Figure 6-49 given the input 
waveforms shown. 

I 

0-------1 

K I 
O-------------------J 

T 
o 

I 
0

0 
__ 

Figure 6-49 ~ 
~ 
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8. Which of the following ways can a JK flip-flop be set? Check all that 
apply. 
A. Ground the C input 
B. Ground the S input 
C. Set) to 0 and K to 1 and apply a clock pulse 
D. Set) to 1 and K to 0 and apply a clock pulse 
E. Toggle the T input with J = K = 1. 

9. How many flip-flops will be needed to store the binary equivalent of 
the decimal number 114? 
A. 3 
B. 7 
C. 12 
D. 57 

10. A flip-flop is the basic logic element in what type of logic circuit? 
A. sequential 
8. combinational 

11. The trailing edge of a logic signal generally refers to its transition 
from 
A. 0 to 1 
8. 1 to 0 
C. either a. or b. 

12. For a JK flip-flop to work properly in its synchronous mode, the Sand 
C input states must be 
A. S = 0, C = 0 
B. S = 0, C = 1 
C. S = 1 , C = 0 
D. S = 1, C = 1 

13. When the T input to a 0 flip-flop is high and the 0 input is a logic 
signal X, the complement output is 
A. binary 0 
B. ~inary 1 
C. X 
D. X 

14. The basic application of the 0 flip-flop is 
A . Switch contact debouncing 
B. Registers 
C. Frequency division 
D. Counting. 

15. Which type of flip-flop does not have an ambiguous state 
A. RS 
B. 0 
C. JK 
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1. A- set 
2. B - binary 1 
3. 0 - 50 The number in the register is 110010. 
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4. C - 3 A 1 MHz (1000 kHz) signal must be divided by 2 three times 
to generate a 125 KHz signal. (1000 -i- 2 = 500 -i- 2 = 250 -i- 2 = 
125) 

5. See Figure 6-50 RS or latch flip-flop . 

s 0 ~ , , , 
R U U , 

0 , , , , 
I , , 

Q U U 0 

Figure 6-50 

6. See Figure 6-51 0 flip-flop. 

o 

T 

Q 

Ln, __ , ;-, , , , 
Ih rm -------' , L----!, I , L-__ _ 

'10 
:-_--:'" lJlL--_ 

Figure 6-51 

, , 
I , L ., , 
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7. See Figure 6-52 JK flip-flop. 

I 

0-------' 

K 0---------' 

T 0 

Q 
0 ----- ---' 

Figure 6-52 

8. B,D,E - Either of these methods can be used to set a JK flip-flop. 
B - Ground the S input. 
D - Set J to 1 and K to 0 and apply a clock pulse. 
E - Toggle the T input with J = K = 1. 

9. B - 7 It takes 7 bits to represent the decimal number 114 in binary. 
114 10 = 1110010 •. 

10. A - sequential. The basic characteristic of a sequential circuit is 
storage or memory of binary data which is the basic function of 
a flip-flop. 

11. B - 1 to 0 The lto 0 transition is the trailing edge of a logic signal. 
12. D - S = 1, C = 1 
13. C - X. The normal output follows the D input, tnerefore the com

plement output is the complement of the D input when T is 
high. 

14. B - Registers 
15. B - D type flip-flop does not have an ambiguous state. 

Flip-FlOps and Registers 6-63 
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. FLIP-FLOPS 

A flip-flop is an e]ectrori.c circuit capable of stor ing a binary bit (ONE or ZERO). 
It is· also known as a bi-stable multivibrator or latch. Flip-flops have two stable 
state s . One swre is called the "SET" state , a ncl the other state is the: " RESET' · 
or "CLEARED" fitate. A flip-flop can be in only one of its stable states at a ti;ne . 
Therefore, a flip-flop is either set or re set (clea red). 

Flip·-flops ho.ve two outputs called Q and Q which are sometimes referred to as "1" 
and "0" output respectively. . 

, (I ) 
'Qr-l> 

Q (O)~ 

The levels on the output lines depends upon the state of the flip-flop as iUustratE.d 
in the following chart, 

STATE Q(l) Q(O) 

Set H L 
Reset L H 

You're probably wondering why nothing has been mentioned about the flip -flop 
inputs. The inputs vary with the dilierenr type flip -flops as described in the 
following paragraphs. 

.. C
.,.· 
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"0" Type Plip-Plop 
.' 

A "0" type flip-flop will set or reset depending upun the state of the "0" input 
when a clock pulse occurs. . 

--iD Of---

CLOCK C Q-

In the above illustration, the "0" input is examined on the pos it ive going edge 
(5) of the C (clock) input. When 0 is high, the flip-flop sets and "0" input low 
resets the flip -flop. 

At .times the "0" flip-flop may be illustrated as follows: 

-<:jD 01--

--iC Of---

This indicates the flip-flop sets if the "0" input is Iowan the pos itive going edge 
of clock. In actu al app lication the Q and'Q output leads have been reversed, as 
shown below. Ther efore the flip-f lop in r eality is reset, but for application 
purposes, it is set when "D" input is Iow an a pos itive going clock. 

2 
D Q 2- 2 

D Q 
6 

:3 
C Q 

6 :3 5 
C Q 

,: . 

. , 
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"0" Type Flip-rlop with Preset and Clear 

'A "0" type flip-flop is ava ilable with inputs which will directly set or directly 
reset the flip-flop without a clock input. The direct inputS also override the "D" 
input and clock when present at the same time . 

, DIRECT SET 
_." --

- PR 
0 Q 

---

C' Q 
, : CLR . ,. , . " 

" 
.' -.. ~ --

DIRECT RESET 

The flip-flop, shown above is directlY ,set when the PR input is low and directly 
reset when the CLR input is low . When both the direct set and direct r eset inouts 
are low together, both the Q andQ outputs will be high • . The flip-flop will stabilize 
in the state of the input (PRjCLR) remaining the longest time. 

At times , in lOgiC, you may see the PR input labeled S or SO and tre CLR labeled 
R or CD. Also some "D!' type flip-flop IC '5 have only the direct reset (CLR) 
input and at times only the Q output is availabl.e outside the Ie. 

- 0 Q 

C CLR 

P-, .. .. 

"'" 

c 
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J-K TYTle Flip -Flop 

A J-K type flip-flop has an input configuration which allows it to be used in many 
different ways . 

DIRECT SET 

PR 
J Q 

CLO CK 
C 

KCLRQ 
. . 

DIRECT RESET 

The j -\( flip-flop can be Birectly set or reset by applying a low on the PR or CLR 
input. 

~ The J-K Liput s are examined on the pOSitive going edge of clock with the J-K flip -
I flop assuming the state as illustrated in the following chart: . 

\ '\ 
' ...:-J1 

. -

J K elk State 

L L S Remains in Preset state 
L H S Resets 
H L .s Sets 
H H S Toggles to opposite state 

J -K flip-flops are a lso available which examine tbe J:-\( inputs on the negative ("lJ 
going edge of clock. 

. 1 
J PR Q 

C 

K Q 
CLR 

. - r . ( - . 
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J-K flip-flops are also available in Ie's which have only a preset or a clear input. 

1 J Q 

J PR Q C 

--- C K Q 
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